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REFLECTIONS,

Meditations on New-Year's Day*

1 REPRESENT to mj'self this first day of the

year, as if it were the first day of my life ; .
and I-

presume to.hope, from, the goodness 'of God, bles^
ings for this year, equal to those that hav,e ]beel(

granted me^ftom my birth till now,. ^Whatroay;!--
not hope from my heavenly/ Bather, \yhp; from
the first moment of my existence (,what do I say ?)

eyen before I was born, provided; for me with so

much tenderness and goodness?.In my parents he

gave me friends, who, from my very birth, supV
ported and brought me up, and whose diftinr

terested affection protected,me in. that weak and
helpless state. Without such care, how could I
have been preserved to.enjpy the many blessings
I now possess*.- ,.- , ;

;

,:.
:

'

; --- :.
-

:-.j- ;f.-Jc'

If I had, atthattime, been capable of reflectioni
I might undoubtedly have promised myseifmany
agreeable hours, in the course pfmy existence on
earth. Kpw, that I am capable of; it, :

1 will ;giy=e

myself up entirely to a sense of my happiness^,
and the future hopes I am permitted- to indulge..
I enter with the present day, into-a new period of

life, not so much unprovided for, nor so helpless
aswhen I first came into the world, butwith equal ;

occasion for assistance in many .respects. I re- 1

quiie friends to shed sweets upon my life, tp sap-
Vol. I.. B.
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port my-iirils, when oppressed with grief, and
to warn me of dangers that I might otherwise fall

into. And surely, my heavenly Father will grant
me this best of blessings. Whatever may happen
to me daring the course of the year, he has un-

doubtedly chosen forme a friend, who will be my
adviser in difficulties, and my consoler in misfor-

tunes; who will share *he sweets of prosperity
with me, and, in moments of weakness, will aid

and support my reason. God had laid the founda-

tion of my future lot from the first moment of my
life. It is not by chance that I ani born of such

parents, in such a part ofthe world, in such a time,
and not in another. The time, the place, the cir-

cumstances, and the consequences of my birth,
Lad all been planned by God in the wisest manner.

^was
then that he fixed my- fate, that he weighed

e evils i. was to endure, that. he saw the plea-
sures' and' comforts which were to :

'

restore calm
and serenity to my mind. By : his decree many
causes, then Unknown,

'

;were to combine for
u

my
happiness, antf every thing relating to me w-as to

'contribute towards'fulfillirtg-his. beneficent views.
With this first day Ofthe year,my lot is, a's it were,
settled over again. The Lord, who gaveme being,
takes in atone glance (which nothing can deceive)
each week, each day, each instant of this year.
-Alii indeed, that relates to kne is hidden frora'me^
but all things are visible to God, and all are set-

tled according to his decrees, which/ are-fail^ of
"wisdom" and goodness.

-
If, in the' 'ctfurse 'of the

year, I experience 'any'misfortune; 'which' I could
not foresee; if any unforeseen happiness fulls to

my lot ; if I have any loss to bear which I could
not expect; all will happen according to the will

of God. Full of this conviction,- 1 begin the ne\y
_year. Let what' will happen,'! shallfce^moreahd

; . 'more confirmed' in the persuasion-; thatGodvwill
* be my preserver in my old age, as he wa's-in my

youth.
'

If Ind myself exposed to poverty at
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distress, I will.remember the days ofmy infancy*
that still more critical state, in which.he prptect-
ed me. If I meet with ingratitude from a friend,

even that ought;not to make me unhappy..: God.

can raiseme up other friends, in whose,tenderness
I may enjoy delight and comfort. If my life is

full of dangers and persecution, which seem be*-

yond all human foresight, even this ought not to

terrify me. I should put my trust in. God, who
protected my childhood, when it was exposed to

a thousand dangers. What then can prevent my
beginning this year with a tranquil mind? I look
forward without anxiety, and leave my fate to

the guidance of Providence.

JAN. II.

The Blessings granted to us by God in winter, and
to which we pay too little attention.. \ <>

IF we were to examine the works of God more
attentively than we generally do, we should findi
at this season, many reasons to rejoice in his good,
ness, and to praise the wonders of his wisdom.
Few, without doubt, are so insensible as not to
feel emotions of pleasure and" gratitude, when
beauteous nature displays the rich blessings o*
God, in spring, summer, or autumn. But even"
hearts the fullest of sensibility are rarely .excited
to the sensation of warm' gratitude, when they
see the trees stripped of their fruit, and the fields

without verdure ; when the bleak wind, whistles
round their dwelling; when a chilling coldcomes
to freeze the earth and its inhabitants. Bat, is it

certain that this season is so deprived ofthe bless-

ings ofHeaven, and of what is sufficient to kindle

gratitude and piety in the heart of man? No, celv-

tainly. Let us only accustom ourselves to be niQre
attentive to the works of God, more touched
the many proofs of his goodness towards u
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we shall find opportunities enough, even in win-

ter, -to praise our Benefactor. Consider how uh-

happy we should be, if, during violent cold; we
had neither wood for fire, nor clothes to keep us
warm. With what goodness the Lord prevents
our wants, and furnishes us (even in the season
the most void of resources) with the necessaries

and conveniencies of life. When, at this moment,
we may be enjoying the comfortable warmth of
a fire, shall we not return thanks to the Lord, who
gives us fuel, with such profusion, that the very

'

poorest can be supplied with it ?

If it was given to mortals to know the chain of

every thing in nature, how great would be our
admiration at the wisdom and goodness of its Au-
thor ! But, however incapable we are of forming
to ourselves an idea of the whole of his works,
the little we understand of it gives us sufficient

reason to acknowledge, that the government of
God is. infinitely wise and beneficent. Winter

"belongs to the plan he has formed. If this season

did not exist, the spring and summer would not
have so many charms for us, the fertility of onr
lands would much diminish, commerce would
be at an end in many provinces, and part of the

"woods and forests would have been created for

no purpose. Considered in this light, winter is

certainly very useful, and supposing even thatjts

advantages were not so apparent, it would be
sufficient for. us. to reflect that .winter is the work
of the^ Creator, as well as spring and summer,
and that all which comes from God must be for

the best.

JAN. III.

Daily Pro#S which God gives its of his Providence.

NOT to acknowledge the hand of Providence*
hot in extraordinary cases, is to betray our igno

ranee and our weakness. In the ordinary course <
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of nature, tilings offer daily, which ought to ex-

cite our attention, and our admiration.' The for-

mation of a child in the womb of its mother, is

as great a miracle of the power and wisdom of

God, as the creation of the first man, formed oat,

of the dust. .Likewise the preservation of our
life, if we reflect on the several causes and effects

which combine.for that, purpose, is no less won-,
derful than the resurrection of the dead. . The only
difference between them is, that. one happens
but seldom, while we every day witness the other.

This is the reason it does not strike us more sen-

sibly, or raise our ndmiration, as it would other-

wise do. Undoubtedly my own experience ought
to convince me fully, that a divine Providence
watches over the preservation ofmy days. I am
not certain of a single moment ofmy life; a thou-
sand unknown and latent causes may hasten the
end of it, chill my blood, or stop my breath.
A fas! I feel but too well how incapable I am of

preserving my life, or of removing such and. such,

infirmity, such and such danger, with which I am,
threatened. Subject to 'so many bodily evils, to
so many wants, both mental and bodily, I am tho-

roughly convinced that, were it not for the tender
mercies of God, I should be a very wretched
creature. The union ofmy body and soul, their

reciprocal and continual acting on each other,
are inconceivable, and neither depend on my will
or power. The beating of my pulse, the circu-
lation of fluids, within me, gdes on without inter-

ruption, and without my being able to contribute
to it in the smallest degree. Every thing con-
vinces me, that my faculties, my state, the dura-
tion of my existence, does not depend on my will::
it is God, who, by a secret and absolute; power>
mainjains in me, strength, motion, and existence.
Ifmy breath is not yet stopped ; if my blood still

circulates; if my limbs have not yet lost their
activity j if the organs ofmy senses have preser*
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ved their play ; if, in this instant, I have the fa-

culty ofthmkiiig, and the use of my reason ; it is

to God alone that I am indebted for it. Bat, why
do I reflect so seldom, and with so little gratitude,
on the daily ways of Providence ? Ought not the
reflections which now^>ffer themselves, to have
Always been imprinted on my heart 1 OughtI not,
at least, every morning and evening ofmy life, to

meditate on the benefits of my Creator; admire
and bless him "for them? How just that I should
db'so? and that, by this homage, I should distin-

guish myselffrom the insensible brute, from those
creatures who have not received the faculty of

contemplating the works of Go'd.
: Divine Preserver of my life ! teach me to con-

template worthily the miracles of thy goodness.
Make iny mind capable of that rapture which the
soul of David experienced each time that he re-

flected on thy works: and, when thou grantest
me 'a favour, however small it may be, may I feel

the value of it,
'

may it lead me to glorify thee, to

acknowledge that thou art the only source of the

happiness of man. Then I may apply to myself
these words of a holy patriarch :

" I am nothing
in comparison of all the goodness and mercy with
which thou hast acted towards thy servant."

> JAN. IV.

- Several Uses of Fire.

- FIRE is> in some degree, "the universal instru-

ment of all the arts, and all the necessaries of
life, "la order that man should make continual
use ofAhis element, the Creator has caused/it to

mix-in the air, the water, and air fat and oily
Substances. .

'/How very useful is all the combustible matter
which; supplies us with fuel. Without a sufficient
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provision offit, .w^sbquld, not ,o.nly io.sejihe great-
-

esti advantages, but we should be ,exposed to the

greatest inconvenience, v. ; . -..,; ;o :
:

, ,, ;,-

;lni winter, ^ere itnot for/the fire which lights

us, a great part ofoar time would pass In the most
'

insupportable darkness. Deprived ofthat artificial

light, ourmost agreeable amusements would cease
at sun-set. We should be obliged to remain mon
tionless, or else to wander in darkness with .hor-

ror, in the midst of a;thousand,dangers. How:
melancholy our state would be, if, in :these long
evenings, we could neither'enjoy the pleasures of

society, nor make use of the fesouree&of reading*
writing, and: working ij Consider how unwhole*
some, and haw -little nburishmentthere would be
iu the greatest part of the food which the earth

produces, if, by means of;fire, they were not dis*

solved, softened, and prepared to a certain de

gree.
And how-should we be able to provide so many

other necessaries and/conveniences of life, if
th^e

workmen and artists did not procure them for us

with the help of fire? Without th?tt element, we
should not be able to melt metals, to make them
malleable, to refine

, them!; to chajdge
"sand int<> _

glass,, or to give to lime the consistence of stone.?f
Without fire, nature .and all its treasure's would

become useless, and wdukL lose in our eyesthe
most of their charms. .

But let us limit purselves
to the advantages which we gathei; from it at this

moment.! What; comfort do we ;find in a.roon>

warmed by it,.so as;to guard;us from the impres-
sion of the outward aii;?:.Baringjhard frosts we
should be condemned- to^do nothingj. at least to:a
thousand disagreeable sensations, if thefire^ ,hy

warming us.ddid not convey to na a certain.iac-

tivity. How fliany; 01di,and sickjy people.wtould
suffer doubly,: were it not for the benign influence
of fire ? What would become of the weak infant;

it its delicate.iimjj5.were.nQt strengtkenfid by a
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gentle heat? O! unhappy people, who suffer all

the rigour of this cold season, ready to sacrifice

a portion of the bread which is left yon, in order
to get fuel to warm ^your trembling limbs. It is

you that I pity from the bottom of my heart.

Tour situation reminds me of a part of my hap-
piness to which I have hitherto given but little

attention ; and imposes on me more strongly the

obligation of blessing my heavenly Father for the

advantages I draw from the heat of fire. It im-

poses on me also the duty of giving part of my
abundance, to relieve others from those evils,
which 1 am myself exempt from. O my God,
my Creator and Benefactor, deign to look upon
me! See my heart expand in praises and thanks-

givings. It is to thy fatherly care that I owe all

the advantages, all the pleasures which fire

enables me to enjoy*

JAN. V.
'

'

Winter Amusements.

this season, which many, through
prejudice, consider as not being cheerful, every
one, according to his taste, seeks amusements to

divert himself, and make the long winter evenings
pass away less tediously. Several think of nothing
but making up for the severity of the cold, by
seeking dissipation in noisy company and vain

pleasures. It is sad to see the efforts so many
people make, to .shorten, by idleness or trifling

pursuits, days which are already too short. The
space of a day is generally filled up by a train of

employments which are unworthy the dignity of

man, and the purposes of his soul. Some hours
after sun-rise, the luxurious man quits his bed.

During breakfast-time, he forms projects for the
amusements to which he means to sacrifice this
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new day. Then^abandoning himself to idleness*

he waits the hour for a second repast: It comes*
and he gives himself up .without bounds to the

pleasures of the table. Satisfied, or rather sur-

feited, with the immoderate use he made of it, he
throws himself on a couch, in order to recover

sufficient powers to bear new excesses. The hour
comes in which he is to go to a tumultuous com-

pany, unless the noisy circle is.to assemble round
him. He sits down to play. For the first time
since sun-rise, he shows-then that he .has a soul;

and, with cards in bis hands, the hours appear to

him to pass rapidly. At last, this animal of a man-

goes from play to the table, and from the- table to

bed ; but he does not find sweet sleep there. Rest,

lessness or frightful dreams disturb "his nights..

However, of all the ways of lavishing the days,,
and the long winter evenings, those are not the
most reprehensible. How ingenious is man in

multiplying ways to shorten/ histime with trifling

.amusements! Sometimes it is hunting which in-

duces him to quit the town ; then he pursues the
timid hare, or the fearful deer,:who, at the last

gasp, sinking, through weakness, becomes the

prey of the hunter, whose inhuman pleasures dis-v

turb the repose of the country, and of natures
Sometimes luxury leadshim to the ball, where he
often loses, with his innocence, his peace ofmind,
and his health. Sometimes it is the pleasures of

.public places which enchant him. There, passions -

glide imperceptibly into the heart, or strengthen
themselves in, it :. passions which make him inca-

pable of tasting real pleasures. Sometimes he runs
to other entertainments, to other diversions,which
too often, also draw sins in.their train. .

""

,

Perhaps I have pointed, out enough of winter.
Give me leave now to

;
remind my fellow-cretares

of their duty in regard to these amusements.. I
do not blame the love of society, which is parti-

cularly necessary at this season
; but let not this.

B 2
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inclination degenerate' into a strong passion. Let
it not take possession 'of your whole soul. . Sup-
pose, 'even in your society, there should pass n'o-

thing contrary to virtue and good morals, it may,
notwithstanding, be hurtful to you, if it takes up
too much, of your time; if it makes you ^neglect

your duties; or, if your domestic affairs are de-

ranged by it. Pleasures are not our daily work :

it -is for relaxation only that our Creator permits
themi Too strong an inclination for them, in-

stead of answering the ;

purpose they were design-
led -for, is seeking enjoyments, which may, in the

e'nd, proversources of regret and remorse. I par-
tte'olarly advisejyou to be very attentive to the

choice of-.your, social pleasures. Do not waste

your time 'in amusements, which j'ou jcannot en-

joy without endangering your virtue, your repu-
tation i or the welfare of your family. Never let

those mad pleasures,- which may wound yorir

neighbour, give rise. to complaints, or cause tears

to flow/which may make you neglect the duties

(of-society arid religion ever find access into your
heart. Do not let even the most innocent plea-
sures so'-far take possession ofyou, as to make you
insensible to the pure'and solid pleasures of Chris,

tianity, or take away your taste for serious oc-

xsujSa'tions. O God! govern thou thyself my
Meatt,-and grant that I may never forget thee in

the enjoyment of earthly pleasures. May the re-

xrienibranee ofthy presenceguard me againsttemp,
tations in the midst of the world! May I ever be
more 'attached to the exercise of my duties as a

Christian, as a citizen, a father, &c. than to seek-

ing
1 those pleasures which so easily divertme from

my duties, or, at least, lessen my love of good-
ness i "Why should I be so earnest about trifling

Amusements, while, even in these winter days, I

find purer pleasures within my reach : if I find a

taste for- the contemplation of the works of God
in nature; the stormy sky, the fields covered with
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snow, and a thousand other phenpmena. of win.

ter, wil'l served at,once to amu^. iny liiiud,. Mi4
to in

:creap,e. m.y. de^ptjori., For, in. -winter ., also,
the works, of th.e, ..Lord are great; and he >y,hp.

will, reflecl; upon tkem, will .enjoy a continual

variety, of pleasures. . .-iv ,"--.-,-.;:!

;:.;< ,!>
"

: :.:;;/ V ~,:'' :

'

'.' JAN. VI. ,. . /-_".' ,."..'
_'

"

The Care which -Providence take? .of Animals..

..'.'. . , during the Winter Season. .' . ,\ ,,

'

MILLIONS of rational i>$ings, dispersed in the
different countries of tlje wprld,. are provided at

this season,with all. the necessaries. of life.
, Th

greater the number of them -is, th^e . greater ; ya,T

j:iety' of wants they have, according to.their con-

dition, their age, their. manner.. of ; liy4ng. The
less we are able to form a plan, an,d take secure
measures for our own. preservation^ t^e!more the

arrangements,. so fulij,0jf jWisdoin
made , by our

, .Cireatp^, to. .pitQvyide'

ppr attention .and admu-atio^i., But
be, a. . .^ort .of seljSshness ,in 'confining

goodness and wisdoHJ,.to the. preservation o'f

kind alqne>^.withput reinernbering the ^ca.r.e ,

Providence also takes of. animals, during winter.

A.. . care which li.e extends , to .creatuje /g

greater ia number on the earth
f
than t,lie

beings wha inhabit it.
,,.. ; . ,

. .Jlowev.er wond.er.ful the preservation
|

creatures may be,,we can say, with j,ruthl
r

;"t,^|iit

the .cares of Prpvidence tpwards animals, a^
more astonishing prppfs, of. tfee w,isdpm, jpo
and, goodpess of God. ... .

.' .', ,','.,'=.'.'

Tliat the pr.odigipusvni>mber of; animals w
our globe contains/should find food or habit^tior
in summer, is not surprising, becaiise alV, ,iiatur

then is disppsed to concur towards th)it.iend, Bu
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that, in' this season', the same number of creatures,
those millions of quadrupeds, of reptiles, of birds,
of fishes, and insects, should continue to exist, is

a circumstance which must excite the astonish-

ment of every, one capable of reflection. Nature
has provided most animals with a covering, by
means of which they can bear the cold, and pro-
cure themselves food in winter, as well as in

summer. The bodies of wild beasts which inha-

bit forests. and deserts, are so formed, that the
hair falls off in summer, and grows again in

winter, till it becomes a fur which enables the
animal to endure the most severe cold. Other
Kinds of animals find an asylum under the bark
of trees, in old crevices, in hollows of rocks and1

caves, when the cold obliges them to quit their

$ummer dwelling.
It is there, that some carry before-hand the

food which is to serve them, and thus live on
what they have gathered in the summer; others

pass the winter in profound sleep. Nature has

given to several sorts of birds an instinct, which

prompts them to change place at the approach of

winter. They are seen flying in great numbers
into warmer climates. Several animals, who are

hot designed to travel, find, notwithstandingi

their wants supplied in this season, ftirds know
how to find out insects in moss, and in the cre-

vices of the bark of trees. Several kinds of quad-

rtipeds carry provision in the summer-time into

caves, and feed on it in winter. Others are

obliged to seek their subsistence under the snow

and ice.' Several sorts of insects in winter, con-

fined' to marshes, and frozen rivers, are deprived
of food for that time, and still preserve life; Per-

haps, also, many means, made use of by Provi-

dence for the preservation of animals, are yet

concealed from us.

Adore, with me, our almighty and gracious

Preierver, whose goodness and majesty does not
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make him dflBff'attention to the weakest crea-

ture existing^llpfer the heavens.
From the elephant t'o the iriite, all animals owe

to him their dwelling:, their food, and their life;

and, even where nature herself seems barren of

resources, he finds means to make amends for her

poverty. .

:

Let this .consideration strengthen our confidence
in God. Howean anxiety, care, or anguish, get
access -into our hearts, or make us despair of he-

ing preserved during the winter? That God, who
provides for the animals, will not forsake man.
kind. He who shews himself so great in smaller

objects, will be still greater in the more import-
ant. . .

The God, who provides a covering for animals,
will be able to clothe us. The God, who points
out to them a retreat in the caves of the moon*
tains, will find for us an asylum to pass our days
in quietness. The God, who has prepared for

them, even under the snow and ice, their proper
food, will be able to provide for us in the most
critical seasons.

"
:

'

;-
:

- In fine, let' these reflections lead us to imitate,
as much as our faculties will permit, the generous
care of divine Providence, in contributing to the

preservation Itnd happiness of our fellow-crea-

tures, and even to the welfare of every living
animal. To be cruel towards animals, to refuse

them food, and indispensible conveniencies, is to

act manifestly contrary to the will of our com.
mon Creator, whose beneficent cares extend evea
to those beings which are- inferior to nsl And, if

animals have a real right to our attention, how*
mnch more are we obliged to soften, as welU as

we can, the evils of our fellow-creatures ? Let it

not be sufficient for us. to supply bur own wants,
but let us endeavour to supply those of others;
and never suffer any one to sink under misery,
whom it is in our power to relieve. .
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- Pleasures of Winter. .

EACH season has its peculiar pleasures and
beauties. "Winter itself,- void as it appears to

many, of charms or pleasures, answers the: Crea-
tor's end in that respect. .

For the sake of those

who,, through ignorance or prejudice^ murmur
agahist this season, I will display the pleasure it

affords, both to our senses, and to our hearts. Is

it not an agreeable sight to b.ehold the morning:
dawn shining on a country covered with snow ?

The thick, fog, which, .like a veil over the earth,
concealed every object .from us, : vanishes all at

once. A light frost whitens the tops of the trees.

The little hills, and valleys are tinged, with the

bright^, reflection < of the sun,, whose .happy influ-

e_nc;e gives .new life..to. every creature. It seems
to inyiie the linnet, to quit the groves, .and the

sparrow to perch from branch to branch.

, In;proportion as nature seemed dead in the- ab-

sence of the sun, so much the nipre lively- she

appears, .when animated by it ; . and she delights
the eyes of the traveller with her white clothing.
Have you ever happened -tp : remark the form-of
the snow? Have you ^reflected on the. w.onders
which a single flake of this substance contains!

Admire,, on one hand, the regularity, the sym-
metry? of itsjform, and,, on the other, the infinite

number of- :the same , flakes AV.hjch fall from 'the;

air.--What an; agreeable sight,: to see,the: bill,, the.

_ forest, and the; groves, clothed with a dazzling;

splendour! What- a charm results from the as-

semblage of all vhese objects !
; Pehpld !, (for

eye can scarce have enough- of .this sight,;'

ever accustomed to it), behold the brilliant dress
of those hedges! hcholdvthe. forests. bendjng;\ntt
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der the white ; 'sheet ; which-covers them! Th'e

whole offers to our view the :appearanceof a vast

desert, overwhich one uniform veil of a dazzling
whiteness extelids Itself. . What idea shall I form
of those, who, at the sight of these phenomena,
feel nothing; 'or, who do not conceive the. pleas-

ing sensations that the' Creator' meant to convey
to them? They who do nothing at this 'moment
but murmur -against the laws of nature, how
much are they to-be -pitied! If the prospect of

nature in winter gives the'rh- no pleasure, I fear

they will be equally insensible, even to -the

spring, with ail its charms. How is it possible
not to feel "how gracious the Lord is! How ado-
rable his wisdom, and how unbounded his mercy,
in all that relates to winter ! Mature, however^
barren it appears to us, is, notwithstanding, a-

divine master-piece; and it is onr blindness only
which conceals its beauty-from us. Ineverypart
of nature there . shines some ray of the divine

wisdom, and still more in what is concealed from
us. We do not trace her through all her 'ways,
and we are only attentive to what strikes -our

senses, and flatters our inclination : and, in this

respect,.many are like the brutes, who see the

sun, the snow; and the other -phenomena -of na-

ture, without looking up id the Lord, fas' ?thfe

source from whence all things proceed in heaven
and on earth. . . .-

''
. .-.;; : -.r:-i;l r: -T -.;'<

"With what satisfaction will every orfes'-mind,

be filled, who accustoms himself to contemp] ate,
with attention, the Works of God, 'at this; seas'on.

of the year.' The : air may- be' trouble'd-,
1 the "SKy

become stormy, and nature spoiled 'of its ;charmV;
but they^vill enjoy true pleasures in discovering
throughout all things, traces of the wisdom,
power, and goodness, of our great :Creator. Hwv-
ever limited their natural faculties may be, they
will always find -subjects enough to : 'employ their

minds. They ;wili have no occasion to seek with
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eagerness the dissipations of the world, the

amusements of dancing and play. They will find,

either in retirement, or in the midst of their

friends and children,, pleasures ever real, and
ever varied.

O my soul apply thyself to. the enjoyment of

these pleasures. Let the works of God often era-

ploy thy thoughts, and these reflections will

soften -the sorrows of life. Raise thyself to God
fey that chain of beings he has created, and let

him foe at all times and seasons the object of thy
praise.

JAN. VIII.

Vegetables which preserve their Verdure in Winter~

THE earth may now be compared to a mother
who has been, robbed of those children from
whom she had the best hopes. She is desolate

and deprived of the charms which varied and
.embellished her surface. However, she is not
robbed of all her children. Here and there some
vegetables are still to be seen, which seem to

defy the severit^of the winter. Here the wild
hawthorn shews its purple berries ; and the lau-

restina displays its blossoms in clusters, crowned
jwith leaves- which never, fade.. The yew-tree
rises like a pyramid, and its leaves preserve their

verdure. The weak ivy stilt creeps along, the

Brails, and clings immoveable> while .the tern*

pest roars around it* The. laurel extends its

green (branches, and has lost none of its summer
ornaments. The -humble box shews, here and

there, in tb.e midst of the snow, its evergreen
"branches. These trees, and some others besides,

preserve their verdure in the coldest climates,
and in the severest seasons. They are emblems
of the durable advantages which Ae possesses*
whose mind ;is cultivated, and whose temper is
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sweet and serene; Tlie splendour of dress, which-

only dazzles the eyes of the vulgar, is a trifling

and transient splendour^ The most brilliant com-

plexion will fade, and all outward beauty is of
short duration ; but virtue has 1 charms which
survive every thing. The man who fears the

Lord, is " like a tree planted by the side of a
rivulet. It grows and flourishes, and its branches
extend far off. It bears fruit in due season, and
its leaves fade not. It refreshes him who seeks

its shelter, and the traveller blesses it."

What a delightful image is this of a pious man !

He borrows not his value from the exterior and
arbitrary goods of fortune. His true ornaments
are in himself. The storms of adversity may
sometimes shake him, but they cannot overpower
him ; and he soon rises again* above the stormy
regions. If he is reduced by misfortune to po-

verty, he is still rich in possession of the favour
of God, a good conscience, and the hope of a
blessed immortality.
This meditation leads me to the idea of a bene-

volent old man-, in the winter of his life, he re-

sembles the plants which'preserve their verdure,
even in that season of life. How many storms of
fortune has he supported with constancy ! How
many attracting objects has he seen wither ! He
yet exists, while most of those of his time have
disappeared. A mild cheerfulness is seen in him,
the happy remains of his spring. However wrin-
kled his forehead may be, whatever ravages the
hand of time has imprinted upon his body, he is

still adorned with virtues, which make amends
for the loss of exterior charms. He grows young
again in his children; and his wisdom, his inte-

grity, his great experience, serve still for exam,
pies and lessons to all around him.
Oh ! may the -winter of my life resemble this.

May I, after having lost all those charms ofyouth,
and of a riper age, which I have boasted of, may
I blossom again in my old age, like a fertile tree,
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and inspire, by my virtues., veneration and love!-

Shortly: will the beauty of my body fade,,like a
summer flower. Happy, then, if I have n.Q.

reason to regret, the .loss of it. Happy* if-I
find myself adorned with tho/se attractions
which have their source from wisdom and vir-

tue, and which will not wither, even in the.

grave! .

JAN. IX. ', . . ..::'

The singular- state of Man wften asleep.

IfT order to know the omnipotence; and r

of God, we need not :have .recourse; to extraor-

dinary events. The Thost common things, the

daily changes which happen in nature, and in
;

our own bodies, are alone sufficient to convince
us, in the strongest manner* that it is a,Beings in*

finite in wisdom, goodness, a.nd power, who ha$
created the worlds rand who directs .eye.KVvevent
in it. Of the great number; of wonders, of, which.
he. is author, I will now: mention one, only, ; and

though it happens daily, it :
does . not the .less de-

serve to be remarked,; and to. become the-object
of-

;pur adoiiration. How, often have those .been

refreshed and recruited by sleep,, who possibly
have never reflected on that ; state; or, at least,

have never, considered it as. one of the. remark-
able effect^ of divine goodness ! They think that

nothing-extraordinary; happens when balmy sleep
comes upon them, Theyihink the machine,- their

'body,; is/formed for that situation, and that their

inclination to sleep proceeds from causes.purely
natural, >':.. . ,.-.... :. ^ ..-..,-. -"::I .v.:;-.

But perhaps, sleep may be considered in "two

different lights; On one side, :therq is nothing in

it which may not result necessarily from oar
nature. On the other, there ,ia in this natural

Affect something so striking and wonderfvil, that
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it is well worth a closer examination/In the first

instance, it is a proof of the wisdom of bur Crea-

tor, that we go to sleep imperceptibly; Let us

try-only to watch the moment in which we ; are1

falling asleep, and 'that very attention will pre-
vent it. We shall not go to sleep till that idea is

lost. .Sleep comes uncalled. It is the only change
iiv our manner of existence, in which reflectioa

has no sharS; and the more we endeavour to

promote it, the less we succeed. Thus, God has
.

directed sleep; that it should become an agree-
able necessity to man ; and he has made it inde-

pendent of our will and reason. Let us pursue
this- meditation, and reflect on the wonderful
state we are in during our sleep. -We live without

knowing it, without feeling it. The heating of
the heart, the circulation of the blood, the diges-

tion, the separation of the juices; in 1 a word, all

the animal functions', continue and operate in the
same manner. The activity- of the soul appears
for a time in some degree suspended, and gra-

dually kses 'all sensation, all distinct idea;- The
senses "deaden, and interrupt their usual opera-
tions. The muscles, by degrees, move more
slowly, till all voluntary motion has ceased.'

First, this change- begins by the: forehead; then
the muscles of' the eye-lids, the !neck, the arms,
and the feet, lose their activity ; to such a degree,

that a man seems to be metamorphosed into-the
state of a plant. The situation of the brai be-
comes such, that it cannot transmit to -the soul

the same 'notions as when awake. The' soul sees

no object, though the optic nerve is not altered-;
and it would see nothing, even if the eyes were
not shut. The 'ears are open, and yet they do
not hear. In a word, the state of a person asleep
is wonderful in all respects. Perhaps, there is

but one other in the world so remarkable, and
this is visibly the image of that state which death
reduces us to. Sleep and death are so nearly
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alike, it isjright to observe it. Who, in reality,
can think of sleep, without recollecting death
also? As imperceptibly as we now fall into the
arms of sleep, shall we one day fall into those of
death. It is true, that death often gives warning
of its approach several hours or days before:
but the real moment in which death seizes us

happens suddenly; and when we shall seem to

feel; the first blow, it will already be our last.

The senses, which lose their functions in our

sleep, are equally incapable of acting at the ap-

proach of death. In the same manner, the ideas

are confused, and- we forget the objects which
surround us. Perhaps, also, the momentijf dgath
may be as agreeable as the moment of falling

asleep. The convulsions of di'iug people are as

little disagreeable a sensation to them, as the

snoring is to those that sleep.
. Let our devotion often bring this meditation to

our minds. Every time we seek repose in bed,
let us reflect on all the wonders of balmy sleep,
and bless our Preserver, who, even while we
sleep, does such great things foi us. Great things,

indeed, for, if he did not guard us with a pro-

tecting hand, to how many dangers should we
not be exposed in the night! If God did not

keep and direct the beating of our hearts, the

circulation of our blood, and the motions of our

muscles, the first sleep after we were born would
have delivered us into the arms of death.

Let us reflect attentively on all these thing.
1

;,

and our own hearts will point out to us the duties

we ought to fulfil towards so great a benefactor.

Then, with joy and gratitude, we shall bless the

Lord, who shows himself to be our God in.every
circumstance through life.
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'.
. .'. JAN. X.

The Advantages of the Climate we inhabit*

LET us sensibly feel how happy we are in all

respects. For the blessings of our heavenly Fa-
ther are poured upon us on every side. The pros-

pect of our forests, our meadows, our hills ; the

pure and temperate air which surrounds us ; the

day, the night, the seasons of the year, and the
variations which attend them; all prove to us

the goodness of God, and the greatness of our fe-

licity. Can we then still be discontented with
the. lot which is fallen to us, and complain of the

economy with which God distributes his bless-

ings ; murmuring that we have not a perpetual
summer, that the rays of the sun do not constantly
shine upon us, and that an equal degree ofwarmth
is not always feit under one zone? What ingra-
titude! and at the same time, what ignorance!
Indeed, we know not what we wish, nor of what'
we complain. Is it through carelessness or pride,
that we disown the goodness of God, who has
been particularly favourable to our countries?

"We murmur often at the severity of winter. We
are-mad enough to envy the inhabitants of places'
where this change of seasons is unknown : But it

is precisely the winter which makes the climate
we livein one of the most healthy in the world.
In hot countries, they are more exposed to epi-
demic disorders than where the sun reflects less

heat; and the people are not so long lived as iu
our climate. Besides, it is observed that men
are .less robust, and population not so great*! as
among us. And when the cold is at the highest
possible degree with us, we are still much hap-
pier than the inhabitants of those countries where
the, cold -is o much greater, and lasts so much
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longer, that our severest winters would appear to

them to have the mildness ofautumn. Let us com -

pare, in imagination, pur lot with that of the inha-

bitants of the northern part of our globe. Here,
some rays ofthe suu come to brighten our cloudy
days, and revive our spirits. There, neither days
mornigbts are ever enlivened by the light of that

.beneficent globe. Here, by means ofwarm fires, or

.in bed, we are perfectly secured from the severity
of the cold. There, on the contrary, disturbed,
attacked by fierce beasts, men dread them more
than the. cold; and their poor cottages cannot
defend them from those different kinds of ene*

mies. ; With us, the pleasures of society soften the
inconveniences of winter: But the unhappy mor-
tals near the north pole, are almost shut out from
the rest of the earth, and live dispersed in clans.

We are so happy as to see the succession of day
and night, while those unfortunate creatures pass
most of their lives in darkness. In fine (and this

is the most essential advantage,) after four or
five stormy disagreeable months, we enter into a

season, the charms of which make us amends for

all we have suffered. They, on the contrary,
only contemplate a dead nature, without ever

seeing it revive.. An eternal winter reigns with
them. O let us bless the bountiful hand which
has appointed for us so happy a lot I Far from

.lamenting our fate, let us glorify the Lord, who
has planned it with so much wisdom and good-
ness ; and if we, at present, in our houses, or in

'the society of friends, pass the winter agreeably,
let us think of those unfortunate people who are

deprived of these pleasures, to which custom, and
the very enjoyment of them, makes us insensible.

"When we examine nature,; such as she appears in,

our countries, let us say, penetrated with joy and

gratitude,
" I give thee thanks, O Lord, for hav-

ing fixed me in a climate, where thy bounty is

Q magnificently displayed. May any joy> my
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gratitude, my endeavours to please thee, be pro-
portionable to the blessings with which I am fa-

voured preferably to other people; and may the

fertility and beauty of the country I was born in

excite me, to study and reflect upon thy .works"

and thy blessings; and may I one day, arrive at
.that heavenly 'habitation which our Saviour has

.prepared for us, and where I shall adore, with all

the nations of the world, -the miracles;: of thy
goodness." /

,

:....-- .. JAN. XI... ."..:.-

The Fertility which Snow gives to the Earth.

FROM appearances alone, one might say that

'show" cannot be useful to the earth; and one

would rather believe that the cold moisture with

which impenetrates the ground must be hurtful

to trees and plants. But the experience of ail

ages free? us from this prejudice. It informs us,

that nature could not give a belter covering than

snow, to secure the corn r the plants, and trees,

from the bad effects-of cold. Though it appears
cold tons in itself, it shelters the earth from

-freezing winds; it maintains- the warmth neces-

sary for Uhe preservation of seeds, and contri-

..butes even to swell them; by the moisture of the

saltpetre- it contains. Thus, even at this season,
God prepares what is 'necessary for the support
of the beings he has formed, and provides be-

forehand for our food, and that. of an infinite

number of animals. *
;

- N ature is always ^active, even when she

appears to us to rest; and she is doing us real

-services, when she- .seems to refuse it. Let us

admire, in this," the tender care -of the divine

Providence.- Behold,- how, in the severest sea-

sob, he is attentive t6 our welfare, and how,
without any labour of ours, he silently prepared
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for us all the treasures of nature ! With such
striking proofs of his beneficent care, who could

,

give way to fears and anxiety 1 what God does

every winter in nature, he does daily for the pre-
servation of mankind. What appears to us use-

less or hurtful, contributes in the end to our hap-

piness; aud when we think that God does not
interest himself about us, it is then that he is

forming plans which , are hidden from us, and
which, in discovering- themselves, work for- tour

deliverance from such and such evils, and obtain

for us such and such blessings as we did not dare
to hope for.

In the mean time* God has not only designed
that the snow should cover the earth, hut that it

should also, make it fruitful. How much care and
trouble it costs us to give the necessary manure to

the fields, and how easily it is done by nature !.

The snow, which possesses. this, virtue, is much
more useful than rain and other manures.- When
it is softened by the sun, or, if a temperate air

dissolves it by degrees, the saltpetre it contains
enters deep into the earth, penetrates and gives
life to the shoots of the plants.
, Who is there that will not remember,, on this

occasion, the emblem under which God repre-
sents to us- the wholesome efficacy of his word ?

"As the rain and the snow descend from-heaven,
.and return, there no more, .but water the earth,
.and cause it to grow and flourish ; as it gives, the

seed to the sower, and bread to him wha eats; so

likewise shall the word of my mouth, be. It shall

not return back to me without effect; 'but it shall

do all that in which I have taken a pleasure,
and shall prosper in the things for which 1 have
sent it." We live at a time in which this pre-
diction is accomplished in a very striking, man-
ner. Whole provinces, kingdoms, even great

part of our globe, which was formerly buried in

the darkest ignorance, superstition, and iucreda-
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Jity, are now enlightened By the gospel. We feel

the happy influence, even in our days, of the

word of the living' God. How many hardened
hearts 'has it triumphed over ! How many good
works, what p'ious fruits, has it not produced I

O may the divine grace ever find in our- hearts a

soil well disposed to feel its salutary influence.

JAN. XII.

Contemplation of the Starry Heavens:-

THE sky at night presents us a .sight of won-
ders, which must raise the astonishment of every
attentive observer of nature.- But from whence
comes it, that so few consider the firmament with
attention? \,am willing to believe, that in gene-
ral it proceeds from ignorance : for it is impos-
sible to be convinced of the greatness of the
works of God, without feeling a rapture almost

heavenly. O how I wish to make you share this

divine pleasure '.Raise your thoughts ftJr thi

purpose towards the sky. It will be enough- to

name to you the immense bodies which are

strewed in that space, to fill you with astonish*

meat at the greatness of the Artificer. It is in

the centre of our system that the 'throne of the
sun is established. That body is more than a
million- of times larger than the earth. It is one
hundred millions of miles distant from it, and,
notwithstanding this prodigious distance, it has a
most sensible effect upon our sphere. Round the
sun move nineteen globular bodies, seven of
which are called planets, the other twelve,moons
or satellites; they are opaque, and receive from
the sun, light, heat, and perhaps also their inte-

rior motion. Georgium Sidus, Saturn, Jupiter;
Mars, the Earth, Venus, and Mercury, are the
names of the seven principal planets. Of these
Vol. I. C
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seven, Mercury is nearest the sun ; and for that
reason is mostly invisible to the astronomer. As
he is near nineteen times smaller than onr earth,
he contributes but little to adorn the sky. Venus
follows him, and is sometimes called the morn-

ing, and sometimes the evening star. It is one
of the brightest of the heavenly bodies, whether
it precedes tlie sun-rise, or succeeds the setting

sun. It is near as large again as our earth, and
is about sixty eight .millions of miles distant from
the sun. After Venus comes our earth, round
which the moon nidves as a secondary planet.

Mars, which is the fourth planet, is seven times
smaller than our globe; and its distance from
the sun is one hundred and forty-four millions of
miles. Jupiter, with his belt, is always distin-

guished by his splendour in the starry sky : it

seems in size to surpass all the fixed stars; it is

almost as bright as Venus in all her glory, ex-

cept that the light of it is less brilliant than the

morning star. How small is our earth in com-
parison with Jupiter ! there would be no less

than eight thousand globes like ours necessary
to form one equal in size to that of Jupiter. Sa-

turn, whose distance from the sun is upwards of
nine hundred millions of miles, was thought the
remotest planet, until the late discovery of the
Georgium Sidus, whose distance is eighteen thou-
sand millions of miles, and its magnitude eighty-
nine times greater than our earth. In the mean
time, the sun, with all the planets which accom-

pany it, is but a very small part of the immense
fabric of the universe. Each star, which from
hence appears to us no larger than a brilliant set

in a ring, is in reality an immense body, which
equals the sun both in size and splendour. Each
star, then, is not only a world, but also the cen-
tre of a planetary system. It is in this light we
must consider the stars, which shine over our
heads in a winter night. They are distinguished
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from the planets by their_brilliancy, and because

they never change their place in the sky. Ac-

cording to their apparent size, they are divided

into six classes, which comprehend altogether
'about three thousand stars. But though 'they
have endeavoured to fix the exact number of

them, it is certain they are innumerable. The

very number of stars sowed here and there, and
which the most piercing eye can -with difficulty

perceive, prove that it would be in vain to 'jit-

tempt to reckon them. Telescopes, indeed, have
opened to us new points in the creation, since,

by their assistance, millions of stars are disco-

vered. But it would be a very senseless pride in

man, to try to fix the limits of the universe by
those of his telescope.

'

;

If we reflect on the distance between the fixed

stars and our earth, we shall. have new cause to
admire the greatness of the creation. -Our senses

alone make us already know that the stars most
be farther from us than the planets. Their ap-
parent littleness only proceeds from their dis-

tance from the earth. And, in reality, this dis-

tance cannot be measured; since a cannon-ball,

.supposing it always to preserve the same degree
of swiftness, would scarce, at the end of six

hundred thousand years, reacli the star nearest
to our earth. What then must the stars be? their

prodigious distance and their brightness tell us,~
they are suns which reflect as far as to. us, not a
borrowed light, but their own light : suns which
the Creator has sown by millions in the immeasur-
able space; and each of which* is accompanied
by several terrestrial globes, which it is designed
to illuminate. ' --.-"_:

In, the mean time, all these observations, how>
ever- surprising they are, lead us, at the utmost,
but to the first limits of the creation. Ifwe could
transport ourselves above the moon; if we could
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reach the highest star over our heads, we should

discover new skies, new suns, new stars, new
Systems of worlds, and perhaps still more magni-
ficent. Even there, however, the dominions of
pur great Creator would not end ; and we should

find, with the greatest surprise, that we had only
arrived at the frontiers of the worldly space. But
the little we do know of his works, is sufficient

to make us admire the infinite wisdom, power,
and goodness, of our adorable Creator. Let us

stop here, then, and reflect how great must be
that being who has created these immense globes !

who has regulated their course, and whose mighty
itand directs and supports them ! And what is the

flod of earth we inhabit, with the magnificent
scene it presentsto us, in comparison of the beauty
of the firmament ! If this earth were annihilated,
its absence would be no more observed than that
of a grain of sand from the sea-shore. What are

provinces and kingdoms in comparison of those
worlds? Nothing but atoms which play in the air,

and are seen in the sun-beams. xAnd what am I,

when I reckon myself among this infinite number
of God's creatures? How am I lost in my own
nothingness! But however little I appear in this,

how great do I find myself in other respects !--

# How beautiful this starry firmament which God.
has chosen for his throne! What is more admi-
rable than the celestial bodies! Their splendour
dazzles me ; their beauty enchants me. How-
ever, all beautiful as it is, and richly adorned,

yet is this sky void of intelligence. It knows
not its own beauty; while I, mere, clay, whom
God has moulded with his hands, am endowed
with sense and reason." I can contemplate the

beauty of these shining ovbs: still more, I am
already, to a certain degree, acquainted, with
their sublime Author; and I partly see some
rays of his glory. I will endeavour to be more
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and more acquainted with his works* and make
it my employment, till, by a glorious change, I
rise above the starry regions. . ,

:

JAN. XIII.

Discoveries made by means of the Microscope*

NATURE is in small objects what she is in lac

great ones. There is no less order and harmony
in the construction of the mite than in that of
the elephant. The only difference is, that the
weakness of our sight prevents us from penetrat-

ing into the nature and organization of small

bodies, which often escape oar eyes> and whichv
we can only perceive by the assistance ef glasses.'

Microscopes have made us acquainted with a new
world of vegetables and animals. They teach us,
that objects, which the naked eye cannot dis^

cover, have extent, parts; and form. Let us
mention some examples of it, to lead us to praise
God, whose glory manifests itself so wonderfully
in small objects. Every grain of sand appears
round, when we examine it with onr eyes only,
but, by the assistance of a glass, we may observe
that every grain is different, both in size and
shapes Some are perfectly round, others square*
others conical, but mostly irregular. And what
is still more astonishing is, that, by means of a

microscope, which makes objects appear a mil-
lion of times larger than they are, we may dis-

cover, in the grains of sand, anew animal world}
for it has been found, that their cavities contain
insects. In cheese there are little worms called

mites,- which to -the naked eye appear mere dots*
while, with a microscope, they are proved to be
insects of a singular figure. They have not only
eyes, mouth, and feet, but a transparent body,
furnished with long hair in the form of prickles.
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As for the region of plants, it is found in the

mouldy substance . which usually sticks to damp
bodies. It shews yon a thick forest of trees and
plantsrwhere the branches, leaves, flowers, and

fruit, can be clearly distinguished. The .flower

has a long white transparent 'stalk. Before it

opens, the bud is but a little green ball ; and it

does not become white till it has blown. You
would as little expect to find these objects in

mouldy substances, as that the meal which covers
the wings of a butterfly should be a heap of little

feathers, .if the microscope had not proved the

truth of it. But we have no occasion to carry
our researches to remote subjects. Let us limit

them to what relates to ourselves. Examine with
a microscope the surface of your skin, and you
will find that it resembles the scaly skin of a fish.

It has been computed that a grain of sand could
cover S50 of these scales, and that one only of

these scales covers 500 pores, and consequently
that a space, equal to a grain, of sand, contains

125,000 pores.
Thus we see'how great our Creator is, even, in

things which prejudice makes us consider -as

trifles. What an immense number of creatures

has he spread over the earth ! Those we see are

"but the least, and perhaps the meanest of God's

works. How many objects in nature are con-

cealed from us! We already know above thirty
thousand plants, and of insects .several millions .

of species. But what is that in comparison of

the whole! if the bottom of the sea, and of

rivers, could be open to our sight ; if we could

transport ourselves to other planets; how would

our astonishment increase at the immense num-
ber of God's creatures. H.ow wonderfully we
experience that he has displayed as much wis-

dom in the most minute objects as in the greatest!

Uature proves "herself as complete and regular in

her smallest productions as in those prodigious
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bodies, whose circumference is calculated by
millions. The Creator provides with the same'
goodness for the wants of the insect, which crawls'

:

in the dust, as for those of the whale, which ap-
pears like an island in the midst of the waves.
Let us imitate in this the example of the Deity.
Let the least of creatures feel our benevolence,
since our common Author vouchsafes to preserve
their existence. -

JAN. XIV.

The Advantages ofNight.

WE are, it is true, deprived of some pleasures,
now that the sun withdraws its light from us so

soon, and that die greatest part of our time is

passed in darkness. Nevertheless, we have no
cause to complain of this arrangement in nature.

As the mixture of pleasure and pain, of good and
evil, is always wisely ordained ; so do we find the
same provklent^gpodness of _our Creator in this

remarkable~variation in bur climate. ,:-Anditmay -

be reasonably maintained, that the winter..nights
are more advantageous than hurtful to us; or^.at

least, that their apparent inconveniences are com-
pensated or softened by a thousand blessings too

5

;

little acknowledged. Should we be as well con-j
.vinced as we are of the use of the sun; and would
jits light excite.-jii.as the^sanie'ljensati'on^f plea-

tsurerifthe being deprived of it did not lead us

to feel the advantage of it? Each night may re-

mind us of the mercy of God, who, for the good
ofmankind, has spread light and beauty over the

earth ; it may remind us of the misery in which
we should languish, if day did not succeed the
darkness. And does not even darkness obtain for
us a great advantage, by inviting us (from the

tranquillity and repose which attends it) to en-

joy a sweet sleep? How many workmen, who, in
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the day, waste their strength in our service, and
whose labour, hard in itself, is also attended with

disagreeable sensations! O how they bless the

night, which suspends their labour, and brings
them ease and sleep ! In general, we are too selfish,

in measuring the advantages and inconveniences
of night, merely by the^use or hurt we think we
draw from it. If long nights are disagreeable to

some, to how many others are they a blessing! In.

certain points, the night is favourable to the
huntsman and fisherman. Without it the astrono-

mer could not have formed an idea of. the dis-

tance, the size, the course, and the infinite num-
ber, o'fplanets and stars ; nor could the pilotmake
use of the northern star, if it was always day.

light. Considered in another way, night still ap-

pears to me a benefit to mankind, in lessening our

wants, and in putting an end to those, which in

the day time cost us many cares. What expence
does not conveniencies and custom require, with-

out which we should scarce think we enjoyed
life? How many families, oppressed with want,
begin the day with anxiety, and end it in hard
labour? Night comes, and suspends care and mi-

sery. To be happy, nothing but a bed is want-

ing; and if sleep closes our eyes, all our wants
are satisfied. Night, in some degree, equals the

beggar with the monarch. Both enjoy a bless-

ing which cannot he purchased. O how gra-
cious that being who combines all things for the

happiness of mankind! Most things, which are
called evils, are only so to those who let them-
selves be carried away by prejudice and passion :

whilst, if they were considered as they ought to

be, it would appear that these apparent evils are
real blessings to the world. We may be assured,
that several millions of our fellow-creatures, who
are in the day-time employed in hard work, or

fatiguing labour ; others, who have groaned all

day tinder the yoke ofan enemy to humanity ; a
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number of travellers by seat and land, wilt

God at the approach' of night, which brings rest

with it': and let us also bless him- the beginning

of each night. We shall undoubtedly do so; i&

having the wisdom to employ the- day well, w
acquire a right to a sweet and sound sleep-. The
horter our days now are, the higher we ought t*

value every hour, and make a prudent use of

them. The nightapproaches* in whieh it will 1
- n

longer be in our power to work or acU But thatt

long night will still be to us a blessing, if \ve en*,

joy in the grave, that peace and rest which, ace

the fruits of Christian labours.

JAN. XV.

Reflections on Myself.

IT is reasonable to turn one's eyes sometimes
from foreign subjects to one's self. It has too

often happened to me, in the reflections I have
made on the things around mey to lose: sight of

myself; or, at least, I have not always endeavour-
ed to raise in my heart the gratitude and vene*.,

ration which the sight of the starry heavens, and
the blessiiigsju/ the earth, ought naturally to pro*
duce. I will now reflect on what most intimately
concerns me, and convince myselfmore and more^
that, as a man, I. am not less the master-piece of
divine power and wisdom, than those prodigion*
bodies, the greatness ofwhich astonishes theima*

gination. How admirable is the union of my
body and soul, and how incomprehensible is their

connection, in acting reciprocally. I daily expeu
rience, that, when the- rays which light exterior1

objects strike my eyes, my- soul receives the ideg
of the size* the form, and colour, of those objects.
1 feel that, when there is raised in the air acei&

ttuniundalatiny motion, .my. soul receive* the ide
C*
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As for the region of plants, it is found -in the

mouldy substance . which usually sticks to damp
todies. It shews you a thick forest of trees and

plautsywhere the branches, leaves, flowers, and
fruit, can he clearly distinguished. The flower

has a long white transparent 'stalk. Before it

opens, the bad is but a little green ball ; and it

does not become white till it has blown. You
would as little expect to find these objects in

mouldy substances, as that the meal which covers
the wings of a butterfly should be a heap of little

feathers, if the microscope had not proved the
troth of it. But we have no occasion to carry
our researches to remote subjects. Let us limit

them to what relates to ourselves. . Examine with
a microscope the surface of your skin, and you
will find that it resembles the scaly skin of a fish.

It has been computed that a grain of sand could
cover 50 of these scales, and that one only of
these scales covers 500 pores, and consequently
that a space, equal to a grain, of sand, contains

15,000 pores.
Thus we seehow great our Creator is, even in

things which prejudice makes us consider -as

trifles. What an immense number of creatures

has he spread over the earth ! Those we see are

hut the least, and perhaps the meanest of God's
works. How many objects in nature are con-

cealed from us! We already know above thirty

thousand plants, and of insects .several millions .

of species. But what is that in comparison of

the whole! If the bottom of the sea, and of

livers, could be open to our sight; if we could

transport ourselves to other planets; how would
our astonishment increase at the immense num-
ber of God's creatures. How wonderfully we
experience that he has displayed as much wis-

dom in the most minute objects as in the greatest !

Hature proves herself as complete and regular in

her smallest productions as in those prodigious
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bodies, "whose : circumference is calculated by
millions. The Creator provides with the same'
goodness for the wants of the insect, which crawhi,
in the dust, as for those of the whale, which api
pears like an island in the midst of the waves.
Let us imitate in this the example of the Deity.
Let the least of creatures feel our benevolence^
since our common' Author vouchsafes to preserve
their existence.

1

JAN. XIV. -

The Advantages of-Night.
'.:.-'' '

'

-

WE are, it is true, deprived of some pleasures,
now that the sun withdraws its light from us so

soon, and that the greatest part of our time is-

passed in darkness. Nevertheless, we have no
cause to complain of this arrangement iii nature.
As the mixture of pleasure and pain, Of good and
evil, is always wisely ordained ; so do we find the
same provident,gpodness of par Creator in -thiar

remarfcable"vnriatioHiin bur ciihtaTe,:i-Anditmay
be reasonably maintained, that the winter nights
are more advantageous than 'hurtful to us; or*, at

least, that their apparent inconveniences are coin,

pensated or softened by a thousand blessings too-

little acknowledged. Should we be as well con- :

.vinced as we are of the use of the sun ; and would
;|ts light expj.te<Jii,.B8"the^sianiWlra^ati6n%i

f

'piea:>

Isorerifthe being deprived of it did not lead us

to feel the advantage of it? Each night may re-

mind us of the mercy of God, who, for the good
ofmankind, has spread light and beauty over the
earth ; it may remind us of the misery in which,
we should -languish, if day- did not" succeed the
darkness. And does not even darkness obtain for

us a great advantage, by inviting us (from the

tranquillity and repose which attends it) to en-

joy a sweet sleep? How many workmen, who, in
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the day, waste their strength in our service, and
whose labour, hard in itself, is also attended with

disagreeable sensations! O how they; bless the

night, which suspends their labour, and brings
them easeand sleep ! Iii general, we are too selfish ,

in measuring the advantages and inconveniences
of night, merely by thejise or hurt we think we
draw from it. If long nights are disagreeable to

some, to how many others are they a blessing! In
certain points, the night is favourable to the
huntsman and fisherman. Without it the astrono-

mer could not have formed an idea of. the dis-

tance, the size, the course, and the infinite num-
ber, o'fplanets and stars ; nor could the pilotmake
use of the northern star, if it was always day.
light. Considered in another way, night still ap-
pears to me a benefit to mankind, in lessening our

wants, and in putting an end to those, which in

tHe day time cost us many cares. What expence
does not conveniencies and custom require, with-

out which we should scarce think we enjoyed
life? How many families, oppressed with want*

begin .the day with anxiety, and end it in hard
labour? Night comes, and suspends care and mi-

sery. To be happy, nothing but a bed is want*

ing; and if sleep closes our eyes, all our wants
are satisfied. Night, in some degree, equals the

beggar with the monarch. Both enjoy a bless-

ing which cannot be purchased. O how gra-
cious that being who combines all things for the

happiness of mankind! Most things, which are
called evils,, are-only so to those who let them-
selves be carried away by prejudice and passion :

whilst, if they were considered as they ought to

be, it would appear that thes^ apparent evils are
real blessings to the world. We may be assured,
that several millions of oar fellow-creatures, who
are in the day-time .employed in hard work, or

fatiguing labour ; others, who have . groaned all

day under the yoke of.an enemy to humanity ; a
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pumber of travellers by se&awdi htnd,

God at the approach of night, which bring* ie3t

with it: and let os also blesar fcinv-the beghmiflg
of each night. We shall undoubtedly do so>, if,

having the wisdont to employ the day vreftf w
acquire a right to a sweet and sound sleep; Tfte

thorter oar days now are,,the-higher we ought tor

value every hour, and make- a prudent use of

them. The nightapproaches* ia whib itwUI'v

longer be in our power feo work or act* Bat that

long night will still be to us a, blessing,, if \Ve eni.

joy in the grave^that peace and test whicfe=aee

the fruits of Christian labours. :
,

JAN. XV.

Reflections on Myself.

IT is reasonable to turn, one's eyes sometintes

from foreign subjects to one's: self. It has too

often happened to mei in the reflections thavo
made on the things around me, to lose; sight of

myself; or, at least, I have notalways endeavonr&
ed. to raise in my heart the gratitude and venet.
ration which the sight of the starryheayens> and
the blessiugs_gf the earth, ought' naturally taproi
duce.. I will now reflect on what most intimately
concerns me> andconvince myselfmore and'more;
that,, as- a man, I am not less the master-;piece of
divine power and; wisdom, than those.prodigion*
bodies,,the greatness of.which astonishes theima^

gination.. How admirable is the union of my
body and: soul, andhow incomprehensible' is their

connection, in. acting-reciprocally. I daily-expert

rience, that, when the' rays which light exterior"

objects strike my- eyes, my- soul receives the ide<
of the size> theform> atid colour, of those objects.
I feel: that, when there is raised in the air a-cers

tJPff motion, my soul tecciv^the ide
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of a 'sound. By this means, I have a perception
"

of a thousand changes which happen around me,
and even ofthe thoughts of other men. I expe-
rience every moment, thai, as soon as my soul

wishes it, my body ^transports itself from" one

place to another ; that it exerciseth its powerover
my arms, my hands, and my feet: in a word, all

any limbs are disposed to obey every act of its

will. These facts are incontestable; and yet I

cannot explain the manner in which they are ef-

fected. In this mutual influence of body and'soul,
there is a wisdom, a wonderful art, which I can.

not fathom : and the whole result of my inquiries
into it is surprise and admiration. If I consider

my body separately, I find it also a master-piece
of the creative hand. Here, nothing is super-
fluous, nothing is wanting: each limb .is placed
in the manner.best adapted, either for the use of
the body, or for its ornament. Could I wish for

a limb more than those which compose .a perfect

Tbody ? And suppose, on the other hand, that even,

one only was wanting, .or -that my limbs were

transposed, so that the eyes, for example, were
et in my feet, or placed where the ears are,

.what inconvenience, what deformity, it would
"be! Of course, the exterior form of my body is

already disposed with much wisdom. Bat the
interior parts of it are still more admirable.. My
"body was to serve more than one purpose, and
to fill different functions. It was first to be the

means, by -which the soul was to be informed, in

'different-ways, ofthe presence ofobjects not with-

in itself. The organs of sight, of smellx of hear-

ing, of taste, and of feeling, answer this end ; and
each of them is a miracle of divine power and
-wisdom. . But, in order that thebody should trans-

mit to the soul different sensations of the exterior

objects, it was necessary it should be moveable ;

and, for this purpose, how many of its part&con-
-*ur? The bones, the joints, the siuews> the mas-
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cles or fleshy parts,>sceptible
of extension o*

contraction, give me the power of ^vm^m a

thousand ways. In the mean time, as ^hme,

as wonderful as my body is, must suffer jvcon-

tinnal waste, by its motions and functions, it was

Lcess^ryfVthe subsistence of the machine,

that its losses should be repaired; therefore,

other parts, besides those already mentioned,

were necessary; some to receive the nourish-

ment; others to grind it; to separate the juices,

to make these juices circulate through the whole

bodv ; and to distribute as much ofHas each limb

requires, &c. All those parts actually exist in mjr

body, and answer perfectly well the end for

which they were designed.

I bless thee, O Lord, for having made me so

wonderfully : all thy works are admirable ; and

niv soul takes a pleasure in acknowledging it.

To thee be praise and thanksgiving: let the harp

and the psaltery celebrate thy praise. I am one

of the prodigies of thy power, O Creator andPre

server! My body, formed by thy divine hand, and

every sense, witness thy glory Grant that! ma3

praise thee each time that 1 exercise the facultie

of my body, either when I breathe, walk, act, o

rest May I rejoice eternally in thee; and ma:

Sy bodyle a 'temple, in which thy
Spirit^,]

manifest its presence, and establish
itsjlwellin

forever.

JAN. XVI.

The Hurt occasioned by extraordinary Cold.

WHY are we so ready to remark whatever i

convenience the laws of nature may sometim

occasion 1 Why do we dwell upon it, and mnrm

at it, while we pass so lightly over the many stri

ing advantages it obtains for usl Men, inxthis i

spect, act towards God as they generally do
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wards each other. A slight bffence,jtue leastharm
they receive fwm their best friend, or their bene*

factor, often effaces the remembrance of the es-

sential services that have been done them. Their

ingratitude and pride lessen the value of the lat-

ter, and make them consider the other as consi-

derable injuries. It is particularly at this season
'that the remark is necessary. Men are attentive

only to the evils which; the cold may occasion,
without considering the good that even the frost

may do to the earth;; or, at least, without think'

ing of it with gratitude. If they discover the

least harm ; if any part of the great whole should

be in a suffering state, they think themselves an.

thorised to murmur against God, without consi-

dering that nature, taken in the whole, draws

great advantage from the cold.

. Let us now weigh, without partiality, the ad

'vantages and the evils which may he attributed

to it; and the result of this inquiry will be, to

convince us how little reason we have to blame
the .government of a wise and good Providence,

t is true, that severe cold has its inconveuiencies

ind troublesome consequences. Sometimes, the
vater freezes to such a depth, that it is impos-
jble to make use of the springs. The fish die in

he ponds. The rivers are covered with flakes

f ice, which sometimes overflow, and make great ">

avages. The water-mills are stopped,, which
oon produces a general want of bread. The
pood for firing fails, or, at least, becomes very
ear. Vegetables suffer in many ways. The
winter seeds freeze, ifthey are not covered. The
rees and plants die. Several animals sink through
old and hunger. The health of man, and even

is life, is often exposed to danger from it. These

re some of the.most striking evils which the se-

erity ofthe season can occasion. But how many,
inters do we pass without them! And though,

ett some animal* should sink under it, and tome
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plants perish,with the cold, what is this in coin-

parison'of the advantages we draw from-it;? Le
iis be jnore c.ircumspect in the judgments .w.-e.

form of the ways of God. Knowing so little the

connection between the things of this world ; not

being, able to take in the whole .extent of the

ch-iin of causes and. effects ; how should we be ca-

pable ofjudging what is advantageous or hurtful

in nature? And would it not be totally unjust and
unreasonable, that a partial evil should lead us to

blame the whole? Let as confess our ignorance,
and strengthen ourselves in the comfortable per.

suasion, that there is much more good than evil

in the world; much more cause for content, than
su bjects for affliction. And let us be certain that-

many things, which onr self-interest makes us
consider as hurtful, contribute to the general

good. With this manner of thinking) we shall be
calm in the midst of all events; and, whatever.
be our fate, \ve shall never cease to bless oux
wise and beneficent Creator. . .

JAN. XVII.

The Repose of Nature during Winter.

THE winter days are days of rest to nature.
In the preceding, months, she employed herself in

fulfilling the designs of the Creator, by labouring
in the service of h|s creatures. How rich- was
the spring in blossoms ! How many seeds it open*
ed ! And what abundance of fruit the summer baa

ripened for us to gather in.autumn ! Each month,
each day, we receive some presents from nature.

Is there a single instant in which she has not plea-
sed onr sight, delighted our smell, .or indulged
vpur taste? and, has she not often satisfied them
all at the same time! Like a good mother of a

family, 8he employed, herself from the morning
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to' the evening of the year, in procuring for us,
her favourites^ the necessaries, cbnveniencies,-

'

and. sweets of life. Clothing, food, amusement,
all has been drawn from her maternal bosom. It

is fonts she has caused the grass to grow; that
she has loaded the trees with blossoms, .with

leaves, and with fruit. It is for us she has cover-
ed the meadows with corn. For us, the vine
bears its invigorating fruits. For us, the creation
is adorned with a thousand charms. Tired of so

many cares, nature now rests ; but it is only to

collect new force,' to be employed again for the

good of the world. However, even this rest,

xvhich nature enjoys in winter, is a secret activity,

preparing in silence a new creation. Already
o the necessary dispositions are-making, that the
deserted earth -may recover, at the end of a few

months, the children she has lost. Already the

corn shoots, Xvhich is to serve us for food. Al-

ready the fibres of plants insensibly open, which
.are to adorn our gardens and fields. Here, again,'

O beneficent Creator! 1 adore thy power and
wisdom. The rest which nature takes is not less

interesting to us, nor less worthy of entering into

the plan of thy wise providence, than the activity
she shews in spring and summer. Thou hast com-
bined the several revolutions of the earth. Thou
hast formed the most intimate connection between

them; and equally divided its rest and labour.

It has been thy will that each sun should vary
the scenes of nature, in the time and manner
most proper for the perfection of the whole. If

I.have been so senseless as to blame any thing in

the'-goverument of this world, pardon, O God,
my temerity. I discover, and am more and more
convinced, that all the plans of thy providence,
however extraordinary" they may appear to my
weak reason, are fall of wisdom and goodness..
At present, that I see the earth covered with a

mantle of snow which keeps it warm,. I will
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reflect on.the good that results frontjtTfor how
could I promise myself flowers and fruit, if na-

ture did not, at this time, enjoy some rest?--

How could I Chant the harvest hymn, if thou
didst not already, under the snow and ice, dispose
the seed to flourish ? Yes, Lord, it is thou, who,
in granting rest to the earth, enrichest man with-

a thousand blessings. And for me also, O Father !

there will come ,a day of rest;, a day in which I

shall rest from all trouble, sorrow, or cares. Thou
hast wisely ordained the lime I should devote to

activity. It is now the spring and summer ofmy
life, which must be employed iu the service ofmy:
fellow-creatures. The autumn will soon come.

Grant, that I may then resemble one of tttpse

fruitful trees, which pours upon, us fruit in.abun-
dance. But, in the winter of life, when I shall be -

covered with grey hairs, and full of days, I could^
wish that my rest should be as honourable and^be*"
neficentas that of nature in winter. How happy :

should I be, ifmy contemporaries should say^whieof
speaking of me, that old man formerly de^voted
his youth to endeavours to serve manKi^d::; Ilis

life has never been void of activity,-oiPns0^1ofJjej'
nedictions: now, even his calm .old age is^aot

idlei: by his wise experience, he v contributes'to
the happiness of his family andt friends: he ; la-

bours at least for the world to come, of which he
will soon bean inhabitant. .. >--': .

, However, the repo.se that I can promise to my-
self here, is little else but a preparation for new
troubles. O how I rejoice in that which awaits
me in. the grave, and in the bosom of eternity !

There, . I shall enjoy an uninterrupted repose
'

There, the remembrance of the sorrows and af-

flictions which I shall have got over here, 'Will

.fill my .heart with inexpressible joy. In the firm

hope of that repose which is reserved.for me, I

will apply myself with zeal to the fulfilling of all

the duties to which I am called, and will devote
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toy talents and powers to the glory ofGod, and the

good of my fellow-creatures. Strengthen me, by
thy grace, O my Gad, and my Saviour, in this

holy resolution.
'

. JAN. 3tvni.

Tht Laplandcrs*-

I BEGIN this meditation with a lively sense of

gratitude towards my Creator, and ofpity to those
of ray fellow-creatures to whom nature has.more

sparingly distributed her blessings. I fix-iuy eyes
now on the Laplanders, and the inhabitants ofthe
lands nearest the Arctic pole : mortals, whose taste

and manner of living, when compared with ours;
are not the happiest.* Their country is formed of
a chain of mountains, covered with snow and ice;
which does not melt even in summer, and, where
the chain isinterrupted, is full ofbogsandmarshes.
A deep snow overwhelms the valleys, and co-

vers the little hills. Winter is felt during the

greatest part of the year. The nights are long ;

and the days give but a dim light. The inhabi-
tants seek shelter from the cold in tents, which
can be removed from one place to another.. They
fix their fire place if) the middle of it, and sur-

round it with stones. The smoke goes .but at a

hole, which also serves them for a window; There

they fasten iron chains, to which they hang the
caldrons in which they dress their food, and melt
the ice which serves them for drink. The inside

of the tent is furnished with furs, which preserve
them from the wind, and' they lie on skins of ani*

mals spread- upon the- ground. It is in such ha-t

bitalions that they pass their winter. Six months
of the year are to them perpetual night ; during
which they hear nothing round them but the

whistling; of/ the- wind, and*tbV howling of til*
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wolves,.who are running every where in search'

of their prey. .How could we bear the climate:

and way of.life of those people? How much we;
should think: ourselves to be -pitied, if we had
nothing .before our eyes but an immense extent of
ice, and whole deserts covered-with snow; the
absence of the sun still making the cold more
insupportable? and if, instead of a convenient

dwelling, we had onlymoyeable tents made of

kins~; and no. other resource for our subsistence,
but in painful and dangerous hunting for it; ifwe
were deprived both of ,the pleasures which the
arts prodpce, and the society of our fello\v-crea

t,ures, to sweeten life ? '

;

.

Are. not these reflections proper to make us ob-

serve the many advantages of our climate, so
little attended to? Ought it not to animate us to
bless the divine Providence -for delivering us
from such distresses and inconveniences, and for

distinguishing us by a thousand -advantages : yes:-
let us ever bless that wise 'Providence : and,
when we feel the. severity of the season, let us

return thanks that the cold is so moderate where
we dwell and, that we have such numerous ways
of, .guarding against it. Let us also bless the

almighty Governor of the universe, for granting
us, in the midst of the desolate image which
winter presents, the delightful prospect of spring^
the very idea of which comforts and enables us

to support the present evil. ;-;>- .

But, is the inhabitant of northern countries so-

unhappy as we imagine 1 It is true, that he wan-
ders painfully through rough valleys and un*

beaten roads, and that he is exposed to the- in-

clemency .of.the seasons. - But his hardy body is

able to bear fatigue. The Laplander is poor, and

deprived of all the conveniences of life ; but is

he not rich, in knowing no other wants than

those which he can easily satisfy 1 He is de-

prived for several mouths of the light of the gun}
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but, to make the darkness of the night support-
able, the moon and the Aurora Borealis come to

*'

light his-.horizon. Even the snow and/ice,
1 in

which he is buried, does not make him unhappy.
Education .and custom arm him against the seve-

rity of his climate. The hardy life he leads,
enables him to brave the cold : and for the par-
ticular wants Which are indispensible to him;
'nature has made it easy for him to obtain them.
She has pointed out to him animals whose fur

saves him from the sharpness of the air. She
has given him the rein deer, which furnishes

him, all at once, with his tent, his dress, his

bed, his food, and his drink; with which he un-

dertakes long journiesj and which, in a word,
supplies almost all his wants; and the mainte-

nance of it is no expence or trouble to him. If,

in the midst of all the misery of their condition,
these poor mortals had a more perfect knowledge

- of God, a knowledge such as revelation gives us ;

if, less savage and insensible, they could draw
from friendship those sweets which improve life,

if it were possible, I say, to join these precious
advantages to the tranquillity of mind which
forms their: character, those supposed unhappy
people, whose kind of life frightens our depraved
imaginations, would not be so much to -be pitied
as we think. And, if it is true, that the idea we
form o/ happiness depends more on opinion than
on reason ; if it is true also, that real happiness is.

not fixed to particular people, or particular cli-

mates, and that, with the necessaries of life,, and

peace of -mind,- one may be happyN in every
corner of the earth ; has not one right to ask,
What the. Laplander wants to make him happy?
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The Wise Ordinance of our Globed- f '

.-.- .'
'

' -'' *

HOWEVER limited the human mind may bei'

however incapable it is of going to the bottom of,

or even conceiving the whole of the plan that the
Creator executed in forming our globe, we may'
notwithstanding, by the use of our senses, and
the faculties with which we are endowed, dis-'

cover sufficient to make us acknowledge and'
admire the divine wisdom. To convince us of it,

we need only reflect oirthe form of'the earth. It

is known to be almost in shape-like a ball. And
with what view did the Creator choose^ that ;fbnn ?

In order that it should be inhabited, over the'

whole surface of it, .by living creatures. God ;

would not have accomplished this purpose, if the'

inhabitants of the earth had not every where
found sufficient light and heat ; if water had not
been easily spread in all parts ot\it; and; if the'

circulation of wind had met with obstacles any'
where. The earth 'could not have any form more'

proper to prevent these inconvehiencies. "This"

round form admits light and heat (those two'

things so necessary to life) all over our globe;'
Without this form, the revolutions of the day and
night, the changes in the temperature of the 'air,'

cold, heat, moisture, or dryness, could not have"

. taken place. If our earth had- been square; if

it had been conic, or an 'hexagon, or any other,

angular form, what would have been" the-conse-!

quence? A great part,- and even the greatest

part, of this earthy would have been drowned,
while the rest would have languished with-

drought : some of our countries would have been
deprived of the wholesome circulation of wind,
while others would have been torn to pieces with
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continual storms. When I reflect on the enor-
mous mass which composes our globe, 1 have new
reason to admire the supreme wisdom. If the
earth was softer, or more spongy than it is, men
and animals would sink into it. If it was harder,
more compact, and less penetrable than it is, it

would resist the toil of the labourer, and would
be incapable of producing and nourishing that
multitude of plants, herbs, roots, and flowers,
Avhich now spring out of its bosom. Our globe is

formed of regular and distinct strata ; some of
different stones, others of several metals and mi-
nerals. The numerous advantages wliich result,
from them, particularly in favour of mankind,
are evident to all the world. Where should we
have sweet water, so necessary to life, if it was
not purified, and in a manner filtered, by the
strata of gravel which are sunk a great depth in
the earth? The surface of the globe offers a
varied prospect; an admirable mixture of plains
and valleys, of little hills and mountains. .Who
is there that does not see clearly the earth would
lose if it was an even plain! Besides,, how fa-

vourable is the variety of valley and mountain to

the health of living creatures ! How much more
convenient to lodge so many creatures of .different
sorts! How much more proper to produce the

various species of plants and vegetables ! If there

were no hills, the earth would be less peopled
-with men and animals! We should have fewer

plants, fewer simples and trees: we should be

totally deprived of metals and minerals: the va-

pours could not be condensed; and we should

have neither springs nor rivers.
'

. Who can help acknowledging that the whole

plan of the earth, its form* its exterior and in-

terior construction, are regulated according to

the wisest laws, which all combine towards the

pleasures and happiness of living creatures?

.Supreme Author ofMature, ttiou hat ordered
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every thing on earth- with wisdom ! Wherever I
tarn my eyes ^ whether I examine the surface, or

penetrate into, the interior structure of the globe
thou "hast appointed me to inhabit, I every where
discover marks of -profound wisdom and infinite

goodness.

JAN. XX.

Short Meditations on the Works of Odd, drawn
from the Holy Scriptures.

^
<< HEARKEN unto this, stand still/ and consi-

der the wondrous works'- of GodV "/He bath
established the world by his wisdom, and hath
stretched out the heavens by his direction : for

he is the former of all things t."
" And God said,.Let there be light, and there

was light. And God saw the light that it was
good; and God divided the light from the dark-

ness: And God called the light Day, and -the

darkness he called Night f.'* ." Thou, even thoo,
art Lord alone : Thou hast made, the heaven,
the heaven of heavens, with all their host : the

earth, and things that are therein ; the seas, and
all that is therein ; and thou preservest them all ;.

and the hostof heaven worshippeth thee ." " O
Lord my God, thou art become exceeding glo-
rious: Thou art clothed with majesty and ho-

nour. Thou coverest thyselfwith light as with a

garment, and spreadest out the heavens like a
curtain: Who layeth the beams of his chain*

hers iu the waters : Who maketh the clouds
his chariots : Who walketh on the wings of the
wind. Who maketh 'his angels spirits, his mi-

nisters a flaming -fire.
'

Who .laid the foundations

14. <t Jer.:x, 12, 16. % Gen. i. 9, * *
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of the earth, that it should not be removed for

ever. Thou coveredst it with the deep as with a
.a garment : The waters stood above the moun-
tains ." " He stretcheth out the north over the

empty, space, and hangeth the earth upon .no-

thing. He bindeth up the waters in iis thick

cloud, and the cloud is not rent under them.
He divideth the sea'-wit"h his' power; and, by his

understanding, he smiteth through the proud t."

"For he ruaketh small the drops of water : They
pour down rain according to the vapour thereof:

which the clouds drop, and distil upon man
abundantly. Also, can any understand the

spreadings of the clouds, or the noise of his ta-

bernacle? Behold, he spreadeth his light upon
it, and covereth the bottom of the seaj."

" It

is from thence, as. from a throne, that lie some*
times judgeth the people, and sometimes scatter-

.eth abundance on the earth." ":God thundereth

.marvellously with his voice; great things doth
he, which we cannot comprehend : For.he.saith

to the snow, Be thou on the earth ; likewise, to

the small rain, and to the great rain of his

strength. Out of the south cometh the whirl-

wind, and cold out of the north. By the breath
of God frost is given ; and, the breadth of the
waters is straitened. Also, by. watering, he
.wearieth the thick cloud:. He scattereth his

bright cloud ; and, it is turned round about by
his counsels, that they may do whatsoever he
commandeth them, upon the face of the earth.

.He causeth it to come, whether for correction*
or an effect of his favour and mercy towards
man $." .' God is wise in heart and mighty in.

strength: Who hath hardened himself against
him and hath prospered !. Who rernoveth the

. .cir. 1, 7t + Job xxvi. 7, 8, IS. $ Jofrxxxvi. S7.

} Job. xjtxvJi. 5, ffc.
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mountains, and they know; not ;.who overtarneth
them in hi/ anger : Who shakelh the earth out
of her place, and the pillars thereof tremble.:

who commandeth the sun, and it riseth not, and
sealeth up the stars ; who alone spreadeth out

the heavens, and treadeth upon the waves of
the sea ; who maketh Areturns, Orion, and Plei-

ades, and^the chambers of the south ; who doth

great things, past finding out ; yea, arid wonders
without . number *." "

;
Thou didst cleave the

fountain and the flood : Thou driedstup mighty
rivers. The day is thine; the night also is thine ;

thou hast prepared the light and the, sun : thpu
hast set all the borders of the earth.; thou hast

made summer and winter t." " He causcth an
east-wind to blow in the heaven ; and, by his

power, lie brought in the south wind {."
" ,He

watefeth the hills from his chamber. The earth

'is satisfied with the fruit of his works. He caus-

eth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for

the service of man, that he may bring forth

food out of the earth ."
"
Hergiveth to the beast

his food, and to the young ravens which cry ||i"

The eyes of all wait upon thee, and thou givest
them their meat in due season f .''

" Thus saith

the Lord thy Redeemer, and he that formed thee

from the womb, I am the Lord that maketh all

things, that stretcheth forth the heavens alone,
that spreadeth abroad the earth by myself*V*
For, thus saith the Lord that created the hea-

vens, God himself that formed the earth, and
made it, he hath established it, he created it not

in vain, he formed it to be inhabited* I am the
Lord, and there is none else ft." " Remember the

former things of old, for I *m God, and there is

* Job. \x. 4, tfc. + Psal. Ixxiv. 15, tfc. % Psal. Ixxvii. 6.

i Psal. civ. 13, 14. II Psal. cxlvii. 0. V Pal. cxlvi. if.

Isaiah xliv. 84. ^ ++ Ib. alT. 18.
.

' " "
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none else; I am God i and there is hone like
m'e*." " I form the light, and create darkness i

I the Lord do all these things t."

JAN. XXT.

Wonders of the, Human Voice.
...

THE human voice is the greatest master-piece,
of the Creator. Whether we consider its prin-

ciple, its variations, or its organs, it is impossible
to fathom its admirable mechanism. Let ns now
try to reflect silently, upon it. What is it that en-

ables us to litter sounds? That faculty depends
on the construction of the windpipe. The little

opening that is in it, occasions a. sound, when
the air we have breached is expelled with quick*
ness. The windpipe! is composed of circular

. gristles, which are held together by an elastic

membrane. At the entrance is a little lid, which,

opens to. let the air out from, that passage. It

opens more or less, to' modify and multiply the
tones of the voice ; and it closes when we swallow
in order to keep out the food, which, must pass
over it, in its way to the stomach. Experience
tells us, that the extent of the human voice is

twelve full tones. To produce this, yariety, then,
it was' necessary that the windpipe should be
divided into twelve eqijal parts. And, as its two

sides, when stretched, are distant from each other,
the tenth part of an inch, one may calculate from

thence, that each tone of the voice may.be subdi-

vided into an hundred others; also, that a man
is able to produce 2400 different tones, which

may all be.vdistinguished, by- the ear._- Howevei:,
in regard to these properties, though so sur-

Isaiah jilri. 9. +Ib. xir.7.
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pvising, ^wiS have: ;feW 'advantages i

male., Biitithe prerogative <)if man 1

this^-That we can compress the air^ and modify
the .voice,v ; so > as to pronounce''-lettersOatfcfe-

Words. -Tiie palate, the-teethyand-lips, contri*

buteimuch to this-operational u KI ,-' -- 1 fM-u-;j,-di
i

.

v <l,et aasTdwell on the;manner in:,which! we;%tter'

the^five vowels>;which have only.
1a simple^sonwd;

When we : pronounce :the letter ;a,- -the sound ii

quite different from that of>e^ o, t, t^,^though 1C

was to be prononnced.with' the same tone.': ;=The
v

reason;of-this, difference: is; dtae amongst the nanr-

ber of the impenetrable mysteries of nature^ ^16
pronounce the five vowels,jthe .mouth .must be
moi*e or less i opened ; and, >for this (purpose; the

human month is formed differently from that .of

any animal. < Even .those birds^ who learn ta

imitate the human; voice, -can never -distinctly

pronounce ,the several yowels; and this is what
makes.the imitation so imperfect. As to'tberpro^

nunciati6i\iof/cbnsonantsi
f
;three ofi-otir' organs.

contribute to it ; particularly the lips, thetongue,'
and the palate. The nose also has its share.

Try. to stop' it, and certain letters cannot be pro-
nounced, but in an' unintelligible manner. One
thing, which proves the organization, which en-

ables uis to pronounce- words, particularly wbh-^
derful, is, that no human art has ever been able
to imitate it by any machine. - Song, indeed, :has
beert imitated ; .bat not the articulation of sounds,

v or the pronunciation of. different vowels. In
several organs> there- is a stop called the ^MOTa
voices :but, it produces no tones, except such as
resemble .the diphthongs /of at or ae. And all

the efforts of art cannot arrive at imitating one
single word : of those which ,we ;pronounce so

easily. -. .

\

l _ . ( v. . ':....-.:;.!:-.
".-' .-.:; :c.:.-...\

. .Let these considerations, induce.us -again to re-
flect on, .and; ,to praise ; the ineffable.'wisdom, and
great goodness which God shows in the foi

Vol.1. D
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bodiesJ And-may these;i<eflea-

insensible,of the value (of jthe gift of

speech^ wjhicbuso advantageously,distinguishes as
from every animal, ;H<>w melancholy,would the

society pf maukiqd be, and how; much .would
the happiness of it be;di(ninished^.if>Ave itarinnot

the l faculty , .of.-/coinmunicatiug OHr thoughts, by
conversation;; and: if -we tcoluld .not pour out!our
hearitSMinto ;the-\bosom ofi a 'friend' !. . How much:
to iejpitiedj should .our Jfate ;be, if ; we .jwere- of
the.number of: those unhappy people,. wbo>have
heent, from their infancy, deprived; 6f speech 1

Alas I -there are several ofu these poor creatures

lining among us. -(Let it.'teach' us, whenever, w^
see them, . to .vahia ; our own happiness, ,and tot

return thanks/, .unto -; God, foe having, among, the
nanlititude^ of:. blessings:' with which .he lias en
rjched us, granted; ns , also the gift of speech.
Let as make juse of- ithis precious gift, since >it is

the^ : intention, of our Creator, fiat let it be: to

glorify the Supreme Being,,to edify, to.instruct^

to comfort;our fellow-Creatures. :

y;.-.> .-. .. ... ..: ! JAN. XXIIi ': :

'

:

-TJie.Eu.ty of collecting our Thoughts in Winter.

who are solicitous to make use ofevery
Opportunity toimprove their otnind, will-gladly.be
reminded' of the obligation they are under, of

employing even, the
:
winter days, so.as.to become

days.of comfort toiheir souls. It is easy^to prove;

kowmgeeeable, a&well as advantageous, thisrduty
may .bemade. .How perfect would oar piety be-

corner if> each change, each new. appearance of

nature, led us to trace it up to God, whose glory
is as manifest in winter as in any other season.

W;hen we behold the earth covered with snow,
.the rivers loaded with ice, the trees stripped of
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their leaves, all nature barren and desert, let us

reflect.on the Creator's views in thus ordainihgifc.
With a little attention we shall at last discover;
that everything is planned with wisdom, and
that al 1 the laws of Providence combine for the

general good. If, from the weakness and limits

of'our understanding* we -can only take : in the
smallest part ofGod's designs, it is enough for us
to know, that the ice, the snow, and all the phe-
nomena of winter, serve> in the-plan ofSupreme
Wisdom, to make the earth fruitful, and to pre^
pare blessings for its inhabitants, i How many*
objects are there for edifying reflections ! We see
the snow dissolve, and the ice melt in. a moment !

and behold how rapidly the days pass away!
Ought not this to remind us ofthe frailty of our
existence here! We inhabit a warm room, and
have all the necessaries oflife. Ought not tfaesfe

enjoyments to make JDS consider our poor fellow-

creatures, who have neither food^ tire, nor rai-

ment? The short space -between day and night'

ought naturally to lead us to reflect on. the short
duration of life, and the importance of redeem-

ing the time, and making use ofevery hour. We
see numbers imprudently exposing themselves on
the ice. Does it not remind: us of the levity and
thoughtlessness.of those mortals who -give;them-
selves up to the pleasures of. the world? How-
many other objects at this season may furnish us

subject
'

for reflections of this sort, which must
- have a good effect upon the mind 1 If we endea-
vour, not only to employ the mind, but to mend
the heart, all these objects may serve for that
purpose : and we shall rejoice in every, good
thought, pious resolution, or comfortable image;
they awaken in our souls. Let us imitate the
bee; follow our inclination, and choose the finest"
flower. To a well-disposed mind, the most barren
field is still rich in sweets. We may expect the
greatest advantages from thus filling our time. It
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enables <ns tosconqaer sensuality, and to govern
.our hearts,, which: are so disposed to go astray.
"We need not have recourse to turbulent-pleasures,
in order to banish, ennui. "When others seek :disr

sipation in worldly follies, we shall find much
nobler and more lasting enjoyments, in contem-

plating the works of God, either in solitude, or in

a chosen society of virtuous friends. For nothing

canjnspire a sweeter, purer satisfaction, than the

raising one's heart above: terrestrial objects,, and

partaking of that which employs the -angels and
the elect in heaven. ; What rapture to find God
every where ; to discover in the* flake of snow, as

well as in the flower of the spring ; in the cold of

winter, as well as in; the heat of summer; the

goodnees and wisdom of the mighty Creator!

And this rapture, .which far surpasses all. the

pleasures of the world, we shall experience, if

we learn the habit of reflecting upon it.

-... O Divine Spirit, may thy almighty power assist

my weak. heart! I wish to devote myself wholly
to.thee. .-But thon knowest that; the world often

.draws me to it, and hinders my soul from taking
its flight towards heaven. Deliver me from the

bonds 'which still attach me to vain honours and

pleasures; and grant that my soul may more and
more rise to thee. How edifying will,my death

be, if I.employ,my life in so pious a way. How
happy shall I be, when transported into heavenly
abodes, where I may eternally improve in the

contemplation of thy wondrous works! Where I

may admire thy ways so full of wisdom ; and,
no longer engaged in trifling pursuits, 1 may draw,
from the meditation of sublimer things, new mo-
tives for glorifying thy holy name.
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'

The Fear of Spectres.
- -

'

THE long winter nights are the occasion of ter-

ror and uneasiness to a number of people, because'
''

they are tormented 'with the ridiculous appre-
hension of spectres. This superstitious fear was
more pardonable, in the'time of'our ancestors, as

they had not such' clear ideas of the nature of spi-

rits, and as it was then favoured, by religion it-

self. But there. is reason, to befurprised, that,

in an age so enlightened as purs, such ideas: and.

such fears can exist. Itshews how ingenious man
is to raise imaginary monsters, and to torment
himself. Is it not enough that he should, "from
time to time, feel real evils? He can also create

to himself fancied evils, and become unhappy
because he thinks himself so. How is a miser
tormented with- the fear of robbers! the misan-

thrope, from his distrust of those about him! the
discontented man, from his anxiety of what may
happen ! Let us learn from hence to know the
nature of the human heart, and to feel the neces-

sity of watching over our imagination. "If it de-
ceives us in the night, by presenting to ns fright-
ful phantoms, it often, in the day time, produce*
illusions, by painting vice to us under attractive

forms. Let us be as ready to avoid all tempta-
tions to evil, as we are to fly from the appear-
ance of a spectre; but, in the former instance,
man is bold and rash, and, iti the latter, timid and
tearful. From whence comes it, that this chime-
rical fear takes such a strong possession of some
people, who are not in the least affected by much,
more alarming circumstances! The fear of a sin-,

gle ghost makes us shudder, while the certainty
ef being one day transported into a world of in-
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corporeal beings, makes no impression on our
minds. Still more, though we know that every
step draws us nearer the presence of the eternal
and infinite Spirit,we feel no apprehensions about
it. If death, or,a dead person, was to appear to
us at midnight, and declare to us that we should
soon .join him, ihe most intrepid man would be
filled with fright and terror ; he would make se-

rious reflections upon the event, and would wait
the .issue with anxiety. But why are we so inat-

tentive to the voice of God, which cries aloud,.

Prepare, O Israel, to meet.thy. God ! How incon-

sistent to rest in security, when it would be pru-
dent to fear!, and to tremble when there is nothing
to dread! .'. . ;

Thou, O my soul, yield not to vain fears of the

night, but dread the Supreme;Being, whose com-

ing will fill with terror .the most intrepid hero;
xo that he will say, in hi anguish, -Let the moun-
tains fall upon me, and the little hills cover me.
Let us fear, above- all things, the displeasure of
God. Let us dread the anger of the Holy of
Holies.- Then may we banish all other fear, and
cry out with David, The Lord is my strength, of
whom should I be afraid!

JAN. XXIV.

. Subterraneous Fires*

digging a little deep into the earth, a greater

degree of cold is felt than on the surface : because
the latter is heated by the sun.

'

Frpm thence it is,

that the inhabitants of hot countries can preserve
ice to cool their drink the whole, year. But if

they dig fifty orsixty feet deep, the heat increases,

sensibly ; and, if it is a still greater depth,, it be-

comes SO; close, that it stops respiration, and puts
iut a 'candle, it is not easy to determine ihe
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cause <*f)thi9;heat.i - Th^s^.who admit 'that'tUere

are concealedfiresiin eyfj?gpla<l!^ nixieE the;earth;

appi^oachperhaps the nearest to the triatb.;>Bwt

hpv;thiS;fire,;so closely bonfitod,
the substance is that :feedsity or' jhpw:
burned without consuming, is i

termined with certainty. .There areiphehonieha
on onr globe, which prove the existence of sub-
terraneous; fir.es in

; ra uvery; formidable manner.
~

From time.to time there are terrible'eruptionisof ,

fire. The-two mpst,reuiar.kable monntainsjwhich

produce; such, -are Etna in 'Sicily, and Vesuvius
in the kingdom, of Naples. The 1 account* >giveil

of these two volcanoa , are frightful. . : Sometirareii -

a; blackVapour-only rises out of them; at otbeir

times a hollow roaring ia heard ;. all at once it is

followed by thunder and lightning, attended by
an earthquake. Then the vapour clears up,;and
becomes luminous. Stones fly with violence, and
fall again, intoithe gulf; which thre.wthem'onti
Sometimes these :eruptions i are so violent^ that

large pieces of ,rock , are hurled into the air^ and
turn iround ; as Iswiftly as ai foot-ball.; The^br^|
of the interior air of these mountains is so prodif

gious, that* in the last .century, pieces of rbcksi

weighing 'three .hundred 'pounds^ were thrown,
into the airland fell again at the distarice:of three

miles. However, even these 'explosions are not

the 'worst; for, at certain times, the vitrified en>

trails of the earth boil up, and rise,.till their for-

midable ;foaniing runs over at the outside, and
flows^for the space.of' several- miles: through !the

neighbouring^ fields, where; it swallows up. every
thing., :in its .passage. ; ;Thea^ the, torrent: iof fire

lasts for several; days. One^wave rolls: ov!er an-

.otheriitill it; reaches the seaii i And even herejita

violenceis such, that it continuesto iflpiwfot"sojne
timejwithout being; "extingnisheflaih' thfrwavevdi:
th dceaJn. ; Who ican-'thinkp witfaottt! jteroEj-of

diateters iwbick ach < etujitiotis i
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enables us to'conquer sensuality, and to govern
our hearts,, which are so disposed to go astray.
We need not have recourse to turbnlent.pleasures,
in order to banish, ennui. When others seek dis-

sipation in worldly follies, we shall find much
nobler and more lasting enjoyments, in contem-

plating the works of God, either in solitude, or in

a chosen society of virtuous friends. For nothing

can.inspire a sweeter, purer satisfaction, than the

raising one's heart above terrestrial objects, and

partaking of that which employs the angels and
the elect in heaven. What rapture to find God
every where ; to discover in the flake of snow, as

well as in the flower of the spring; in the cold of

winter, as well as in the heat of summer, the

goodness and wisdom of the mighty Creator!

And this rapture, which far surpasses all the

pleasures of the world, we shall experience, if

we leani the habit of reflecting upon it.

O Divine Spirit, may thy almighty power assist

my weak heart! I wish to devote myself wholly
to thee. But tlion knowest that the world often

draws me to it, and hinders my soul from taking
its flight towards heaven. Deliver me from the
bonds which still attach me to vain honours and

pleasures; and grant that my soul may more and
more rise to thee. How edifying will my death

be, if I employ my life in so pious a way. How
happy shall I be, when transported into heavenly
abodes, where I may eternally improve in the

contemplation of thy wondrous works! Where I

may admire thy ways so full of wisdom ; and,
no longer engaged in trifling pursuits, I may draw,
from the meditation of sublimer things, new mo-
tives for glorifying thy holy name.
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JAN. XXIII.

The Fear of Spectres.

THE long winter nights are the occasion of tes-

ror and uneasiness to a number of people, because

they are tormented with the ridiculous appre-
hension of spectres. This superstitious fear was
more pardonable in the time of our ancestors, as

thej' had not such clear ideas of the nature of spi-

rits, and as it was then favoured; by religion it--

self. But there is reason to be"surprised, that,

in an age so enlightened as ours, such ideas.and
such fears can exist. Itshews how ingenious man
is to raise imaginary monsters, and to torment
himself. Is it not enough that he should, from,

time to time, feel real evils? He can also create

to himself fancied evils, and become unhappy
because he thinks himself so. How is a miser
tormented with the fear of robbers ! the misan-

thrope, from his distrust of those about him! the
discontented man, from his anxiety of what may
happen .'Let us learn from hence to know the
nature of the human heart, and to feel the neces-

sity of watching over our imagination. If it de-
ceives us in the night, by presenting to us fright-
ful phantoms, it often, in the day time, produces
illusions, by painting vice to us under attractive

forms. Let us be as ready to avoid all tempta-
tions to evil, as we are to fly from the appear-
ance of a spectre ; but, in the former instance,
man is bold and rash, and, in the latter, timid and
fearful. From whence comes it, that this chime,
rical fear takes such a strong possession of some
people, who are not in the least affected by much
more alarming circumstances ! The tear of a sin-

gle ghost makes as shudder, while the certainty
f being one day transported into a world of in-
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corporeal beings, makes no impression on our
minds. Still more, though we know that every
step draws us nearer the presence of the eternal
and infinite Spirit, we feel no apprehensions about
it. If death, or.a dead person, was to appear to

us at midnight, and declare to us that we should
soon join him, the most intrepid man would be
filled with fright and terror ; he would make se-

rious reflections upon the event, and would wait
the issue with anxiety. But why are we so inat-

tentive to the voice of God, which cries aloud,

Prepare, O Israel, to meet.thy God ! .How incon-

sistent to rest iii security, when it would be pru-
dent to fear ! and to tremble when there is nothing
to dread !

Thou, O my soul, yield not to vain fears of the

night, but dread the Supreme Being, whose com-

ing will fill with terror the most intrepid hero ;

so that he will say, in his anguish, Let the moun-
tains fall upon me, and the little hills cover me.
Let us fear, above all things, the displeasure of
God. Let us dread the anger of the Holy of
Holies. Then may we banish all other fear, and
cry out with David, The Lord is my strength, of
whom should I be afraid!

JAN. XXIV.

Subterraneous Fires.

. BY digging alittle deep into the earth, a greater

degree of cold is felt than on the surface : because
the latter is heated by the sun. From thence it is,

that the inhabitants of hot countries can preserve
ice to cool their drink the whole year. But if

they dig fifty or sixty feet deep, the heat increases

sensibly ; and, if it is a still greater depth, it be-

comes so close, that it. stops respiration, and puts
*ut a candle. It is not easy to determine the
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cause of this heat. Those who admit that-there

are concealed fires'in every, place under the earth,

approach-perhaps the nearest to the truth. But
how this; fire,:so closely confined, canTmrn ; what
the substance is that feeds it, or 'how it can;be
burned without consuming, is whatcannotbe-dei

termined with certainty. There are iphenom'ena
on our globe, which prove the existence of sub-
terraneous fires in a very formidable manner.
From time to -time there are terrfble eruptions- of,

ire. The two most remarkable mountains -which

produce such, are Etna in Sicily, -and Vesuvius
in the kingdom of Naples. The accounts-;given
of these two volcanos are frightful. Sometimes
a black vapour- only rises out of them; at other
times a hollow roaring is heard ; all at once it is

followed by thunder and lightning, attended by
an earthquake. Then the vapour clears ap, and
becomes luminous. Stones fly with violence* and.

"fall, again into the gulf which threw them 'out*

Sometimes these .eruptions are so violent, that

large pieces of ,rock . are hurled into..the air, and
turn.round as swiftly as a, foot-ball. The force 7

of the interior air of these mountains is so prodi-

gious, that, in the last .century, pieces of rocks,

weighing -three hundred -pounds^: were thrown,
into the air, and fell again at the distance of three
miles. /However, even these explosions are hot

the worst; for, at certain times, the vitrified en-

trails of the earth boil up, arid rise, till their for-

midable foaming runs over at the outside, and
flows for the space of several miles through 'the

neighbouring fields, where it swallows up every
thing in its passage. Then, the torrent ;of fire

lasts for several days. One .wave rolls over ah-

.other, itill it reaches the sea.'. And even herejits
violence is such, that it continues to 'flow for some
time without being extinguished^ in the waves tif

the dceah. Who can think >; without: -terror,.of
.tite disasters which such eruptions occasion?
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Whole farms and villages, with their fertile plan-
tations, are . swallowed up- The meadows-' are
consumed ;> the olive-trees and ;vines entirely de-

stroyed-. ; :We !are>told, that,-in one of the erupi.

ti6ns of Etna> the torrent of burning lava spread
itself over fourteen cities; and that the roaring
"within the mountain 'was heard at twenty miles

distance.

. :But wherefore these volcanos, which spread
such terror and devastation "ohr the earth? Why
has the Lord created them? Why, instead 'of put
ting bounds to their fury, has he permitted them
thus to distress his creatures? Who then am I, to

dare to ask such questions? Have I a right to

demand ah account of- the plans' formed by Su.

preme Wisdom ? The existen.ce of these- volcanos
cannot be the work of chance; and I ought to

conclude, that the Creator has wise reasons for

ordering such to be. Besides, even in this, I find

the beneficent hand which provides for the wel-
fare of mankind. > Whatever mischief these erup-
tions occasion, it is nothing in comparison of the

advantage they areofion the whole, to our globe;
The bosom of the earth being full of fire, it was
absolutely necessary that there should be volea-

nos; because they are the vents by which the
force of that dreadful element is- broken and
wlakened. And though the countries where the

subterraneous fires collect in greatest quantities,
are subject to earthquakes, they: would be still

more violent, if these volcanos did not exist.

Italy would not be such a fertile country, if, now
and then, the fire which the earth contains, had
not found a vent in those mountains. And, after

all, -who knows if these frightful;phenomena may
. not produce other advantages concealed from us,
and if the influence of them may .not extend.over
the .whole globe ? At least, this is enough to con-

vince us.that they contribute to fulfil the design,

-of our. Divine Author, so full of -wisdom and
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goodness.' 'And if there still remain things to us

obscure and impenetrably; let us put our Bands

to our mouths, and say,
1" 'Lord, thy judgment*

are right andTequitable, and thy ways impossible
to discover : butwho would not fear thee,'O God
f heaven, who doth such terrible things !"

JAN. XXV,

i Comets*. ..'''''

'.'<' ':,-' '

''
: .-.. '

-

'THIS extraordinary star borrows its name froiu

the vapour with which it is surrounded, and is

undoubtedly one of the number of celestial bo-

dies that belong to the system of our world/ It

moves round the san, as well as theother planets ;

but it differs from all of them, by a motion pecu-
liar to itself, ! by its orbit, and by its form. Seen

through a telescope, it appears full of spots, and
uneven ; but the mist which surrounds it often

conceals the figure of it. The size ;of comets dif-

fer frequently. Some are scarce equal to stars of
the third and 'fourth class. Others, on the con-

trary, are larger than stars of the first magnitude.
In the middle of it there appears a very th'ick

nucleus, which sometimes separates, and becomes
like th'e -edge 'of the disk: Its 'form is not always
perfectly -round;! nor is the light of it always
equally strong and brilliant. Its tail, or beams,
always opposite to the sun, are of 'so thin and
transparent a substance, that the fixed stars may
b'e'-se'eh through them. These beams extend some-
times from the horizon almost to the zenith,
which gives to the whole star an appearance of
great distinction. The farther the tail is from the
comet,' the more it enlarges; and- its light de-
creases in proportion as its size inc/eases. Some-
times, it separates into several divisions of rays.
Tuis is^part of the result of some exact observe

PS
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tions made by, atronpme.rs; but> undoubtedly,
it is the least important ofwhat should be known,
in order to have a perfect knowledge of all that
relates to those celestial; bodies, many of which
are out of the reach of our sight.. Is the comet a
watery planet, or a burning globe ? This is what
cannot be determined with any certainty ; nor

'

can the following questions be answered in a sa-

tisfactory manner.
Is that globe inhabited, which, somestimes near

the sun, endures all its burning heat, and, at other
times, going out of the line of the spheres, plunges
into total darkness, where it seems as if the rays
ofthe sun cpuld never penetrate? Or else, has
the Judge of the.universe designed it for the pu^
nishment of his creatures? Is its coarse surface,

exposed by turns to the most violent extremes,of
heat and cold,; the abode of perversetbeings re-

probated by him ?--TrJPossibly,. these wandering
bodies may one .day serve to divert .the course.of
the planets ; andby that means becpme-the cause
of their destruction. Or, are they still deserts,

void. and. shapeless,, as the earth was before the:

Creator made it habitable and fertile 4'And will

not the fate of comets be determin0d.tiU.our:

globe shall be no more? The impossibility of our

resolving these questions ought to conyinceus that
the human knowledge is very limited.- . Men, how-,

ever, often lose sight of this truth. For,, i/lit were

present to our minds,, the appearance of a, comet
would not raise a thousand vain conjectures^
which so ill agree, with the limits of Qurj nn.de.r-,

standing.. Several consider a cornet as ;
the fore-

runner; of the judgments of Heaven. Some re.ad>

in them- the fate of a nation, and the fall of em-

pires. With others, they are presages qfwati, of.

the plague, or of inundation ;-in^ ; word, of thej

most dreadful calamities.. These. superstitiQqs

people do not know, that a comet, is a very :na-

tnral appearapce, the return of w(hic)i can be
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exactly calculated*; and consequently cannot, in

any respect, 'interrupt the ordinary course of

things. They do: not consider that this star; as

weli as the planets, mast have a design of very"
different importance from that which superstition,

gives to it. What ! could Supreme Wisdom place
those prodigious bodies in the sky, merely to

announce to a small number of living creatures
the fete that awaits them;! .

' May the comet, when, overleaping the immense
space which now separates it from our sight, it

returns again, be to me, not a. 'messenger of

misfortune, but the herald of the majesty of
God. I will adore the Supreme Being, who
prescribes to it its course; who conducts it

through an immeasurable aethefeal space; and
orders it sometimes to approach the sun, and
sometimes to remove to the farthest limits of the

planetary system. Each time it shines over my
head, my ;sonl shall soar, with a pious flight, to-

wards that Supreme Being,who is the Arbiter and
Sovereign of all worlds. Then will I dwell on.

that sublime idea,. that. I may soon perhaps be-
come an inhabitant of the everlasting abode,
where, surveyingimmense spaces of the-heavens.
I may discover millions ofnew worlds.

JAN. XXVI.

Snow*

PERHAPS on reading the title of this medita-
tion, some may ask, if it is worth while examin-

ing into the cause of so common a phenomenon of
nature. My design, notwithstanding, is tor'awa-
ken attention to this wonder; and to shew, that
the formation 'of snow has sufficient charms for a
reflecting mind.
Show consists of watery particles, which are
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frozen in the air. A; frozen piece' of water' be-
comes ice. Snow differs from this pnly, in the
water of the ice freezing, when it is of its usual
density ; and the water of the snow, when its pan
tides are still separate, or reduced to vapour. JExV
periments have been made, which prove that
snow is twenty-four times lighter than water; and
that it fills up ten or twelve times more space, at
the moment of falling, than the water produced
from it when melted; which .could not ,be the
case^ if the snow was not a water extremely r.ari-

fied. But snow is not mere water;; for the con?
structionof its particles, and the effects, it pro-
duces, are different from that of water and ice*

In this respect, the manner in which the snow
forms itself has something very remarkable i

it.

When particles of vapour, collected together,
freeze in the atmosphere, the saltpetre, dispersed
in the air, comes atid unites with it in the form
of a little dart of a hexagonal shape. .While, a

great number of such little darts unite together,
the particles of water :\vhieh,are: among them

grow hard, and take the. form of the saltpetre.

This accounts for the flakes with six sides, which
are composed of points like little needles, at each
side of which, darts or smaller threads join them-

selves, though their form frequently alters when,
carried here and there by the wind. How won-
derful the form of these flakes of snow would ap-

-pear to us, if we were not accustomed to see them
every year? But, because certain wonders occur

often, is that a reason for being inattentive 'to

them? No, far from it: let us be the more care-

ful to examine into them, and to admire the pow-:
er of/i&od, who, in every season, shows himself

so rich, so inexhaustible in means to provide for

the'conveniencies and pleasures of mortals'. Have
we a right to complain that winter does not sup-

.ply variety of,amusements for the senses and the



u^derst^dnigt Jj^
to,see tha^inatnre haS[fprmedve^n ^e/flja&ssjgf

snQw,>vith the,most exa,ct;sy,mme^.ry % to, se^such .

a prodigious; numb.ej, pfi; thiein,^jal^frpin ,the .sky,,'?

to-^pljserve the several .forms,.-water, takes under
. I ' ' li *. i '.. 1. . . i .T.7T\ ) ..D> i .1 s > .*

"
*/ rf -J -* --' - - - - 4.

the.cr,eating j hand_.._qf^Gpd^^metim.es.it. forms
itself .into,, hail; sometimes it hardens into 'ice;

and sometimes, changes, into snow, and- into in?

nninerable flakes; ,pfi;it.< j ,A,11 ithese.changes serve

ajt .the same: t\me, for^thevi use, iand e.n%]j.eiHshmen.t

of the ear;thi;,;an,d; ejrei| in ..the-.smalll^St phenomena
pfjiatHr,e,';God shOjWfs, himselfrigreat, and .worthy
p,uj' ..adpriationi. -(If^JU^ no, longer \pokivUppn snpvr

wjth iRdiffjei-en.cp.'jj.I.Jft fpr-ni, and the .advantages
resulting, .frpm, it^^will , ,1ead.me jto -.thee-, ;O. , Lord,
Wjhp.iriade j,t, a.ad . .spreadest it upoa. the earth.

To thee, p,.,my; God,, who. Ip vest, thy works, and
whom all nature.obeys ; who .causest the snow ,to

fall 'in flakes like wool .; whp spreadest the white
frost like ,ashes; whp.casteth hail as

;

in pieces;

whp.prder^th, th^jcold ; tp, bje.*s .and feriilize the.

cai'jth ; .to Thee :
be. rall. praise, ^oupur .and, 8Aoljy*^

.. . ;,. ,,.
'.
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The "Rapidity with which.Human Life passes- az

OUR Hie is short and transitory. .This isi.^n.

inconteslible proposition, though,, to judge from
the conduct of most people, one .would not sup.

pose it a received truth. / Let tiSjjudge ; :by-puj-i

PWJI experience :, Ought not eacIt step, we, ^havgr
taken, from pur, births, to ; this moment, to have.
^convinced us of .the

.

: frailty of lifej Let us
sider only ;

w.ith what swiftness,, the, d
weeks, ;

lhe months, and
; the, jyearsj, have i

or rather flown away. They, were, py
before we perceived it. -Let us endeavoai^to/ie.
cal them to mind, and to follow them in;:(heir



ratp4d
:

'JKgh t.
;

Is !
it: "possible

1

tc? '

$Hre Ttfh 'account of
teediffierent feras ?'

: If : here ;lia<I 'not'been in bar
Jives :erlairi tfery; reniarfcable moments, -'ivhicK

made c

ihirpress'ioh:bri'bur minds,' we'sho'uid be still

Ifcss abfe tff recollect
1

the histories of^hemv How
ihany yfears'bfbar iufancy, demoted to the aitiuse-

irients of youth'/ 'which'-'we' 'can ;say nothing of,

btft -that'-'ibey have' glided 'away? ^Tbw many
others hatte basseel ih the thbaghtlessness ofyouth;
during which, inisl6'd by bur inclinacions, and
given up io: -pi'^tfsure',

:

' !we : Mad nteitber/the wishi
nor the time, '16 Ibiok into ourselves-? To these

years succeeded 'those'' of 'ci^i'per -age* more da- .

pable of' reflectio'n. 'We"' then -'thbiight it ; :wa^i

tiine to change bur way :of life,
1

-'and1 to -act-' like

reasonable men ; but the ;

bifsiness -oif the world
took possession of us to >uch a 'degree, that1 we
h'ad no leisure to reflect on our past lives. Our
families increased, and our cares arid endeavours
to provide for them increased in proportion.

:

In-

sensibly the time draws nigh, iirwhich we arrive

at -old age ;

;and 'perhapsy eVeh then, we< ^shall

neither have leisure nor force of mind to-recollect

the past, to reflect upon the period to which we
are come, upon what we have done, or negiecl;-

ed to do; in a word, to consider the purposes
for which God placed us in this world. In 'the

mean time, what can insure our ever attaining
that advanced age 1 A thousand accidents break
the delicate thread of life, before it comes to its

full length. The child just born falls, and is

reduced to dust.
: The young man who gives the

highest 'hope; is cut dbwri, in the age of bloom
ah'd beauty ; a violent illhessi aii uh'fortunale'accu

dent, lays him iii'the grave. 'Dangers and accidents

multiply With years: negligence and excess lay-the
seeds of nialad ies, and dispose the body to catch
those thafkre; epidemical-. The last age is still

rfiorV dangerous. In a word, half of those who are

born are carried out of the world, and perish, in
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the .sli9rt. space .of their first sev.enteea ^years^
Behpld the concise^ but faithful history qf life; j

O. may we redeem those days, ;
so

;
short an4 sp^ni-

portant, . in
; .learning bow to , number them, and;

redeem;;thjB v time , which]- flies jo iswi/tly^rawayt!
Even-while ;we make these ;reflectiqns, , sqme
mentsjiarei flown, JOYlva!t;a,>precipqs,]Ljrftfr^
hoars and dayj?jshoujd( we nPt,> J^y-HP
the numberless mpments \ve have. ' to ; dispose of,

yfe often devoted some, of them- ,to . sp-, useful; a
purpose ! Let us thiuk of it seriously ; every.in-
stant is a portion of life impossible to recal,jbuit
the remembrance of which.may ;

be ,either; ,the;

source of joy or sorrow. What heaven|y.-i*nj.Qy^

ment is it, to.be able to look happily on.the j>a$tj

and to sa^; to one's self with truth,
" 1 have-Uye4

so many year;s, during.wbich I have spw,ed.a,riqh

seed,, ,pf.!g9od works ; ;

I do not, .wish, to ', begia
them again, but I. do not regret that- they liaye

gassed,?" We shonid.be able to hold this. Ian,

guage, if we fulfilled the end for which life was.

us i if- we deyptedL opr short space
interests ofTeterpity.

,. JAN. xxvm. ,-. .-;

The Frost,sometimes seenon Glass Windows* . -_.

THIS little phenomenon shews>us>what variety^
order;, : and simplicity, ; ihere js in the: smallest

productions.of nature. We often, admire the ex%

traordinary nguces which; frost npou the class"

presents ,to us; hut it seldom, happens that; this

object is attended to as much as it merits,.hpw^
ever unimportant it

:may be in itself. The^pheno-
menon in .question has its principle incthe fluidity,
of fire. "When it is confined lin the warm, aii^flai
room, it tries.to spread -itself: on all .sides, . ariflfetcr

penetrate that part,where: there: is. least .matter
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homogefceai to its
(

owA .''TH^s 'ist^e^eastm^'runjs
tlirough tlie ''close' 'texUire of 'g'lassv wliiclv"c'6n-

taihS'neiflier 'air nor heat. Iri'g6ing'thrbugh. gla&
it^leaves : 'at 'the :

ihsidei
/ and iiekr iiny'

:

openingi
ihie particie3

vbf< 'air and1 water "-16 ' which ' it wa's

ti uited; It forHus itself'into a clond; wliiete thickens
1

M prbjibrtioiV us thej! fiVe ;

goe&'-oM- Of' 1

if, till

there reniaihsC'tbd : littrevof'it iri''the i r<)om to pYe-
serv'e the! flditiity of ahe thickened particles of

the'wat'er'^onthe^rass. They then congeal ;
: 'ahd

the saltp'etre in llie ai r,' mixing withLthem, pro-
duces the'va'riety of figures

1 with-wliicH the glass
is covered. -The1

beginning, or 'the : sketches of

these figiires, informed by A^ery small threads of

ice, wnichirisen&b1y'iinit<H till the whole glass
is covered' with a coat of icei

;
These threads are

thei brighv of all the figures ;

!dh
:

d the first
:weav-

Jng^of thesis in'ay bie disti'nctly' seen.
' We -see' at

first'sonie lihes'extreniely finey o
!

ut:;of which lines

cbnie (nearly in
'

'the : same ; hiahner as we ; see

coihe out of 1

a"'quill)sbme threads, which in their

turn bear other branches;
' When it freezes hard,

and the first coat of 'ice' grows thick, it produces
the most beautiful flowers and lines of every sort,

sometimes strait, sometimes spiral -There is

reason to believe that this great variety of

figures does not proceed entirely from the motion
-'bf the air, and the particles of fire, but in some
measure from the little imperceptible chinks
there are iii glass. Whatever is the. cause of the

. phenomena, it: is certain that this sport of nature
T shews us much art, united with much simplicity.
:'? Perhaps my readers may think; trifling- all that

can be said on an object which has no other value

than to please the sight for a short time; but it

seems- : to me, that minute points of this kind
have greatly the advantage of those which oftea

fill up our time. With what frivolous matters/
wka't: nothings,.^ are we i sometimes amused ?*

Would not certain phenomena of nature, wbicU
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we consider as trifles, be as well worth thinking-
or speaking of ! Such researches are agreeable to
a mind desirous .of information', however small;

theobject. Let us only lay aside prejudice* and the
childish ideas we fornvto ourselves of the works
of nature, and we shall think differently. We
shall often find, that master-pieces are to be disr

covered where ignorance perceives nothing but
trifles. For nature shews her wisdom even in
her smallest works ; and it is that which distin-

guishes them constantly from the productions of
art. In reality,. can an ;object be too trifling, if

it furnishes us with a subject for useful reflec-

tion 1 For my part, I do not disdain to read on
frozen glass, a truth which may have great in-

fluence upon my happiness. Behold the flowers
that the frost has drawn upon that- glass!. They
are varied with art and. prettiness, yet .a ray of
the noon-day sun effaces them. It is thus that

fancy often paints every .thing to. us in the fairest

light; but all that it represents to us most seduc-

ing-, in the possession of worldly goods, are

merely fine images, which disappear by the light
of reason. The importance of this wise lesson is

well worth the trouble of attending to the litti*

phenomena which produced it.

JAN. XXIX.

The Use of Bread.

OF all the food which our beneficent Creator .

distributes to us'with such profusion and variety,
for the support of life, bread is, at the.same time,
the most common and the most wholesome. It is

as necessary at the delicate table of a prince, as
at that of a labourer ; and the sick person is as
much refreshed by it as an healthy one. It ap-

pears to be particularly designed for the food of
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man; for the plant which produces it can be
made -tor grow in every different climate-; and it

is difficult to find, on the habitable eaftk, a conn-

try where wheat will.not ripen, if'it is cultivated

properly. A very evident proof that we cannot

do without bread* is, that it is almost the only
food we do not- tire of, though we eat it every
day. Alt those costly and dainty dishes, which

pride and luxury invent, soon cease to -pleaee-our

palates, if we make too frequent use of them.
Whereas we always eat bread with pleasure ; -and

the old man, who has made it his daily food for

seventy years, will still eat it with pleasure, when;
he may have lost his relish for all other food.

We ought to look up to our Creator each, day, as

we eat our bread, and praise him for his bless*

ings granted to us: Let us choose of all food that

which we like best: is there any more -natural,

more generally wholesome,' more strengthening,
or nourishing, than bread 1? The smell of the

most 'precious aromatics is not so refreshing. The

former, indeed, flies more to the head, 'and is

more heating; but the smell of bread, simple as

it is, may serve to convince ns that it contains

parts essentially proper to form and repair tire

nervous fluid. What demonstrates its nutritive

quality is, .that it dissolves and becomes like

paste, as soon as it is moistened with water, and
is consequently easy for the 'stomach to digest.
Let us here reflect on the visible care the Creator
has shown of our health, in appointing us this

food.- Our best juices are liable to corrupt: it

was therefore -necessary to give as nourishment
which could resist corruption. Now this quality
is in bread. As it is composed- of vegetables; 'and
has something acid in it, it is -an excellent pre-
servative against putrefaction. Certainly, we
should be unworthy the bread that daily feeds

us, if we were insensible to it as a blessing from
God. Ought we not toihaufc thw-Father, -so good
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and so merciful* who maketh the eartlv produce
bread to nourish and to strengthen us? Should

we, like brutes* enjoy onr food.without thhrfcinoi?

of him to whom we 'owe ittf No: ^Surely it is

enough, that, during our. infancy, we received:

our food without being able to lift up our hearts

in gratitude. Lord! now, that I know the hand
which supports me, I will for ever bless thee for

it. How can I . better prove nay thankfulness,
than by sharing the bread, which I possess in

abundance, with those who have but a small

portion of it? How many of thy children, O Fa-

ther! are less happy, though perhaps they de-

serve to be more so than me. They have scarce
bread enough, and are still less provided in other

respects with means of subsistence. For my part,
I have received all those advantages from thee ;

and I am ready to share them with my fellow-

creatures, because they have the same right to

thy favour. .

JAN. XXX.

Our Duty in regard to Sleep* . ^
: :!';

A MELANCHOLY remark we,have often occa-

sion to mention is, that most people lie down to

sleep with an 'inconceivable security. To consider
it only as far as it relates to onr bodies, the revo-
lution produced by sleep, ought to appear to us
of great consequence ; but, if we consider it in

still another light, if we- were to form to our-

selves all that might happen to us, while we are

enjoying repose, it appears to me, that, in bbn-

sequence, we could- not,- or ought not, to throw
ourselves into the arms of sleep, without"having
taken proper precautions, and having, in aceji
tain degree, prepared ourselves for it. In reality,
it is not surprising that those, wiio, in their

;
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ing hours, are so inconsiderate, so negligent of

every duty, should be equally so in that which
relates to sleep, i Let us,: however, learn in what
manner we may glorify God ; and act as becomes
the charcter, of a Christian in this respect. "What

thanksgivings are due to the Creator for the bless-

ings of sleep ! Some may not know the full value
of it, as it may never have been denied to their

wishes, when they have desired it. But how soon
-"would sickness, sorrow* fear, or old age, deprive
them of the sweets of repose! O! it is then that

*hey would acknowledge, that sleep is the most
pressing want of nature; and, at the same time,
an inestimable blessing of the Deity. But, should

they wait, till they lose this blessing, to become
wise? No: now, while they enjoy the advan-

tages of sleep, and that the beginning of each
night makes them feel its salutary effects, never
let them give themselves up to it without a lively
sense of gratitude towards their heavenly bene-

-^ factor. Let this gratitude prevent them equally
from making an abuse of sleep, or, by a contiary
extreme, not making use of it. It is always wrong
to prolong, through idleness, the hours designed
for repose. Nature, in this respect, as in every
thing else, is content with a little ; and seven or

eight hours of quiet; uninterrupted sleep, is as
much as is necessary. But we are not less

blameable, when, through avarice, ambition, or

any other motive of that sort, we lose our sleep
and necessary rest. In both cases, we act con-

trary to the rules established by God, and con-

trary to the gratitude we owe him for such a
blessing. -..-'
..Above all things, let us endeavour to go to

sleep with a proper turn of mind. What should
we do, if we were to know for certainty, that,
from the arms ofsleep, we were to pass into those
of death 1

? Should we not employ our last mo-
ments in preparing ourselves for this passage, i.tt
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recollecting our past life, in seeking, through the
blood of Christ, the remission of our sins? Well
then; we may, every night, consider this,; case

.possible. In each winters night, that is to say,
in the space-of twelve or, fifteen hcffirs,,there die
above fifty thousand people. .Who can say-whose
name is not in the list of those, which.death will

remove but of this world 1 Now, I . leave it to

the \decision of every one's, heart, what .they
.would have donei if, in the midst of their sleep,

they had been called upon to appear before the
tribunal of Jesus. If, in the course of this night,
God had disposed of them, would they have been

prepared to appear before hi$h? O God, to

.whom all hearts are open, and from whom no
secrets are hidden, what can .we conceal from
thee. We daily feel our weaknesses. Pardon
our sins, we beseech thee, and enter not into

judgment with us for them.

JAN. XXXI.

Revolutions which are constantly in Nature*.

ALL the vicissitudes of nature are derived from
the invariable laws established by the Creator,
.when he drew the universe oat of nothing. For
five thousand years, there has been seen in, the

sky, and upon the earth, at certain marked pe-
riods,, the return of the same variations and the
same effects. The sun, moon, and stars,- continue

constantly .the same course once prescribed to

them. But who is it that supports, that,directs

them? Who teaches these bodies the course they
ought ,

to .take 1 . Who points out, to them the time
for their revolutions? Who impowers them to

move always with the same force'? Who pre-
vents ;

them from.- falling on our. globe, or from

losing their way in the immense space of the
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heavens ? All these questions lead us to God. It is
v

he who appointed the 'Circles' they were to de-
(

scribe; it is he who supports, who guides, -and

prevents them from confusion. -By laws, un- *

known to us, he causes those celestial bodies to

move with incredible swiftness, and with such !

perfect regularity that nothing can disturb them. '

Nearer to us there are, in the elements, continual

revolutions, though they are not visible to com-
mon observers. The air is in perpetual motion

round our globe. The water continues its course,

in the same manner, without ceasing. The rivers

run into the sea; and, from its broad surface,

vapours rise, which produce clouds. These fall

again upon the earth, in rain, snow, and hail :

they penetrate into the mountains, and fill the

springs: from whence rivulets becomes rivers>

*when they have metj and are thereby augmented
in their course. Thuslhe water which had fallen

from the clouds, returns back into the sea. The
seasons last gi limited time, and succeed each

other, according to the order once established.

Each year, the fertile earth produces again its

plants, and its harvest. Yet it is never exhausted;
for, by means of the continual circulation in all

the nutritive parts, whatever the earth yields is

restored to it again. The winter comes at the

appointed time, and brings the repose it has oc-

casion for ; and, when it has fulfilled the designs
of the Creator, the spring succeeds; and this re-

stores to the earth the children it has lost. The
same circulation takes place in the body of every
living creature: the blood flows continually
through its several channels, distributes to each
limb the nourishing juice's it requires, and then
returns to the heart from whence it came. All

these revolutions lead us to reflect on the Su-

preme Being, who laid the foundation of them
at the creation of the world; and who, by his

power and wisdom, lias continued to directthem
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to this very moment. 'These are reflections -wor-

thy to -fill our time, and which are particularly
proper -at the -end- of this month. Under the wise
direction of Providence, all the revolutions which
take place-in the course of the month, are pro-
duced in the manner best calculated for the de-

signs of the Creator. '

,

Each Any the sun has cheered us; and-i after

having- fulfilled its design, it has given place to

the night. Each day the goodness of God is re-

newed towards us, in having made all the

Changes and revolutions contribute to our wel-

fare! And now this mouth, with all its days, its

hours, and its moments, is for ever passed away.
It is impossible that the very same month should

return to us, were we to live fifty winters more.

However, all the wheels of the great machine,
the system of the universe, will at last stop ; the

circular motion of the. globes will cease: the

springs of nature will be broken ; and the days,
the months, and the years

1

, will beoswallowed up
in the abyss of eternity. Then, O, Eternal, Un-
changeable, and Infinite Being, thon shall still

exist; and, through thee, the duration ofmy ex-

istence shall be eternally prolonged. God foe

praised, that each month which passes, while I

am upon earth, draws me neater the term when
my felicity will begin.

FEBRUARY J.

Every thing in Nature tends to the Good of
Mankind.

WE cannot be too sensible of the love and pre-
ference with which we are honoured by God's
distinguishing ns so advantageously from other
creatures. Let us feeU as we ought, the great
happiness of being particularly the objects of'his
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beneficent liberality ; of being, in some measure,
the centre of all he has produced for the mani
feslation of his glorious attributes. It is >for us
that all nature acts and labours in the earth, in
the,air, and in the waters. For us the horse's
hoof is furnished with that horn, which it would
have no occasion for, were itjnot to draw burdens,
.and to climb the mountains. For us the silk-

worm spins its bag, shuts itself up in it, and after?

.wards leaves ns this web so artfully contrived.
For us the gnat lays its eggs in the water, for food
to the lobsters and fish, which serve themselves
for our subsistence. F.or us the bee gathers, from
the leaves of flowers, that exquisite honey des-
tined for our use. For us the ox is put to the

plough, and desires no other reward than a little

food. It is also for us that the forest, the fields,
and the. gardens, abound in riches, the greatest

part of which would be lost, if they were not of
use to us. For us also are designed the treasures
the mountains contain. It is true, that we have,
.beyond comparison, more- wants than the brute

creation; but we have also many-more faculties,

.talents, and industry, to make every thing around
us serve for our ,use and pleasure. Millions of
creatures contribute towards our food, clothes,
and habitations, and furnish us with innumerable
conveniencesand enjoyments. IfGod has created

.
us with so many wants, it is precisely to procure
us a great variety of agreeable sensations. It

would be impossible for us to satisfy those multi-

plied wants, if animals had as many as we have;
and it is in order that, we should have plenty of

every thing, that the things they require are

generally such as mankind, can make no use of.

But it is not our food only that God has provided
with so much goodness: he has deigned to pro-
cure us a thousand other .enjoyments. It is for

us that. the lark and the nightingale sing; that

the flowers perfume the air; that the fields and
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the gardens are adorned with so many different

colours. Above all, he has given us reason,- to

enable us to make every thing contribute to our

support and pleasure ; to .rule over animals; to

subdue the whale and the lion ; and, what is still

more precious in another way, to. take pleasure
in his works; to contemplate the beauty, the

greatness, and magnificence of them ; to admire
their order, and harmony. O man! thou who art

so endowed and so loaded with favours, how
canst thou ever, be grateful, enough to thy hea-

venly Benefactor? What love can be perfect
enough, to. answer in -any degcee, to that which
'God has shewn unto us! To increase more and
more our love and gratitude, let us frequently
reflect on the unlimited liberality of the Father
of nature, on the preference with which he ho-

nours us, and on the innumerable blessings we
receive from him every; hour. Let us often reflect,

that there are no creatures upon earth so favour-

ed as we are. Let us look around us, and con-

template all nature. Let us ask the sky , the earth,
and the sea, all the animals and plants, in -a

word, every being that exists, and they will tell

us, that we are -the happy beings to. whom all

others are subservient, and to whom the whole
creation tends. Then, let our souls be penetrated
with the most lively gratitude,; and the most
ardent love, towards our magnificent-Benefactor.
And .let it be our first care, our only ambition,
to live for him alone, who .has .given. life and
"being, on our account, to so many different

creatures. . . These are the resolutions we ought to
form in the beginning, of this month. Every, day
we shall have fresh occasion, to acknowledge and
praise the paternal care, of Providence.

, . Let us

taste and enjoy the divine gop.dness in each, meal

provided for us, in each glass ofwater that serves

to quench our thirst, and to
:
refresh us,j ,

But, abov.e all, let us acknpwiedge. th&merciej&
*

Vol. I.
"

E
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of God, in the blessings he reserves for as here-

after. It is for us that Christ designs that in-

effable happiness, which his faithful disciples will

enjoy about his throne. The blessed spirits will

be our .companions and friends ; and we shall

partake with them of those joys which infinitely

surpass all others. What, indeed, are the blessings
of this life, in comparison of the glory which
awaits us in heaven? It. is true, that, even here,
we continually experience the effects of his bene-

volence, and are surrounded with the wonders of
his goodness. Butj-in'this world, all pleasures are

mixed, with pain, and perfect happiness can only
be found in heaven.

FEB. II.

The Influence which the Cold has upon Health.

IN" these severe winter months, it is very usual
to hear great praises given to the other seasons of
the year. The spring, the summer, and autumn,
the value of which is so little felt while they are

possessed, are extravagantly cried up, now that
the advantages ofthem can no' longer be enjoyed.
It is thus that men are disposed. The blessings

they possess, they do not value as they ought ; and
they do not begin to know their worth, till they
are deprived of them. But, is it in fact true, that
those three seasons only merit our attention and
praise? Is winter, in reality, what it is generally
represented , an enemy to pleasure, and destructive
to health? As this prejudice may very conside-

rably influence our peace and happiness, it would
l>e right to reflect impartially on the advantages
which the present season procures to us in respect
to health.

Spring and autumn are very dangerous, on ac-

count of the sudden changes in the weather. Jn
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summer, the air is filled with corrupted vapours,
or at least with such as are disposed to be so. It

is the time we are most liable to catch colds,which
occasion a multitude of painful, and sometimes
fatal disorders. -Winter has not these inconve-

iiiencies. The cold .favours insensible perspira-

tion, and prevents, by that means, many terrible

evils produced by the suppression of it.. By
means of a gentle moderate perspiration, w_e feel

lighter and easier; the blood purifies; the appe-
tite increases, as well as the cheerfulness and- se-

renity of the mind. The cold also braces the so-

lids, strengthens them, and, by that means, sup-
plies the want of exercise. What inconvenience
is there not in the great heats of summer? What
oppression, what weight one feels, when obliged
to be long in the open air, and to hear, as -one

may say, the whole weight of a burning atmo-

sphere? How do we long for the coolness of

night, to revive us, and restore our strength1 The
fine winter days have not these inconveniencies.
We have more activity, strength, and courage;
are better disposed for labour or for pleasure.
Cold gives us spirits, excites us to move quicker,
and to take exercise, in order to put us into a

gentle heat. Thus, even winter may contribute

to our health and pleasure.. The Creator has con-
sidered our welfare in this season, as much as in

1

the others ; and has formed the wisest plans for

the preservation and happiness of his creatures,
in every month of the year. .Ifwe are not equally
content, and do not enjoy as good health in wai-
ter as. in the other seasons, it is certainly our own
fault. Perhaps some pass it in idleness. Perhaps
they are always shut,up in hot rooms, and never
breathe a pure air, nor make use. of .the fine win-
ter days. Perhap's they give way to .vexation and
anxious cares. Perhaps they transgress against

sobriety, and are guilty of excess in eating .and

drinking. Perhaps, in fine, having made a bad
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use of the summer, they have rained their health

by irregularities, and now feel the bad conse-

quences. How happy might man be, how con-

stantly good his health, if he followed the laws
of nature, and if he allowed labour and rest, busi-

ness and pleasure, to. take their turn regularly !

O,my beueficent Creator! 1 acknowledge, with

lively gratitude, the wise'purposes thou proposest
to. thyself in the ordinance of the world. 1 bless

the /atherjy care with which thou providest for

our preservation, peace, and welfare, through
every change ,of .the year. Can we then be im-

prudent enough to make a season painful, and

disagreeable to . us, which might become the

Source of the purest.and most innocent pleasures?
Shall we, in. .the levity of our hearts, destroy that

liealth and life .which thou wouldst preserve with

so much goodness? No, let us rather endeavour

constantly to .answer -thy wise and beneficent

views., Content of mind and .cheerfulness will

then make .our days,agreeable. Temperance and
virtue will best insure a firm and .lasting state of

liealth. .

FEB. HI.

A Temperature always the same would not be good
for the Earth.

"WE- imagine that our earth would be a para*

disc, if, ^every where, or in every climate, there

was an .equal distribution of heat and cold, the

same fertility, and the same division of day and

night. It is thus we, poor, short-sighted, selfish

mortals, think* But, suppose things were so

ordered, and that, in every part of the globe,

there-was the same degree of heat and cold, is it

certain that mankind would gain by it, in respect

to food, convenience, or pleasure? So farfr^ra
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it, that, on tbe contrary, the earth would be the

saddest and most miserable place to live in, if

God had followed the plan we would prescribe
to him. By the present plan', there is an infinite

variety in the works of the Creator. What dull

uniformity it would occasion; what beauty, and
how many charms would the earth be deprived
of, if the revolutions of seasons, of light and dark-

ness, of heat and cold, were not to take place 1

Millions of plants and animals (which can only-
live in: countries of a certain degree of heat),
could not exist.

Among this immense multitude of natural pro-
ductions, there are very few which can thrive

equally in most climates. Most creatures found*
in these cold countries, would be unable to bear
the hot climates ; while, on the other hand, those
are peopled with beings who would' perish in
cold countries. If, then, there was every where
an equal heat, a number of natural productions
would not exist. Nature would be deprived of
great part of her charms, with her variety; and
many blessings would be thrown away upon us*
If every country produced the same things, and
had. the same advantages, all communication be-
tween the different nations wonld cease; there
would be no intercourse nor commerce. Several
arts and trades would be unknown. What would
become of the sciences also, if the mutual wants
of different nations did not put them to the happy
necessity of communicating them to each other 1

Suppose, nevertheless, that there was to be an,

equal degree of heat over the whole.world, could
we determine what that degree ought to be?
Ought it to be every where as hot as in the torrid
zone? Who could bear such a climate ? For the
colder regions always taking away part of the
heat from the hot countries, the heat which must
then be spread all over the earth, would be much

tUaa that of the -tonid zpae is at present;
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men, animals, and plants, would be all consumed}
and would all perish. But, suppose that there
was over the whole earth that temperate heat
which would suit all creatures, the air also must
every where be of equal height, density, and
spring. From whence, it would follow, that our
earth would be deprived of one of the principal
causes of the winds, the want of which would oc-

casion, mischief scarcely to be expressed. Air,
which is so essential to the preservation of life,

would become the worst of poisons, if it was not

purified by the winds. Equality of heat over
the whole earth, would soon produce sickness,

plagues, contagion-: Our fancied paradise would
no longer be any thing but a desert, and a real
chaos. '

"Wise and Beneficent Creator, all that Thou hast
done is right. This confession is the result of

every reflection I make on the contemplation of

thy works. I wish to accustom myself to think

thus at the sight of every object of nature; and
if it should happen that I thought I discovered

faults, or imperfections, I would always recollect

thy infinite wisdom, and the weakness of my
understanding. Many things, which at first sight

appear useless, and contrary to the order, of the

world, are arranged with admirable goodness and
wisdom. What appears to me defective and im-

perfect, gives, to more enlightened minds, just
reason to admire and praise the perfection of the

Creator; and, supposing I should not always be
sensible of the wisdom and goodness of God, in

the creation and preservation of the world, it

ought always to be enough for me to know, that

-whatever God does is right.
Such is also the judgment I shall hereafter form

of the moral government of God, and his conduct
towards intelligent beings. As, in nature, he
has distributed, in unequal degrees,heat and cold,

light and darkness, so he has made great difference
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in his dispensations towards rational creatures,
and has not regulated their fate all alike. But in

this, as well as in nature, his ways are still ways
of wisdom and goodness. Tn the same manner1

,

as oar globe could not subsist, if there was an
equal degree of heat and cold every where ; so it

is also certain, that the happiness of the world
would be destroyed, if there was a perfect equa-

lity in the lot of mankind. All that God has

planned and ordered, is admirable and perfect;
All his paths are mercy and truth to those who
keepJiis covenant. To.him be glory for ever and.

ever. :

FEB. IV.

The Use of Stars.

THE starry sky is an admirable scene of the

wonders of the Most High, in the eyes of-every
one who loves to reflect on the works of God.
The order, the greatness, the multitude, and the
brilliant splendour of those heavenly bodies,
must be the most pleasing spectacle to an atten-

tive observer of the works of nature. The sight
of the stars alone, supposing -that we knew no-

thing of their nature and use, would be sufficient

to fill the niind with admiration and delight. For
what can be seen more magnificent and beautiful

than that immense expanse of the heavens illu-

minated by numberless lights, which the azure

sky makes appear still more brilliant; and which
all differ from one another botli in size and lustre.

But, would a being, infinitely wise, have adorned
the celestial vault with so many bodies of an im-
mense size, merely to please our eyes, and to af--

ford us a magnificent sight?. Would he have
created innumerable suns, merely that the inha-

bitants of our little globe might have the plea-
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s.nre of seeing^ in the:sky some luminous specks,
the particular nature -.and purpose of which they
very .imperfectly know:

, and which -are even but
seldom observed 1 -Such an idea cannot be formed

by any body, who considers that there is, through-
oat all nature, an admirable harmony between
the works of God- and the purposes he designs
them for; and that in all he does, he has in view
the advantage, as well as the pleasure of his

creatures. It cannot be doubted, but that Cod,
in placing the stars in the sky, has had much
higher views than that of affording us an agree-
able sight. Indeed we cannot precisely deter-

iriine all the particular ends the stars may an-

swer; but, at least, it is easy to believe that

they must be designed for the advantage as well
as the ornament of the world ; and the following
considerations will be sufficient to convince us of

it. Among the stars that are easiest to distin-

guish, there are some which we see constantly in
the same part of the -sky; and are always over
oar heads. These serve to guide travellers by
sea' and land in the darkness of night. They
point out the way to the navigator, and tell him
when he may undertake his voyages with least

danger. Other stars vary their aspect ; and

though they always: hold the same situation, as
to one; another,. :they change the order of their

rising, and setting in ^respect to us, from day to

day. Even these -changes, which never vary in,

their regularity, are of. great use to us; they
serve to measure time, and to determine it by
settled rules. The regular revolutions of the

stars mark precisely the -return. and the end of
the season. The ploughman knows exactly, by
this means, when -he ought to sow seeds in the
earth, and the whole progress of the country la.

hours. However considerable the use :of the stars

is to our earth, itmay well be presumed, that it

i&not the only, .upr- the^ most, important object,
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which God proposed to himself,". in- producing so

many globes of a prodigious_size. Can it indeed

be supposed, that the wise Creator strewed the

immense expanse with so many millions of -worlds

and. suns, merely that the small number which
inhabit the earth should be informed of the mea-

sure of time, and the return of the seasons?. Unf

doubtedly these innumerable globes are for more
sublime purposes ; and each of them has its par-
ticular destination. All the stars being so many
suns, which can give light, animation, and heat,

to other globes, is it. probable that God should
have given them that faculty for no purpose?
Would he have created - stars, whqae rays can

pierce even to the. earth, without having pro-
duced worlds also to enjoy their benign influence f

God, who hath peopled this earth, which is a
mere speck, with so many living creatures,would
lie have placed, in the immense space, so many
desert globes? No, certainly: perhaps each of
these fixed stars, which we- see by myriads,, has
its worlds moving round it, for which it has been
created. Perhaps, these spheres which we see

above us, serve as abodes for different sorts of
creatures ; and are peopled, like our earth, with
inhabitants .who admire and praise the magni-
ficence of the works of God. Perhaps, from all

these, globes, as well as from.ours, there rises

continually towards the Creator, prayers, and
hymns of praise and thanksgiving. It is true

that these are only probable conjectures; yet, to

every true lover of God, .these.conjeclures.must
be most agreeable and .most , delightful. HOW
.sublime is this, thoueht^that exclusive .of , the

small number, of rational creatures which inhabit

this globe, there are innumerable; numbers of
them in those worlds which appear from hence
to be but mere luminous specks.. It must be in.

deedout of the question, that the empire of the.

Most High should not be beyqad the Jimijs, of
ES

'""
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our earth. Beyond, this world there is an im-
mensity, in comparison of which oar globe, large
as it is, can be but reckoned as nothing. Souls
without number exist there. All of them mag-
nify the name of our great Creator ; and are all as

happy as their destination admits of; and per-
haps aspire to a better world.

FEB. V.

Tfie wonderful make of'the Eye.

THE eye infinitely surpasses all the works of

the industry of nian. Its formation is the most
astonishing thing the human understanding has
"been able to acquire a perfect knowledge of. The
most skilful artist could imagine no machine of
that kind, which would not be much inferior to

what we observe in the eye. Whatever sagacity

orindustiy he might have, he could execute no-

thing which would not have the imperfections

necessarily belonging to all the works of man.
We cannot, it is true, perceive clearly the whole
art of Divine Wisdom in the formation of this

fine organ; but the little we do know is sufficient

to convince us of the infinite knowledge, good-
ness, and power of our Creator. The most essen-

tial point is for ns to make use of this knowledge,
weak as it is, to magnify the name of the Most

High.
In the first place, the disposition of the exter-

nal parts of the eye is admirable. With what
intrenchment, what defence, the Creator has pro-
vided our eyes! They are placed in the head, at

a certain depth, and surrounded with hard and
solid bones, that they may not easily be hurt.

The eye-brows contribute also very much to the

safety and preservation of this organ. Those
hairs -which form an arch over the eyes, prevent
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drops of sweat, dust, or such things, falling from
the forehead into them. The eye-lids are another

security ; and also, by closing in our sleep, they
prevent the light From disturbing our rest; The
'eye-lashes still add to the perfection of the^eyes.

Thay save us from a too strong light, which might
offend us; and they guard us from the smallest

dust, which might otherwise hurt the sight. The
internal make of the eye is still more admirable,.

The whole eye is composed of coats, of humours,
of muscles, and veins. The tunica, or exterior

membrane, which is called cornea, is transparent,
and so hard, that it can resist the roughest shocks.
Behind that there is another within, which they
call uvca, and which is circular and coloured.

In the middle of it there is an opening, which
is called the pupil, and which appears black.

Behind this opening is the crystal, which is

perfectly transparent; of a lenticular figure, and
composed of several little flakes, very thin, and
arranged one over the other. Underneath the

crystal there is a moist and transparent substance,
which they call the vitreous humour, because it

resembles melted glass. The cavity, or the
hinder chamber, between, the cornea and the cry-
stal, contains a moist humour, and liquid as

water, for that reason called the watery humour,
It can recruit itself when it has run out from a,

wound of the cornea. Six muscles, admirably
well placed, move the eye on all sides, raise it,

lower it, turn it to the right or left, obliquely,
or round about, as occasion requires. What is

most admirable is the retina, a membrane which
lines the inside bottom of the eye. It is nothing
"but a web of little fibres, extremely fine, fastened

to a nerve or sinew which comes from the brain,
and is called the optic nerve, ^t is in the retina
that the vision is formed, because the 'objects

paint themselves at the bottom of the eye on that
tunica : and though the images of exterior oh-
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jects are painted upside down on the retina, they
are still seen in their true position. How, in or-
der to form an idea of the extreme minuteness of
this picture, we need only consider, that the space
of half a mile, that is to say, of more than eleven
hundred yards* when it is represented in the bot-
tom of the eye, makes but the tenth part of an
inch.

I return Ihee thanks, O Lord God, for having
formed my eye in so wonderful a manner. My
oul acknowledges thy infinite power, goodness,
and wisdom. Hitherto I have not considered my
eyes as I should have done, that is, as a master-

piece of thy hands, and as a demonstrative proof,
that even the most minute parts of my body are
not the work of chance, and that Thou hast form-

ed them for most useful purposes. But I begin
to see a little the wonders of thy wisdom ; and 1

am struck with astonishment, in reflecting on my-
self and all the works that Thou hast done. O
wise and Almighty Creator! pardon me, if hi-

therto, in making use of my eyes, I have not

thought of Thee, or if I have not thought of Thee
with the highest gratitude. Dispose me thyself,

to remember thy blessings with more gratitude.
Teach me to use them only for the purposes thou

desigrvest them, and never to profane or dishonour
these fine organs by any fault ofmine. Grant that

hereafter I may often employ them in examining
thy works ; and that every time I contemplate
either the heavens or the earth, or myself, Imay
be induced to praise and bless thy wonderful

goodness. And when I see the many evils and

miseries of great part of my fellow-creatures* let

riot my eyes refuse them tears, nor my heart be
shut to compassion. Thns shall 1 fulfil the views

of thy goodness, and make .myself worthy thy

approbalion.
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FEB.- VI.

On Fogs.

AMONGST the many meteors !seen in"winter,
one of these which merits particular attention is

the fog. It is a heap of watery and sulphureous
vapours, which fill the lower region of the air,
and thicken there. This condensation is princi-

pally occasioned by cold; and, in order to form

fogs, the air must be sensibly colder than the

earth, from whence there arises continual exha-
lation. Besides, that the fogs shed on the earth
a gentle moisture, they afford us a very agree-
able sight. . Al] that we see, far or near, the sky
or earth, appears confusedly wrapped up in a
grey curtain. All aronnd us, and over our heads,
we see nothing but darkness; and the eye.wan-
tiers every where without being able to distin-

guish objects. .The rising sun labours a long-
time to pierce through these fogs, and to restore
the earth,to its former appearance. . It succeeds
at lastjn dissipating these vapours. Sometimes

they light upon the earth, and sometmies:they
rise into the middle region .of the air. By degrees,
the objects rise out of that obscurity, and appear
again in; their, usual state* The sky resumes all

its brightness, all its :serenity ; and it is only
near the ground, or on the roofs of houses, -that

any traces remain;of-the tog which had for seve-

ral hours covered the horizon; At the sight of
this meteor, I recollect' those: unhappy-times,
when the sciences were in> a manner wrapped up
in an impenetrable mist of superstition rand igno*
ranee. In what thick darkness whole provinces
ami kingdoms were plunged before the sun of
truth could shew itself in all its splendour? The
human understanding was so limited and short-
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sighted, that it scarce comprehended the things
which immediately s'urrounded it ; and the power
of error was such, that no ray of light could

penetrate into those souls, darkened by prejudice
and superstition. In fine, the sun appeared again,
and suddenly enlightened conntries,which, during
whole ages, had heen buriedin thick shades. We
learned to distinguish error from truth. A happy
futurity, eternity itself was opened to ns, and \ve

began to feel the greatness of our lot. Blessed.

Lulher! this is what thou hast done, through the

grace and assistance of God. Thy memory will

ever be blessed among us, and thy remembrance
will ever be most dear.

It is however but too true, that, as long as I

remain here, during the days of my earthly pil-

grimage, I shall still walk in darkness. The mist

which surrounds me does not permit me to have
a^clear and distinct view of futurity. My igno-
rance, my prejudice, my credulity, still increase

the darkness of my present state. O may they
soon be dissipated ! May the light of truth and
joy enlighten me in this vale of darkness! But,
thanks to God, a way is open to me, and I see,

"through the shades which surround me, the path
that leads to a blesseTl eternity. Every cloud will

soon vanish, and I shall be transported to a scene
oflight and felicity ,which no shade will ever dark-
en. There I shall know, by the light of heaven,
what had. appeared on earth dark and gloomy.
There I shall feel the wisdom and holiness ofthose

ways of Providence, which were here incompre-
hensible to me. There my soul, penetrated with

admiration and. gratitude, shall behold the won-
derful chain and perfect harmony in the works
of the Most High.
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FEB. VII.
\ . '

The Flux and Reflux of tlit Sea,
>

X .

THE greatest part of the surface of the earth
is covered with water, which is called the Sea ;

and that immense heap is very distinct from lakes

and rivers. .These contain more or less water,

according to the different seasons ; whereas, in

the sea, the quantity of water is. almost always
the same; but, we observe the sea increase and
decrease twice every day, according to certain
rules. When it conies to a certain height in a

port, it soon begins to decrease: this decrease
continues for six hours, and the sea is then at the

lowest ebb. At the end of six hours, it begins
again to rise, and this increase also lasts six hours;
at the end of which, the sea has again attained
its greatest height. Then it sinks again for sis

hours, to swell again for the same time ; so that,
in the space of twenty-four hours, the sea twice
rises and falls, aud is alternately at the highest
and lowest ebb. This regular and alternate mo-
tion of the sea, which rises towards the shore,
and withdraws again, is called the flux and reflux.

When the sea swells and rises towards the coasts,
it is called the flux: and the motion which
forces the water towards the main is called
the reflux. -It is a remarkable circumstance,
that the tide is regulated according to the course
of the moon. The flax is greater, and rises,

higher towards the time of the new and; full

moon, and is lower during the quarters. The
motion of it is also much - more considerable
in spring aud autumn than in the other seasons.

On the contrary, the tides are much weaker dur-

ing the solstices. -This phenomenon is particu-

larly observable in the ocean, where the water
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lls a great space ; and is much less so in limited

seas, such as the Mediterranean. Finally, the
interval between the flax and reflux is not exactly
six hours : it is eleven minutes more, so that these

revolutions do not happen the next, day, at the

Same moment, but three quarters of an hour later.

They do not return at the same, hour till the
end ofthirty days, which is exactly the time from
one new moon to another. What may be conclu*
ded on, with certainty, from -this constant and
regular phenomenon, is, that the flux and reflux
have some connection with the motions of the
moon. But, without searching deeper into the
cause of this effect, in which there is still much
obscurity; without deciding whether the flux and
reflux are. owing to the pressure of the moon on
the waters, .or the gravitation of the particles of

the earth .towards the moon, let us rather reflect

on the views God proposes in these remarkable
revolutions. It is always a pardonable ignorance,
not to be able to explain perfectly the laws and
the course of nature ; but it is an inexcusable
want of attention and gratitude, not to reflect on
the happy .effect those laws, and those great phe.
nomena, have upon our earth, or to forget what
we owe to the beneficent Father of nature. The
first advantage we have from the flux, isthe send-

ing back the waters into the rivers, and making
them deep enough to be able to convey, to the

very gates of great cities, burdens and merchan-

dise, the carriage of which would otherwise be

impracticable. The .ships, wait sometimes the

increase of water, to. take advantage of it to get
into the road, without touching the bottom, .to

enter the .channel without danger. After this

important service,: the .tides fall, and leaving the

river, to return to its .shores, they facilitate the

enjoyment of .commodities to .the inhabitants.
Another advantage we have .from this perpetual

,ofjtb,e; waters , to^preveRfcit.from .stag-
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nating, or corrupting, by tying still. It is true,
that the wind also contributes to it,*but, as there
is often a perfect calm-in water, there might re-

sult from it a putrefaction ia the bason of the

sea, which 'is
! the reservoir for all the waters^>f

the earth to flow into. God has, therefore, or."

dered the flux and reflux, to prevent hurtful

things settling there. The motion of the water,
rising and falling, attenuates and separates those

corrupted vapours ; and, in order to preserve the
sea in its purity* the flux and reflux-mixes and
disperses the salt, of which it is full, and which,
would otherwise sink quickly to the bottom.
These reflections may naturally remind us of a

circumstance which is much connected with this

phenomenon : our life is but a flax and reflux.

It increases and decreases : every thing is incon-
stant and liable to change. Nothing is durable.
There is no permanent joy, hope, or happiness.
"We swim in a rapid and inconstant river : let us
then take care not to be drawn into the abyss;
and let us endeavour to gain the happy port, the

smiling and cheerful shores. On the other'hand,
let us bless God, that our evils and anxieties are
of short duration/An excessive and lasting grief,
or pain, is as little compatible with our nature, as
a constant and perfect happiness. These changes
are certainly an advantage to us. If we enjoy-
ed, through the whole course of our lives, an

uninterrupted felicily> we might easily grow
proud, and forget-God. As, on the other hand,
a continual train of disgraces and misfortunes
would sink us' entirely, and harden our hearts.

L'et us then bless burheavenly Father for his wise

decrees, and endeavour to -conduct" ourselves,

through -every event of life, in prosperity and

adversity * in a manner worthy our-faUb,- and ;th

hope of everlasting life.
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FEB. VIII,

The Sun does not always appear.

CLOUDS of rain and snow do not always
cover the sky. The clouds sometimes disperse,
af'.er having spread over the earth the great pro
vision of water they had collected. Then, the

most agreeable serenity appears in the sky. The

sight of the sun, which dark clouds had deprived
us of for some days, revives every creature, and
fills them with joy and animation. During sum-

mer, we are accustomed to the presence of this

beautiful light; hut, as it seldom appears in win-

ter, and then only for a few hours, we learn to

value it the more. Is not this a remark we may
make, in regard to every other gift of God?- Is

it not true, that we are but little sensible of the

blessings of this life, and that we look on them
often with indifference, when in our possession?

Health, repose, friendship, an easy income, and
a thousand other blessings, which we daily en-

joy, do not appear to us as great as they really
are ; and we often continue insensible of their

value, till we have lost them. We must be on a
sick-bed, deserted by our friends, in want and

poverty, before we fully feel the happiness of

enjoying good health, of having a faithful friend,
and the means of subsisting comfortably.
When the sun brightens up,. after having long

been darkened with clouds, the earth still looks

dismal. It is true, that it is a little improved by
its rays, but it is not sufficient to restore it to all

its beauty. The sun has not yet sufficient power
to conquer the cold,which has hardened the earth;
nor to revive nature, which appears dead. It is

like the light of the mind, which does not always
warm the heart. Those who languish in misery
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and affliction feel this. It happens sometimes,
that in the winter of life, or in other sad and

unhappy circumstances, we see joy and pleasure
at a distance, without being able to taste the fruits

of them; We owe, however, thanksgivings to our

heavenly Benefactor, for those gleams of jdy,
which now and then refresh our souls, and soften

our cares and sorrows, were it but for a few mo-
ment;. I limit myself, O God, to this one favour,
which 1 beg of thee, If it is thy will that some
ofmy latter days should be sad and gloomy,! will

not murmur at it, I will not lose courage; grant
only that my soul may be now and then revived
with some rays of joy, and that I may have a dis-

tant view of a happy futurity. All that I dare

ask, is some moments of ease and comfort ; they
will enable me to support, with courage, the

cloudy daj's of adversity. How uncertain is the

serenity of"the sky in winter: how little can we
depend on the beneficent raysv of the sun ! it ap-

pears now with mild majesty, but it will soon be
covered with clouds; and, before noon, the

splendour and beauty with which it enlivened
the earth this morn, will all disappear. Such is

also the uncertainty of every scene through life.

We can never promise ourselves lasting or unin-

terrupted happiness. It ought to make us wise
and prudent in the days of prosperity, and mo-
derate our love of earthly enjoyments. Every
thing is liable to change. Virtue enly is un-

changeable. That alone can enable us to support
the vicissitudes and distresses of this world, and
give us fortitude to bear adversity or prosperity,
till it lead us to those blest regions where we
shall be perfectly happy, without a shadow of
variation or change.
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FEB. IX.

Earthquakes.

OUR earth suffers two kinds of shocks; one is

occasioned by the action of subterraneous fires,

and by the explosion of volcano?. These com-
. motions are only felt at small distances, and only
when the volcanos work just before the entire

eruption. As soon as the matter which forms
the subterraneous fires comes to ferment and
blaze, the fire makes an effort on all sides ; and if

it does not naturally find a vent, it raises the

earth, and makes itself a passage, by throwing it

up with violence. But earthquakes; of this kind

only extend for the space of a few miles. -They
shake the earth like the explosion of a magazine
of powder, which produces a- shock, and a sen.

sible commotion at several leagues distance. But
there is another sort of earthquake very differ-

ent in the effect, and perhaps in the cause also;
I mean those terrible earthquakes which are felt

at great distances; and -which -shake a long tract

of-.ground, without' any -new volcano, or any
eruption appearing. There are instances ofearth-

quakes, which have been felt at vhe same time
in England, France, and Germany. These ex-

tend much more in length than in breadth. They
shake a chain or zone of land, with more or less

violence in different parts ; and they are general-

ly attended with a hollow noise, like a heavy
carriage going very rapidly. The following ob-

servations may explain the causes of this sort of

earthquake: all inflammable, matter capable of

explosion produces (as powder does) a great

quantity of air. The air produced by fire is so

very much rarified, that it must cause very vip

lent effects, when it has long been shut up and
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compressed in the bowels of the earth. Suppose*
then, that at a very considerable depth, such .as

an hundred or two fathoms deep, there should,

be-snlphureous matter which should take fire, by
means of the air, it must of course seek. a vent;

and, if it finds none, it occasions the most violent

shocks. It is impossible to express how fatally ,

dreadful earthquakes of this kind are. Of all

the desolations, of all .the.catastrophes upon earth,
there are none so formidable, so destructive, and
which so much baffle all human foresight and

prudence, as these earthquakes. When .rivers

overflow their banks, swallow up .provinces, and

sweep away whole villages, there is still some re-

source ; it is possible to escape to the mountains,
or upon the upper parts of houses. Dikes may
stop the fury of the waves. Bat that .is impos-
sible or useless in earthquakes. There is scarce

any other danger from which one may not escape*
Lightning never consumed whole towns and pro-
vinces. The plague, it is true, may unpeople
the greatest.cities ; but it does not entirely destroy
them ; whereas the calamity we speak of extends
itself with an irresistible power over a whole
country, .and swallows up whole kingdoms,and
people, without leaving the smallest trace be-
hind.
Lord God Almighty,who can stand before thee,

when thou displayest thy power ! Who can resist

thee, when thou risest to judge the nations ! The
earth trembles before thee, and is shaken.. The
foundations, of the mountains are troubled, and
quake,when thy anger is kindled. The mountains
tremble, and the. hillocks vanish. The earth

quakes at thy presence, the habitable earth,* I

say, and all who inhabit it. Thy anger spreads
like fire, and the rocks are split asunder before

thee. Who would not fear thee, O Ruler of the
earth ! Yes, Lord, we acknowledge and adore thy
sovereign majesty. Thy judgments are incom-

prehensible.; but, at the same time, thou art good,

i.v
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and merciful in all thy dispensations. O my soul,
endeavour to be well convinced of this great
truth ; whenever the Lord displays his judgments
upon earth; when he consumes whole countries
in the height of his anger; even then his ways
are ways of wisdom and goodness. Can we ima-

gine that it is to destroy us, that he orders those

frightful shocks? We, whom a breatli of wind
could destroy, can we think that the Most High
has occasion to make use of the elements, and of
all the strength of nature, to reduce us to death 1

Let us rather acknowledge higher views in these

terrible catastrophes. The earthquakes them-
selves serve, in the Creator's plan, towards the

geireral preservation . And suppose that villages,

towns, provinces, were buried in their ruins j sup-
pose that many millions ofcreatures were destroy-
ed, what are 10,000 provinces, what are 100,000

creatures, in comparison of that innumerable
number of beings who fill the whole of the created

universe? Let us be convinced that every thing

frightful or terrible in
;
nature, all the apparent

evil, all the imperfections of the world, are ne-

cessary for the preservation of the whole; and
from thence, even for the manifestation of the

glory of God.
Great and Almighty Being ! I will therefore

-adore and bless thy name, even when Thou send-
est thy plagues, and scatterest terror and desola-

tion on the earth. 1 will do more. I will rest

with sure confidence upon thy fatherly care.

Though even the world should be destroyed,
though the mountains should fall, and sink into

the sea, Thou shouldst still be my support, my
strength, and my refuge. Thou wilt ever be my
help and my protector in all evils. Let me only
possess a good conscience, and I shall find no-

thing in nature terrible, though every thing
should shake around me. Let the earth open
under my feet, let the whole world be crushed,
I shall say, with security, God is my rock and
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my defence; his mighty hand -will ever support
me.

TEE. X.

The Order established by God in regard to the Life
and Death of Man.

.. GOD observes the most exact and wonderful
order in regard to our life and death. Both de-

pend so little on a blind chance, that, on the con-

trary, all is regulated and measured in'the wisest

manner. If we make our calculation of a certain

period of years, we shall find that there dies a pro-

portionable number of men at every age of life.-

At thirty-five or thirty-six there dies but one

every year. On the other hand, there are annually
more in proportion born than die ; so that, if there

die ten, we may always reckon that there are

twelve born. Besides this, God shews a parti-
cular wisdom in regard to the several ages of
those who die. In the first years, out of three or
four children, there generally dies one. At five

years old, one out of twenty-five ; at seven, one
out of fifty; at ten, one out of an hundred; at

fourteen and 'fifteen, one out of two hundred.
At twenty years old, it is pretty equal to fifteen.

After twenty-five, mortality begins again to in-

crease. At thirty, there dies one out of an hun-
dred ; at thirty-five, one out of fifty, &c. In how
strong a light does God manifest, on this occa-

sion, his wisdom and goodness, by sparing young-
er people the most! And in what admirable pro*
portion betakes them out of the world ! Amongst
a thousand who die, there is every where a pretty
equal number of young people of twenty years
old, of fifty, of sixty, and eighty years of age. It
is true, that the manner oflife that men lead ; their

yices, wars7 and epidemical disorders, may carry
offmore some years thau others. But, even here,
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Providence .has taken care to set bounds to mor-

tality in the following years, and to contrive that

the loss which mankind had suffered should be

amply repaired. Let us. add to this, that every
season of the year is not equally dangerous to
mankind. Spring carries off the greatest number ;

and the beautiful.month of May, wherein ali na-
ture seems to revive, is more destructive than,

March or April. But as soon as the heats in-

crease with the mouth of June, disorders, sensibly
diminish. Summer and autumn are more favour-
able to health than winter.

Let us admire the providence of God, and his
tender care for our preservation; even. to .the

lowest beggar, and the child at the breast, has he
numbered their days and years. How tranquil

f ought we to be, since our births, as well as our
deaths, are so exactly determined; and how easy
should it be to conquer any excessive fear of
death! God has undoubtedly set limits to our
lives, in the way most advantageous to us. If we
enjoy the comfortable security of having found
grace in the sight of God through Jesus Christ, we
may be certain that we shall not be taken out of
the .world till we are ripe for eternity, and till the
Lord has brought us to the degree of piety de-

signed for. us.. Seduced by. self-love,, we often

fancy, at the approach of death, that God treats

. us with great severity in calling us so. soon out of
this world ; but let us. be persuaded, thatbowever

premature our.death may appear to.us, it happens
at the properest time, both for us and. the rest of

mankind. Xet us not, however,, presume (from
this wise ordination ofGod hi regard to our lives),

upon a certain number of years. It is true, that

fewer people die at fifteen than .at three years
old : but if, in a place where the population is

not great, there die annually but five.young peo-

ple, how can we.be sure that we shall not be-of

the number.: . or, . if - we. .pass. our;, fifteenth "year,



that vye shall not be carried off the next, Ought
it not rather to animate us to finish the work ap-

pointed us, in the years we are .likely to livet

since it is uncertain whether those, wherein the

mortality is generally greater, should not be fatal

to. us. .Let us not be.inad enough. to natter,our.

selves with a long life. Death makes its greatest

ravages inthe years ofour greatest strength ; that

is to say, between forty and sixty-five years of aget
and it is when we think we have formed the wisest

plans for living long and happily, that death
comes suddenly in the midst of .our hopes and
projects.. How wise, therefore, would_ it be to.

prepare betimes for that death which may every
day surprise us ! God, in his wisdom has or-

dained that there.should.die upon this earth about
30,000 people every day ; and how likely are each
of us to be of that number I How important is it,

then,, to think daily upon death, and to be well

prepared for it I Let it be our chiefemployment :

and then let it come when it may, it will find us
watchful ; and we may, even in our lastmoments,
"bless God, and our great Redeemer. .

FEB. XI.
/ -

"*

'. . Reflections on Ice.

: WATER, when condensed > by cold, loses in-

.sensibly its .fluidity, and changes by degrees, as
the cold increases, into a solid body, called ice.
This change, which at this season happens every
du.y, deserves to be examined closely. At leart,
it is proper to learn some of the phenomena dis-
covered in frozen waters. Ice is a lighter body
than water. ; for, when frozen wateris put into a
temperate heat, so that it loosens from the sides
of the vessel, the ice always swims at the top ;

Vhereas, if it was heavier, it must necessarily
Voi.i. F --- .-"*
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sink to the bottom. What makes it lighter^ is

the increase of its size:; for, though it becomes
at first 'more compact by 'cold, it dilates much
when it becomes lee. This- dilatation forms with,
so much violence, that ice can burst arCoppei

1

globe of such a thickness, as would -teqiiire'tf
force for that purpose' bf <8,000 poflnd^.-' Whent
the crosfrof ice forms itself at the.top of the wa-*

ter, the :ice'is :

still entirely transparent, but whetf
it thickens, it becomes opaque.'" This -darkness

proceeds from the bubbles of air, more 1 or less^
which meet in the ice, and occasion a 'more ''fre-

quent refraction of rays. Ice continually exhales

many vapoqrs,-everi in the severest cold. Ithas
been found, by repeated experiments, that, in the

sharpest cold, four pounds of ice lose 'by evapoi
ration a whole pound of their weight in eighteen
days; and that- a x piece of ice, weighing four
ounces, becomes 1 four grains -lighter in 'the s-paee
of 24 rhours. Ice generally -"begins at the top of
the water. It is an error lo'imagine-that itforms
first^t the bottom, and afterwards 'rises to the

top : for the cold, which forms theice, proceeding
from the atmosphere, cannot take effect at the bot-

tom of the water, without having first frozen all

the upper part of it.-
: The manner in which ice is

formed is equally remarkable. It is in this way :

when it freezes 'slowly, one sees a multitude of
little strings . come from the sides, within the

glass, arid take different directions,' making all

sorts of angltes,- and uniting again/they form at

the top of the water'a coat df <very
r

thiii ice. 'Td

these first threads others succeedi which'multiply
and enlarge 'into the form of flakes; which, still

increasing in 'size and number, -unite 'with 'the

first coat. By degrees, as the ice thickens, a muU
titude of bubbles appear, and the colder it grows;
the larger 'the bubbles 'become : from whence it

happens, 'that the transparency of the ice di-

iuitiishes/
5

patticuhir}y
jt6wards the- middle ; and
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then itbegins to dilate with violence, and swell

into a greater size. When the cold is very sharp,;

and it freezes hard, thera forms on 'the surface of

the water a thin membrane, which, .quitting the
sides of the glass, extends towards 4he middle.
Tinder this;membrane there omeBothers, whick
appear in'triangular shapes,-4he basis of whichu*
at 1 the sides of the glass, whilethe sharpest angles

go towards the middle. It is thus that the crust

of ice thickens, becomes opaque by the bobbles
of air it contains, and, by dilating, becomes mote
and more light.

'''- : ; ;
>.

;
'

But afterhaving reflected on these phenomenaj

is it -:not natural to say to one's self, -What order;
what harmony

1

,-reign even -jri : the leat :works of
nature ! With what weight and measure is all re-

gulated according'to the^times and 'Seasons ! -How
does every thing 'in nature -concur to fulfil-the -dei

signs ofGod !

|~How great.wiM our admiration >hei

when we haye^a inore perfect and distinct know-
ledge of all his wise purposes.

',...>:-,

t .-:' :: .-j ....,:.! ; .
. .

:

' KEB. XH. :

j-
:" ~

Tht Spherical Forth, of our Earth.

PEOPLE generally fancy the earth n eveh
plain/around, flat surface: but; ifithat was the
case, the exterior limits of this surface would be
found out; and, in approaching any place, it
would be impossible to see the tops of towers and
mountains before the lower parts of thein. 'The
earth then must be a globe; but it is not ex*
actly and strictly spherical, for it is ti 'little TOore
raised under the :

line, and flatter towards t^
poles

1

, nearly resemblhig an orange. But that
rfeyiatibn -from a circular form is very-inconsi-
derable,

'

at the
_

most only- ten German miles,
which is scarce perceptible in a globe whote cftv
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Conference is. 5400 German miles; -and the dia-

meter 1720; There will be no doubt of the<

form of the earth being nearly spherical, if we
consider that," in the eclipses of. the moon, the
shadow which the earth casts on that planet is al-

ways round. Besides, if the earth was not round;
bow could -they have sailed- round it, or how
should the stars rise and set sooner in the eastern-,

than in the western countries? Here, again, is the
wisdom of the Creator manifest. The form he
lias given to the earth is the most proper and con.
Tenient for a world like ours, and for its inha>
bitants. Light. and heat, so necessary for the

preservation of creatures, .are, by this means,
equally and .uniformly distributed over the whole
earth. From thence also proceed the daily .and
annual returns of night and day, heat and cold,
wet and dry, so .constant and regular. The wa-
ter, in the first place, is equally distributed over
the globe, and the salutary use -of the winds is

felt over every part of the earth. We should he
deprived of all those advantages, if our earth had

any other form. In some countries, it would be
a paradise, in others a ehaos; one part of it would
1>e swallowed up in water, the other burnt up
with the -heat of the sun. In certain countries,

they would be exposed to furious tempests, which
would destroy every thing, while they would be
stifled in other places by the! want of air, the cur.

rent of.which would be nearly stopped. One part
of the earth would enjoy the benign influence of
the sun, while. the other would, be* frozen with
cold. .What pride and ignorance should .we not

betray, ifwe did not acknowledge in this the hand,

of an almighty and benevolent Creator? Should
we deserve to inhabit a world, where all is so

wisely ordained, if, like the brutes, we are insen-

sible to this admirable plan, and to the numberless

blessings ,which accrue from it I No, my God,
and my Creator j

let us pever be guilty of
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monstroas ingratitude. Lefc, us adore thy wis-

dom : our weakness permits no more. He; wilt

rouchsafe .to accept with goodness our humble

attempts to glorify him, oar knowledge, however

limited, our thanksgiving, imperfect indeed, yef
sincere.

FEB. XIII. >

"&n the short Duration of Snom.

"WE see the instability of snow, and how sud-

denly the heat of the sun, mild and damp air, or

heavy rains, make it disappear; Every thing
around us changes its appearance in a few-hours J

and there scarce remains the least trace of that

snow which had covered the streets, villages*, and
fields.

Is not this sudden revolution calculated tomake
us reflect on the uncertainty and vanity of all

earthly goods 1 Undoubtedly it is not without

design that nature presents us with such images
of the frailty of worldly things. In every season,
in every .variation that their return occasions,
nature tells us, with a strong and persuasive
voice,, this great truth, All is vanity. Let us look
around us ; do we se,e any thing that is not frail-

and perishable? How- soon are we deprived of
the pleasures of the senses! They disappear
when we have scarce begun to enjoy them. We
are often at sun-rise cheerful and content ; and
before it sets, we are plunged into sorrow and
distress. ; : -;..'- . ;

-

Has not every body experienced, in the course
of.their life, how uncertain and transient the en-

joyments here are? The riches of which we are
so proud, make themselves wings and fly away,
like an eagle, from the possessor, when he fiat*

tered himself most with a peaceable and uninter-

rupted enjoyment of them. The step from the



t'opulencetto?wknt. and' misery is often as

wtfdeli i

as-the>c"O'imrtg'of a thaw after- tire severest

eoldv Wfe might be contented with .this* if- our
life tttid health even were not as i transitory: as all

othQf siiblunary things. - >..!>-..-.' ,;;>,;,. ;

It is too true, however, that these sorts of reflec-

tions seldom occur to us, while we are in pos-
session of earthly enjoyments; We are like those

who, in a fine winter's morn, venture to go
abroad, and set out without" thinking, of the sud-

den changes of weather, so frequent at that sea-

sbn. When, fortune smiles upon us, and we are* in

the midst ofjoy ;ahd pleasure, we think we have
nothing to fear; and we-do not consider how sud-

denly the happiest situation may be Changed into

misery. And, supposingwe have not hitherto had
an opportunity of making this sad experiment, it

is" certain, at least, that a time will come, when,
'we shall be convinced by ourselves tif the no-

thingness and frailty of every thing here- To
those who are at present in the spring or summer
of life, winter will soon come ; and they will thei

experience how transient those enjoyments' are,
on which' they have depended with somuchcon-
fidende. They will learn, that aU earthly pleat
sures are -like snow,' which dazzles the eye in-

deed, but soon melts, and is no more.
: Snow affords- us another very important reflec-

tion.. It-reminds as of our weakness and want of

power: what could all the industry, 'atid all the
force ofman db,werethey to undertake to

-remove
the ice and snow from the ground! God works
this change with infinite ease : he bids the wind
blow, and it thaws. Now, has not this Godyw*ho
does such great things in nature*,* the .same power
in the'world of spirits, and in" the ordering of our

destiny 1 He has but to speak the word and our
troubles ceae. -

. > .
:
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...,: ... A shftrt Hilary of the Creation.

: TflEUE has been a time, when our earth and
the-celestial globes did; not exist. God.willed that

they .should be ;. and his almighty will produced
.therheavens and,the earth. All was still .a shape-
less; and confused mass,.commonly called a chaos.
In,the firetjiay of the Creatipp, God gave motion
to tlus-mass, and separated the fiery .and luminous

parts. ,
These particlesjoined together,- and sepa-

rated; from>the;rest <>f matter,; without,! however,
yet forming; particular bodies.. God; called , th*

light Day, and the darkness,Night. Hitherto; the

fluid and solid ' bodies were still mixed together*
God .separated) them. He collected the waters,
from our atmosphere ; he caused vapours to arise

from the earth, which, growing thick, became
clouds, and formed that lower firmament we. call

Sky., These were the works of God the second

day^ The waters still.; covered the. face of the
earth. God destined the third day for the sepa-
ration of thenu The waters gathered together* in

different reservoirs,; while, .on the other dry part,
there appeared mountains* meadows, fields, val-

leys, forests, &c. Each tree and plant already
bore its fruits, and all. those vegetables contained
the necessary seed for the propagation- of their

species. On the fourth day God formed from that
mass of light,, which on. the first day Had.been

separated from the darkness, luminous bodies, to

distinguish day from night, and to regulate the

seasons of the year. Then appeared the sun,
whose beneficent beat warms the earth, and
makes it fruitful, and also lights us in the day-
times. As for the moon, it was formed out of the
dark matter of the chaos. Till then* God had
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produced upon the earth nothing but inanimate

beings. The fifth day was employed in giving
existence to a part of the-Jiving creatures. God.
filled the waters with fish of different sorts and
sizes, and he gave them borfies'analogous to the
element in which they were to live. He peopled
the air with all sorts of bird's ; and impressed
hpon these-beings the instinct of perpetuating
their kind, to fill the air and the waters. There
remained nothing more than to cover the earth
also with living creatures, and God created them
on the sixth day. He drew from the earth a mul-
titude of wild 'and domestic animals, to serve

1

as

well for tillage, as for the food and stippeWof
wan; Finally, he produced an infinite multitude
of

'

insects and ;

reptiles. These animals, when,

God'ereated them,' were 'arrived at perfection.

Every thing being thus prepared, the time was
come for introducing man into the world, who
was to be the lord of all these creatures. God
then created the first man ; and, as he belonged
both to the intellectual and corporeal world, he

gave -him not only a body formed out of the

earth, but also a reasonable soul. From out of
Adams's side he took woman, and presented her
to him as his companion. These two beings, by
which God terminated his works of the creation,
were the most admirable master-pieces of his

power and wisdom. ...
Is it possible to reflect on this history, -without

being struck with admiration and astonishment;
at the infinite power and wisdom manifested in the

"works of the creation? On whatever side we east

our eyes over this great stage, we every where
'discover the Lord God Almighty, to whose im-

mense power nothing is comparable. The heavens
declare his glory, and the firmament shevjjeth bis

handy-work. All the creatures are so many
proofs of his adorable perfections. They are the

impression and image of them. It is only by con*
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sidering creatures in this point of view, and draw-

ing this use from the contemplation ofthem, that

we become worthy to inhabit this immense uni-

verse. Can we possibly acknowledge the great-

ness and glory of God, in the works of creation,,

without being touched and penetrated with the

most lively sentiments of veneration, love, grati-

tude, and perfect confidence ?- These are objects

worthy ofthe most profound respect, and warmest

affection. He is the fertile source of all that is

beautiful and delightful in nature. It is the Lord

our, God, who is alone worthy of homage, praise,

and adoration. This is the employment for which
we were created, and to which the whole crea-.

tion invites us. If we obey our Creator, if .we

endeavour to conform ourselves to the rules of

wisdom and order that he has followed in, the

formation and the arrangement of the universe,
it will be the best manner of praising him ; and

if, full of filial confidence, we trust without
fear in. the tender mercies of God, it is the.

highest mark of respect and veneration, he .re*

quires of us.

FEB. XV.

Bodily Advantages the Beasts have over au.

. WHEN the bodies of beasts are attentively con.-

sidered, we
:

find they have many, advantages
which we have not. It is, in the first place, un-
deniable that their bodies are more solid, strong,
and lasting. Most animals are able, as soon as

they are born, to make use of their limbs, to seek
their food,, and to act according to the instinct

given them by their Creator. They are not sub-

ject to^all the cruel disorders we are liable to,
and which so often destroy our constitutions.

What wonderful ihstiuct also, what sagacity and
address they shew in their motions, and in the-...--, "
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rise of their senses ! How delicate is their smell !

How subtle and piercing their sight! What agility
and swiftness in all their motions, whether they
fly or run! If we also consider the wonderful
construction of their organs, their admirable
make, the noble and majestic form of some ani-

mals, it will be found that, in regard to the body,
we have few prerogatives over them, and that

they have even many advantages over us. There
are some people who complain of the lot of man,
and who are discontented, because God has not

given them the swiftness of birds, the strength of
the horse, the distinguishing smell of the doig,

the piercing sight of the eagle," the fleetness of
the stag. But, in truth, stupidity and ignorance
ohly could give birth to such murmurs. If we
knew- the full value of a reasonable sonl, we
should be sensible of the immense advantage we
have over animals, notwithstanding their instinct

and address. Why has the Creator given to

creatures deprived of reason certain prerogatives

peculiar to their bodies? Why has 1 he endowed
them with such great strength, senses so exqui-

site, so much lightness and address in the several

motions of their bodreb? Why has he impressed

npon them such wonderful instinct, and so much
-

sagacity for obtaining their food? It could only

be, to make them in some measure amends for

the want of reason, and other faculties of the

human mind, with which we are blessed. We
can,' by the use of our understandings, preserve

"ourselves from many disorders, and guard from

many dangers. We may, by observing rules, or

Having recourse to medicine, cure our disorders

and infirmities, or at least relieve them. Oar

intellectual faculties enable us to procure and

'njoy a thousand conveniencies. The intercourse

\vithothermen in social life contributes to our

welfare in many ways. The brute creation are

fifprivd Of all .these advantages, by not having
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received the inestimable gift of reason. These
inferior beings would then have been unhappy*
if the Creator had not granted them some advan-

tages to make amends for their want of under-

standing. He has accordingly, in some respects,
been more liberal to them than to us, as to bodily

Advantages. He has given them a. make, a form-,

and senses, adapted to. their wants, ,
He has give*

them variety of instincts, admirable industry
and sagacity, to distinguish what is hurtful or

salutary to them; to provide themselves food
And other necessaries; advantages whjup.h w^
.have not in an equal degree,, and which we can

yery well dispense with, as we li,ave received

privileges beyond comparison more considerable..

Here we ought again to admire the paternal carp
of a gracious Providence towards man.. Jt is'fojr

us, that God has formed the brute with sncb.

wonderful"art. It is in order to be of more essen-
tial service to us, that they are endowed with so
mqch strength, agility, and industry, with bpdiea
-so robust, and senses so exquisite. We should
soon be liable to ail sorts of; inconveniences, we
should be deprived of a number of great ad.

vantages, in regard to our support and our occu
pations, if the animals, whose daily service is sp
necessary to us, had fewer bodily perfections.
Let us consider also, that the advantages which
the; brutes enjoy are limited to the present world,
whereas we are created for a better; where our
bodies, raised to the highest degree of glory
and perfection, will be freed from all tlie defects
and all the wants they are subject to upon
earth. -
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FEB. XVI.

The Moon. '
" "

THE moon, next to the sun, is, of all the celesr

tial bodies, that which has the most salutary
influence upon our globe; and, if it was not in
itself"an object worth our attention, it would
become so at least by the great advantages we
derive'from it. Even with a naked eye, and with-
out a telescope, we -can discover several pheno-
mena of the moon. It is a round opaque body,
]which borrows its light from the sun, and is ap-
parent to every part of the earth in twenty four
hours (as the earth moves round its axis), and
completes its own revolution in little less than

twenty-eight days. Bot what the naked eye may
observe in the moon, is not to be compared to

what we discover by the assistance of telescopes
and calculations. How much are we obliged to

those enlightened men, who, to extend our

knowledge, and to render the glory of our Crea-

tor more and more manifest to the eyes of man-
kind, have made inquiries and discoveries, which
enable us to form the highest notions of the

celestial bodies? By means of their laborious

observations, we know, that tfie moon, which

appears to the naked eye so small, is, however,
considerable, with relation to the earth. Its dia-

meter is two thousand one hundred and eighty
miles, her proportionable size as one is to forty-

eight ; and though the moon is nearer to us than

any other planet, it is two hundred and forty
thousand miles distant from this earth. There
are several spots in the moon, visible to the
naked eye. Some of these spots are pale and
dark ; others are more or less luminous, accord-

ing to the light they reflect. The bright spots are
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probably high mountains, which reflect the- light
of the sun from their tops; and the 'dark spots
are fluid, transparent bodies seas,

1

which> con-

formably to their nature, absorb a great deal of

light, and reflect very little back. These disco-

veries, to which no solid objection can be made,
prove that the moon is not so inconsiderable a

body, as ignorant people imagine. The size, the

distance, and all that we know of it, give us, on
the contrary, a new proof of the unlimited power
and wisdom of our Creator. But was a planet so"

large as the moon designed for no other purpose
than to light our globe for some nights? That

body, which, to all appearance, resembles our

earth, and seems proper for the same ends, was
it created only to 'produce the flux and reflux of

our seas, and for some advantage to our globe
with which we are still unacquainted? Is it pro-

bable, that a surface of some millions of leagues

square, should be without any living creatures?

Would the Supreme Being have left that immense

space an empty desert ? Indeed it would -be in-

consistent with the wisdom and goodness of God.
Let its rather believe that God has established

his empire in that planet as well as among us*

Without doubt, there' are an innumerable number
of creatures upon it, who adore with us the same
Lord and Father; who are, like us, the objects
of his providential care; and for whose happi-
ness God provides with the same goodness as be
does for ours. But, as our knowledge in this re-

spect is still very imperfect, let us confine our*
selves to the advantages which accrue to us froth,

the moon. The tender mercy of Providence toi

ward man, manifests itself very sensibly in this
case. He placed the moon so near us, that she
alone might shed more light upon our earth than
all the fixed stars together. We derive from itj

nt onty a agreeable object, but a, thousand
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c.ojiyeniencies and advantages;- : since, by the

light of the moon, we can undertake journeys,
.wherever occasion calls : us, prolong oar work,
and dispatch ; much business in the night-time*
Besides, imwhat disorder and confusion should

.we.be, in regard to the division: and measure of

time, were it not for the regularity with which
the changes .of the. moon succeed each other,. It

is true, that the calculations of astronomers save
us the trouble, on that account, of observing the
variations of that planet. But all the use of air

manacks is owing to the observations made on
the course of the moon.

FEB. XVII.

The Rain voters the Earth, and makes it fruitful.

THE fertility-of the earth depends chiefly on
the moisture it receives from, rain and other

watery vapours. If the watering of the earth

was left to the care of man, it would be an end.
less trouble; and, notwithstanding every effort,

drought and famine would destroy us. In vain

would mankind use all their powers^ they would
not be sufficient to water what they had planted.

They might, drain the pumps and the. rivers,

without giving water enough to the vegetables to

keep them from withering and dying. How ne-

cessary..therefore, was it, that the vapours should

be collected into clouds, as in reservoirs, and
fall afterwards, by the assistance of the winds,

upon the earth, to water the trees and plants.

Every shower of rain enriches the earth, which,

would otherwise: have a sad languishing appear-
ance. The treasures which its surface prodigally
bestows upon us, are infinitely more valuable to

us than all the metals and precious stones it. coi>
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tains in its bowels. Society might subsist very
well without gold or silver, bat not without corn,
vegetables, :

arid:pasture.
Let as 'reflect on the inexpressible 'blessings

that rain produces on our' globe. A seasonable

Shower "renews the 'facie of the earth, and ha*
much more force and ' effect than the dew, which'
in 'the night-time moistens the grass and the1

leaves. The furrowed fields drink with avidity
the -beneficent rains poured upon them. The
principles of fertility unfold themselves in the

seeds, and second the labour of man. The hus-

bandman ploughs, sows, and plants, and God
gives the increase. Men do what is in their

power; and whatever is -beyond their ability,
the Lord himself provides for. In. winter, he
covers the seed as with a garment. In summer,
he warms and refreshes them by the rays of the

sun, and by rain. He 'crowns the year with his

blessings : and he grants them so successively,
that mankind are not merely. nourished,~but their

hearts are filled with joy and gladness. The
divine blessing does not fall on cultivated fields

only ; it extends also over the-, meadows and
fields of the deserts. The countries even that are
forsaken by man, and from which no direct use
is drawn, are still objects of providential care :

For such is the goodness of God, that the hills

and the valleys 'rejoice, and are adorned with

smiling verdure. 'The rain does not fall in vain

upon them. And if they do not yield fruit for

our support, they- are, at least, immense reser-

voirs of water for our earth: and they produce a

great variety of wholesome plants and simples

good for our health, and which serve also as

food for animals.

Never let us forget God's blessings. How often,

in this month particularly, is the earth watered
with rain; but how seldom do we reflect as we
ought upon this blessing ! Let us learu to know
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the full value of it, and consider how gloomy,
barren, and desert, all nature would be, if the

sky bad been to us like brass, and the earth as

iron. All the plants and trees : would perish:

every living creature would faints the rivers

would dry np; and we should breathe death in

the air. But every time the rain waters the earth,
God .sheds new blessings upon us. And yet w.e

complain or. murmur when the winter rains are

heavy, or last any length of time. We rashly
censure the government of God ! Ah ! rather let,

us bless .the Creator, and praise his goodness to-,

wards us. By his order, the seasons are renewed
and regularly succeed each other. It is 'for us
that the rain falls, and makes the earth fruitful.

God opens his liberal hand to do good to man.
His blessings light upon our land, and fill it with

peace and plenteousuess. Let us then adore our
Creator, and sing to his glory hymns of praise
and thanksgiving. What has he not already done
for us, and what may we not still expect from his

goodness!

FEB. XVIII.

The'Images of Death which Winter affords.
j

. -

'

\

* ~

WE continually require warnings to make us

think of the end of our days. We are too much
inclined to banish the thought of death from our

minds; and, if it was otherwise, the avocations
and pleasures of life scarce allow us time fur it,

or, at least, to think of it so as to 'profit by it. It

is, however, necessary for our repose and safety,
that we should frequently reflect on this great
event, in order to lessen our fears of it. Let us
therefore take advantage of the present season
for that purpose, and consider, as the images of

death, some of the objects daily before us.
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tare is deprived of the beauty and charms with

which- itwas adorned in summer: the fields and

gardens, where we walked with so much plea-

sure; are useless arid deserted ; they Have no
longer any thing inviting in them ; the days are

too short and ; disagreeable, to. make us wish to

pass them in the country. Is not this a lively

'image of our state, when arrived at the winter of

life ? All the charms- we are so vain of in the

spring or summer of life, disappear. The vexa-

tions,;: peevishness, and infirmities of age, no

longer permit us to enjoy or relishV the amuse*
ments of youth ; and few- young people find plea-
sure in our company : the short and gloomy days
ef ;

age-are~'a1jurdeii to us:; and if we are reason-

able, our wishes tend towards a better life. 'How
short are the days at this season! and yet, now
they are so dull,' we should be in the wrong to

complain of it. As -our frail life is a constant

.struggle against sin and misery, is it not a bless-

ing that God has so limited our earthly exist-^

ence? The path to heaven is narrow, and fall of
thorns: ought we not then to bless Providence
for making it.so short? Several kinds of animals

pass the winter in a sound sleep, from which they
do not awake till they feel the mild and enliven,

ing warmth of spring. So will our lifeless boriy
rest in the grave, till the day of judgment shall
awaken it from the sleep of death. In winter,
the night surprises, and comes upon us, before
we expect it, in the midst of: our employments;
Perhaps, when we proposed to finish such and.
such business, the evening' comes suddenly and
interrupts us. Here, again, we find a very simple
image of the night of death: it will happen,
perhaps,i when least . expected. In the midst of

projects for future 'days ; in the midst of very
important undertakings, . which we had hoped
to accomplish, this dreadful death will surprise

'
'



Grant, O/Gufli that itmay find iis employed sot

as to-be coudnctiKeaocunelernaLhappuiessil'Tfe*
mosbtateiaucho]ycircumstanceofthe-wiwteirnights
is certainly their length, w<hichideprivs us so long*
of the sun ;: and, perhaps, one-reason foe-dreading;
death is, the thought of being solongin the grave*
But as. the winter nights glide! imperceptibly?
away .in. a sweet sleep, so will death insensibly?

pass by; and we shall unexpectedly behold the

great light of the new creation shine fortho These
are the edifying and useful reflections which,win-;
ter presents us. . Let us not:be afraid to contern-1

plate these, images,ofdeath :; and 1et us endeavour
to profit b-y them.: Let the thought of our. lattec

end be familiar,: and;present to us in every- situa-

tion of life. Then, shall we think of death with*
out fear. .It will be a> comfort to us in affliction*

a friend and faithful counsellor hi prosperity, and
.a. ehield.against temptations.

/FEB. XIX.
'. . . .':". .'i-fj ;>! -

'

:-

': Meant to procure. Fire. -

IX these long winter, nights, and during
severe cold weather, fire is ah inestimable

ing, for which we cannot be too grateful. Bow
wretched and.miserable our lives would be at this

season, ifGod had not given to fire the virtue- of

warming andelighting our houses; and if this el*.

ment was not. to he found everywhere, and in

every thing t It is to he found hi .sulphur, in the

fat of animals, in the wax which the bees gather;
and in all vegetables, though they seem inactive,
'and there is no' outward visible appearance of itf

eflfects. But .their clashing together discovers it;

nd shews, at least, that there must be fire; iu

every -part of the air.: By the. quick repeated
friction of hard bodies, auch as steel and flint,



the fire contained in them is put in motion ; and
the particles,which fly on t of these bodies, and are

violently acted against each other, acquire force

capable of inflaming any thing. This is the .com-
mon method of1

obtaining fire for our .domestic
uses. But we are generally content with enjoy-
ing the ^continual service this element does oWin
the preparation of,our food, In warming-us* and
in lighting; oar apartments, without<being:at the
trouble to inquire how fire was produced; -If we
were more attentive to the causes of certain ina*

tural phenomena, we should- every where find

traces of infinite goodness and;wisdom. Certain-

ly it does not require much reflection :to discover
them in

. this instance.. It is with ;si ; beneficent
view that God has spread fire all around us, and
throughout all nature, in order to be. of all sorts,

of use, and that it might be enjoyed on all. occa-
sions. This matter takes every kind of form for

our use ; and, by uniting with many other bodies;
it becomes a great advantage to us. How happy
for us if we did but accustom, ourselves to Ob
more observant of the many blessings we daily
receive from the liberal hand of God! Yet, alas I

it is that constant and daily enjoyment of them
which makes us so cold and indifferent to them.
These proofs, however, which we daily receive
of God's goodness, are what we can the least dis-

pense with ; and, from that single circumstance,

they merit our particular acknowledgement. Let
us then often think of our wise and merciful Pre-

server; and, in enjoying his blessings, even those
which appear the most inconsiderable, let us ac-

custom ourselves to raise our hearts to him, aad
to honour him as the source,of all good. ; -:
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: : - Tfee $<* !icZftf%uibn of the Seasons. ;
;

-'WHEN the sun is far from us, and when the
severe cold'binds and shuts up our earth, there
are some countries where the inhabitants enjoy
all' the beauties of spring ; others, where they are

gathering rich -harvests ; and others, in fine,

where autumn fills her granaries with fruit; It is

in this manner thai1 Divine Wisdom has regulated
the change of seasons, and distributed the same
favour to all his creatures, at different times. His

impartial love extends itself over every .being he
.has made, without respect to rank, nation, or
merit. It is sufficient that they require his bless-

ings, for him to take pleasure in granting them.
His beneficent views extend over the deserts of

Arabia, with as much goodness as over the smiling
countries of Europe; and his government is the
same from pole to pole. But, if God distributes

the pleasures of this life equally, why are some
countries deprived of the pleasures of spring,
while we enjoy them in such abundance? Why
are the rays of the sun so partially spread, that

in some climates there is darkness, and in others

light, for whole months together? Why are not
the frozen countries near the pole as beautiful

and fertile as our plains and valleys? What art

thou,
' O man, who darest to ask such questions ?

What right hast thou to demand an account of
the infinitely wise Being, for the manner in which
he rules the world? Vain mortal, learn to be
humble, and to acknowledge traces of a sovereign
wisdom, in the very things wherein thy weak
understanding imagined there were defects. Per-

haps thou supposet Providence has refused, to

certain parts ef the earth, advantages and happi-
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JUess- which have- been lavished with .profusion:

elsewhere. Not so: God has given to each coun-.

try what was necessary to the life, .support, and;

content, of his creatures. All is planned Accord-

ing to the climate in which they live; and1 Provi-

dence has every whereprovided for their preser-
vation and support. . .The hours of < the day vary
in different parts of the world, according to cer-

tain rules ;
but all .the zones have nearly the same

number. There is scarce any. inhabited country
which the sun shines more upon, than another.

All the difference: is, that they enjoy it at dif-

ferent times. With the inhabitants of-the torrid

zone, the days and nights are always of equal
length; while, with the neighbouring zones, that

is the .case but twice a-year. It is true that the
snu quits thein,;by .turns, and gives summer to
one side of the earth, while it abandons the other
to winter. But it never fails to return regularly,
from one of the limits of its regular course to the

other; and, if the winter days are shorter than
the nights, summer makes ample amends in that

respect. Even the inhabitants of the frigid zone,
who are deprived of the sight of the sun' for se-

verai months, see it afterwards on their horizon
several, following months ; and thongh they have
some hours less of day-light, they are made
amends for it by long twilights. . .

Lord. I, the earth is full of thy <mercies. Thy
goodness is spread all over the heavens, and ex-
tends to the very clouds* What country is there*
in the whole universe, which has not experienced
the effect of thy goodness? . .What province*
throughout thy immense empire, is there* jn
which there may not;he seen traces ..of tliy bene-
ficence 1 Where is the creature, where is the man*
who at each season c&nnot see and feel how good
Thou art? I

;rejoice at living under thy merciful

government. I rejoice in the numberless bless-

ings which Thou svatterest over all the earth* for
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the happiness of thy creatures. How is it possi-
ble I shouldnot wish that all my fellow-creatures,

throughout the-world, may be as happy, as tran'-

quil,;atid content, as I am 1 Yes, ThoU'knowest ;

Thou,; OGod, whoseest my heart, Thou khowest
that 'I am neither -covetous >nor selfish enough' to

hehold,. iwith' regret,- the -happiness of 'others, or
not' to wish their welfare -equal

:to 'my own. O
God of mercy, grant that I may become more
and morei like Thee. .AsThou lovest all thy crea-

tures, and as;,
: without respect to persons, Thoii

doest to :each -all the good 'they are capable of

enjoying, be pleased 'to kindle in my heart the
same, universal:lov-e:for my fellow-creatures, that

I may-do them all the good m my power; and, at

least, that I.-may Braise to Thee my ardent prayers
for all mankind, without exception,

.- ; ..-.- FEB.

The Utility of our 'Senses. ''-

-I HAVE senses, that is to say, I am a being who,
by means of several wonderful organs of my
body, can procure myself several sorts of sensa-

tions. By'my eyes Ixsan acquire the perception
of light and colours ; by my ears, that of different

sound!!.; by smell and' taste, that of agreeable or

disagreeable emanations of savours and scents, of

sweet and bitter, and other such properties of-the

body, which I can make use of; and lastly,
jby

my feeling, I have the sense of-heat and cold, of
wet ad dry, of soft and hard, &c. N6w,l:repre-
sent to myself how wretched I should be, if 'I

was deprived of the organs .of speech, seeing,

hearing, taste, smell, or feeling. If1 hud-mot sight,
how could I escape that -multitude of dangers
which surround-me, or form to myself any idea
f the uiagnifioence ofthe heavens, the beauty of
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the country, and all the agreeable objects- with

which the earth >is, filled? Without the organ of

hearing,'how could l :perceive many dangers ata
distance?; Haw could I exchange thoughts, or

communicatethem ? How enjoy harmony and .the

charms : of >music How could I; . in. my youth,
acquire school knowledge, learn languages, ob.

tain ideas, the talent of reading, and many other,

faculties, which distinguishme so advantageously
from the brute creation ? If I had been refused

the organs of smell and taste, how could I dis-

tinguish, inmy food, what was hurtful or other-

wise; enjoy the perfumes of spring, and ,a, thou-
sand things, which now afford me such pleasing
sensations? And, lastly, without myfeeling,-hovr
should I be able to discover, either in food;
asleep, or awake, what was hurtful to me? .or,

how should I be able to attend to my preserva-
tion:? I cannot, .'therefore-, too much praise -and
bless God, that I see, hear* smell, and speak. . I
adore my merciful Creator. I acknowledge and
praise his goodness.: My month shall glorify hint"
in songs of praise and thanksgiving. My ears
shall be open to the universal hymn, which all

nature chants to his honour. Oh! may I never
be insensible to the value of my .senses, or make
a bad:use of them. Thou, my Creator, hast given
them to me for the noblest purposes. How un-

worthy should I be of thy boundless goodness, of
the>admirable ^formation of my body, if .I. only
employed.my:senses .in brutal enjoyments, /with-

odt! proposing to myself any higher views? How
wretched' should I be, if I only sought my: -happi*
ness .in ^sensuality, and preferred it.to the much
nobler pleasures of the. mind -

r .for there will come
a time when my eyes will no.longer be affected

by>exterual objects, when, the harmonious sounds
of mnsieutvili no longer : please my ear, nor the
most Texqaisite dainty, or delicious wines, soothe

my palate. ;A:time will come, whenmy i
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will take no pleasure nor -satisfaction in any
earthly thing.' How ''wretched should I then 'bei

if I knew 'nothing''that could feed my mindyor
comfort my soul! Divine Spirit, direct and lead

me, so toinake use of iny senses, th'at I may never
lose sight of the great purpose ofmy existence^

.

:
= FEE:' XXII. <''

'

. Elevation of the SouT to God. :

:
: -

WHEN 1 lift up my heart to God, I approach
the end for which I WHS placed in this world, and
I taste, beforehand, the felicity which awaits me
in heaven. How contemptible do the vain, tri-

fling amusements of the age appear to me, when
my heart accustoms itself to seek 5 its joys and

happiness in God ! How humbled and little in my
own eyes dp I appear, when I compare my no-

thingrie'ss with the infinite mercy of God! How is

the pride of my nature mortified, when I lose my-
self (to speak in that manner) in the ocean of
divine perfections ! And what an ardent desire

does it kindle in my heart for that happy and
glorious day, when I shall be for ever united to
the Supreme Eternal Being ! But am I sufficiently
sensible of the inestimable advantage of reflect-

ing often on God, to induce me to form j in reality;
the resolution of doing as I ought? -Alas! instead

of filling my mind with this great and sublime

object, I 'but too often fix my thoughts on earthly
and perishable things. Instead of'finding delight'
in meditating on my Creator, I take pleasure in

nothing but. what flatters my senses. Instead of

loving that Being, in whom is centered all that

can be conceived lovely, and who.alone can make
me perfectly blest, I fix my heart on 'the world,
and I passionately love objects which 'cannot in-

sure my happiness, and which I cannot long en-
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joy. May my pz^st experience teach me wisdom
hereafter. Hitherto 1 have only loved temporal
blessings, and have wholly given up myself- to

them. I have sought my peace and happiness in

things even more frail and perishable than myself.
But, through the grace of God, my eyes are open,
ed. I contemplate a Being, the centre of all per.
fection, who has made me out of nothing, and

given me-a Soul, the desires ofwhich can only be
satisfied with infinite blessings. To that Being I

consecratemy heart, devoting myselfentirely and
for ever to him. Iii him alone shall I therefore

seek my joy and comfort. These earthly enjoy-
ments, which I have hitherto imprudently prefer-
red to heavenly blessings, I will exchange for

much more real and solid advantages. I willmake
use of the first, as it is the" will of my Creator;
but it shall never be in preference to the love of
God. On the contrary, every creature affords me
an opportunity to raise my thoughts to the Crea-

tor, and excites me to bless the goodness of him
who has given to earthly things the power to

cheer my soul. If pleasures, enjoyed only by
means of a frail and perishable body, can affect

me so sensibly, how superior must those delights
be of a future, happy state, disincumbered from
this earthly tabernacle ! What ineffable sensations
shall I experience, when iny soul, freed from its

fetters, will be able to contemplate at liberty the

presence of the Lord! If a ray of light is so en-

livening, what will the sun itself be ! If, even in
this world, God is so admirable in his works,
what will he be in a future state \

Vol. I. G
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FEB. XXIII.

Causes of Heat and Cold*

"WHAT occasions the transition from excessive
heat to the severest cold? By what means does na-
ture work these changes? It is not to be doubted*
that, during the winter, the temperature depends
on the situation of the sun. For, .when our globe,
in its annu al course round the sun, isplaced so that
its northern hemisphere turns from it; when the

rays fall very obliquely upon our countries, and
when the sun is but a few hours above our hori-

zon, it is not possible its rays should give warmth.
But the heat does not entirely depend on the situa-

tion and distance of the sun, which runs over the
same constellations every year, and is notfarther
from us one year than another; yet, the degrees of
cold in our winters differ very much. Som.e win-
ters are as mild as autumn., and in others, deep
seas are frozen, and men and animals can scarce

protect themselves from the cold. Even in the
countries where, most of the year, the days and
nights are of equal length, the power of the sun
is too weak to. melt the ice on the tops of the
mountains. The severest winter reigns at their

summit, and the hottest summer in the valleys,
though the same rays fall equally on both places*
If the sun was the only cause of heat and cold,
these phenomena would be unaccountable. Na-
ture is rich in means; and a thousand causes,
unknown perhaps to us, second its operations.
But we know, at least, that the nature of the air
and thewindshave great influence, in regard to the
heat and cold of a country. From thence it often

happens to be cold in the longest days ofsummer,
when the atmosphere is loaded with vapours, and
the sky has been long darkened with clouds, or
when the sharp north wind blows strong. From
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thence it happens also, that in winter the cold is

not severe, when the southerly winds bring us

warm air. The nature even of the soil contributes

to heat or cold. In Siberia, for example, where
the ground is fall of saltpetre, and other salts, it

is always colder than in countries nearer the pole*
and where the rays of the son are more oblique.
The heat of the earth itself, and its interior heat,
cause also a difference of heat and cold in the soil

of certain countries.

These causes, and perhaps many others un-

known to as, occasion the changes of heat and
cold upon the earth. But who can know all the

springs of the great machine of the universe, or

explain their different effects? Most of the phe-
nomena puzzle and confound us; and we are ob-

liged to confess that all the sagacity of the great-
est philosophers does not enable them to pene-
trate into the depths ofnature. We see but a part,
and undoubtedly the smallest part, of her opera*
tions. And certainly it is for very wise reasons

that the Creator has concealed from us the causes
of so many effects which we see in the course of
nature and his providence. He meant by this to
teach us to look into ourselves. What use, ia

reality, would the most perfect knowledge ofna-
ture be to us, if we neglected to rectify, and be
acquainted -with our own hearts? We know
eriongh of it to teach us wisdom and content.

Perhaps a greater knowledge of nature would
snake us vain. Perhaps it would disturbour rest,
and make us forget God. Let us endeavour only
to make a good use of the little we know, by be-

coming better; and thus glorifying the Supreme
Being. If after all our inquiries and reflections,
therexstill .remain many things concealed from

us, let us from thence draw this natural conclu-

sion, That ,the wisdom of God surpasses all pur

conceptions, and that it is infinite: that oar uni

limited; and^therefore, w4tb a
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proper sense of our weakness and incapacity, our
great duty is to humble ourselves, and adore
the; Most High God. . .

'

'
. -J

'.
.

FEB. XXIV.

Singularities in the Kingdom of Minerals.

IT would be difficult, if not impossible, for our
weak and limited understandings, to take in at
once the whole kingdom of nature, and to learn

altogether the wonderful properties of things.
We shall more easily obtain a knowledge of na-

ture, if we, begin by some separate objects, some

particular beauties, and dwell first on the most

striking phenomena. Let us then, at present, re-

flect on some curiosities among minerals. We
shall discover there, as. every where else, traces

of the "infinite wisdom of God. Amongst these

there are.few more worthy pur attention .than the

loadstone.- .When this stone is suspended, it turns

itself constantly, one end towards the north, and
the other towards the south; and it is in those

two ends, or poles, that it has the strongest-power
of attraction. It is remarkable, that it attracts

nothing but iron ; and that, if two loadstones are

put together, their poles of different deuomina-

&on, that is to say, the. southern- and northern

pole, attract one another; whereas, the poles of

the .same name, that is to say, the two southern,
or the two northern, repel one another, and seem

to-fly from each other. ^ .-..-
-

;
;

: . There are two properties found in quicksilver

equally wonderful. It. takes every form one
wishes to .give it; but it always ends by re-assumr

ing its own natural form.. In the fire it rises into

vapour. When it is shaken, a long time, it changes
into dust. By being dissolved, it becomes a hard
and transparent chrystal; but it caualways.be
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restored to its former fluid state. Gold is the first

and most valuable of all metals, not only from its

scarcity, bat from its admirable properties. It is

the hardest and most unalterable of all bodies.

It can bear, for two months, being in the hottest

fire, without any sensible loss in its weight. Its

parts are so fine, that a grain of beaten gold can
cover fifty square inches, in such a manner-lhat

the naked eye may distinguish,on the two surfaces, .

four millions of particles; and its ductility i9

such, that, with a single grain, one may draw out

a- thread five hundred feet long. The wonderful

form, of common salt; the brilliant stones; the

singular figures of the earth, where the metals are-
"

, concealed, the petrified bodies thatare often found,

on the high mountains, some hundred miles from
the sea, which is their original source; and an
hundred other singularities in the mineral world,
seem formed to .awaken our curiosity. No em-

ployment whatever has more charms, is more sa-

tisfactor3', or has more variety in it, than an at-

tentive observation of nature. Supposing we were
to live ages on the earth, and that we were to

employ every day, every hour, in studying only
the singularities amongst minerals, there would
still be, at the end of that time, a thousand things
we could not explain, which would remain hid-

den from us, and would more and more raise our

curiosity. Since our lives scarce extend to .half
an age, let us then make good use of the. little

'time granted us; and let us devote it, as much as
our first duties will permit, to the observation of
nature; and thus enjoy the most innocent and
lasting pleasures of the mind. The satisfaction

'we shall find in it will increase more and more,
in proportion as we reflect- more attentively:on
the views God has proposed- to himself in his
works: for the wonders of nature are infinitely
more to be admired, and more sublime, than all

the productions of human art. The latter do not
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always promote our welfare, or make us better:
they are often mere objects of fruitless admira-
tion. Bat all the works of nature, and even the
anost singular among them, tend to the univer-
sal good of the world. They exist, not only to
be seen, but also to be enjoyed ; and all, without
exception, proclaim the goodness, as well as the
wisdom of God.

FEB. XXV.

Daily Proofs experienced of Divine Providence.

LET us try to enumerate all the blessings which
the mercy of God has heaped upon us, from the
first moment of our existence to the present hour.
Could we reckon the stars, we could as little

think of numbering the blessings we have re-

ceived .during the course of one year only. What
would it be, then, during the course, perhaps, of
a long life? What mercies received during our

infancy, though they are now forgotten? nights

passed quietly in a sound sleep ; food that nourish*
ed and strengthened us. From how many visible

and invisible dangers have we not been delivered?
How often has God provided for our necessities,
and confounded our incredulity, when we thought
it impossible? Nothing can happen to us from
'which the eye of Heaven cannot save us. Every
day of our lives has increased the number of God's
mercies. Each time the sun begins his course,
his goodness Ms renewed towards us. And who
knows how often God has shewn his mercy, and

preserved us from dangers unknown to us, and
with which we shall only be acquainted in the

world to come? What shall we then say of the

blessings of the Lord, in having redeemed us,

through Jesus Christ ; in having given us the gos-

pel, to teach us the way to salvation? What
mercy, that we were not born in the darkness of
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Paganism, instead of the light of Christianity ;

and that God continually works to our sanctifica-

tion and perfection? Are not these so many
proofs of his goodness and tender compassion 1 I
am willing to believe that it is impossible any
body can think of reckoning the amazing nnin-

ber of God's blessings. Let us then limit ourselves

to a single day, and endeavour to compute the
mercies which each day brings with it: light,

air, food, strength to labour, the dwelling we
inhabit, and the relations on which our happiness
depends.
O may these daily proofs of the providence

and goodness ofGod make the strongest and most

lasting impression on our hearts! They will un-

doubtedly, ifour souls are susceptible of any emo-
tions of gratitude. If we have any sense of the

greatness of God's mercy, and our own unworthi-

ness, it is impossible we should not feel the,

highest gratitude towards the Preserver of our
lives. But, in order to maintain in our hearts a

lively remembrance of God's blessings, let us
often compute them. The more we think of them,
the -more we shall be disposed to magnify the
Lord our God, and the more delighted we shall

be in celebrating his praise.

FEB. XXVI.

Tranquillity of the Night.

I CANNOT think, without admiration and
gratitude, on the tender care of Providence to

secure us repose at flight. When the day closes,
a calm us spread over all nature, which proclaims
to every creature a rest from labour, and invites

mankind to sleep. Daring the time destined for

the repose of man, nature, in favour of him, sus-

pends noise, dazzling light, and every lively ira-
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pression. All animals, whose, activity might dis-

turb our sleep, have themselves occasion to sleep.
The birds seek their nests ; the horse, the ox, and
our other domestic animals, sleep around us.

But this tranquillity in the night is not equally
agreeable to every body. .Many, who, from pain,
sickness, and other accidents, pass restless nights,
wish this calm, this melancholy silence inter-

rupted. Their sufferings and their uneasiness
seems to increase, while all are asleep around
them. They reckon the hours, and are impatient
of day, in the hope that society will be some re-

lief to them. Many wicked people also, who
pass the day in continual disorder and dissipation,
find the tranquillity of the night painful and trou-

blesome. It awakens their conscience, and the

least noise frightens them.
I bless thee, O God, for making the repose of

night so agreeable and refreshing. The health
and peace of mind I enjoy, procure me the
sweetest sleep. When I have gone through the
labours of the day, the coming of night makes
me adore thy goodness, which has disposed all

things so happily to give us a quiet repose. I lie

down with tranquillity, while wicked men and
robbers walk in the dark paths of crimes and sin.

I sleep in peace, while many sick people, lying
on a bed of pain and infirmities, are sighing for

sleep. They would consider the smallest rest as
a blessing, and cannot obtain it. I enjoy a re-

freshing slumber, while the intemperate man is

still loading himself with meat and drink ; while
the miser is tormenting himself with sordid care,
and with the fear of one day wanting the neces-
saries of life;, and while the discontented and
ambitious man rolls in his mind the most distant

plans of future elevation and greatness. -

But how often does man interrupt the tranquil-

lity of night by levity or malice 1 The boisterous
noise of drunkards, and the wild spirits of liber-
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tines, often disturb the repose- of others, and ide-'

prive them of the sweets of sleep. .Ought we not'

to respect the orderGod has so wisely established'

in nature, too much to disturb it in the levity of
our hearts? Ought we not to love our fellow1

-
1

creatures enough to prevent us from disturbing'
their sleep, and, by that means, perhaps hurting
both health and life? Alas ! this ill-timed noise

may happen to disturb and frighten, in. one placey
a dying person ; in another, a woman in labour,
or a mother nursing her child.

'

The repose I hope for in the grave Avill be very
different. There I shall sleep in peace, and shall'

hot be awakened till the voice'of my Judge shall

call me back to life. How happy are the faithful,

whom death has sent to God! They are released

from all the miseries to which we are subject in'

this world. Here the very happiest life is passed
in continual hopes and fears^ and oar repose is

disturbed by numberless troubles and anxieties.

The righteous, on the contrary, whose bodies rest

quietly in the grave, are free from all misery j

and never more will cares, sorrow, or pain, em-
bitter their joy.

FEB. XXVII.

Winter is the Image ofour Life. .:. \

IN these winter days there are continual

changes. Flakes of snow and showers of rain;
storms and calms, cloudy days arid serene skies,,
succeed each other. The snow hasscarce covered
nature with its brilliant whiteness, when the rain
comes to destroy it. The snn scarce shows itself,
when it again disappears from us. Are there not
the same vicissitudes in the moral world ? Ifmany
ofthe days of winter are dark, dull, and gloomy,
so~~are many scenes through life. But as storms
and darkness are necessary, and conformable to

G2
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the wise laws of nature, so are the disagreeable
accidents and the adversity which we sometimes

experience in the world. Who can prevent the

day from being obscured by dark clotads ; or our

happiness from being disturbed, sometimes by
others, and sometimes by accidents? How is it

possible the sky should be always calm and
serene ; or that our minds should enjoy uninter-

rupted repose? The present constitution of our
nature will as little admit of our being always
free from pain and disagreeable sensations, as the
constitution of the corporeal world would admit
of the air never being loaded with clouds. Pas.

Sions, which often produce good, but often also

produce bad effects, are exactly, in the moral
world, what storms are in nature : and, as winter
and frost are sources of fertility, so are afflictions

and sufferings the means to attain wisdom and
virtue. Darkness teaches us the value of light.

A continual light would dazzle and fatigue the

sight. A serene day never gives us so much
pleasure as when it has been preceded by dark
and cloudy weather. In the same manner, we
should be less sensible of the blessing of health,
were we not taught to feel it by the painful ef-

fects of sickness. The excellence and advantage
of friendship would touch us less sensibly, if we
.did not sometimes meet with faithless and false

friends. After .!!, it is certain that we in general
are too much inclined to exaggerate our evils.

The events and accidents which happen to us are

seldom as melancholy as we imagine. Our self-

love, our pride, and our excess of delicacy, blind

us often to such a degree, that we look on every
thing that happens to us as real and great evils ;

while, on the contrary, we take no notice of our

real advantages, and the sweets which attend us.

It is at leastcertain, that all our troubles ought to

be reckoned as.ndthinsr, in comparison of the

multitude of blessings and pleasures that are be-
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stowed upon us by Divine -Providence. Those

very evils of which we complain, will prove real,

though disguised blessings, if we know how to

make a good use of them ; jnst as the snow, 'the

storms, the frost, 'and other variations of the pre-
sent season, are means which God makes use ef
to grant us new favours. When the sky has been,

long dark and stormy, the clouds at length dis-

sipate, and calm and sunshine bring back joy
and gladness. The heavier the showers ar,e, the

sooner the clouds vanish. The darker they are,
the sooner the raya of the sun disperse;them.
Misfortunes fill up but a short space of our. lives,

and when they appear to us the heaviest.^when.
we seem sinking under them, it is a proof that

they are soon to end.
1 will accept then, without murmuring, the.

portion of evil it has pleased God to allot me-.

1 should be unreasonable to expect nothing but

pleasure and days of happiness. No : let rain

and sunshine, darkness and light, succeed alter-

nately through the course of my life, I am, O
Lord, resigned to it. If thon thinkest proper to :

rouse and shake my soul by the storms of adver-

sity, thy will be done ! What matter whether the

cup that is given me be more or less bitter; that

my troubles be mo;

re or less durable, while I am
on this side the grave. I know in whom I have
believed. I know, O my God ! that thou wilt one:

day grant me eternal salvation. Those who sow
here below in tears, will reap with songs of tri-

umph. When the short-miseries of life are over,
1 shall find how advantageous they have been to

ine ; and I shall bless God, for having conducted
me to heaven, through paths of tribulation and
sorrow;

'

These are the thoughts which' will support m
in every misfortune. As the expectation of spring
makes the gloomy appearance of winter support*
able, so does Che sweet hope of futurity encourag*
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we to bear with resignation and fortitude the
present miseries. Through the darkness of this

life, there opens to me the delightful prospect of
an happy hereafter. What I foresee in eternity
already sheds light on the path through which I

walk; and by this way 1 shall imperceptibly
arrive at the blessed abodes of peace, light, and
happiness.

FEB. XXVIII.

Use of Mountains.

: WOULD it not be more advantageous to onr
globe, if its surface was not so uneven, and if it

was not disfigured by so many mountains'? It

seems to me, sometimes, that the form of the
earth would be much more regular, that our

sight would extend farther, that we should travel
more conveniently, and that we should enjoy
many other advantages, if the earth was only a
vast plain. But, perhaps I am mistaken in this

opinion. I wish then to inquire into it, and re-

fleet on the use of mountains, in order to see if I

have reason to be discontented with the present
plan of onr globe.
In the first place it is evident, that it is from

the mountains and hills that the springs flow,
which are produced either by- heavy snows, or

by the clouds with which those heights are al-

-ways covered. It is that which keeps up the

.course of great and small rivers. Those chains of

high mountains which extend from east to west,
land which traverse a great tract of country, serve

to hinder the dispersion of vapours, and to con-

dense them into water. They are so many stills,

'\vhich prepare and render the water sweet for

the use of man and beast. Their declivity gives, a
moderate . fall to the springs, and from thence

'they flow gently into the valleys, which they wa-
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ter and make fruitful. Besides this inestimable

advantage of springs and fountains which the .

mountains procure us, they have many others. .

They serve for dwellings to several kinds of ani-

mals useful to us; they afford subsistence, with-
oat any trouble of ours, to multitudes of beasts,
whose flesh and skins are very necessary to us.

On the sides ofmountains, there grow trees, plants,
and an innumerable quantity of-salutary herbs
and roots, which are not cultivated with equal
success in the plains, orhave not the same virtues.

It is in the bowels of the mountains that metals
and minerals form themselves, which would not

propagate so well in low and level countries, for

want of necessary moisture. Mountains serve also

to shelter us from blasts of the cold and cutting
north^anri east winds. They are the fosterers of
the most exquisite vines, and their bosoms con-
tain precious stones. They are,.in a manner, the
bulwarks of nature, to guard countries from the

fury of seas and tempests ; and, like ramparts and
natural fortifications, they defend several states

from the invasion of enemies, and the .ambition,

of conquerors. 'They .perhaps preserve the ba-
lance of our globe. It is true that some of those
mountains are dangerous and formidable. They
occasion many shocks and earthquakes, and the
volcanos spread flames and destruction all around.
But we must consider, that, as sulphur, saltpetre,
and other minerals, not only contribute greatly
to the fertility of the earth, but are also necessary
to the life and moistening of all sorts of plants, it

was proper there should be a kind of universal

magazine, where these materials should be de-

posited, in order to be afterwards scattered by
the winds over the whole earth. And though
there should be some inconvenience from them,
they cannot furnish any reasonable objections
against the wisdom and goodness of God, since

the blessings we derive from them are infinitely
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superior to the evils they occasion. In this re-

spect, then, we have no reason to complain of the
contrivance of our globe. If there were ho
mountains,* we should be deprived of several

sorts of stones and fossils. There would be no
rivers, no springs, no lakes. The sea itself would
become a stagnating marsh. We should want a

great number of the finest and most salutary

plants, and several sorts of animals. The priva-
tion of one single thing in nature might be suffi-

cient to make our lives sad and miserable. Let
us therefore conclude, that mountains, as well as

every other*part of it, prove the wisdom, power,
and goodness of the Creator.

Lord God Almightly, I adore thee, and I ac-

knowledge, with the most profound veneration,
the wonders of thy wisdom. Everything that

exists, every thing Thou hast created, from the
smallest grain of sand to the highest mountain,
combines, and is in harmony with each other,
and full of benefit to thy creatures. On the

heights, as well as in deep places, on mountains
and in vales, above and below the earth, Thou
shewest thyelf the Magnificent Benefactor of thy
creatures.

FEB. XXIX.

Motivesfor Confidence in God.

"WHEN I reflect on the infinite perfections
which are manifested in the plan of the universe,
and on the manner in which God conducts and

governs it, my confidence in Him must necessarily
increase and strengthen more and more. How
easy ought I to be, in regard to my life, since it

it is in the hands _jof that great Being, of whose

power, wisdom, and goodness, I have as many
proofs as there are creatures in my eight 1 What
wishes can I form for my happiness, which may
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not be fulfilled by that God, whose unlimited

power has been able to raise oat of nothing so

f many millions of worlds? Are there any troubles,

sorrows, or difficulties, from which I may not be
happily drawn, by that infinite wisdom which has

spread the heavens, and formed every creature
in so wonderful a manner? . What can hinder me
from committing my way unto the Lord \ What
can prevent me from having recourse to him, in

all my troubles and distresses, and from hopjng
that he will hear my prayer? It is true that I

am but a very weak creature; I am lost in the
vast multitude of his works ; and when I repre-
sent to myself his greatness, and, the infinite

extent of his government, I often say to myself,
Who am I, to dare to hope that this great Being
will always listen to me, and that he will deign to

cast his eyes on me, every time in my troubles,
that I may have recourse to him? But, on the
other hand, I comfort myself, when I consider
that his greatness, his majesty, and the govern*
ment of so many millions of worlds, does not
hinder him from extending his cares to the
smallest worm : why then may he not give some
attention to me, who, though insignificant, have
received from him, both as a man, and as a Chris-

tian, prerogatives much superior to other crea-

tures ? Here my conscience strikes me, and re-

proaches me with being a sinner, with having, a
thousand and a thousand times, wilfully trans-

gressed the commands ofmy Creatorand Master;
and from thence being, without comparison,
more unworthy of his goodness than the lowest

creatures, since they, at least, have not offended

him, nor ever could be guilty of sin towards
him. My conscience represents the justice of
God to me, in as strong colours as the whole
world paints to me his power and goodness. It

makes me apprehend he may use his power, in

giving me as a terrible example of his vengeance
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, .'

to the whole earth ; and it is true, wherever I

turn my eyes, I can no where find relief from
these -dreadful thoughts, to quiet my agitated

mind, or give me a just subject of consolation.

But it is here that the salutary truths of the gos-

pel come to my assistance. Eternal thanks to

tbee, O merciful Redeemer, for it. The know-

ledge of God, which, without Thee, could not but

trouble and affright me, is become, by thy suffer-

ings and death, a source of joy and comfort to

my soul. It is only through Thee that I.can look

up to this God, whose greatness all the world pro-

claims; that 1 can, I say, look up to h^m as a

Father, put my trust in him, and hope that he

will grant me happiness, not only in this life, but

to all eternity.

MARCH I.

An Invitation to Contemplate God in the Works

of Nature.

O YE who adore with me the Lord, by whom
the heavens and the earth were made, come and
reflect on his works ! Behold the wonders he has
done! Acknowledge, and have a lively sense of
his mercies ! Of all the knowledge we can ac-

quire, this is the most important, the most easy
and agreeable. We could dispense with many
sciences which^we take such pains to learn;
but the knowledge of God and his works is abso-

lutely necessary, if we wish to fulfil the end ofour
creation ; and by that means secure onr happir ess

here~and hereafter. We do well, undoubtedly,.
to seek to know God, such as he has revealed
himself to us in his divine word: but we shall not
receive that revelation with an entire conviction

of heart, if we do not join to' it this other revela-

tion, by which he has made himself manifest to
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us throughout all nature, as our Lord, our Father,
and Benefactor. It is the best preparation to

understand, and to receive as we ought, the .gos-

pel of Jesus Christ, for this reason, because, in

teaching his disciples the truths of religion, the
Divine Redeemer often spoke of thejworks of

nature, and made use of the objects which the

physical and moral world afford, to lead his
hearers to reflections on spiritual and heavenly
things. In general, it is a noble employment, and
well worthy of man, to study the book of nature

continually ;-to learn in it the truths which may
remind us of the immense greatness of .God, and
our own littleness ; his blessings, and the obliga-
tions they impose on us* It is shameful for man.
to be inattentive to the wonders which surround
him on every side, and to be as insensible to them
as the brutes are. If reason has been given to

us, it is, that we may make use of it in acknow-

ledging the perfections of God in his works.
What employment can be more pleasing to the
human mind than meditations on the admirable
-works of the Most High ! To contemplate, in the

heavens, the earth, the waters, the night and day,
in a word, throughout all nature, the wisdom,
power, and goodness, of our Creator and .Pre-
server ! What can be conceived more delightful
than to discover in the whole creation", in all the
natural world, in everything we see, traces of
the providence and tender mercies of the Father
of all beings! There are no amusements, no

.worldly joys, of which we are not soon tired.
But the pleasure we feel in contemplating the
works of the Lord is a pleasure ever new.. And
were we to . reflect upon them for ;a million of
years, we should be so little tired of the employ,
ment, that we should, on the contrary, find ne\
charms in it. It is in this light I often represent
to myself the felicity of the saints in .heaven. .1

ardently wish to be with them, because 1 am per.
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suaded it is in their society, in their blessed in-

tercourse only, thai my insatiable desire of in*

creasing in knowledge and wisdom is to be satis*

fled. Bat, while we are still at a distance from
this happiness, let as endeavour, at least, to come
as near it as possible, by habituating ourselves
now to what will be hereafter, and for evermore,
the employment of all the blessed saints and an-

gels. Let us adore God in his wonderful works.
Let us endeavourmore and more to be acquainted
with Him. Let us reflect on his greatness. Let
Us admire his power and wisdom in each of his

creatures. And let us observe, in every season
of the year, his goodness and tender mercies

towards every being on earth. This employment
will make us not only happy but virtuous: for,
if we have God and his works continually in our

sight, with what love and veneration shall we
not be penetrated ? with what confidence shall

we not resign ourselves to Him? with what zeal

and transport shall we not sing his praise 1 O
God, who art so worthy of all adoration ! I will

continually reflect, with gratitude and venera-
tion, on the wonders of thy power and wisdom,
which fill the whole universe. I will raise myself
from earth to heaven, by the chain of beings
Thou hast formed, in order to know Thee, to

feel, and to enjoy thy goodness. Every thing
around me, every thing within myself, will serve
to le. d me to Thee, as the source of all; every
thing will more and more contribute to inflame

me with love and piety. These, O heavenly Fa-

ther ! are the engagements I make before heaven
and earth, in presence of every creature thou
hast formed ! This sun which shines upon me, this

air which T breathe, this earth which bears me,
and gives me food, all nature, so wisely formed
for our wants and pleasures, shall one day rise as

witnesses^against me, if I neglect to contemplate
and admire thy works.
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MARCH II.

Bad Weather.

NATURE is still robbed of its ornament?. It*

appearance is still gloomy and savage. The sky
is covered with thick clouds, and the air is loaded:

withvapours and snow. The mornings are wrap-
ped up in impenetrable fogs, that conceal the
view of the rising sun from us, which scarce shewn
itself, before dark and stormy clouds arise to pre-
vent the earth from feeling its benign influence.

How little warmth it gives! No herb ventures to

spring up. Every thing still remains dead, and
stripped of its charms.
When will the lovely spring return? When-

will those tine days come, in which the early
flowers invite us to the fields and gardens? I
doubt not but many hold this language, and bear

with impatience the dull -March days* But let

us consider that even this temperature of the air,
which we dislike, contributes to the good of the

whole, and is part of the plan formed by God in

his government. Were it not for these days,
which appear to us so disagreeable, all our hopes
of the advantages of summer would vanish.

Storms are blessings of nature, and frosts are
means she makes use of to render the earth fruit-

ful. If the air was at present milder, and the
weather finer, we should see millions of insects

hatched, which would be very hurtful to the
seeds sown in the earth, and to the blossoms.
What a risk also would the buds run,, which the
mild weather had brought forth, if there came a
frost ? But such is our blindness and ignorance,
that we murmur against God, when we ought to

adore and bless him : and we take for imperfec
tious what ought to make us acknowledge the
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wisdom and goodness of our Creator. We seldom
know what we desire. To punish us for our im-

prudent and unreasonable wishes, God need only
to grant them. If the spring already displayed
all its charms, how many following days would
lose their value ! How quickly should we tire of
them! And how hurtful to our health would the

sudden ; change be from severe cold to intense

heat! It is a blessing of God (a blessing which,
like many others, we are insensible to), that

spring draws on imperceptibly. Its delay keeps,
us in the most agreeable expectation, and our

pleasure is but the greater when it comes. The
rough stormy weather of March is a remain of
the severity of winter. It prepares us for the en-

joyment of fine days, and is the forerunner of

that delightful calm which spring sheds upon our

country.

MARCH III.

The State of some Animals during Winter.

- WE do not yet see any of those millions of in-

sects and birds, which, during summer, are in

the air, in the water, and on the earth. At the

approach of winter they disappear from our
countries, where the climate does not agree with

them, and where they can no longer find food.
The first stormy day is a signal to them to rest
from their labour, .to put an end to their active

life, and to quit their homes. We mistake if we
go farther, and believe that winter destroys those
animals ; they continue to live even in that season
of the year., Providence so provides, that none of
them perish. The body of some animals is formed
in such a manner, that the same causes which
deprive them of food, make such revolutions in
them as. prevent their -requiring any. The cold
numbs them, they fall into a sound sleep, which
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lasts till the return of heat upon the earth, causes"

their necessary, food to spring up,. and wakens
them from their heaviness. These .animals hide'

themselves in the sand, in pits, or hollow places,
in the bottom of ponds or marshes, where they,
cannot be found out or disturbed. . Their state is

a kind of death, or rather a swoon ; and they do
not revive till the gentle warmth of spring pene-
trates to their retreats. Some sort of birds* at

the approach of winter, undertake long journeys,,
to seek in other climates a more temperate air

and. proper food. Some fly in numbers from one

country to another. Several go to Africa, cross?

ing the Mediterraneanj and return the following

spring to our countries. -
; t-

Lord, how admirable is thy-wisdom ! How ten-

der and beneficent thy mercies to the least of thy
creatures ! Thou hast impressed upon the mind
of some beasts that wonderful instinct, which
warns them of the day in which they should
abandon their summer habitations, in order to

pass their winter in another climate. Thou hast

pointed out to others the places where they may
pass in safety their night of winter in' a sound

sleep. Thou revivest them again-, when the seai

son of their new life arrives. Evrery time I re-

flect on these changes, they lead me naturally to
think of what will happen to myself at my deaths
for my state, in some measure, resembles that of
these birds. At the end of my life I shall also quit
my home, my pleasures, and my companions,
to go. into a better world. . I shall also rest. and.

sleep some time;.but, at the moment of the new-

creation, I shall awake; and, clothed with .the

strength and beauty of youth, I shall begrn alife
that will be . eternal. What happens to animals
affords me also another edifying reflection : I see
from thence thatGod watches over even the very
smallest link of the immense chain of beings. I
discover with what fatherly goodness he provides
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for the preservation of the weakest and lowest of

creatures, in situations wherein it would appear
impossible to mere human wisdom. Would it not
then be doing injustice to the wise providence of

my Creator, to doubt his care of me, and to give

myself up to trouble and anxiety about my sub/-

sistence? Certainly, that God who gives to in*

sects and to birds their food in due season; that

God who provides them retreats, and places of

rest, in pits and rocks; who directs them to find'

their food in different countries ; that same God
will take care of me in time of need and distress.

I have a perfect confidence that he will provide
all that is necessary for me, even when I seethe
least likelihood of it ; he will find me a place pf
refuge, where I may rest in peace.

MARCH IV.

Winds and Tempests.

WITH what violence the air is agitated ! Hear
how the winds roar in the upper regions! Be-
hold, how the clouds gather ! how rapidly they
fly ! what deluges of rain they pour upon the
earth! How terrible the force of the winds!

they tear up the largest oaks; they throw down
palaces; they shake the foundations of the earth ;

;

and perhaps, alas, at this moment, some unhappy
ship is dragged into the abyss, by the violence of
the storm. The winds roar/above it, andagulph
is underneath, and all around it, the waves of the

sea rise mountains high. Alas ! in what distress

are those cmhappy people ! How they wring their

hands ! How they shudder at every wave that

rises to bury them in 'the deep ! Before the fury
of the tempest abates, there may be some thou-

sandsof families ruined ; and more still, who will

be plunged into the greatest misery, by the death
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of their relations and friends. But;,why does the

wise and beneficent Sovereign of the world thus

permit the winds to spread terror and destruction

by sea^and land ? Mad question ! What temerity
to dare judge and censure the government of a
Being infinitely wise! Ought we not rather to

reflect on his ways with respectful silence, and
be persuaded they are always full of goodness f

If whirlwinds and tempests make terrible ra-

vages; if they shatter .ships, or plunge them

whole into the bottom of the sea; if they over-

throw buildings, and destroy men and animals;
have we a right, for that reason, to blame the

government of the Lord?

They who calculate with so much care the mis-

chief this element occasions, have they reckoned
the advantages which accrue from it? Audacious
mortals ! Admire and adore the Sovereign of the

world, who can even make storms contribute to

the good of the universe. It is, in reality, by
the particular direction of Providence, that, to-

wards spring, storms and tempests usually arise*

At the return of that fine season, the moist and
mild air opens the earth, which had been closed
all the winter. By this change .of temperature,
the air, which ' the cold had purified, is again
filled with hurtful vapours. Plagues'and epidemic
disorders would soon destroy men and animals*
if the air, by being agitated with storms, was not
restored to its purity and wholesomeness. By
that means, not only the vapours, which would
otherwise stagnate, are put in motion, but also

vapours of different natures being violently agi-

tated, in every sense, it makes a happy mixture,
more healthful to mankind, and more fruitful for
the earth. Is it not, besides, a great advantage,
that the winds serve, in some degree, as wings
for the ships; and that these floating houses^
laden with the riches of different parts of the

world, can often, in less than twenty-four hoars
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make a passage of more than fifty miles ? Thus,
even in the midst of storms and tempests," the
Lord is Benefactor to his creatures. Every time
I hear the winds roar above me I will acknow-
ledge his goodness, and think, with grateful, re-

collection, on the wisdom of his government.
How admirable are his ways, even in respect to

whirlwinds and storms! 'ThouyO Lord, takest

the winds out of thy treasures : Thou bringest
them from the extremities of .the earth: Thou

appointest the course they are to take : Thou
settest bounds to them, and orderest them to be

calm, when they have fulfilled thy designs:

Wherefore, then, should I be terrified or alarm-

ed, when thou directest those ministers of thy
will to execute thy orders? O my soul! though
even the tempests should blow around thee, the

rocks be rent, though a veil of darkness be
thrown over all nature, : and the earth should

tremble, let nothing fright or disturb thy trail?

quillity : trust in the Lord, and rest thy cares on
the fatherly bosom of him who rules and governs
the universe. lie who directs the stars and
winds, the course they are to run, can he not

point to thee a path in which thou mayest .walk

securely? However stormy, then, my life may
be in this world, does it become me to murmur at

it, or.to fear? /No. That God who imposes silence

on < the most impetuous winds, can easily put a

stop to the tempest of sorrows which, threatens
to overwhelm me; and, when the violence of
afflictions shall have sufficiently tried me, I may
behold a serene, bright day, and enjoy a perfect
calm. Alas! how many, who are now crossing
the sea for the good of society, are struggling
with the waves, iu trembling expectation of, be-

lag .in a moment swallowed up. I 'imagine, their

distress, while, safe at home, I listen to the roar-

ing of the tempest. . . . :...'

* Sovereign Disposer of all events, Ruler of the
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winds and seas, deign to hear the prayers they
offer unto Thee in their distress.

MARCH V.

The Aurora Borealis.

ONE often sees in winter, towards the' spring

equinox, a sort of transparent, bright, and varie-

gated clouds in the sky. From the north there

appears a splendid light, which comes close to

the other clouds. Lastly, from these northern

clouds, there dart white rays of light, which
reach to the zenith. .This "ethereal phenomenon,
called Northern Lights, or Aurora Borealis, is

still, in some respects, one of -those natural

effects, the cause of which cannot he very exr

actly determined. Some naturalists suppose it to

be a magnetic substance, which, accumulating
and thickening towards the north, may shed a

certain light at a distance. Others think, what
is more probable, that the Aurora Borealis is oc-

casioned by nitrous and frozen particles, which,
rising in. the air, and joined to the vapours and

to the fat and oily exhalations sent forth by the

whales, and other immense cetaceous fishes,,

which abound in the north, are lighted up, and
made brilliant by that light, which the Lapanese
almost continually enjoy. Lastly, some philoso-

phers pretend, that this phenomenon is only the

atmosphere inflamed, and a storm not yet come
to maturity. The uncertainty in which the best

informed and most learned men are, in respect
to this phenomenon, is very instructive to us.

How many things do we see in the air, in. the

sky, and upon the earth, which are still mys-
teries, even. to the- very best naturalists? These

phenomena ought to humble the human mind,
whose pride and vain curiosity often prevent ae-

Vol. I. H
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kriowletlging ho"w, limited its faculties are. A
thousand inconsiderable things confound'the hiost

learned in their meditations, and escape our en-

quiries. There are a thousand objects, which,
indeed, we acknowledge to be planned with
much wisdom, and to be very useful ; but we
seldom arrive at discovering their true principles,
their purpose, their connection with the corpo-
real world, and its several parts. However, this

ignorance -does not affect our happiness; and
though, for example, we cannot exactly deter-

mine from whence the Aurora Borealis proceeds,
we can live quietly and well without it. After

all, ignorant as we may be on this point, and a
number of others, we know, at least, that every
phenomenon of thephysical and intellectual world

happens only by 'the will of an all wise, almighty,
and perfect Being, who directs them for the

- good of the universe. We have no occasion -to

know more, in a life so short as burs; and this

is, doubtless, sufficient to induce us to adore and
bless him, who is the Author of things so won-
derful, and so much above our comprehension.
But I ought also to bless thee, O my God! for

not ha.ving been born in those superstitious and
ignorant times, wlien~whole nations were thrown,

into consternation and terror by these pheno-
mena. This magnificent sight painted to their

'disturbed imagination whole armies, and battles

fought in the air ; and they drew most dreadful

prognostics fr
(

om them. Tlje Aurora Borealiswas
to them a prophet, Which foretold, sometimes

war, "sometimes famine, and some tirries epidemic
ilisbrders.

'But, for my_part, I find'inthe mild and.;

maj.estic

splendour of this light, a sign af*the power and

goodness of "God. I 'behold those celestial lights
without fear ; because I know that 'the Lord of
heaven has not created uny thing to be a torment
and misfortune to-Iiis creatures. And, perhaps,
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.there "are people in the northern countries who
draw 5> real advantages from these phenomena,
though they so little influence ours.

MARCH VI.

: The Extreme smdUness of certain Bodies.

THE vaulted sky, the depths of space, and its

unlimited extent, those vast bodies which shine in,

the firmament, the variety of -creatures which,

'cover oar globe, and which fill the air and the

Avater; all these declare the glory of the mighty
'God, and tell us his power is infinite. But it mnsj
not be supposed that the power and wisdom of
the Creator is only visible in the immense .size;

of the world. Even in the smallest objects, in,

the most inconsiderable parts of the natural

world, the greatest stibjects of admiration are to

be found. The construction of a grain of sand,
'seen through a glass which magnifies objects a
"million of times, is enough to fill the greatest,
mind with astonishment. Who indeed would ndt
'be surprised to learn, 'that there is an insect who
lives in the midst o a grain of sand, which the

"eye can scarce discover? Examine also with a
microscope, which magnifies some millions of

times, the mould of a bit of bread; you will see
in it a thick forest of fruit-trees, the branches,
leaves, and fruit of which are easy to be distin-

guished. But even in - your body, you may per"

ceive objects of inconceivable smallness, which,
'perhaps, you have not yet taken notice of, and
;

yet deserve all your admiration. It is covered
with an innumerable multitude of pores, ofwhich
the naked eye can only distinguish a small part.
The epidermis resembles the scale of a fish ; it

Oaas been calculated that a grain of sand would
cover 250 of those scales, and that one single
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scale would, cover 500 of those interstices, or
those pores which give passage to the sweat and
insensible perspiration. Have you ever reflected

on the wonderful construction, of the hairs of

your head ; as inconsiderable as they appear,
they are one of the Creator's master- pieces. They
are hollow tubes, each of which has its root; a
substance full of marrow, and several little

threads which unite them. In that whitish mat-

ter, that scale which food leaves upon teeth, and
which settles there (by means of a microscope
magnifying one million of times), a great number
of little animals: have b:en discovered; and it

has been found that, in a space not larger than
a grain of gunpowder, there was a million of
those animalcula.

Are not these so many circumstances that ought
to make us humble in our own eyes, and raise

our ideas of the Supreme Being? Every thing

ought to convince us that there are a thousand

objects in nature, which are to us impenetrable-

mysteries; that there remain a thousand disco-

veries to be made; and that things which are

not entirely unknown to us, we still know but

superficially. There are, perhaps, a multitude of

wonders in our own bodies, which no one has

thought of, or suspected. How many impercep-
tible objects may there not be in nature, out of

the reach of the microscope, and of our under-

standing, which, if known to us, would afford

new proofs of the greatness of God? But the

little we know is more than sufficient to convince

us, that, in small things, as well as in great, the

power, wisdom, and goodness, of the Lord is

manifested most admirably. The sand of the sea

declares the glory of the mighty God, as well as

the expanse of the heavens, the splendour of the

sun, or the fury of the tempests. The lowest

worm bids us give glory to its Creator; the trees,

in tu magnificence of their clothing; the grain
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and the seeds, in their minuteness, cry aloud with

one voice, It is God who hath matte us ; glory be

to our Creator! Even the most diminutive crea-

ture upon earth reminds us of his greatness. I

admire thy power and wisdom, Lord, in the for-

mation of the gnat, as much as in the construc-

tion of the elephant: in the humble form of a

blade of grass, as in the majestic height of the

oak ; in a grain of sand, as well as in the highest
mountain. Uo creature thou hast formed can be

unworthy my attention. Who can tell, if the ob-

ject of the most insignificant appearance may not

contain the greatest wonders ? A being that God
hath vouchsafed to form, is it not, from that very

circumstance, worth 3? my observation?

MARCH VII.

Winter gradually subsides.

\

THE same wisdom which, at the beginning of

winter, caused the cold to come on gradually, has
ordained that it should diminish also by degrees ;

so that this severe season now draws insensibly .

towards its end. The sun already slays longer
above our horizon, and reflects more heat upon
the earth. Hakes of snow no longer cloud and
darken the atmosphere. The nights are no\fr

only attended with a white frost, which vanishes
with the mid-day sun. The air becomes serene .

The fogs and vapours disperse, or fall in fertile

showers of rain. The earth becomes lighter,
more moveable, and fitter to receive moisture.
The seeds begin to shoot. The branches, which
appeared dead, begin again to bud ; and some
blades of grass venture to spring out of the earth.
We see the preparations which nature, is making,
in order to restore verdure to the fields, leaves
to the trees, aud flowers to the gardens. She
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silently labours to, bring back spring, though- the

storms, the hail, and frosty nights, still oppose,
it in some measure. She will soon lose her sad, ;

gloomy appearance; and the earth -will shine

again in all the beauty of youth. Every change,
in nature is made thus gradually. Every effect;

which we perceive has been prepared by pre-

ceding effects, and a thousand little circum-

stances, which escaped our observation, succeed .

one another, till the end which nature proposes
to herself is fulfilled. An infinite multitude of

springs must be put in motion, before a single

blade of grass can shoot, or a bud can blossom.
All the changes in winter,, so disagreeable to us,

must necessarily take place, in order to open to

us a promising prospect. Storms, rain,-snow, and
frost, were essential, that the earth might rest

and recover its strength and fertility. Neither

could these changes happen sooner or later, be

more or less sudden, or last longer or shorter,

without injury of some sort to the fertility of the

earth. Now, that the advantages of these plans
of nature open insensibly to us, we acknowledge
her designs ;.

and the happy consequences of the

winter plainly demonstrate that it is a real bless,

ing to the earth.

As the seasons, so do the periods and events of

our lives continually vary. In that of every man
there is so admirable and mysterious a chain of

causes and effects, that nothing but futurity can

discover to us why such and such events were

necessary and beneficial. I see, perhaps, at pre-

sent, why God caused me to be born of such pa-

rents rather than others ; why precisely such a

town should be the place of my birth ; why such

and such unhappy accidents happened to me ;

why it was necessary I should embrace such a

kind of life, and no other. All this was then con-

cealed from me : but now I comprehend that the

past was necessary for the present, and for the
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future
;.
and . that several events, which did not

at all seem to agree with the. plan of my life,,

were however iudispensible, to make
t
me as

happy as I now am. I also gradually approach
the moment in which all the events of .my- life,

will be laid open and explained. Perhaps-, I am
very near the period wherein the winter of uiy=

life will draw to its end, and I shall be on the

point' of entering a new world. O my God!;

grant that my, heart may then be full of hope
and joy. And, when all the visible creation dis-

appears from my sight, grant me a glimpse of %
"blessed eternity; and give me a foretaste of it,
which may raise me above every thing earthly;
and perishable.

MARCH VIII.

The Human Body relatively to its exterior

NOW, that nature does not yet appear in full

beauty, while the fields and gardens afford no.

charms to unbend my mind agreeably, I will me-
ditate on myself, and reflect on the formation of

my body. It will furnish me with the best oppor-
tunity of acknowledging the power and wisdom
of God ; and I shall learn, at the same time, to he
sensible of the value of my life.

Of all the visible parts of the body, the head
holds the first rank, not only from its beauty, but

because it contains the principles of sensation, and.

motion. All the sentiments and passions of the,

soul are painted on the face, which is. the most
beautiful part of man, and wherein are placed
the organs of the principal senses, by means of

which we receive the impression of outward ob-.

jects. The several motions of the lips and,
v

tongue, whether they touch the palate or the

teeth, serve for articulation, and enable u% to
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give so many different inflections to the voice
and- to sound. With teeth we can either eat or

grind our food, "and the great number of glands
in the mouth furnishes the saliva necessary for

digestion. The head is placed on the neck, where
it moves different ways, as on a pivot, in order
to turn to which side it pleases. After the neck
coine the shoulders, so formed as to bear heavy
loads. To the shoulders are fastened arms, and
to those hands, formed in such a manner that

they serve to pei form many movements, to touch,
to take, to raise, to push away, &c. and the

joints and bones support and facilitate the mo-
tions. The chest contains and guards the heart
and lungs, and for that purpose is composed of

hard, strong vibs and bones. The midriff sepa-
rates the chest from the belly, which contains

the stomach, the liver, the spleen, and the intes-

tines. All this mass rests upon the hips, the

thighs, and the legs, which, as well as the arms,
have several joints to make the motions easy.
The feet support the whole; and the toes also

contribute to it, as they serve to fix the foot firm

on the ground. The flesh and skin cover the

whole body. The hair of the head, and the down
on other parts, guard from the bad effects of cold-

What variety in these exterior parts of the body,
and yet they are only the principal and most
essential of them. Their form, construction, or-

der, situation, motions, and harmony, all afford

incontestible proofs of the wisdom and goodness
of our Creator. No part of the human body is

imperfect or deformed ; none useless ; no one
hurts the other. If, for example, we were de-

prived of the use of our hands, or if they were
not provided with so many joints, we should be
unable to do many things we do. If we were to

preserve our reason, and yet be quadrupeds or

reptiles, we should be unfit for arts or trade;
we could not act, move, or turn, as we wished.
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If we had but one eye in the middle of our fore-

heads, it would be impossible so see to the right

or left ; to tafce in so large a view, or distinguish

so many objects at a time. In a word, all the

parts of the body are so constructed and placed,

as to concur to the beauty and perfection of the

whole, and are well adapted for their different

purposes.
Let us, therefore, bless our Creator, who has

made us so wonderfully : and, while we feel the

happiness of our formation, let the sense of his

goodness never be effaced from our minds.

MARCH IX.
-1?

The Hope of Spring.

EVERY day draws us nearer to the pleasures of

spiing, and gives us hope of the time approach-
ing, in which we may breathe more freely, and
contemplate nature with more satisfaction and
joy. This sweet expectation is almost the only
one which does not deceive us, being founded on
the invariable laws of nature. The charms of this

hope are felt in every heart, without distinction ;

for the beggar, as well as the monarch, may be
hold the spring approach with pure joy, :

and pro-
mise himself sure pleasures in it. This hope is

not attended with impatience, because it extends

very far, and takes in a multitude of objects.
The coming of spring procures us a thousandnew
pleasures : the beauty and perfume of the flowers ;

the singing of the birds ; and every where the
cheerful prospect of mirth and pleasure. Most
earthly hopes are attended- with anxieties; but
that of spring is as satisfactory as it is innocent
and :pure; for Nature seldom deceives us. On
the contrary, her presents generally surpass our
expectations, both in number and quality. Let
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us, "therefore, in these boisterous March days, give
ourselves up entirely to the sweet hope of spring,
and the joy it inspires. It is a great blessing of

Providence, that, in all the changes of seasons,
and the vicissitudes of life, we can still nourish

hope in our hearts. Winter, which now draws
iiear its end, would have been infinitely move me
lancholy without this comfortable prospect. En-

couraged by the hope of spring, we have patient-

ly borne the inconvenience of cold and bad wea-

ther, and are now on the point of seeing that hope
abundantly realized. A few more disagreeable

days, and the sky will become serene, the air

milder, the sun will revive nature, and the earth

will re-assume its ornaments.
O most merciful God! I return Thee thanks for

these sources ofjoy and comfort which Thou hast

opened to us, to soften the evils of life. With
what goodness throwest Thou a veil over the fu-

ture evils which are to happen 5 while, on the

contrary, Thou givest a distinct view of the bless-

ings and pleasures designed us. Without hope,
the earth would be a vale of misery, and onr lives

.a series of sorrow and pain. But Thou hast given
us hope, as an agreeable companion through our

;pilgrimage. When all around us is gloomy, it

opens for us a cheerful prospect of futurity,' which
-revives, and enables us to walk with content

through -the sorrowful paths of 1 ife. How often,

'O heavenly Father ! hast Thou not thus raised my
dejected heart, and strengthened my courage
when ready to fail me? I bless Thee for every

: ray of hope which has animated my soul; for

every blessing received, and for all those here-

-after reserved for me. What words, indeed, can.

^express the great hopes I may indulge as a Chris-

tian ? .Praised be thy mercy, O Divine Redeemer'!

which'has entitled me to hope'a felicity, not con-

.-fined \vithin-the narrow;limits of this life. Praise

,/be to Tb.ee forthe blessed hop* Thou hast given
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as of eternity. What would, this life be without it!

What would be the happiness of this world, if

we could not enjoy the. delightful hope of eyerr .

lasting life, of eternal happiness! Since we have
this glorious hope, ought we- not to reckon as no-,

thing the evils of this world:?; What.matter how
long and severe the, winter of ou.r Jives 1 Let us^,

hope for spring. Let us. await the renewal and

perfection of existence in the world to come.-

MARCH X.

The White Frost.

IT is very usual, at this season, for the bushes,
and other things exposed to the open air, to ap-

pear as if they were covered with sugar. Ther

hoar or white frost is only frozen vapours, which;
lose their fluidity from the bodies 'they touch.

There falls a dew every day, however impercep-
tible it may be. It is heat only which can render
it fluid, but it is very easy for a, body to lose its,

warmth, particularly when it is thin and deli- v

cate, aud happens to touch bodies much colder,

than itself. In the cold nights of spring, the.
bushes umst lose more heat than thicker branches.*,
It is consequently natural that the little twigs

'

should be covered with frost when the others are
free from it. When the dew fixes on bodies con-

siderably colder than itself, it communicates its

beat to them immediately; and, of course, the,

dew, having lost the cause of its fluidity, its parU
connect, draw close, and form a light coat of ice. .

If to those vapours ready to freeze, there join
others not yet so, the latter instantly lose theic,

fluidity, and settling irregularly on the former, or
near them, altogether form what is called the.

:

:

hoar-frost. It is therefore easy to comprehend, :

how it sometimes happens, that our hair* and, the j
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hair of animals, is covered with frost. The per-
spiration and exhalation of the mouth and nose,
if they settle on hair, and are exposed to the cold
air, occasion this sort of congelation. It is in

the same way that we can account for the shining
threads often seen in winter on buildings. If the
walls are cold to a certain degree, the watery
vapours which are settled on them, condense and
freeze. But when the cold is extreme, and it

freezes hard, this effect does not follow, because
Ihe vapours are already frozen in the air; and sup-

posing even that they light upon the wall, they can-
not remain there, because they only touch it with
some of tlieir parts. However, it sometimes hap-

pens in hard frosts, that the walls become white
as if covered with snow ; but it is a certain proof
that the severity of the cold is going to abate.

Here, again, let us acknowledge the wise and
beneficent views of our Creator. In his hand,
and under his direction, all the effects of nature,
at every season, tend towards the general good
and the fertility of the earth; and since every
phenomenon, in each link of the great chain of

creation, contributes to the perfection of the

whole, is it not reasonable to acknowledge the
minutest parts, and to celebrate, with grateful

hearts, every blessing he bestows upon us?

MARCH XI.

Variety ofMeans which contribute to the Fertility

of Nature.

- THE wisdom of Providence makes use of several
means to render the corporeal world fruitful.

Sometimes the clouds fall in rain, in order to

purify the air from hurtful vapours, to soften the

earth, and give it new nourishing juices. At
other times* when the earth is deprived of the
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blessings of rain, a soft: dew moistens and renders
the earth fruitful, and revives the feeble plants

ready to wither. God has ordained that each sea-

son should have peculiar means of enriching the
earth. The snow, which in winter covered our
fields and meadows, not only served to guard the
earth from the severe cold, but, by means of the

salts with which it is mixed, contributed also to

the fertility of the land. The frequent storms

that are felt in spring preserve the air from cor-

ruption, dry the earth, and disperse the rain over
the.whole surface of the globe. What benign in-

fluence have they also upon the earth in making
it fruitful, though, during summer, they excite

the terror of timid and fearful people! "With

every thunder-shower the Creator spreads his pre-
cious blessings on the earth. One may, without

extravagance, maintain with certainty, that there
is no revolution in the air, or on the earth, which
does not, direct!}' or indirectly, contribute to the

fertility of our globe. Each season brings back
the phenomena peculiar to it; and each phenome-
non of nature produces effects, the happy-influ-
ence of which is more or less visible. Even those

plagues, which cause the entire destruction of
certain countries, are only particular evils, which
contribute to fulfil beneficent views, as there re-

sult from them advantages to the world, when
considered in the whole.
In all times and places I acknowledge thy ten-

der care, and the elfects of thy mercy, O all wise
and beneficent Creator ! Lord of all times and sea-

sons! Thy praise rises from the orbit of the earth

up to the heaven of heavens! Our globe rolls in

the starry space, sometimes sown with flowers,
sometimes covered with snow ; here'adorned with
vineSf there crowned with ears of corn. It sings

'

thy praises, and joins its notes with the harmony
of the spheres. When the snow and ice change
our fields into deserts; when the tempest roars in
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the winds; when thy lightnings make mortals
tremble ; when the rivers, leaving their beds,
overflow countries; when all the. elements seem-
to conspire the destruction, of the world; it is

then that thou preparest for the inhabitants of the
earth health, joy, peace, and plenty.
Here t represent to myself the different means

by which (if I may use the expression) God ren-

ders the moral world fruitful. In order to lead

mankind to a sense of their destination, to.a horror
of sin, and to the practice of virtue, God some-
times makes .use of violent, and sometimes ofmild
methods. Sometimes he thinks proper to punish
the sinner severely, to lay heavy judgments, and
of a long duration, upon him, in order to. awaken
him from his slumber. He speaks to hardened
hearts, as to the Israelites on Mount Sinai, with

lightnings, as with a voice of thunder. "With

others he makes use of opposite measures: he
endeavours to snatch them from vice and vanity,
and, to draw them to him by the gentle ways of

blessings and goodness. I am of this a living wit-

ness; and I acknowledge, O Lord! to the praise
of thy mercy, that thou hast done every thing to

lead me to Thee. Sometimes it has pleased Thee
to lay thy heavy hand upon me, and to humble

my pride with chastisement. Thou hast sent me
sickness, and other misfortunes, to lead me to re-

flect upon my errors. At other limes, Thou hast
endeavoured to draw me by milder ways: thou
hast loaded me with blessings; and thy mercies,
like the refreshing rains of spring, have fallen

abundantly upon me. But what hast Thou ob-

tained from me, in giving me so many means of

grace
1

?. Have I borne the fruit which a good soil

never refuses when the sky is favourable to it?

Alas ! my heart was. like a rock which no thunder

could move, no rain could soften. Hitherto most
of the means Thou hast used have been fruitless:

"but will they always be sol No. It is time to be
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more docile, more obedient. The longer I defer

my repentance, the more my sins and follies will

increase, and the more difficult it will lie to ba-

nish them from my heart. I ask but one 'favour,
O my God! it is, that Thou wilt never cease to

assist my conversion. Thou mayest either inti-

midate me by threats, or encourage me by thy
jpromises ; lead me to Thee by the rigours of pn-
nishment, or by the persuasion ofmercies. I bless,
-before hand, all the means of sal ration Thou may-
est choose : only grant that I may return to Thee,
and become fruitful in good works.

MAUCH XII. \

The Advantages the Sea procures us.

A SUPERFICIAL glance cast oh our globemight
give reason to think there is not a just proportion
of water and of land. At first sight it appears as
if the immense quantity of water, which, takes up
so great a part of it, was inconsistent with the idea
we ought to have of the Divine Wisdom and Good
ness. We fancy it might be more advantageous
if the Creator had changed into firm land th

enormous space which comprehends the oceai

the seas, the lakes, and rivers. But in this, as i

a thousand others things, we only shew our igno
ranee and want ofjudgment.

If the ocean ,was reduced to 'half what it is,

could only produce half the vapours -it exhales

consequently, we could not have so many river

and the earth woulcL not be sufficiently watered
for the quantity of the waters which rise -is i

proportion to the surface of the sea, and the hes

which draws them. Thus the Creator has wise!

ordained, that the sea should be large enough t

furnish, the necessary vapours -for watering th
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earth, which would not have been possible, if it

had filled a less space. The sea, then, has been
made a general reservoir of the waters, in order
that the heat of the sun should draw vapours from
it, which afterwards fall in rain, or, when they
gather at the tops ofmountains, become sources of
rivers. Ifthe extent ofthe sea was more confined,
.there would be many more deserts and barren

countries, because there would fall less rain, and
there would be fewer rivers. What would be-
come of the advantages which result from com-
merce, if that great heap of water did not exist?
God did not design that one part of the globe
should be totally independent of the other. On
the contrary, he designed that there should be in-

tercourse among all the people of the earth. It

was for that purpose he intermixed it with seas,
in order to open a communication between those
at the greatest distance from each other. How
could we bring over our riches and treasures, if

we had no other means but horses and carriages?
How could commerce go on, if navigation did not

open unto us the easiest way : in this division of
water and laud on our globe, I can see a new
proof of the wisdom and goodness of the Creator.

However distant I may be from the sea, I daily
experience the happy effects of it.

Oh ! why are we not still more grateful to God
for this blessing ! The knowledge of his adorable

attributes, which the earth and seas impress upon
us, ought it not to excite us to glorify his holy
Name? Yes, Lord, my heart is disposed to ren-

der the thanks due unto Thee; assist me, by thy
Holy Spirit, that my gratitude may be acceptable
to Thee. Perhaps I am not as sensible of this

blessing as I ought. Other people, possibly, feel

the value of it more than I do. But, were not

any people to remember thy mercies, the sea it-

self would bear testimony of thy power, and be
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the herald of thy wondrous goodness : for all thy
creatures, the sea, the earth, and all its inhabi-

tants, celebrate thy praise.

MARCH XIII.

The Difference between Animals and Plants.

' THE difference between animals and plants is

so great, and so visible, that it requires but a very
slight observation to be convinced of it. Undoubt-

edly, one remarkable difference consists in the

animals having the faculty of moving and chang-
ing place, a faculty of which the vegetables are

totally deprived. A mucli more essential differ-

ence is the faculty of feeling, which cannot be
denied to animals, while it cannot be granted to

plants. To this must be added, the manner of

being nourished, which is still another distinction

between them. Animals, by means of exterior

organs, are capable of choosing their proper food ;

plants, on the contrary, are obliged to lake what,
nourishment the earth affords, without'any choice.

This is given them from the moisture of the earth, .

and by the action of the veins in the leaves, which
pump and draw in the nourishing juices with
which the air is filled. The number of species is

much greater in the animal than in,the vegetable
kingdom. In the insects alone there may, per-
haps, be a greater number of classes (taking in
those which can only be seen with a microscope)
than there are of visible plants on the surface of
the globe ; neither have the animals such coufor-

mity with each other as the plants have, whose
resemblance makes it difficult to class them.
Another circumstance, which marks the differ-

ence between the two kingdoms, is the manner
in which they propagate, very distinct from each
other, notwithstanding the accidental similarity
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found between them. Who can avoid, observing;
another remarkable , difference, as to the place,
where they live? The earth is the only pJacCi;

where plants can grow and multiply; most of
them rise above its surface, and are fastened lo

the soil by roots more or less strong. Others are

entirely under ground. A small number grow in

the water ; but, in order to live, it is necessary
they should lake root in the earth. Animals, on
the contrary, are less limited in place. An innu-
merable multitude people the surface and the
interior parts of the earth. Some inhabit the
bottom of the sea. Others live in the waters, at

a considerable depth. Many live in the air,' in

vegetables, in the bodies of men and animals, iu

fluid matter, and also in stones. If we consider
animals and plants, in respect to size, we shall

find still a striking difference. Between the size

of a whale and that of a mite, the distinction is

much greater than between the highest oak and a.

bit of moss. Lastly, it is particularly in the form
of animals and plants, that the general and most,

striking difference subsists. Most of the latter

have, in that respect, so distinct a character, that

it is impossible to confound them with vegetables.

However, let us not imagine we have perfectly
discovered the limits which divide the animal
from the vegetable kingdom, or that we have
found out all that distinguishes them. Nature,
to diversify her works, makes use of almost im-

perceptible shades. In the chain of beings, per-
fection increases successively, and rises by mil-

lions of degrees, so that a more perfect species
differs very little from that which preceded it;

How narrow are the bounds wlijch separate t^ie

plant from the animal! There are plants which
appear sensible, and animals which seem de-

prived of sensation. Nothing proves this better
.

than the discoveries made in coral. Formerly it

was supposed that corals were sea plants, but now.
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there are strong reasons for .placing them among
animals ; for, what was theivtakeu Co** a flower,
has proved to be really an animal. Tims every
order of creatures rises insensibly to, perfection,

by numberless degrees. -The more observations;
are made, the more reason is there to be conyinc-,
ed that it is impossible to fix the exact limits of the,

three kingdoms, the mineral, the vegetable, and.
animal ; and that amongst most creatures there is

more conformity than dissimilarity. Jt is at least

certain, that the limits which divide the most per-
fect creatures, from those that are a degree less

so, become at last imperceptible to understand-

ings so limited as ours. These observations ought
to convince us that the world, with all the crea-

tures it contains, is the work of an. infinite Being.
So much harmony and such differences, so much
variety with so much uniformity, can only pro-
ceed from the Almighty, omniscient, and perfect
Being, who created the universe, and all that is

in. it. Let our hearts rise towards him. Let us

go from the stone to the plant, from the plant to

the brute, from the brute to man, and from man
to the heavenly spirits ; then take .pur flight to-

wards the everlasting, incommensurable Being/
the Creator of the world, the Preserver of plants,
the Protector of animals, the Father of mankind,
the King of spirits. Measure, if possible, mea-
sure his greatness, and trylo sound the depths of
his wisdom. Thrice holy God! created beings
are too weak to know thy works. They are im-
mense : and to tell them all, would be to be infi-

nite like Thee. Therefore, the less capable we
are of conceiving how far the wisdom of God. ex-'

tends, the more we ought to reflect on his great-
ness! and, above all, to imitate his goodness as
much as is in our power. We see that no crea-

ture is deprived of the merciful care of the Lord.
It is extended to the stone and the plant, as well
as lo men and animals. In his sight (in some
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respects) there is no distinction : his mercy is over
all his works. Let us, in this also, endeavour to
imitate our Maker. We fill, it is true, a distin-

guished rank among created beings; but let us
take care not to be cruel or tyrannical towards
creatures who appear to be inferior to us. Let us
rather endeavour to enjoy, with gratitude and mo-
deration, all those designed by God for our use.

MARCH XIV.

The Uniformity and Variety in the Woi'ks of
Nature.

THE sky over our heads, and the earth under
our feet, remain always the same, from age to

age ; and yet they afford us, now and then, spec-
tacles as varied as they are magnificent. Some-
times the sky is covered with clouds, sometimes
serene, sometimes blue, and sometimes of differ-

ent colours. The darkness of night, and the light
of noon day, the dazzling light of the sun, and
the paler light 'of the moon, succeed each other

regularly. The immeasurable space of the hea-
vens appears sometimes a desert, and sometimes
strewed with an infinite number of stars. To how
many changes and revolutions also is our earth

subject? For some months uniform, and without

ornaments, the severity of the winter robbed it

of its beauty; the spring renews its youth; sum-
liier will shew it still more rich and beautiful ;

and, in some months after, autumn will pour
upon us every sort of fruit. "What variety also

on our globe between one country and another!'

Here, a fiat level country presents us plains be-

yond the limits of sight; there, high mountains
rise crowned with forests; at their feet fertile val-

leys are watered with brooks and rivers. Here

gulphs and precipices ; there* slill lakes ; and, far-
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ther off, impetuous torrents. On every side is

seen a variety which pleases the' eye, and opens
the heart to sensations of pure and sweet delight.
This same assemblage of uniformity and variety
is found in all the vegetables on our globe. They
take from their common mother all the same na-

ture, and the same food : they have all the same
manner of springing up and growing: yet, what
a prodigious difference between a bfade of grass
and an oak ! AH together are ranged under cer-

tain classes. Those of the same species are indeed

very like one another; and yet what differences

we see in them ! It is the same in respect to ani-

mals. The wisdom of the Creator has divided
them also into classes ; and whatever variety
there is in them, they still preserve essential re-

semblances. There is even a certain degree of

conformity between man and the lowest class of
animals. However superior man may be to

animals in many respects, has he not, in com-
mon with them, and even with plants, the same
means of food ? Is it not the sun, the air, the

earth, and water, which provides it for them all

alike? The plants grow, ripen, fade, and die;
and those laws of nature extend to animals, and
even to mankind. Ifwe next examine the variety
of the human species, what an astonishing assem-

blage ofconformity and diversity ! Human nature,
in all times, and among all people, is ever the
same ; and yet we find, that, of this innumerable
multitude of men spread over the earth, each in-

dividual has a form peculiar to himself, particu-
lar talents and countenance, which, to a certain

degree, serve to distinguish him from any other.
It seems as if the wisdom of the Creator chose to

vary, in the highest degree, all his works, as far as
was compatible with the essential construction

peculiar to each species. All the creatures on our
globe are divided into three classes, minerals, ve-

getables, and animals. These classes divide into
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kinds; the kinds into numberless sorts of indi-

viduals.
'

From thence it is, that there is no rea-

tore on ear tli alone, or without resemblance to its

'own species. There is no species which hastiot

some connection with others, or a general affinity

wit'h the rest d'f the world. From this assemblage
of uniformity and diversity (which is of infinite

extent) derive the order and beauty -of the uni-

verse. The- difference between the countries of
our globe proves the wisdom of the Most High,
who chose that each being should have its certain

place, and has so fixed their destination, that it

would -be impossible to change the connection or

distinction he has made between them. Even the

^minutest works of nature, such as only can be seen

through a microscope, discover such union and

variety together, as must necessarily raise our
'souls to the contemplation of the infinite wisdom
of the Creator.

MARCH XV.

: Seeds.

ALL vegetables spring from seeds; but 'the

-greater number of these are not sown, and are
even invisible to us. It is nature that disperses

:them. With this view, she has furnished some
'seeds with a sort of light down, or little feathers,
-which serve as wings for the wind to carry them
-away, and spread them every where. Other seeds
'are small and heavy enough to fall perpendicu-
larly on the earth, and to sink themselves into it.

'Others, of a larger or lighter sort, which might
be carried away by the wind, have one or more
little hooks to catch andjprevent them from going
too far from their place. There are some inclosed
in elastic cases, which (as soon as they are touch-

ed, or acquire a certain degree either of dryness
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: or :moisture) are driven or cast to more convenient
distances. And, what is still more admirable, is,

'that nature seems to have given to some birds

the 'care of planting trees. They sow the nuts,

which afterwards shoot and grow. Ravens 'have

been thns sent to plant oaks: and this is their me-
thod : they make a hole with their bill, ancl drop
an-a'corn into it, which they 'afterwards-cover with
'earth and moss. It must not be supposed they do
all this with an intention to -plant trees. It is in-

stinct alone which prompts them. They bury the

acorn for their food.' It shoots, and becomes an
oak. Many seeds, by their agreeable taste and
smell, invite the birds to swallow them ; and thus

transport them here and there, and render them
fruitful by the heat of-their bowels. After having
kept them some time on their stomachs, they let

theui fall on the igrbund, where they take root,

.shoot, -blossom, and produce new seeds.

Let us here admire the wise and tender care of

Providence. If .'the sowing of seeds in meadows
and forests had 'been entirely left to mankind, in

what a had condition wp.ufd they be! Observe,
how, at the return of spring, the grass and -flowers

spring up, and adorn the earth, without our hav-

ing in any degree contributed towards it. Ten-
der andinerciful Father ! how great is thy love

"

'towards thy creatures ! and how admirable is thy
-wisdom ! But this is not all that is to be admired
in respect to seeds. It is remarkable that the
.whole .plant, however great it may be, is all con-
icealed in the narrow space of the seed. The ivhole
trunk of the oak, its leaves, branches, and root,
are already in the acorn. As the preservation
.and propagation of all species depend greatly on
the .seed, the Creator has taken care: to iprotect
:it sufficiently. The plants which remain all the

vyear in the ground, how carefully are their bios-

.soms and seeds inclosed during winter in the buds,
where they are well protected, and covered with
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close coats of curious texture*; -As for those plants
which cannot bear the cold of winter, they are

preserve^ under ground by their roots or fruit,

till the mild warmth of spring makes them bud

again. Some seeds are lodged in the middle of
the fruit; others in pods and shells, and some in

wooden cases and cods. But every seed is pro-
tected and preserved in the manner most suitable

to its nature. Every where we may. trace the
Divine Creator. The minutest works of nature

prove his.wisdom and goodness.

MARCH XVI.

"Of the Size and Distance of the Sun.

IF we had never been thoroughly sensible of
the extreme smallness of our globe, and our own
nothingness, perhaps we should feel it in a strong
manner, by reflecting -on that immense body
xwhich communicates light and heat, not only
to our earth, but also to a multitude of other
worlds. The sun is almost in the centre of the

planetary system, and, in some degree, monarch
of sixteen worlds ; for the six planets of the first

magnitude, and the ten secondary planets, are'

only worlds, which receive their light, heat, and
inward motion, from the sun. This alone is suffi-

cient to prove the prodigious size of it, which is

still more confirmed by its being visibly great,

notwithstanding the immense distance it is from
ns. : But there can remain no doubt, if we admit
the calculation andmeasures of astronomers ; the
result of which is, that the diameter of the sun is

at least an hundred times larger than that of the
earth ; and consequently the globe of the sun must
be at least a million of times larger than ours.- The
astronomers vary in opinion as to its distance : but,
in drawing a line between the greatest and least
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that they suppose, it must be twenty-two thousand
half diameters of the earth. Now, the half dia-

meter of the earth is eight hundred arid fifty Ger-

man leagues. This diameter is perfectly suited

to the effects of the sun,.and its influence upon us.

Some planets are nearer to it: but if our earth

were in. their situation, it would be reduced to

ashes. Other planets are so far from it, that if our

globe was at an equal distance, it would be en-

veloped in a frightful and perpetual darkness, and
would not be habitable. We have reason, how-
ever, to believe, that those worlds which are
more or less near the sun than we are, have been

adapted by the Creator for inhabitants. Either
their constitution or their atmosphere being dif-

ferent from ours, or the inhabitants, being of
another nature, are enabled to support the ex-

tremes of heat and cold. But, perhaps, what has

just been said of the size and distance of the sun

may appear exaggerated. For our eye sees no-

thing so large as the earth we inhabit. It is to

that we compare the sun, which is a million of
times larger. It appears small to us at such a
distancej and from thence -we are tempted to be-
lieve ou'F eyes rather than our reason. If God
had placed us on a planet, which, in comparison
of the earth, was as small as the earth is in com-
parison of the sun, the size of the earth would
appear as improbable to us as that of the SUB
does. It is not wonderful, then, that we should
be struck with astonishment, in reflecting on the
size and distance of that body. But it was* not

merely to excite our admiration, that God placed
it in the heavens. This admiration ought to make
us look up to the great Being, who is the Creator,
the Guide, and Preserver of the sun. In compa-
rison of his greatness, the greatness of the sun is

but a speck ; and its brightness but a shadow,
compared to the dazzling splendour of the Lord.

Vol. I. - I
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What must be the greatness, the power, and glory
of him who created the sun? Let us try to pursue
this idea ; let us dwell ou it ; aud we shall find it

infinitely more incomprehensible than the size of
the suu. If the earth is so small, in comparison
of that globe of fire, how inexpressibly little must
it be in comparison of the Lord 1 If there is such
immense space between the san and earth, what
an inconceivable distance must there be between
s and infinity !

" Who is like unto thee, O Lord I

Who can be compared to Thee ! No praise can
equal thy greatness : no understanding, however
sublime, can reach that height. O Thou, the life

and light of every being! splendour, majesty, and
glory, surround Thee. Thou deekest thyself with

light, as it were with a garment." Let it be our
constant employment to praise the Lord, every
time we feel the salutary effects of the son, which
is the master-piece of his hands. Let this testi-

mony of the greatness of God, which we every
moment feel, teach us how worthy he is to be
adored; how tender the mercies with which he
watches ovev us j and how greatly he merits our-

whole love and confidence. But, in admiring the

sun; let us not forget to think of our Divine Re-
deemer , that Sun of righteousness, who visited

us in our distress, and whose light brings us health
and salvation. The effects of his grace are as

necessary to our salvation, as those of the sun are

to our natural life. We should 'be plunged into

a night of the greatest obscurity, into a night of

sin and despair, if he had not, by his blessed re-

demption, brought light,, consolation, and righte-
ousness into tke world.
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MARCH XVII.

^ .

.We imperfect Knowledge we have, pf Nature.

WHY has not the Creator. given us faculties

for. a more profound knowledge of the corporeal
world? The liraitsof; our. understanding, in,

this

respect, seem to be 'directly contrary to, the encl

that he has proposed. He requires that we should
know his perfections and magnify .his Name.
But the true means of being better acquainted
with his glorious attributes, and to magnify them
more worthily, would it not be by giving ns a
more perfect knowledge of the works of the crea-

tion 1 It appears to me, as if I could so much the

better admire the greatness of the Supreme Bering,
and contribute so much the more effectually to

the glorification of his holy Name, if I were
able to take in the whole, to know the perfection
of each part, to discover, all the laws and springs
of nature. If I at present admire the infinite

greatness of God, while I only know a part of
his works, what would my sentiments be, how-

should I be absorbed in the meditation of his

glorious attributes! With what profound vene-
ration should I not adore him, if I could pene-
trate farther into the knowledge of. nature, and
could better explain all its springs I .But, per-

haps, I am mistaken in this opinion; at least, it

is certain that, since God has not thought pro.
per to give me a deeper knowledge of nature, I
must glorify him in proportion to my powers,
more than 1 should have done in the other case.

Ought I to be surprised that, in my present stateV
I cannot discover the first principles of nature.
The organs ofmy senses are too weak to penetrate
into the source of things, and I cannot form to my-
self a corporeal idea of objects which nyy senses

"'
' '

'
' ' "'""
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are not able to discern. Now, there are an infi-

nite number of things in the world which my
senses cannot distinguish. When I try to represent
to myself the infinitely great, and the infinitely
small in nature, my imagination is lost. When
I reflect on the swiftness of light, my senses are
not able to follow such velocity. And when I try
to form to myself an idea of the veins and circula-

tion of blood, in those animals whose bodies are
said to be a million of times smaller than a grain
of sand, I feel, most sensibly, the weakness of the
faculties of my soul. Now, as nature rises from
the infinitely small to the infinitely great, is it won-
derful that I cannot discover the true principles of
it? But, suppose God had given us knowledge
and sagacity enough to take in the whole chain of
the universe, so that we might penetrate the in-

ward recesses ofnature, and distinctly discover all

its laws, what would be the consequence ? It is

true we should have an opportunity of admiring,
in its fall extent, the wisdom of God in his plan,

of the world ; but this, admiration would not last

long. Most men, from their inconstancy, admire

things no longer than while they appear above
their conception. If we had a clear distinct idea

of the whole system of the creation, perhaps we
should think ourselves capable of forming a plan
like it. In a word, perhaps we should not be sen*

sible of the infinite distance between the Creator

and us, and, consequently, not give him the glory
due unto him. We have, therefore,,no reason to

complain of our imperfect knowledge of nature.

We, ought rather to bless trod for it. If the na-

ture of things was more known to. us, perhaps we
should not be so touched with gratitude towards
X3od as we are at present ; perhaps we should not

liave so much pleasure in the contemplation of

his works. But, at present, that we have only
learned the first rudiments of the book of na-

ture, we feel, not only the greatness of our Crea-
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tor; bat our own insignificancei
: Each observa-

tion, each discovery we make, fills us with HCAT

admiration of the power and wisdom of God.

We more and more wish to reach those blessed

regions, where we shall have a more perfect

knowledge of his works. .

MARCH XVIII. /

Use of Vegetables.

WHEN I consider the great number and variety
-

of vegetables, I discover, in this circumstance, as
in every thing else, the beneficent views of my
Creator. What indeed could he propose, by cover-

ing the earth with so many different herbs, plants,
and fruits, but the advantage and happiness of his
creatures 1 There are so great a number, and such

variety of plants, that they already reckon above

thirty thousand species of them, and every day
there are new species and new classes found.
Their increase is infinite, for example, who
would not be astonished tbat a single grain of
wheat should produce two thousand others, and
that a single seed of- poppy should multiply to

such a degree, that, in two or three years, a
whole field might be sowed with it. Can we sup-
pose that God bad not the advantage of his crea-
tures in view when he ordained this prodigious
increase of plants 1 There can remain no doubt of
the Creator's intention, if we consider the use
made of vegetables from the remotest times. Do
not plants and fruit furnish us every day with the
most wholesome nourishing food 1

? '-Do we not

mostly owe our clothes, houses, and furniture, to
the vegetable world j There is no part of plants
that has not its use. The- roots, furnish medica-

ments; 'they serve for food and fuel, to make,
pitch, dyes, and all sorts of utensils. Ofwood they
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make charcoal, buildings, fires, medicines, papers,

dyes, and a vast number of instruments. The
bark even lias its utility in medicine, in tanning,
&c. The ashes serve to^naanuVe and improve the

ground, to bleach cloth*; to make saltpetre, and*

they make use of potashes in dyeing. Ilosin is

useful to painters: pitch and tar are made of it.

They make use of turpentine in medicine ; "hard
rosin to varnish, to solder, to rub the bow-strings
of musical instruments, in. order to make them
more sonorous; and they use mastic in perfumes.
Flowers please and delight, both by their colour
and smell. They serve as medicine, and are par-

ticularly useful in furnishing bees with wax and

honey. The fruits, which ripen by degrees, serve
for our food, and are eaten either raw, baked,
dried, or preserved. But vegetables are not for

the use of man alone. They are of still greater
use to animals, most of which have no' other
food. The reason there are so many fields, and so

. great variety of herbs and plants, is, th.?t all the

different animals may find their proper foodj.

Where, O Heavenly Father ! can expressions
be found to celebrate thy goodness? Who can

reckon all the blessings the vegetable world affords

us? _It is at least manifest that all the arrange-
merits Thou hast made, in this respect, tend to

the use of all thy creatures. Thou hast provided
for the wants of every individual. Thou hast as-

signed to each the plant most proper for its food

and preservation. There is not a plant upon earth

that has not its purpqse and use. What senti-

ments, therefore, of gratitude and veneration,

ought we not to feel, at the sight of a country, a

meadow, a field 1 Here thy beneficent cares have
united all that is necessary for the support and

enjoyment of the inhabitants of the earth. Here,
Q God! Thouopenest thy hands, and satisfiest the

desire of every living creature. Here every herb

and flower, each tree that grows, teaches us thy
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mercy.. I will neither be deaf nor insensible to
this persuasive voice,;,! will relish, I. will enjoy
thy goodness. 1 will, Diore and more, place my
whole trust in Thee.

MARCH XIX.

The Construction of the Hitman Heart.

WITH what wonderful and inimitable art is

that tnusculous body constructed, which; is situ-

ated in the cavity of the breast, and is called the

heart? Its form is something like an obtuse py-
ramid, and it is so placed that the point inclines

a little to the left side. Its substance appears to

be a series of fleshy fibres, interwoven with infi-

nite art, in such a manner that the external fibres

extend from the left side of the heart towards the

right, and the internal fibres from the right side

towards the left. -This intestine has within it two
cavities, called ventricles, separated from one an-
other by a fleshy partition. In that there is a vein,
which conducts the blood of the upper parts of
the body into the right ventricle of the heart ;

another which btings back the blood from the
lower parts into that same cavity; an artery which
sends it from thence into the lungs ; another vein,

through which it runs from the lungs into the
left ventricle, from whence it is sent .over the
whole body through the great artery. On the -one

side of the right ventricle is, a sort of muscnlons

bag, which is called the auricle of the heart, and
which receives theblood before it has entered the

right ventricle. Another auricle, not less useful,

.hangs at the left ventricle, that the blood may
stop there during a new contraction. All the

'

blood passes through the heart. It continually

goes in and out; and, by the contraction of this

intestine, it is sent into every part of the human
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body, and circulates through/all the veins. When
even all the other members of the body are at

rest, the heart is in perpetual motion, from the

first moment of life to the last. In a state of

health, the heart contracts itself at least 60 times

in a minute, and, consequently, 36,000 times in an.

hour ; and at each beating of the pulse it throws
out about two ounces of blood. The force it must
make use of to do so is not small; For, in order,
to throw out the blood, so that it should reach

only as far as two feet in the great artery, the

heart must resist a weight of nine hundred stone,

and consequently in twenty-four hours a resistance
of sixteen millions stone weight.
All these things are equally admirable and in-

comprehensible. They lead us to cry out, with
wonder and astonishment, How great is our Di-

vine Creator ! Who can describe his glory !

MARCH XX.

The Change of Seasons.

IN the warmest climates, as well as in the cold-

est, there are but two seasons of the year really
different. The coldest countries have summer
about four months; during which the heat is very
great, occasioned by the length ofthe days. Their
winter lasts eight months. Spring and autumn,
are scarce perceptible there ; because, in a very
few days, an extreme heat succeeds an extreme
cold; and, on the contrary, the great heats are im-

mediately followed by the most severe cold. The
hottest countries have a dryand burning season for
seven or eight months. Afterwards corned rain,
which lasts four or five months ; and this rainy
season makes the difference between the summer
and winter. It is only in temperate climates
that there are four seasons, really different, in the
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year. The summer heats gradually decrease; s0;

that the autumnal fruits have time to ripen by de-_

grees, without being hurt by the cold of winter.

In the same manner, in spring, the plants have
time to shoot, and grow insensibly, without being

destroyed by late frosts, or too much hastened by
early heats. In Europe, these four seasons -are

most .perceptible; and .particularly in Italy, and
in the south of Francef By degrees, as we ad-

vance towards the north, or towards the south,

the spring, and autumn are less marked. From
the middle of May to St. John's day, it rains less

frequently ; after which, the violent rains return,
and continue to the end of January. The months
of February and April are generally very uncer-
tain weather. If the melted snow and rains re*

mained on the ground, without falling away or

evaporating, the water would annually rise to the

height of a foot and three quarters in mostcqun.
tries. This change of seasons deserves our admi;
ration. It cannot be attributed to .chance ; .foe

in fortuitous events there can neither be order
nor constancy;. Now, in every .country through-'
out the world, the seasons succeed each other
with the same regularity as the nights and days,
.and change the appearance of the earth precisely
at the appointed time. We see it successively
.adorned, sometimes with herbs and leaves, some-
times with flowers, sometimes with fruit. After-

wards it is stripped of all .its ornaments, till spring
returns, and, in some degree, revives it. Spring,
summer, and autumn, provide food for men, and
animals, in giving them abundance of fruit. And
though nature appears dead .in winter, that sea-

son is not without its blessings ; for it moistens
and fertilizes the earth, and, by that preparation,
makes it fit to produce its plants and fruits in due
season. ~

Awake, O my soul! to praise and bless tlij

God and Benefactor. It is now that begins agaii
1
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that charming season, which opens such a agree-
able prospect before us, and makes amends for

the sad winter days that are past. The spring ap-
preaches every day, and with a itHhousand plea-
sures and innumerable blessings. How many have
Wished to live to see the renewal- of nature, and
to recover, in the fine days ofspring, from all they
had suffered during winter. But they have not
had the consolation to see this day, and their

lives were ended before the winter was over.
More favoured than many millions of my fellow*

creatures, who have been carried off by death, I

still live 4ind may indulge the joy with which
spring inspires me. But how often have I seen
this season, without thinking of the goodness of

my Creator, without opening my heart to grati-

tude and love? And perhaps this is the last spring
I shall see upon earth. Perhaps, before the equi-
nox returns, I shall be in my grave. Let this

thought lead me to feel, so much the more sensi-

bly, 'the happiness granted me; to be the more
touched with the goodness of my Creator ; to en-

joy, with more circumspection, the pleasures of

Spring; and to redeem -with more care, every
moment of this transitory life.

There is another reflection which the change
.of the seasons' may give rise to. As the seasons

- succeed in nature, so do they in the course of our

lives, but with this difference, that those which
are past never return. Ro longer is it that

spring of my youth, which beauty, sprightliness;

and the graces, attend. .The summer and autumn
of life, seasons in which I ought to shew fruits of

maturity to the world, every day approach. It

is very uncertain whether I shall attain the win-

ter ofold age. Perhaps I may die in the vigour
ef life. Thy will be done, O Lord ! Provided I

persist to the end in faith, virtue, and piety,"iriy
life (however short it may be) will always be long

happy enough.
' :
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MARCH. XXI. -

* '

. Several things which appear to be of no Use.

IF there is a Avise Providence which >governt
.the world, it seems as if it should extend even t<

,the minutest things, and the most trifling events

jn order that nothing should be without its mani
fest use. But, how many useless things 'are then
in the world? The north wind blasts and disperse.
the blossoms of the trees; they wither, arid an
useless. Seeds, which might have produced nev

plants, perish without yielding fruit. Innume
rable multitudes of insects are not only useless

but are even hurtful to man, to beasts, and t

vegetables. Many men and animals do nomor
than shew themselves upon the.,earth, and sud

.denly disappear. Others are born deformed am
monstrous, or become impotent... How many fa

culties and talents are lost, for .want of an oppoi
tunity to make use of them! How many goo
projects and useful undertakings fail, before the

arrive at maturity ! Could all this be, if a Bein

infinitely wise governed this world ? Whoev
dare question God and his providence, have the

.then, a sufficient knowledge of all: things, an
their connection with each other, to be able

^ay, with, certainty, This^answ.ers no purpos<
this is. absolutely useless. Let us never forg<
howweak and limited our understandings are". Oi

duty is to keep a respectful silence; to ador
..and not to criticise, the works of the Lord; ,wl
has given so many proofs of his wisdom,xjn
infinite number of things, the use of which- a
.-well known to us. Let us also consider that

thing may be useful in- different ways; but th<

while it serves one purpose, it cannot,, at .t

same time, serve another, Ihe insect, which
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its infancy becomes the prey of the swallow,
cannot certainly produce a new generation. The
efforts made by the alchemist to find the philoso-
pher's stone, have not succeeded ia the making
of gold: but the insect is at least useful in serv-

ing as food for the swallow; and the attempts
of the chemist have, at least, obtained for us
that fine porcelain we enjoy at present. Our tears

cannot soften the severe and cruel man, who
abuses his power to oppress the weak ; but,

though our intercessions, in favour of a miserable

person, prove useless, yet our tears will not be
lost: they serve to keep up the sensibility of our
hearts ; and there is a Being who will gather
those precious tears, to fill the crown which will

one day adorn the head of the merciful. Let us,

therefore, never think there is any thing in the'

world entirely useless. There may indeed be
certain things which appear not to answer quite
the purpose intended : bat they serve, neverthe-

less, the purpose proposed by God ; and in the

very way he determined on. There may also be
jases in which God appears not to have perfectly
attained the .end he proposed. In order that

certain things may take effect, and realize, it may
perhaps be necessary that other should in some

neasurefail, or be defective. But if it be incon-

testible, that true wisdom does not merely attend

to the present, but carries its views to futurity;
f God is infinitely wise, and that his wisdom
must be shewn to the world as in a glass ; there

must necessarily happen certain things which,
jonsidered separately, appear not to fulfil their

design thoroughly, because they cannot do it but
m connection with others. The share that these

things have in the execution of the whole

plan may be so imperceptible, and so little

known, that they entirely escape our observa-

tion. But it does not follow from thence, that

they do not in reality contribute to it. We must,
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on the contrary, conclude, that God would not be

infinitely wise; and that he could not act on a
well-formed plan, if there did not often happen
things which appear to us useless. This persua-
sion will contribute much to our peace and hap-
piness. Every day, there happens in nature, and
in the course of human life, events, the cause and
connection of which appear to us incomprehensi-
ble, and which we should be sometimes tempted'
to think useless, and without design. It is natural

we should find every thing disagreeable and dis-

tressing, which could weaken' our confidence in

God. And, the more we are convinced by rea-

son, by daily experience, and by the promises of
the gospel, of the goodness of God, and the wis-

dom of his government, the more content and
tranquil we shall be, either in prosperity or adver-

sity. It will then no longer be difficult to ac-

knowledge, that, in every thing which God does,
or permits, he proposes to himself ends infinitely

wise, wliich are always, in one way or another,
beneficial to mankind. If we see many apparently
use! ess things, many events which appear inexpli-
cable, or even entirely contrary to- God's pian, far

.from finding fault, we shall constantly adore his

wisdom, and render due glory to him. He has
never been mistaken in the government of die

"universe. All he does, all he permits, is still jus-
tified by the event. Let us then refer it to his

wisdom, and ever trust to it, without having the

temerity to criticise his dispensations. It is the

only means of tranquillity here, and happiness
hereafter.

'"
'"''

MARCH XXII.

Harmony "between the Moral and Physical World.
+

'

' ^
THE wisdom of God has ordained there should

be a great affinity between the world and' its in*

"habitants, to shew that the one was manifestly
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made for the other. There is a connection and
perfect harmony in all the Creator's works. Hu-
man nature, and the surface or the earth, have,

very near relations to each other, and a striking

analogy. As the bodies of plants and animals

form, grow,*arrive at maturity, and perish; so are

men subservient also to this law of nature. As
there is a great diversity of climates and soils,

some barren, and others fruitful ; so is there an

equal variety in the minds, talents, and faculties

of men. Such has been the plan of the Creator ;

and. there is, in this variety, more goodness
and wisdom than we think of at first sight. Far
from appearing defective, we should find it all

.perfection, if we had a thorough knowledge of

things. If any body was tempted to object to

God's not having given the same faculties, the
same degree of understanding, to all mankind ;

we might answer, "Who art thou, blind and weak
mortal, that darest to question God on what he
has done? Shall the creature say to the Creator,

Why hast thou made me thus? We might as well

ask, Why God has not ordained that all the king-
.cloms and countries on earth should be equally
agreeable and fruitful"? Why, in certain places,
the soil is rich and fertile, while.in others it is so
barren and ungrateful, that all attempts to im-

prove it are thrown away ? Let us not doubt that
this difference is very right, and. worthy our ad-

miration, though it is not always conformable to

our way of thinking. The most barren and desert

countries have their use and beauty in the eyes
of the Creator. It is the same in respect to the
most savage and uncultivated, nations. All hold
their proper place 'in the immensity of created

beings ; and their variety serves to declare the
wisdom of God, which is infinite. But, as it is

evidently the intention of Divine Providence that
the earth should be cultivated, and produce
abundance of fruits for the preservation ofmen
and animals j as it is for the same purpose that
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God has given us the corn to sow in the ground ;

so also, and with more reason, does his wisdom
require that human nature 'should be cultivated,
and that our souls should be made fruitful, and
enabled to reap the excellent harvest of virtue
and piety. Itis with that design that he has given
to mankind lessons of true religion ; which, if

they -find a soil well disposed to receive them>
produce excellent fruit, Irke the corn which is

sowed in fertile ground. From thence it is, that

the gospel also can have no efficacy in.the world,
but in proportion to the natural faculties of men,,
and the dispositions with which they receive it.

There are still, in our days, vast countries, -bar

ren and uncultivated, although Providence denies

them nothing that they require 'to- -'make them
fruitful. It is thus that, notwithstanding the

publication of the gospel, there are still so many
people who remain in ignorance. Even among
the most polished nations of Christianity, the

efficacy of the gospel is unequal, and will ever be
so, according to the diversity of characters to-

whom it is made known. Some do not compre-
hend it, and have no sense of the salutary virtue

of the truths of our holy religion. Others receive,

those truths with eagerness and joy ; but those

impressions do not last. With others, the pas-
sions and cares of the world stifle the divine
word. And, lastly, some (but it is the smallest

number) receive it with an honest and upright
heart, with, wisdom, with conviction, and sin-

cerity. It rs for them alone, that it becomes
*' the power of God unto salvation.'*

But to which of these do I belong I What im-

pression has the doctrine of salvation made upon
my soul 1 What fruit has the good seed of the
gospel produced in my heart! These are ques-
tions which my conscience ought to answer ho-

nestly and sincerely; but' of which my conduct

through life,will be.the best proof.
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MARCH XXI II.

The Nature and Properties of Air.

AIR is that fluid and subtile body which sur-

rounds all our globe, and which every living
creature breathes. Although it is so near-us, that

it surrounds us on all sides, and that we continu-

ally experience its effects, we .do not, however,-
knbw its real nature. "What we do know is, that

air must be something corporeal ; for we may be
convinced of it, when we move our hand quick,
and drive it towards our face. It is not Jess cer-

tain, that air is fluid ; that its parts are separate,

pass easily one over another, and by this means

yield to every impression. If it was otherwise, if

it was a solid body, we could neither breathe nor

go through it. Weight is a property common to

that, as to all other bodies. Although air is a
thousand times lighter than water, its weight is

nevertheless very considerable. The force with
which air weighs on any surface of a foot square
is two thousand pounds. A man, six feet high,
whose surface is about fourteen feet square, sup-

ports continually a mass of air of 280 stone

weight. This, perhaps, may appear incredible.

But the resistance of the air which is in bur bo-
dies prevents our feeling the weight of the out-

ward, air; for the air contained in the human
body preserves the balance with that which sur-

rounds us on all sides. The elasticity of the air

is no less certain. It continually endeavours to

extend itself into a larger space ; and though it

lets itself be compressed, it never fails to unloose
itself as soon as .the- pressure is removed. Fire

and heat shew this property in the air; and, by
means of these, it may occupy a space of five or

hundred thousand times greater, than what it
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occupied before, without losing any of its elastic

force by this prodigious dilatation.

These are so. many wonders well worth our,

admiration ; and in them we find the cause of a
multitude of astonishing effects. It is air which
supports our globe, and keeps it in its orbit. It
is in the air that the clouds meet, which assume
so many different forms.and colours; and,vrhichx

according as they are condensed or rarified, col-

lect the vapours, or shed them in rain, haii, oc

snow, upon the earth. Without air we could not
make use of our senses, or breathe; Therefore,
the air also proclaims the rich resources of God's
wisdom and knowledge, as well as his goodue*s
and mercy.

MARCH XXIV.

There is nothing new ur.der the Sun*

IT is certain that* in respect to us, there hap-
pens many new things upon the earth. Nature
causes new flowers to blow every, season, and
other fruits to ripen. The scene of nature changes
every year. Each day. brings new events and
new revolutions. The situation of objectschange
daily, or rather, they present themselves to our
senses under different forms'. But it is only rela-

tively to our limited understandings and- know->

ledge, that it can really be said, there
is^any

new
thing under the sun. Nothing is more certain-

than the saying of Solomon, that,
" What has

been will be, and what has been done will be"

done, and there is nothing new under the sun."

God, whose wisdom is infinite, has not thought
proper to multiply beings unnecessarily. There
are as many as our wants, our pleasures, or our

curiosity require.* We cannot even gain a super-'

ficial knowledge of all the works of our Creator,^
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aiuch less are we able to exhaust them. Our
senses are not subtle enough to perceive all th'at

<God has formed. Our understandings are too

weak, to~conceive a just and perfect idea of all

created beings. We therefore sometimes "ima-

gine there are many new tilings under the sun-

fbr, as the whole creation is immense, and as we
cannot take in all the parts of it at once, w fancy
that each point of view we see in it for the first

time, is new, because the Creator has, in every
part of the world, made a wonderful variety and

diversity. The world does not require a conti-

nued creation to extend to infinity. It is enough
that the Being of beings should maintain the

order he hasestablished from the beginning. God
is an artist who requires but a small number of

springs to vary the works he has produced; and
which are, however, so varied, and in so great a

number, that, though they succeed one another,
and return with the greatest regularity, they ap-x
pear to us ever new. Let us be content to enjoy
with gratitude the things he has created, without

undertaking to sound the depths of them, or at-

tempting to take in their vast extent. .The im-

possibility of our reckoning all the works of the

creation, is, in some sort, the seal by which we
, may conclude that the world is the work of a
God ; and it is, at the same time, a certain proof
of the weaknessof our understandings. But have
.there not been discoveries made lately, which
were formerly entirely unknown ? Do not all the

kingdoms of nature now present phenomena to

us that^we had no idea of formerly ? The most
.ef these discoveries we -owe, less to oar sagacity
than to our wants. Ill-proportion as these multi-

plied, new means were necessary to supply them,
and Providence deigned to furnish us with those.

But the means existed before we discovered them.
The minerals, plants, and animals, which we
have^lately learned to know*, existed in the bo*
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:som of the earth, or oh its surface, beforei the

enquiries and ; labour of man. had made' them vi-

sible to us. It is certain, even, that many of the
discoveries :we boast 1 the most of, were made'by
the ancients, or at least partly discovered^ If the -

world was the work- of chance, we -should now"
and then see new prbductiens^

'

why
1 then do we

not see hew kinds of animals, plants, find stories'?

It is because all has been'planned byithe infinite

wisdom of God. All that be Hioes is so perfect,
that it does not require to be renewed- or created

again ; there is sufficient for~oor convenience and
.use. Nothing was made by chance. All events'

have been determined by infinite wisdom, and
are linked together in one hain. The whole
fabric of the world is preserved by the provi-
dence of its Creator, and' by the concurrence of

laws, both general and particular. All is stamped
with wisdom, order, and greatness. In all; and
by all, God is praised and magnified. To him be
.glory, now and for evermore.

MARCH XXV.

Caves in the Mountains.
"

rf
'

CAVES are generally found in the mountains,
and seldom, or not at all, iu the plains. They are

formed, as the precipices are, by falling in of
rocks ; or, like the abyss, by the wovking"bf fire:

Cave?, therefore, may be produced by the same
causes which .produce the quaking, opening, and
falling in of the earth; and these causes7

are,' the

explosion of volcanos, the action of subterraneous

vapours', and earthquakes :

'

for they make di s-

order, : ahd throw down buildings; which must

necessarily form caves, holes, and openings of

every sort. But why are these caves? Of what
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use are they? Suppose even that we could disv
cover no use in them, we ought stilt to be con-
vinced that they were formed for very wise pur-
poses. As there is nothing on earth, useless, can
we suppose caves are of no use T But it is not
difficult to shew that they are really very useful.

The waters collect therein order to be afterwards

spread over the earth, and to moisten it when
the rain falls. The caves in the mountains, keep
up the course of the waters.in the subterraneous

canals. As soon as that circulation is stopped,
there come shocks and earthquakes, which spread;
terror and desolation over our. globe. The air

contained and confined within the earth, escapes
through dens and caves. These openings, therej
fore, are necessary, that the air may penetrate
into the mountains, to give a passage to the winds
and a vent to exhalations : for, if the openings in

caves do not admit a free circulation, the air

contained, in them would corrupt, or would lift

up and shake the earth. Those caves often fill

with waters, from whence rivers and lakes are

afterwards formed. Such is the lake Zernith in

Carniola, which fills at certain times, and at

others dries up, or is lost under the neighbour-
ing mountains, in such a manner that it is some*
times navigable,%and at other seasons may be

ploughed. How many animals would, perish, if

the mountain-caves did not serve them for asy-
lums and retreats during winter? If there were
no caves, we should be deprived of several mine-

rals, and.many other valuable productions, which
cannot be formed or becoine perfect, but in some
subterraneous caverns. We see, then,, that even
in this respect the wisdom and goodness of our
Creator are manifest in a sensible degree. We
have a new proof of that great truth, that, there

is nothing useless in nature, nothing too much,
fir any thing which, is not done with wisdom*
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and for the general good. The more we employ
ourselves in -these researches, the more we shall

adore the sublime perfections ofGod*
~

MARCH XXVI.

Circulation of the Sap in Trees.

THE trees, which for several months appeared
quite dead, begin insensibly to revive'. Some
weeks hence we shall discover in them still more
signs of life. In a short time, the buds .will

.grow large, will open, and produce their pre-
cious blossoms. We have it always in our power
to observe this revolution regularly in the be.

ginning of each spring ; but, perhaps, have been
hitherto ignorant by what means it operates.
The effects we observe in spring, in trees, and
other vegetables, are produced by the sap, which
is put in motion in the stalks of the trees, by the
air and increase of heat. As the life of animals

depends on the circulation of their blood, so also

the life and growth of plants and trees depend
on the circulation of sap. For this purpose,
'God has formed and disposed of all parts of vege-
tables, so as to concur towards the preparation,
preservation, and circulation of this nourishing
juic'e. It is chiefly by means of the bark,! that
the sap, in spring, rises from the roots into the,
bodies of trees, and even conveys, throughout
the year, all the nourishment to the branches
and fruit. The wood of the tree is composed of

small long fibres, which extend in a direct line

the whole length of the tree to the top ; and
which are very closely -joined together. Among
those fibres, there are some so small and fine,

that one of th'em, though scarce as t.hick as a

hair, contains more than eight thousand little
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fibres. There are a multitude of little veins to-

contain the .nourishing juice, and to make the

circulation easy. These veins, extend tathe other-

branches, and rise up the whole length of the
tree to the top; some conduct the sap from the
root to the top of the tree;, and others "bring it

down from- the top to the bottoim The sap rises

np the ascending veins in the heat of the day, and
comes down the others again in the cool of the

evening. The leaves serve for the same purpose,
and their chief use is to make the sap circulate ;.

not only that, which proceeds from the root, but
also what the tree receives outwardly by. means of.

dew, the moisture of the air, and rain. This nou-

rishing juice is spread through every part of the
tree. But it could npfc rise through, the stalks, if-

there were not openings in them. at the top. It is

through- these pores that the watery, parts of the

sap evaporate ; while the oily, sulphureous, and
earthy, parts mix.together to nourish the tree, to

transform into a substance, and give it a new
growth. If the juice does notreach it, if the cir-

culation is stopped, if-the interior organization of.

the tree is destroyed, whether by too severe cold

or frost, by age, or by any wound or outward^

accident, the tree dies..

After these reflections,, can we see, with the

same indifference as formerly, the trees at this

season.? Will the change there is going to be in,,

them appear so. little worth our notice? And
can.we observe the renewal of all nature, with-

out thinking, of God, who gives life to every
creature; who provides the juices analogous to

trees; who communicates to that sap the power
of circulating through the veins, and from thence
of giving to trees life, nourishment, and growth ?.

Alas! that it hould be possible to see all these

things every year, without giving proper atten-

jtipn to them : It is what I am too strong, a proof
of. .At the return of many springs, I have had
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the opportunity, to observe this quickening virtue;
which appears ia. plants and trees f but I have
thought no .more" about it than the animals.which,

graze in the nelds ; and, what is still more won-
derful, I have been equally inattentive to the

preservation of my own life, the growth of my
body, and the circulation of iny blood. Grant
that I may now, at least, as 1 have the happi-
ness to see the spring again, think in a more rea-

sonable way, aud more as a Christian.
. May I

at last acknowledge, through all the works of

nature, that beneficent Creator, whose greatness
all the world proclaims. But ;all my. wishes wilt
be fruitless, ifThou thyself, Q. Lord, who art the
God of all mercy, dost not incline my heart to

acknowledge and glorify thy great and . holy,
name. Now, that all nature revives, grant that

my soul may be quickened by thy Spirit. May
this new existence, which.the vegetables receive

at this lovely season, be the signal to awaken me.
from my slumber, and lead me to.virtue.

MARCH XXVII.

Our Ignorance of our Future States.

TE we are'ignorant of future events, we must not
seek the cause of it merely, in the nature of our,

soals, the faculties and knowledge of- which are-

very limited;, but also in the express and inu%.

nitely wise will of the Creator. He knew the

strength ofman ; and he would not give him more
knowledge than, he could bear.

Knowledge is to.the soul what the light of the.

sun is to the eyes : a. too great splendour would,

hurt, without-being of use. It would be very dan-

gerous to the virtue of man, if he had the faculty
of foreseeing what was to happen to him; for

outward, circumstances haye, generally some jnr>
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'Alienee on the way of thinking, and in the reso-
lutions we form : Therefore, the more we knew
of future events, or the more temptations we 1

-

should have to surmount, the more we should
have to fear for our "virtue. How wretched also
should we be, if we could see into futurity ! Sup-
pose, in' reality, that the future events were to
"be agreeable and happy : While we do not fore-
see .this greater happiness which awaits us. we
enjoy with gratitude the present advantages we
possess. Bat, draw the curtain, and discover an
agreeable prospect offuturity, and we cease from
that moment to enjoy the present. We should no
longer be content, happy, or grateful. We should

anxiously and impatiently expect the fortune de-

signed us; and oar days would pass one after an-
other without enjoying them. But suppose future
events 'are to be sad and melancholy, we suffer

before-hand all the afflictions as soon as we fore-

see them. Days which might have passed agree-

ably in peace and quiet if the future had been
concealed from us, are, as soon as we know it,

spent in anxiety, in sorrow, and in sad expecta-
tion of a certain -evil. In a word, the idea of
the misfortunes reserved for us would prevent
our enjdying present"happiness, >aud would make .

us insensible to it. How great, therefore, is the
wisdom and goodness ofGod, in having thrown a
Veil over futurity, and only letting .us know our
fate by decrees, as the destined events happen to

tjsi Let us never wish to anticipate the happiness
which awaits'us, nor to feel the weight of evils

before they happen. Let us, On 1 he contrary,

every time we think on futurity, bless God, for

having, "by this ignorance, spared us so many
cares, fears, and sorrows. Why should we wish"

to see through the veil which covers futurity? If
we are certain of o'ur reconciliation with our God
and Redeemer, we may also be certain, that all

future events, be they agreeable or otherwise,-
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will infallibly contribute to our real welfare.

And is it' not a merciful and gracious God who
directs all events, and who rules futurity 1 He sees

at once the whole course of our lives, not only
the past, but even what"is to come, as far as eter-

nity itself. When we lie down to sleep, let us

recommend ourselves to the care of our heavenly
Father, without troubling ourselves about what
may happen in the night; and, when we awake,
let us trust in him, without being anxious for the
events which may mark the day. In the midst
even of the dangers with which we are surround-

ed, and the misfortunes which threaten us, let us

Remember the goodness of God; let us put our
trust in him, and never doubt that he will either

remove them, or turn them to our advantage.
But though we do not know what evils await us,
we need have no anxiety on that account; because
we know that God is not ignorant of them: and
that, when they happen, he will not fail to sup-^

port and assist us. It is therefore to this wise and
merciful Disposer of all events that we should,
with entire confidence, trust our fates. Whatever
God has decreed for us, must necessarily happen.
It is the portion allotted to us, and proper for us.

The cap that is presented, let us receive it wil-

lingly, and without murmuring, convinced that

it is for our' good. Let us resign ourselves to the

Lord, and depend on him entirely for whatever
he may please"to decree as to our lives or deaths.
Whether we live or die, our portion and our in-

heritance will be the joys of paradise. Becalm
then, my soul. Our glory is to submit to the will

of our Creator. lie is our heavenly Father, and
will guide us through all dangers to the happi-
ness allotted for us.

Vol. I.
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MARCH XXVIII.

The insensible approaches of Night.

- AS the night is, in itself, one of the Creator's

favours, so it is a wise and beneficent dispensation
.that it only^comes on by degrees. "A sudden tran-

:
sition from the light of day to the darkness- of

.night would be both inconvenient and frightful.

So sudden a change would occasion a general in-

terruption to the labours, of man, which, in cer-

tain affairs necessary to be finished, and which do
not admit of delay, would be very prejudicial.
All nature, men .and animals, would be seized

.with fright; and in this sudden transition from

light to darkness, it would be impossible that the

.organs of sight should not suffer very much.

.Darkness, therefore, does not come upon us of a
sudden ; it advances slowly ; and the twilight,

preceding night, leaves us time to finish our most

pressing business, and to make the necessary ar-

rangements. By this means, the coming of the

night does not disturb or incommode us ; and we
jare warned in time to prepare for it. But, from
whence proceed these remains .of light, which, at

-the end of each day, in some degree, temper and
-soften the melancholy appearance of night? We
110 longer see the sun ; and yet a part of its mild
lustre still reflects itself. Let us, in this, admire
tlie wise and beneficent plans of nature* The at-

mosphere which surrounds us has been so formed
as to do us this essential service. The rays of the

sun, which fall on the upper parts of the air, do
not run in a direct line, but they bend; and this

bend leads them where their first direction would
not have carried them. The atmosphere, having
thus bent, and turned back a great number of

rays, which otherwise wonld not have reached us,
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reflects them afterwards to our sight, and, by this

means, we enjoy- lightmuch longer, and the time '

for labour is considerably prolonged.
It is thus that a gracious Providence has plan-

ned, not only the great revolutions-of seasons, but

also the daily transition from light to darkness, in.

the manner most advantageous to us. -Let us,

therefore* acknowledge, with thanksgiving, the

goodness of our Creator, and adore his wisdom,

in this arrangement so useful to us. The insen-

sible approach of night, in the inanimate part of
the creation, makesme think of the approach of
the evening of my life. That also comes on by
degrees ;

and I shall be almost imperceptibly sur-

rounded by the shades of death. God grant that

the great work I have to do may then be happily
ended, and that I may have fulfilled the task al-

lotted me. 1 must work while it is yet day. The
aight comes, in which no man can work.' .

MAIICII XXIX.,

Magnificence of God' in hii Works*.

WHY is there sueh splendour in theworfcs-of ^
God? Why is there .such'magnificence in all w-e
see 2 "Why do we. discover, ori. all sides, so many,
different numberless objectsj which appear, each.

'

more beautiful than the other, and each of which'
has its- peculiar charms? Why do we every

'

where find new cause -for wonder and- admira-
tion? It is,, doubtless, thatwe may. never cease
to admire aud adore the great Being, who.isinfi-"

nitely more beautiful, more sublime, and more'"

magnificent, than all we .admire most in nature..,
It. is, that, we may continually say to ourselves,

'

If the works be so complete, what must' the Crea-~'
tor be ? If such is the beauty of creatures, what:"
must be the inexpressible beauty, the infinite
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greatness, of Him who beholds, with one glance,
the whole creation? If the sun has a dazzling
Brightness, which our eyes cannot bear, ought
ive to he surprised, that he who lighted that

globe, dwells in inaccessible light, where, no eye
lias seen, or can see himf Should he be less wonT

derful than the beings he has formed? The more
wonderful his works are, the more he himself
must raise our wonder and admiration. If we
could thoroughly comprehend his greatness, he
would not be a God, or we should not be men.
How then can we better enlarge our minds, and
lay up a richer treasure of ideas, than in contem-

plating that God, whose greatness and magnifi-
cence is unlimited? Is it not in such contempla-
tions that the faculties of our souls may best ac-

quire that force and energy, which will make us

capable of enjoying infinite happiness ? The more
extensive our knowledge here, and the more our
minds are enlarged in the contemplation of the

greatest of all beings, so much the more we shall

be able to adore him in a future state. Let us,

therefore, always divide our attention between
. God and nature ; but only in order to consider in
the latter, as in a glass, the image of that Being
whom we cannot contemplate face to face, let
us collect themany beauties and perfections which
are scattered over the vast empire of the creation^
and, when their innumerable multitude strikes us
with astonishment, we shall ay to ourselves, that,

compared to the perfections of their Creator, they
are less than a drop in the o^ean. Let us only
consider what is amiable and beautiful in created

beings, abstracting what is finite and limited, in

order to form a more just and proper idea of the

excellence of the Ruler of the universe: and,
when the faults and imperfections of his creatures

may have lessened our admiration of their beauty>
let us cry out, If the creation is' so beautiful, not-

withstanding its defects, how great and worthy of
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admiration must-He not be, whose splendour is

spotless, more pure than light, more brilliant thaw

the sun!

Then> O my soul, collect all, thy powers to give

thyself up entirely to the contemplation of the
most adorable .God. Take no rest till thou hast

soared,even to the boundless perfections of Him*
who is raised infinitely aboveevery other, the most-

perfect of beings. Let thy chief study be to . ac-

quaint thyself with God ; because there is nothing?

greater than God ; because it is the only know-

ledge that can satisfy thee, and fill thy heartwith
a peace and joy which nothing can disturb : and it

is even a foretaste of that more perfect knowledge
with-which thou wilt be blessed at the foot of his

throne, and which will constitute thy happiness
to all eternity. . -

MARCH XXX.

The Arrangement of the Seasons in other Planet-si

THE diurnal rotation of the earth round its owa,
axis, and its annual course round the sun, are great

advantages to us. Does it not, therefore, authorise

us to presume that the other planets^have equal

advantages? Most of them turn on their own axis ;

and it is very probable that it is the same.with,

respect to Mercury and Saturn, though we cannot
observe .their motion. All the planets move la
their orbits round the sun ; and even the secondary
planets take the same course round their, chief

planets. Now, as the motion of our earth pro-
duces the constant vicissitudes of day and night,
and the change of seasons, it is very apparent,
that the same thing happens in the other planets.
Venus turns round on her own axis in -the space
of 33 hours and an half. Mars finishes his revo-

lution, in 24 hours and a quarter ; Jupiter in 10
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hours; and the moon in "28 days* If then we di-

vide the day, that is to say, the time during which
'this revolution is made

;
if we divide it (I say as

we do with respect to our earth, in 24 equal parts,
each of which is called an hour; the hours of
Yeriiis will be a little shorter, and those of Mars
a^little longer than ours. As for- those of Jupi-

ter, they will not be half so long as those of the
earth. If the moon is 23 days in moving round
its axis, a whole day and more must be in that

planet what an hour is in our globe. 'It is also

to be remarked, that the position, of the axis of

the planets is inclined, like that of our earth;
from whence it naturally follows, that, during
their course round the sun, their northern side is

sometimes more, sometimes less enlightened. Is

it not therefore probable, that, in all the planets-,

the revolutions of seasons, and the alternate length
and shortness of days, take place as on our earth 1

But, :it may be asked, to what purpose all these

reflections.! They would he useful ifthey only" ser-

ved to increase our knowledge'! But they will

appear still more important to us, if we think of
the -consequences resulting from them. May we
not conclude from these, that the other planets
also are inhabited by living creatures? All the

planets are like the earth. They are alike warm-
ed and illuminated by the sun. Thy have their

night and day, their winter and summer. To
what purpose would all this be, if those worlds

were not inhabited? What an idea does not all

this give us of the greatness of our Creator! How
immense his dominion ! How impossible to know
all the wonders of his power and goodness ! When
we reflect on all these worlds, where his glory

shews itself as much, and perhaps more, than on
our globe, we must be struck with- astonishment,

* and adore him with sentiments of the most pro-

found veneration.
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MABCH XXXI.

Paternal Cares of Providencefor the Preservation?

ofour Lives in every part of the World* -

> -._....
WE know at present a great part of our globe :

and new regions of it are still discovered from time
to time* Eat no placets yet been fovfnd, where
nature did not prodace some of the necessaries of-

life. "We know countries where the sun burns up-,

almost every thing ; where little is to be seen but
mountains and sandy deserts j where the earth is-

almost entirely stripped of the verdure with which;
it is. so. richly adorned in our climates. There are

countries which are scarce ever cheered with the

rays of the sun, and where its beneficent warmth-
is rarely felt ; where an almost continual winter-

benumbs every thing ; where'there is neither cul-

ture, fruit, nor harvest. And yet there are men
and animals there, who do not fail of subsistence.
The productions denied them by Providence, be-
cause they would have been burnt by the sun,,

or frozen by the severe cold, are supplied by gifts

more suitable to those climates, and on which
men and animals can feed. The inhabitants seek
with carewhatnature has in store forthem. They
know how to appropriate it to their own use:

and they thus procure for themselves all they re-

quire for their subsistence and convenience" of life.

In Lapland, Providence has so contrived, that an
evil, in some respects very inconvenient to the

inhabitants, becomes a means of their preserva-
tion. They have an innumerable multitude- of-

gnats, who, by their stings, are a plague to the-

Laplanders, and from which they cannot guard
themselves, but by keeping up in their cottages-

a continual thick smoke, and daubing their faces

with pitch nd tar. These insects lay their eg
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on the water, and, by that means, draw a great
number of aquatic birds, who feed on them, and

being afterwards Jaken by the Laponese, become
themselves the chief food of those people. The
Greeulanders generally prefer animal food to the

vegetable ; and it is true there are very few ve-

getables in that barren country. There are how-
ever some plants in it, which the inhabitantsmake
great use of; for example, sorrel, angelica, and
particularly the spoon herb, cochlearia. But their

chief food is the fish which, they call angmarset.
After they have dried it in the open air upon the

rocks, it serves them every day instead of bread
or greens ; and they preserve it for winter in great
leather sacks. In Iceland, where there is no agri-

eulture, owing to the severe cold, the people live

on dried fish instead of bread. The Dalecarlians,
who inhabit the1 north of Sweden, having no
wheat, make bread of the bark of birch and pine,
and a certain root which grows in marshes. The
inhabitants of Karntschatka feed on the stalk or
trunk of the bear's-foot plant, which they eat raw,
after they have peeled it. In Siberia, they make
much use of the roots of mountain-lily.

, Adorable Father of all mankind ! such are
the tender mercies of thy providence for our

preservation. With what goodness hast thou

spread over the whole earth that which is re-

quisite for our subsistence! Thy wisdom saw,
before the foundation- of the world, the dangers
to which the lives of mortals would be exposed,
and ordained that we should eveiy where find

sufficient food. Such a relation, connection, and
communication, was formed by the decree, be-
tween the inhabitants of the earth, that people^
separated from one another by vast seas, labour

notwithstanding, for their mutual ease arid sub-

sistence.

Can we enough admire and revere the Divine

Wisdom, which has given us bodies so formed a$
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not to be confined to such or such particular food,

but to be able to make use of every kind of nou-

rishment! Thus, by a goodness which cannot Be
too highly praised, man does hot live by 'bread

alone, but by the word of God also ; that is to say,
on alj that God ordains, on all things to which he
lias given the virtue of food and sustenance.

APRIL I.
'

'-

f

Abttse of Animals. '.

'

SO improper an use is made of animals, and
in so many ways, that it would be difficult to
enumerate them.

'

These abuses, however,may be
confined to two chief points ; that of too much,

or too little value beinig set on them ; and, in

either case, We act contrary to the intention of
the Creator. On one hand, we lower the brutes

too much, when, under the pretence of being per-
mitted the use of them, by God, we assume an.

unlimited power over them, and think we havej
a right to treat them according to our caprice.
But how can we prove that we have that right 1

And suppose even that we had, would it be just
that our power should degenerate into cruelty
and tyranny? All who are not corrupted by
passions, or bad habits, are naturally inclined to

compassion towards every being that has life and
feeling. This disposition undoubtedly does honour
to man, and is so deeply engraved on our minds,
that any one who had rooted it out, would prove
to what a degree he was degraded and fallen from
the dignity of his nature. He would have "but

one step more tq make (to refuse to man the com-

passion he does not grant to beasts), and he would
then be a monster. Experience but too well jus-
tifies this remark, and many examples of it may
be recollected. History, furnishes us with them.

K2
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We see by it, that nations^ where the people took

pleasure -in bull-baiting, distinguished themselves
ii cruelty towards their fellow-creatures. So true

it is, that our treatment of beasts has an influence

on our moral characters, and on the gentleness of
our manners. It may be said, that we have a

right to destroy hurtful animals. I confess it.

But does it follow from thence, that we are
authorised to take from them, without pity or

regret, a life which is so dear to every creature ;

and that, when necessity forces'us to it, we should
find a barbarous pleasure in it,' or think we have
a right, in thus depriving them of life, to make
Jthem suffer torments, often more cruel than death
itself? 1 grant that the Creator has given us tlie

animals for our use and pleasure, and tha.t they
are designed,, by their labour, to spare ours. But
does it follow! that we must unnecessarily fatigue

.them, exhaust them with labour beyond their

strength, refuse them sustenance merited by their
services j in fine, aggravate their sufferings by
severe treatment ? But no more need to be said, in

regard to this kind of abuse. Men fall sometimes
into the other extreme, by setting too high a value

(

on animals. Those of a social character, which
are inore connected with us, which live in oqr

houses, which amuse, or "are useful to us, inspire us
often with an extravagantand ridiculous affection.

3 am almost ashamed to say, there are men and
women extravagant enough to love those crea-

tures to such a degree, as to sacrifice to them,
without scruple, the essential duties they owe to

their fellow-creatures. Let war be kindled be-

tween nations, let armies destroy one another;
the news will not make the least impression on. a

lady, who some days before was inconsolable for

>he loss of her spaniel. How much might be said
on this! but! wave it, in order to conclude these
'reflections by a very important remark. Parents,
sad all who have the charge of children's educa-
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tion, or who live with them, cannot be too atten-

tive to avoid scrupulously themselves any abuse
of animals. It is the more necessary to dwell on
this maxim, because, in general, it is much neg-
lected ; and very bad examples of this kind are

given to children, which lias sometimes influence

upon their whole education. No beast ought to

be killed in their sight : much less should they be

employed to do it. Let them be taught to treat

animals, as beings which have life and feeling,
and towards whom we have duties to fulfil. But,
on the other hand, take great care that children
do not attach themselves too much to animals, or

grow passionately fond of them, as they are apt
to do. In guarding carefully against children's

making a bad iise of animals, either way, they.
should also be taught to make a good use of them,
that they may, from their earliest age, be accus-
tomed to acknowledge, even in those creature's, aa
impression of the perfections of the Creator.

APRIL I r.

'The Motion of the Earth.

WHEN the delightful prospect of the rising
sun renews each 'morning in our souls the grati-
tude and admiration due to the sublime Author
of the universe, we may at the same time ob-
serve, that the place in which this magnificent-
sight is beheld, changes with the seasons. To be
convinced of this with our own eyes, we need
only examine the place, where the sun rises iu

spring and autumn : we shall perceive it after-
wards in summer more to the north, and in
winter more to the south. We shall reasonably-
conclude from thence, that some motion most be
the cause of these changes; for we cannot see a
body of any sort change its place, without being
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occasioned either by its own motion, or that of
another body. We are naturally led to think,
that it is the sun which moves, as we see it some-
times on one side, and sometimes on another.

But, as the same phenomena would take place,

supposing the sun to remain immoveable, and
that we with the earth were turning round it,

we ought to depend less on our own conjectures,
than on the repeatedobservations made by astro-

nomers upon this subject, which prove the mo-
tion of the earth. Let us, in the first place, re-

present to ourselves the immense space in which
the celestial bodies are placed. It is either

mpty, or filled with a substance, infinitely sub-

tile, called other. In that space it is that our

-globe floats, as well as all the other planets which

compose our solar system. The sun, the dimensions
of which have been mentioned already', is placed
in the centre, surrounded by its worlds, which
it surpasses greatly in size. The weight which
our globe has in common with all other bodies,
draws it towards that centre, or else the sun

draws the earth, by the power which the greater
bodies have of attracting the lesser. Thus, each
.time the earth inclines to move from the sun, it is

drawn back again. It moves in a. circle round it-

self, in the same manner as we have seen a sling

turn round ; or, to make use of an example still

more analogous, like a cannon ball, which de^

scribes a curved or crooked line. It is true, it falls

again on the ground, after having gone over a

certain distance ; but perhaps it would continue

the same line for the space of some miles, if it

liad been sent off from the top of a high moun-
tain. Suppose a still greater height, it would go
farther in proportion. Add still to that height, and

it would go as far as our Antipodes, to return at

last to the point from whence it set out. All these

effects would take place from the laws of gravita-

tion, or tbe attractive power of our globe ; and it
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is in the same manner that this earth describes its

orbit round the sun. This orbit is not a perfect
circle, but an ellipsis, which occasions oar being
farther from the sim at one time than at another.
In making the course round the sun, it takes 365

days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and 43 seconds, the

space of time which is the measure of our year;
after which revolution we find the sun again in
the same place. For, in each point of the orbit

of the earth, the sun appears to us at the opposite
side of the sky, so that at every insensible motion
of the earth, we fancy it is the sun that moves.
In spring the sun is seen equaliy distant from
the poles: this causes equal nights and days. In
summer it is 3 degrees 30 minutes, nearer the

north, which occasions our longest days. In au-

}umn it returns to an equal distance between the

poles: and, in winter, it removes as'far towards
the south as it had approached the north; audit
is then that our days are the shortest.

If such is the order and plan of the great wfii^;
of the creation, how much reason have we,.tp gjjl.

mire and adore the supreme wisdom and goodness, .

of the Creator ! How precious to us ought eyjery.
new acquired knowledge to be, that discovers to

us the Father of all nature by his works. "We find

him every where. We are every where obliged
to cry out, Lord, Thou hast done all things with
wonderful wisdom!

APRIL III.

Tiie immense Riches of. Nature.

TO.be convinced of the extreme liberality with
which nature dispenses her gifts, it would be
sufficient to reflect on the prodigious number of
.human creatures, who receive their food, their

i'4ueut, and every pleasure they enjoy, from that
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beneficent mother. But, as this is perhaps one of
those things which, because they happen every-

day, no longer make the impression they ought ta

make upon our hearts, we will turn our reflections

on creatures which are partly made for our use ;

and some of which are become objects of our con*

tempt. This meditation will teach us, that all

the beings spread over our globe proclaim the

goodness of their Author, and incite us to glorify
his name, if our hearts are susceptible of any feel-

ing. An innumerable quantity of living creatures,
inhabitants of the earth, the air, and the waters,
are daily indebted for their subsistence to nature.

Even the animals which we take care to feed,

properly speaking, owe their food to her. The
grass, which grows without being sown, is their

chief food. The whole race of fish subsist without
man's assistance, unless those which he feeds for

his amusement. The forests likewise produce
acorns, the fields and mountains produce grass
without culture. Amongst the birds, the species
the most despised, and perhaps the most numer-
ous, is the sparrow. Their number is so prodi
gious, that the king of France, with the produce
of all the fields in his dominions, would be too

poor to feed them for the spa_ce of one year. It is

nature, who takes from her immense magazine
what is necessary to support them : and yet they
are but the smallest part of her children. The
quantity of insects is so great, that perhaps many
ages may pass away before their several species
and classes can be known. What numbers of flies

are there, and how many different sorts of them
do we see playing in the air? The blood the gnats
take from us, is a very"accidental food for them,
and it may be supposed that, for one gnat that

lives on it, there are millions who have never
tasted human blood, or that of any animal what-
ever. On what do all those creatures live ? There
i* not a handful of earth which does not coutaiH.
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living insects. In every drop of water, creatures
are discovered, whose means of support, as well
as their multiplying, are incomprehensible. Im-
mensely rich as nature is in living animals, so is

she equally fruitful in means for their subsistence;
or rather, it is the Creator who has poured into

her bosom this inexhaustible source of riches.

Through him each creature finds its food and
dwelling. It is for them he causes the grass to.

grow, leaving each to choose its proper food.
And none of them are in his sight too insignificant
to disdain his oasting upon them an eye of pity,
and to assist Ihera in their wants. In this is thy
.greatness manifest, O Almighty God ! "What no
man, nor monarch, nor even all the men and
monarchs on earth could do, Thou dost it, O
Creator! Thou feedest every animal ! Thou feed-

est the raven that calls upon Thee, and every
insect that lives in the air, in the earth, or in the
water ! And will he not do for us what he does
for them 1 If ever doubts or fears possess our
souls, let us-reflect upon the creatures of whom
lie takes daily care. Let the birds of the air, the
wild beasts of the desert, and those millions of
creatures which man tak.es no care of, teach -us

the art of living contentedly. He who clothes

the flowers of the field, who gives food to ^all

animals, the great Author of nature, knows all

.our wants. Let us, therefore, have recourse to

him in our afflictions. Only let onr prayers be

.with faith and sincerity,

APRIL IV.

Sun-rise.

HAVE jrou sometimes been a witness. of the

-.superb phenomenon which the rising sun every .

day affords? Or has idleness, the love of sleep,or
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a faulty indifference, prevented you from contem-

plating this wonder of nature ? Perhaps you may
"be ranked amongst the multitude of people who
never thought a sight of the Aurora worth the

sacrifice of some hours sleep. Perhaps you are
like many others, who, satisfied with the light of
the sun, do not trouble themselves with inquiring
into the cause of this great effect. Or, lastly,

perhaps you are as insensible as millions of your
fellow-creatures, who have it in their power to

"behold this glorious object every day, see it with-

. out being struck with it, or without its raising

any idea or pleasing reflection in their minds. It

matters little in which of these you rank. Suffer

yourself only to be now at least roused from this

ata'.e of insensibility, and learn what thoughts the

sight of the morning snn ought to excite in your
soul. There is no phenomenon in nature more
beautiful and splendid than the rising sun. The
richest dress that human art can invent, the finest

decorations, the most pompous equipage, the most

superb ornaments in the palaces of kings, vanish
.and sink to nothing, when compared with this

beauty of nature. At first, it is the eastern region
of the sky which is clothed in the purple of Au-
rora, and announces the sun's approach. The air,

by degrees, takes the bloom of a rose, and then
shines with the lustre of gold. Afterwards the

rays of the sun pierce through the mist, and with
them light and heat are spread over the,whole
horizon. At last, the sun appears in all the

splendour of majesty. It rises visibly higher and
higher, and the earth assumes a different aspect ;

every creature rejoices, and seems to receive new
being. The birds, with songs of joy, salute the

source of light. Every animal begins to move;
and they feel themselves animated with new
strength and spirits.

Praise the Lord, O my soul ! Let my songs of

praise also reach the heavens, the heaven where
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he dwells, by whose command the sun rises, and
whose hand so guides its daily .and its annual
course, that we draw from it the happy revolution
of night and day, and the regular succession of
the seasons. liaise thyself, my soul, towards
the Father of lights, and set forth his majesty.
Celebrate him, by a pious confession of thy de-

pendance on him, and by actions that are pleas-
ing in his sight. Behold ! all nature proclaims
order and harmony. The sun and all the stars
run their course. Each season yields its fruit.

Each day renews the splendour of the sun. Who
would, in the midst of the active creation, be
the only one to neglect praising his Creator, by.

proving his virtue and faith? Rather let our

pious zeal teach the infidel, how great, how
worthy of adoration, that God is whom he de-

v

spises. Let the tranquillity of our souls, and
trust in him, teach the vicious how mild and
merciful that God is, before whom he justly
trembles. Let us be toward our fellow-creatures

what he is tor us. Let us be to them what the
sun is to the whole universe. As it sheds daily
its benign influence on the earth ; as it rises for

the ungrateful as well as the righteous ; as it

shines on the humble valleys, as it does on the;

highest mountains; so let us make our lives use,

ful, beneficent, and a comfort to others. Let
each day increase the charitable disposition' of
our hearts. Let us do good to all, according to.

pur abilities, and without respect to persons. In,

a word, let us endeavour to live and ac|$ .so that
our lives may be a blessing to mankind* Y
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APRIL V.

Wonderful Construction of the Ear.

THE ear/ it is true, in respect to beauty, mast

,-give place to the eye. However, it is perfectly

well-formed, and is no less a master-piece of the

creative hand. In the first place, the position of

the ear shews much wisdom. It is placed in the

inost convenient part of the body, near the brain,
the common seat of all the senses. The outward
form of the ear is worthy our admiration. It

greatly resembles a muscle ; but,has neither the

softness of mere flesh, nor the hardness of bone.

If it was -tmly flesh, its upper part would fall

down over the orifice, and would prevent the

communication of sounds. If, on the contrary,
it had been composed of hard bones, it would be

very painful and inconvenient to lie on either

side. For this reason the Creator formed the

outward part of the ear of a gristly substance,
which has the consistence, the polish, and the

folds, most proper to reflect sounds ; for the use

of all the external parts is to collect and convey
them to the bottom of the ear. The interior

construction of this organ must still more excite

our admiration. There is in the shell of the ear
'an opening, which they call the auditory pipe.
JThe entrance of.it is 'furnished with little hairs,
which serve as a bar, to keep insects from pene-
trating into it; and it is for the same purpose
that the ear is moistened with a substance that is

conglutinous and bitter, which separates itself

from the glands. The drum of the ear is placed
obliquely in the auditory pipe : this part of the
ear really resembles a drum ; for, in the first

place, there is in the cavity of the auditory pipe a

bony ring, on which is stretched a round mem-
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brane, dry and thin : in the second place, there is,

under that skin, a string stretched tight, which
does here the same service as that of the drum ;

for it increases, by its vibrations, the vibration of
the drum of the ear, and serves sometimes to ex-

tend, and sometimes to relax the membrane. In
the hollow, -under the skin of the drum, there are
some very small bones, but very remarkable, call-

ed auditory bones, and distinguished by these

names : the hammer, the anvil, the orbicular, and
the stirrup. Their use is, to contribute to the vi-

bration , and to the tension of the skin of the drum.
Behind the cavity of the djrum, another opening
must be observed, which communicates with a

pipe which leads to the palate, and which is

equally necessary to produce the sensation of ex-
terior sounds. Next comes the snail, which rises

in a spiral line. Behind is the auditory pipe,
which joins the brain. .

Hearing is in itself a thing worthy of admira-
tion. By a portion of air, extremely small, which
we put in motion, without knowing how, we can.

in an instant make our thoughts known to-one

another, with all our conceptions and desires, and
this in as perfect a manner as if our souls could
sefe into each other's. But, to comprehend the
action of the air, in the propagation of sounds,
more clearly, we must remember that the air is

not a solid body, but a fluid. Throw a stone

into a calm running water, there will result from
it undulations, which wilbexteud more or less, ae.

cording to the degree of, force with which the
stone is thrown. Let usnow suppose, that a word'

produces in the air the same effect as. the stone

produces in the water. "While the person who
speaks is uttering the word, he expels (with more
or less force) the air. out of his mouth ; .that air

communicates to the outward air which it meets,
an undulating motion, and this agitated air cornea

and shakes the stretched membrane of the dram.
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in the ear ; this membrane, thus shakenj coinmu-

nicates,vibrations to the air which resides in the

cavity of the drum ; and that strikes the hammer ;

the hammer, in its turn, strikes the other little

bones; the stirrup transmits to the nerves, through
the oval orifice, the motion it has received ; and

they then vibrate like the strings ofa fiddle. This

motion gains strength in the labyrinth, and
reaches to what is properly called the auditory
nerves. The soul then experiences a sensation

proportionable to the force or weakness of the

impression received ; and, by viitue of a myste-
rious law of the Creator, it forms to itself repre-
sentations of objects and of truths.

God, in order to make us more sensible of his

general goodness towards mankind, permits, now:
and then, that some should be born deaf. Must
it not teach us to value highly the sense of which
they are deprived? The best way to prove onr

gratitude for so great a. blessing, is to make a.

good use of it.

APRIL VI.

The Milky Way.

WHEN we examine the sky at night, we per-
ceive in it a pale and irregular light over our
heads ; a certain quantity of stars, whose mixed
rays form this light. Tfhis apparent cloud, or lu-

minous tract,, is commonly called the milky way..
These stars are too far from us to be perceived
separately by the naked eye ; and between those

which are visible through a glass, there are spaces
discoverable, which, to all appearance, -are filled

by an immense quantity of other stars, -which
even the telescope cannot make visible. It is

true, that the number already discovered is pro-

digious; but if we could make our observations
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on another side of the globe, from a part nearer
the antarctic pole, we should then make still

more discoveries : we should see a great number
of starsNvhich have never appeared on oar he-

misphere. And even we should not know halfj

perhaps not a millionth part of the radiant bodies
which the immense expanse of the heavens con-

tains. The stars which we see in the milky way,
appear to us no more than shining specks* yet
they are much larger than the globe of the earth.

Whatever instrument we .make use of, they still

appear as before. If an inhabitant of our globe
could travel in the air, and could attain the height
of 160 millions of leagues, those bodies of fire

would still appear only like shining specks.
However -incredible this may seem, it is not a
chimerical idea, but a fact which has actually
been proved ; for, towards the tenth- ofrDecem-
ber, we were more than 160 millions of leagues
nearer the northern part of the sky, than we shall

he the tenth of June; and, notwithstanding that

difference, we did not perpeive any difference of
size in those stars. The milky way, so inconsi-

derable in comparison of the Avhole space of the

heavens, is sufficient to prove the greatness of the

Supreme Being ; and every star discovered in it

teaches us the wisdom and goodness of God.
What are those stars in comparison of the im-
mense quantity of globes and worlds which roll in
the firmament! A late ingenious astronomer, by
the help of a telescope of remarkable power, has
confirmed, beyond conjecture, this account of the

milky way, and says,
" That even our sun, and>

in consequence, our whole solar system, forms
bat a part of the radiant circle. .Many small

specks in the heavens, unseen by mortal.eye, he
discovers to consist of myriads of stars ; being,
as he supposes, entire systems of themselves."
Here reason stops and Is confounded : to admire
and adore is all that remains for us to do.
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Every time that the starry sky shall strike my
eyes, grant that I may raise my thoughts to Thee,
O Lord. Adorable Creator! I confess, with shame
and regret, how little I have thought of Thee at

the sight of the heavens j' how little I have admir-
ed thy greatness, or praised thy power. Pardon
this insensibility, this ingratitude. Raise this soul,
encumbered with earthly ties ; raise it to Thee, O
Greator of heaven and earth. Grant that a lively
sense of my vmworlhiness may incline me to hu-

mility : then vouchsafe to raise me up again, by
tiiis sublime thought, that one day my redeemed
spirit will soar above the region of the stars*

APRIL

"Reflections on the Seeds o

THE vegetable kingdom, to an attentive 1 ofo*

server of the works of God, is a school where he
learns the profound wisdom and unlimited power
of that Supreme Being. Though 1we "were to live

an hundred years upon earth, and could'devote

every day to the particular study of one piant,
there would still remain, at the end of that time,

many things^ we either did not observe * or- were
sot capable of perceiving. Let us reflect on the

production of plants: let vis examine their inte-

rior construction^ and the formation of their se-

veral parts : let us consider the simplicity and

variety of them, from the blade of grass to the

highest oak: let us try to learn the manner in

which they grow, in which they propagate, in

which they are preserved, and the different uses

they are- of to men and animals. Each of these

articles- will sufficiently employ the mind, and
make us sensible of the infinite power> wisdom*
and goodness, of the Creator. We shall every
where discover, with admiration, the most asto-
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nishing, incomprehensible order, and the most
excellent design.- Though we were to know no
more of plants than those phenomena visible to

every eye; though we were only to know that a

grain of corn sown in the ground, shoots first a
root down into the earth, and then shoots upwards
a stem, which bears blossoms, branches, leaves,
and fruit, and wherein are contained the seeds

of new plants; this alone would be sufficient to

prove the wisdom, of the Creator. Let us consider

for once with attention, all the changes which a

grain of wheat goes through: we sow it in the

ground at a certain time ; this is all we can do.

'But what are the operations of nature,, after we
have thus left it to itself? As soon as- the earth

supplies it with sufficient moisture, it swells and

bursts open the outer coat, which had till then,

concealed it in the root, the stalk, and the leaves.

The root pierces through, and sinks deep into

the earth, and prepares nourishment for the stein,

which makes efforts to rise even with the earth.

When it has "arrived at this,. it grows by degrees
till it has attained its proper height. It opens its

leaves, which at first ar-e white, then yellow* add
at last tinged with green.r If we confine our oh.

servations to this grain of wheat alone, which is

so necessary to our subsistence, what, wondrous
wisdom do we not discover in it! As soon as the^

outer skin is burst, and the root has shot into

the earth, the stem ventures to spring up in-the^
form of a very slender stalk; yet, weak as itf;ap

pears, it is already strong.enough to bear the in:

temperance of the seasons. By degrees it grojvs
up, and becomes an ear of corn, the sight .of -

which is so. pleasing to mankind. The wheat, is.

inclosed with leaves, which .serve as a coat for it

till it is strong .enough to break through them,
and is armed, with, points to. de.fe.ud it from -the

birds.

The fields of corn ought naturally to make us
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remember those fields where God lays up another

seed. The human bodies deposited in the earth

are as seed sown, whose destination is to grow
and ripen for the harvest of eternity. We had as

little reason, on looking at the grain of wheat, to

expect it to produce an ear of corn (though the

essential parts of it were in grain), as we have
to believe that our bodies, reduced to dust, will

one day become glorified bodies.

The time will come, when the seed will burst

forth, my dust will be raised, again, and I shall

live through Jesus Christ. My body must decay
and turn to dust, but I shall not be eternally in

the grave. My soul shall rest, after the labours

of this life, in the bosom of my God. The eye
hath not seen, neither hath the ear heard, any
thing on earth equal to such salvation.

APRIL VIII.

The Blue Colour of the Sky.

TO judge simply by our senses, we might ima-

gine the sky over our heads a great vault painted
bine, and the stars so rnanjr little brilliant nails

stuck in it. It is true, that such an idea could

^.hardly be formed, but by the common people and
children; yet there are many people who think
th'dmselves superior to those, who form very ab-

:.'fiurd notions of the sky, and its blue appearance
by^day. The reason of it is, that our atmosphere

risyiot quite transparent. If we were raised very
high above the surface of the earth, we should
find that the air becomes more and more subtile

the higher we go, till we could no longer breathe
in it; and at last it would end in pure sether.

The higher we climb oh mountains, the more
light the atmosphere grows, and the more pale
the bright azure of the sky appears, if we could
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rise as high as pure zether, this colour would be

entirely lost. The sky would seem to us as black

as at night ; for ail objects that do not transmit

to us any rays of light appear so. Consequently,
if the air that surrounds us was as transparent as

jether, the sky would not appear blue to us. Our
air is full of little panicles, which, when lighted

by the sun, receive a motion, which produces new
rays; and these particles, though dark in them-

selves, become visible to us when lighted up.
Their colour is bine. This is the. 'reason that a

forest, when we are near to it, looks green, but, aa

we move farther from it, looks-more and more of

a bluish colour. However pale and ""slight the

blue rays of air may be, there falls so great a quan-

tity of them on our eyes, when we are in the open
air, that the effect resulting from them is ralher

a dark blue. These reflections may make some
consider the sky differently from what they had
done before. It may from hence be concluded,
that to the very colour of the sky, there is.no

phenomenon in nature, in which we may not

discover order, utility, and a wise purpose. As
the colour of green is the best that the Creator
could have chosen for the ornament of the earth,
so is the fine azure blue of the sky the most cal-

culated to charm the eye: How dreadful is the

appearance of the sky, when covered with
stormy clouds! but what beauty, majesty, and
simplicity, in the colour of it, when the weather
is calm and serene ! The apartments of .kings,
decorated by the most skilful painters, are no.

thing when compared to the majestic simplicity
of the celestial vault. When the eye has any
time contemplated the beauties of the earth, it

satiates and is tired ; but the more we contemplate
the heavens, the more charms we find-

~~

Vol. lr
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APRIL IX.

'

Use and Necessity of Air.

AIR is the element to which all this lower
world owes its life, beauty, and preservation.
All the changes we observe in the different beings
our globe contains depend on air: It is abso-

lutely necessary for the preservation of animals ;

for :

uiost of them would die in half a minute, if

they were deprived of it; and the others could
not support the want of it above two days at
most. Not only terrestrial creatures, and those
which fill the air, require that element, but it is

absolutely necessary also to the inhabitants of the
water ; and, what is more, they require a change
of fresh air as much as other animals. The birds,
in order to fly, must be supported by the air;
for which reason their lungs have openings,
through which the air they breathe passes into

the whole cavity of their bellies. This single cir-

cumstance discovers to us a profound sagacity ;

for the body of the bird being filled, and in a
manner swelled by the air, becomes lighter, and
more fit for flying. Plants, even.in order to ve-

getate and grow, require air, and have therefore

a multitude of little vessels, which serve to draw
it in, and by means of which even the smallest

particles of them are provided with all the ne-

"cessary juices. Nothing would be more easy
than to multiply proofs of the necessity of air.

Let us dwell on one single circumstance only,
which demonstrates it very clearly.

"

If there

was no air, there would be no twilight before

sun-rise. "It would come suddenly above the ho-

rizon ; would appear the same as it does towards
the middle of its course, and would not vary its

appearance till the instantitwould vanish entirely
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from oar sight, leaving us in as total darkness as

at midnight. The sun, indeed, would strike

our eyes with a bright light, if.there was no air;

but it would resemble a great fire burning in an

open country in the middle of the night. It

would in some sort be day, as the sun and the.'

objects immediately surrounding us would be vfetg

sible to us; but all the rays that would fall on anjrr
bodies at a certain distance, would reflect in a
direct line, and be lost in ttie extent of the hea-

vens. Therefore, while the sun would be placed
directly over our heads, we might still be in-a

sort of night, if there was no air between that

globe and us. Let us draw together all the ad-

vantages the air is of to our earth. It is of nse
to the life and breathing of living beings; to the
motion of winged animals, and those which swim,
in water ; to the propagation of sounds; to hold
the earth in equilibrium with the other globes;
to the formation of vapours, rain, and winds.
How necessary is it also to make the earth fruit-

ful, to favour the vegetation of plants, and dis-

perse the bad vapours which "exhale.from diffe-

rent bodies! The sun could not furnish us with
.either heat or light enough, if our globe was not
surrounded with air. Nobody could be heard,,
if the air did not set the organs or speech in.

play ; if it did not transmit spnnds, and act on.

the organs, of hearing. How innumerable, then,
in all respects, are the advantages which. the air

and winds procure to mankind? If we accustom
ourselves to contemplate, with an attentive.mind,
the great object of the. creation, we shall be na-

turally led to extol the works .and the blessings
of God. What may often make us. neglect this

doty, is, perhaps, pur casting/ but a superficial

glance. over his-works; and in enjoying his. bless-

ings, our hearts have not alwaysheen sensible how;
little we deserved them. Let us then, for pqr
peace and our happiness, endeavour.to
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with the assistance of divine grace, attentive and
sensible spectators'^ the works of God: For to

those who consider them -thus, they become
sources of pure arid permanent joy.

APRIL X.

Different Soils of the Earth.

THE soil is not the same every where. The up-
per stratum is generally formed of a black, move-
able rich earth, which being moistened by broken
remains of plants and animal substances, becomes
the nutritive support of millions of vegetables
which enrich our globe. "But even that stratum
varies in quality. It is sometimes sandy and light,

sometimes clayey and heavy, sometimes moist,
'sometimes dry, sometimes warmer, and sometimes
colder. This is the reason why some herbs and

plants grow naturally in certain countries, and re-

quire art and culture in others. The variety of

soil also makes vegetables of the same kind differ

in quality, according to the ground where they
have been planted. In this instance, we again dis.

-cover the wisdom of our Creator. If all soils

were alike, if all were of the same quality, we
*hould be deprived of man j' vegetables ; because
each species requires a soil analagous to its na-

ture: Some require a dry soil, some a moist one ;

*ome require heat, others a colder soil ; some grow
in the shade, others in the sun

; several grow in

mountains, and many more in valleys. From
thence it happens, that each country has a cer-

tain number of plants peculiar to it, and which
do not grow in equal perfection in others. Let

the alder be transplanted into a sandy soil, and a
willow into a rich and dry earth, and it will be
found, that those soils are not fit for these trees,

that it will agree with them better to plaut
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the former near marshes,' and the latter on th

borders of rivers. Therefore our Creator has

provided for each species, by allotting to them
the soil analogous to their internal constitution.

It is true, that art can sonietimes force nature to

produce according to pleasure : But it is seldom

worth the trouble; and, in.the end, nature is found
to have much the advantage of all the researches

and labours of art.

The same variety that is observed in the soil of

our globe is found in the characters of mankind.
There are some whose hearts are so hardened,.lhat

they cannot profit by instruction. No motive can

influence; no truth, however evident, can rouse

them from their indolence This character may
be compared to stony ground, 'which, no climate,
nor the most careful cultivation, ean render fruiu

ful. A character almost as worthless, is that

where levity predominates : Persons of this sort,

it is true, receive the salutary impressions of re-

ligion and piety, but are discouraged by the least

obstacle that comes in their way ; and their zeal
vanishes as easily as their good resolutions. In
the minds of trifling, timid, weak people, truth

and virtue cannot take root, because there is no
depth. They resemble light and dry soils, where
nothing comes to maturity, and where every
thing dries up, as soon as the heat of the saa
is felt ; because they do not supply the plant
with the nourishing; juices it requires. But how
happy those characters with whom, as in a good
soil, the seeds of piety ripen and. produce ah
abundant harvest of good fruit. On these several

dispositions observed among men, depends more
or less the effect the word of God has upon the
heart. In vain the sower sows the best seeds, if

the soil has not the suitable qualities; all his care
is in vain. The purity and goodness of the seed
cannot supply the natural defects of the soil. For
when it is so hard and close that the teed cannot
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enter, or so sandy that it cannot take root, or so

full of stones that it is choaked up, it is impos-
sible it should produce fruit. *"

To which of these do I belong ? Perhaps my
heart is not so hard as to resist every impression.
If T know it well, it resembles those light soils

which produce here and there some ears of corn,
but which are seen soon after to wither. Good
thoughts and salutary resolutions have often filled

my heart: But how short has been their dura-

tion! Alas! I see plainly that this heart must

change and be amended, that faith and virtue

may produce good fruit, and that I may one day
obtain salvation. But this change is not in my
power. It is thy work, Divine Spirit! Assist me
O Lord ! Make me like the fruitful soil, ready
to fulfil the duties of life. And, in order to bear
fruit in abundance, make me fruitful in good
works, preserving the gifts of thy grace in an
honest and upright heart.

APRIL XI.

Necessityfor Repose at Night.

LABOUR is without doubl necessary for man ;

he nmst,indispensibly apply himself according to

his situation and condition ; and it is certain that

great part of the convenience and comforts of life

depend upon it. But, it must be allowed that hu-

man strength would soon fail, and that man would,
in all respects, become incapable of making use of
his limbs, and the faculties of his soul, if God did
not continually supply him with the strength and

activity necessary to fulfil the duties of his voca-

tion. As we every day lose some of our juices, we
should soon be exhausted, and fall into a mortal

decay, by too great an exertion of our strength, if

these spirits were not continually renewed and re
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vived. In order to be able to labour, it is neces-'

sary that our blood should always supply us with
a matter infinitely thin and active, called the ner-

vous fluid. This fluid keeps the springs, of the
brain and muscles in play, and maintains the bo-

dily action and motion. But the continual waste
that is made of this matter would soon exhaust it,

and man would fall into languor, if these losses

were not repaired. Food would not digest, nor

spread itself regularly through the body, if he was

always in motion. The labour, therefore, of the

head, the arms, or the feet, must be interrupted
for a time, that the heat and the spirits, which

spread over the exterior parts, may be employed
only in assisting the functions of the stomach,
during the repose of the other parts of the body.
Sleep does us this important service. At the
close of the day, our strength, which has been

exercising since the morning, begins to diminish*
The vital spirits sink ; the senses grow dull ; and
we are invited to sleep, without being able to re-

sist. As soon as we give way to it, we are
restored and refreshed. The operations of the
brain, and the labours of the body, cease at once,
and the fatigued limbs .acquire new strength.
This recruit is necessary to the body as well as
to the mind. It makes our limbs more active
and flexible, and preserves in a proper state all

the parts of the body. It re-animates our inT

tellectnal faculties, and spreads a serenity aver
our souls. How inexcusable then are J.hose whpi ,

for trifling reasons, for a vile interest, . or to :

gratify their passions, deprive themselves of pro-
per time for sleep ! They not only disturb the
order ofnature, an order established only for their

.good, but they enervate the strength of their bo-

dies, and bring on themselves a premature death,.

Why should we be mad enough to deprive our-
selves of a blessing, which our heavenly Father

equally aud impartially grants to the rich.an<jL
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the poor, the ignorant and the learned, the high
and the love ? Why should, we shorten our days,
when a wise and good Providence has ordained

sleep, as a means to prolong life? Why vor

luntarilj' deprive ourselves of the refreshing re-

pose'M-hich sleep procures us? Alas! there may
come nights, in which, far from' tasting its sweets,

we may pass restless hours in a bed of anguish,
and reckon the tad ions and painful moments ;

and, perhaps, we shall never know the value of

sleep, till we wish for it again.

APRIL XII.

Size of our Globe
. \

- IT is not so easjr as we imagine to be certaia

of the size of our earth. There is indeed but one

longitude, yet there are two latitudes, north and
south. -Both begin at the equator. The one ex-

tends toward the. north, and the other toward the

south, as far as the pole, either arctic or antarc-

tic. But no one has yet been able to go as far

as either poles, because the mountains o,f ice in

Greenland and in the northern seas, have always
'obstructed the passage. However, thanks to the

geometricians, we at present know nearly the size

of our globe ; and, according to the most exact

calculations, the surface of the earth is nine mil-

lions two hundred thousand and eighty square
leagues. The water occupies two-thirds of that

space; so that what remains for terra firnia is re-

duced to three millions and ninety-six thousand

.square leagues.
It has been calculated, that there maybe a,t

least three thousand millions of men upon the

earth; but, in reality, there are not more than
one thousand uud fourscore joiiUidnsi of -which
there are
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\ . .
In Asia, . . . . . ,650,000.000

'

-

.In Africa, .... 150,000,009

In America, . . 150,000,000

In Europe . . . . 130,000,000

If, then, we suppose the earth is inhabited by
pne thousand millions of men, or thereabouts,
and that thirty-three years make a generation,, it

follows, that, in that space of time, there die one
thousand millions. Thus, the number who die

on earth amounts to"

Each year, ..... 30,000,000-

Jlach day, . . . 80,400
Each hour, .... 3,600

.Each minute, ,
... 60

Each second, ... .1

This calculation must necessarily' strike us* If

the mortality is so great every year, and even

every hour, is & not probable that he. who re-

flects on it may , himself be one. of those which
swell the list of the dead ! It is at least certain,
that it ought to lead us often to serious reflec-

tions. Now, at this moment,, .one of our fel-

low-creatures is going out of the world; and
before this hour be passed, more than three thou-

sand souls will have entered into eternity. r'*What

a motive for thinking often arid seriously on
death. .

'

. .

Prodigiously great as the earth appears, its

greatness vanishes at once, when we compare this

globe, to the other worlds which roll . over bur
heads. The earth is then, in comparison of the
whole universe, what a grain of sand is to the

highest mountain.
But how does this thought exalt Thee in our

eyes! How inexpressible and infinite does thy-
greatness appear, O thou Creator of heaven and
earth! The world and all its inhabitant* are

1.8
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before Thee as a "drop in -I hie ocean, or as 'the

light atoms which float in- the air. And what
am. I, among these thousand miJlions of inha-

bitants of the ekrth! What am 1 before Thee,
Thou immense, infinite, and eternal Being !

APRIL XIII.

Generation of Birds.

AT this season of the year there is a revo-

lution in nature which certainly claims our at-

tention. It is the time the birds lay, and hatch
their young. This animal miracle passes in a
tnanner before our- eyes-; and that it is really a

wonder, which cannot -be too much admired,
the following reflections will convince us. In
each fruitful egg, which has not yet been sat

on, there is a spot (about the size of a freckle)
visible in the yolk. In the centre of this spot
there is a white circle, like a tliih partition,
which extends a little towards the top, and ap-

pears to join to some small bladders there. In the
middle of this circle, there is a kind of fluid

matter wherein the embryo of the chick is seen to

float. It is composed of two lines or white

threads, which appear sometimes to be separated
from one another at their extremity; arid be>

tweeii which a lead-coloured fluid is perceptible.
The extremity of the embyro is contained in a
little bag, surrounded by a prettylarge ligament ;

and it is there that the navel afterwards shews
itself. This ligament is composed partly of a
solid yellowish substance, and partly of a fluid

dark substance, which is also surrounded by *
white circle. This is what has-been observed in

the egg before it is sat upon. After it has been

above twelve hours uudr the hett* there appears
in the lineaments of thfe embryo, which is in
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the middle of jthe little spot, a moisture that
has the form of a little head, on which are seen
little vesicle?, that afterwards become the back
"bones. In. thirty hours, the navel appears cover-

jSd with a multitude of little vessels. The" e$ e$___
also are then distinguishable. The two white

threads, which, in re-uniting, have still left some
space between them, inclose five little bags, which
are the brainy substance, and the spinal marrow,
which goes through to its extremity . The heart
is then visible : but it has not yet been discover.

ed, whether it is the heart or the blood that i

first folined. Be that as it may, it is certain

that the embryo of the chick existed before in

.the egg ; and that, after it has been some time
sat upon, they distinguish the back bones, the

brain, the spinal marrow, the wings, and part of
the flesh, before the heart, the blood, and the

vessels are perceptible. At the end of thirty-six

hours, the navel is covered with a number oif

vessels, separated from one another, by unequal
spaces. According to all appearance, they existed

before in the little spot, and are only made visible

by the fluid matter which swells them. When
the essential parts.of the chick are thus formed, it

continues to take new growth till the twentieth
or twenty-first day, when it is able to break of
itself the shell which contained it.

We owe these discoveries to some great natu-

ralists, who, with the assistance of microscopes,
have observed, almost from hour to hour, the

progress of the formation and the '-hatching of
the chick. However, notwithstanding all that

\ve have drawn from their observations, there
still remain many mysteries, which may never
.be discovered to us. How does the embryo
come in the .egg? and who gave it the faculty
of receiving, by means of warmth (for that is

all the hen communicates to it), a new life and

being! What is it that puts the essential7

parts
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of the chick in motion ? and what i$ -that vivi-

lying spirit, which, through, the shell, penetrates
even to the heart, and occasions its pulsation !

What inspires the birds with instinct to multi-

ply by a way common to them all? How do they
know that their young are contained in the egg't
"What engages them to sit on the nest all the time
.necessary to hatch them 1 Questions these are
which cannot be answered in a satisfactory man-
er. But the little we know of the generation

of birds is sufficient to prove the wisdom of the

Creator; as it can neither be attributed to a
blind chance, nor .to art assisting nature. God
had the wisest reasons for ordaining that certain

animals should not arrive at perfection, till affer

they come from their mother's womb; while
ethers reach their full maturity in it. And it

may be allowed, that whoever does not discover .

the hand of God in the production of birds, will

not see it any where. For, if the profoundest
wisdom is not visible in this, it will appear so in

nothing.
O man, spectator of the wondrous Avorks of

frod, adore -with me the all-wise Being ! Do
not disdain to seek, iii apparently small objects,
the impression of his goodness, his power, and hrs

ineffable wisdom.

APRIL XIV.

^Prognostics of the Weather.

., heat, cold, rain, snow, fogs, drought,
and other such alterations in the temperature of

the air, do not always depend on causes regular

and necessary. There are, however, some signs

in nature, which, in some degree, foretel the wea-

ther. The position of our globe, in respect to

the sun, which is .known to us in the four sea:-
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sons of the year,' this changes' of the'moon, the

precise moment"of which' can be determined ;

the influence those celestial bodies, and all the

planets of oar system, have"lip'on the heat, the

cold, the motion, and the stillness of the air, are

so many immutable laws, upon which may be
established several prognostics of the weather.
The consequences drawn from them are so much
the less to be despised, as they are founded
on experience, and that it is by' the rules of

analogy that the future is judgeVl of by the pasU
It is true, that a thousand accidental circum-
stances may occasion alterations which we had
no reason to expect; But it must .be considered
"that these accidental circumstances are of short

duration; and if they occasion any change in

the ordinary course of the temperature of the

air, it is only for a little time, and in some parti*
eular places.

That, in general, the change of weather is so

regular that it may be foreseen, is what our ob-

servation may prove to us every year.. We are
seldom' mistaken in supposing that the'riofth and
east windy generally bring cold, -the MJiitli heat,
and the west rain; that, during a north-eastwind,
it rains in summer, andshows in winter. We may
with equal probability conjecture^ that^yheh the

morning sky is red, there will be wind"'6r;ram in

the afternoon: and, that 'the evening red^S^Jien
it is not copper colour, promises fair weather
nest day. The weather in spring foretels what
it will be in summer. If there are many fogs
in spring, it is very likely that the summer will

be :

rainy. If . there are great floods in spring,
there will be great heat, and many insects, 'ill

summer. When there have been storms in spring,
there is nothing more to fear from ice 'aiid night
frosts. .

f '"'

But, supposing it was utte'rly impossible to

foreiel the weather, we may be perfectly- easy
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in that respect.
:

:

The variations of weather (-\v.hen

considered in .the whole), are according to con-
stant rules, laid 'down by Providence with much
wisdom; and we may rest secure, that the wea-
ther, however bad it may appear, .will neverthe-
less be.advantageous to theeattli, and promote its

fertility. In every alteration of the climate, let

us trust to that God whose purposes are always
wise and beneficent, without whose will there
could be neither heat, cold, rain, drought, tem-

pest, nor calm, and who turns to the .good of the
earth and of his creatures, even those phenomena
which seem to be hurtful. All the way's oflProvi-

dence bear marks of his goodness. All his paths
are mercy. Wisdom and beneficence are mani-
fest in all'dispensations.

APRIL XV.

The Situation of the Sun.

GOD has appointed a situation for the sun,
which perfectly suits the nature of that body,
and the uses for which it is designed. Helms
given it a certain size, and placed it in a space
proportioned to the course it is to perform. He
has put it at a proper distance from the planets
upon which it was to act ; and this position, ap-

pointed for it so many thousands of years ago, it

still preserves, without ever deviating from it,

because, in reality, the least deviation would oe-

pasion the greatest disorders in natn.re. Most cer-

tainly, nothing but unlimited power could per-
form such a wonder. God alone could produce
this immense globe, place it in its proper sphere,
'mark its limits, determine its course, subject it

to proper rules, and maintain it invariably in the

position and order prescribed.* "What wisdom
aud goodness jshiues in this plan, both in respect
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to the whole universe;' and to our eailtr in pafti-

cular, with all its creatures! The burning rays,
which -proceed^from 'a globe of 'fire" a million of
times larger than our fearth, most have an incou'.

ceivable force, if, in falling, they were to remain
close to one another; bat, as they separate more
and more, in proportion as they remove to a dis-

tance from their common centre, their power di-

minishes in proportion as they diverge. Our
earth, placed in a spot where those rays would
have been too numerous, or too hear, could 'not

have borne the intense heat. Placed towards the
extremes of the solar-world* ijt would only have
received a faint light, and too little warmth to

ripen its fruits and productions. The sun is then
in the exact spot it ought to be. It can now com-
municate to our world sufficient light and heat to

penetrate into and vivify the earth with its bene-;
ficeut rays, to clear the atmosphere, and to pro-
duce all those effects, without which there would
be rieither dew nor rain, show, hail, fogs, clear
or serene days. Placed as

it, is;' it causes th'e re^-

ghlar changes of day arid
'

hight, as well as the
different seasons of the year, and varies in each of
them its influence or effects.

It is not duly to the sun, but also to the other

planets, to the fixed stars, and all the bodies which
belong to our system, that God has allotted a place
conformable to their nature, and suitable to the
end he proposed in creating them. To! ine,wh6
am nothing in comparison of the sun, the Lord
has vouchsafed to allot the place and situation

which, in all respects, suits me best. May I but
fulfil the duties of my station with as much ex-
actness and fidelity as the sun acquits himself of
his important offices, according to the invariable
laws which were prescribed to it from the first

instant of its creation ! May I, in the place I fill j

and in prdportion to Jmy
J
'

powers;
:be as' useful to

the w6rld,
5share- With riiy^fellovv-cireatures
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advantages I enjoy, communicate to the ignorant
what knowledge I have, support or strengthen
the weak, and spread with a liberal hand, among
the poor, the riches I possess.

APRIL XVI.

Permanency <rf Corporeal Beings.

NOTHING in nature perishes; and, from the

beginning .of. the the world to the present mo-

ment, there lias not been a grain of sand, nor
an atom annihilated. The first forests, which the

powerful word of God produced, were adorned
with an innumerable multitude of leaves. Those

fell, withered, corrupted, and ceased to be leaves j

but the parts which composed them still remain.

They have been converted into dust, mud, or

earth ; but they are not annihilated. The nsatter

ofwhich the first leaves and herbs were formed
subsists still at this day, and has lost nothing of

its essential parts. The plants which now flou-

rish will exist, as to their parts, as long as the
world shall last. The wood we burji ceases in-

deed to be wood, but its parts do not cease to

exist. They are dispersed into ashes, soot, and
smoke, but they are not annihilated. . The king-
dom of nature is liable to continual change; all

dissolves, and all regenerates, but nothing finally

perishes. Let us notjudge by appearances. When
there happens any revolution, any disorder in

nature, we are apt to believe that many things
are totally destroyed: it is an error. They are

only differently modified, and becomematerials
for the composition of other beings. . The water
which rises in vapours does not perish: it de-

creases in one place, to increase in another.-
What uninformed perspns, consider., as total de-

struction, is, in reality* but a mere change o.f
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parts; and the world, considered in the whole,
is just now what it was the first day of the crea-

tion, although a multiplicity of parts which coin-

pose it have gradually undergone very consider-

able alterations.

This leads me to reflect on my own hody, and
the change it will experience in the grave. It is

true, it will entirely corrupt, but will not be an-

nihilated, and the essential parts which compose
it will always subsist. The persuasion of this

truth is sufficient to guard me against the fear, of

the grave and corruption, and, at the same time,
to confirm the hope of a resurrection in my soul.

"Why then should my heart be troubled, why
shudder at the thought of the grave ? That which
will be shut up there, it is not me ; it is my earth-

ly habitation, i myself cannot be destroyed.
All my members are numbered, and will be pre-
served. What I have been, 1 shall be hereafter:
and I shall live for ever and ever.
The continual duration ofcorporeal beings may

lead me to conclude, with much probability, that

my soul also will be immortal. Sincenone of the

earthly parts will be annihilated, is it to be pre-
sumed that my soul should be the only created

thing that is to be destroyei? No. The whole
corporeal world would soouer perish than onfc

soul redeemed by Jesus Christ.

APRIL XVII.

The Use of Rain.

IN the truest sense of the word, rain ought to
be called a present from Heaven. The blessings
our heavenly Father pours upon us, by this

means, are equally abundant and necessary for

us. As the consequences of a continued drought
would be fatal to us, so the advantages are equal-
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ly precious which the refreshing showers afford.

Who can describe or know all the advantages
which accrue from them. But if \ye cannot give
an exact account of them, we may at least reflect

on some of the most considerable. The heat of

the sun acts without interruption on the different

bodies on the earth, and continually exhales thin

particles from it, which fill the atmosphere in the
form of vapours. We should breathe these dan-

gerous exhalations with the air, ifnow and then

they were not carried off by the rain, which beats
them down to the ground, and thus clears and
purifies the air. It is no less useful in moderat-

ing the burning heat of the atmosphere ; and the
reason is very evident : for the nearer the air is to

the earth, the more it is warmed by the refraction
of the rays ; and the farther it is from us, the

colder it is. The rain that falls from a higher
region brings to the lower atmosphere a refreshing

coolness, of which we always feel the agreeable
effects when it has rained. It is also to the rain

we must partly impute the origin of fountains,

pumps, lakes, and consequently rivers. Every
body knows in what abundance we are supplied
with these several -sources of water in the wet and

rainy seasons.; -whereas they evaporate during a

long drought. But, to feel how useful and ne-

cessary rain is, it is sufficient to observe how the

earth and vegetables languish for want of these

fruitful showers, without which every thing would

decay. Rain is in many respects the food of ve-

getables. It wets and softens the earth, which is

dried up, and in a manner petrified by the heat of

the sun. It circulates in the finer veins, and in

the vessels ofplants and trees, and conveys to them
those beneficial juices which preserve their life,

and give them growth. When it pours on moun-

tains, it sweeps from them a soft rich earth, which
it deposits in the valleys where it falls, and which
it manures. . .
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Yes, Lord ! thou hast planned all with wisdom,
and the earth is full of thy goodness. Such is,

without doubt, the conclusions that we must all

draw from these reflections. And if, from these
we are led to adore and bless God, let us pursue
the subject, that it may make a deeper impres-
sion on our minds.
What finer object-can be presented to our sight

than a clear and serene sky? Is riot that beauti-

ful blue vault extended over us sufficient to fill

every heart with admiration and delight? But all

the beauties of the sky would disappear, if, by
the direction ofthe winds, the clouds shouldcome
and draw a thick curtain before us. What are
the sentiments such a revolution should create in.

us? These are, at least, what it ought to in*

spire: However beautiful this scene which we
contemplate with such, delight, there are some
incomparably greater,which no cloud can deprive
us of, and which would make us ample amends for

the loss of all others. For what are all the bean-
ties' of nature, compared to the beauty of that

"

Being, in whose contemplation alone an immortal

spirit can find felicity ! It 'is not without design
that God sometimes deprives us for a white of
those things which give us most pleasure. He
wishes to teach us to seek our happiness -in him,
and to consider him as our sovereign good. Be-

sides, those very privations, are they not often

compensated by many outward advantages?' Those
clouds which conceal from us the. beauty of the

sky are the sources of^beneficent rain*, whichren-
der the earth fruitful. -Let us remember this; and
every time that adversity wakes our days gloomy
and melancholy, let us be persuaded that even
these misfortunes will become, in the hands ofour

heavenly Father, instruments offuture happiness.
Let us also consider rain as the image of the gifts
of fortune : for, beneficial as tnode'rate rains may
be, they are equally hurtful, if they last too-long.
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or come unseasonably. So it is in respect to

earthly goods. Their too great abundance might
be the cause of our destruction*^ Let us therefore
thank our heavenly Father for refusing us gifts
which we might afterwards find to be real punish-
ments. Let us, then, learn to be content with all

the <iispensation$ of a wise and gracious Provi-
dence in the government of the world. God only
can know the manner in which his .blessings can
best be bestowed. He sendelh forth his command-
ments to the clouds, and they fly to execute the
will of their Creator. Shall man dare to under-

take to direct their course, though perhaps the

least considerable part in tlie ordinance of the

world? How then can we be rash enough to

blame the ways of Providence on much more im-

portant occasions 1

APRIL XV11I.

The Breath.

OF all the functions of animal life, breathing is

one of the principal and most necessary : without
it there would be no possibility of expelling the

saliva, and excrements, or getting rid of super-
fluous humours by perspiration. Even speech, and
the several inflections of the voice, require breath-

ing. It is of use to the smell; to mix properly
the chyle with the lymph and the blood ; to give
to the latter its red colour ; and perhaps also to

keep up and renew the animal spirits, by the air

mixed with the blood. It is certain that we could
not live an instant, ifwe were deprived of breath.
But from whence proceeds this source of life?

Our lungs are, properly speaking, the organs by
which we draw in and let out air. This intestine

resembles a large purse, at. the top of which is

fastened a pipe, through which the air penetrates
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into a number of little vessels of different sizes,

which form the interior texture of the lungs.
When the air is pumped into the lungs, the belly
swells, the sides rise, and the lower part of the
sternum comes forward. During the expiration,
on the contrary, the lower part of the belly sinks

in ; the side sinks, and the sternum withdraws
towards the back. That this mechanism may be

conveniently executed, /the Creator has disposed,
the interior parts of the body in the wisest nian-

'

ner. More than sixty muscles are continually in.

motion to procure breath, by dilating and con-

tracting by turns the lungs. Uothing can be more
admirable than the wind-pipe. It is covered with
a valve, which closes it exactly at the moment
of deglutition, and prevents, by that means,^the
food from passing into it, or an interruption of

breathing. There are not less wonders observ-

able in the lower parts of this organ, in the
branches of the windpipe, in the vesicles of the

lungs, in the distribution of the veins and arte-

ries, which every where accompany the bron-
chial veins, and the vesicles ; in order that the
blood they contain may receive on all sides the

impression of the air.

It is our duty to bless oar Creator, that, after

having given us the faculty of breathing, he has,
by his goodness, hitherto preserved our health
What emotions of gratitude and adoration ought
to arise in our souls, when we consider that, in
each minute, we breathe twenty times, and con
sequently 300 times in a quarter of an hour! A
thousand accidents might happen,; to interrupt,
and totally stop this faculty of breathing. Ho.w
many hurtful things might enter into the" wind
pipe while we eat and drink ; or even in our sleep,
which would be instant death? Tf thy providence
O Lord, did not deign to prolong our breath ;.i
Thou didst not prevent the fatal consequences o:

our imprudence and neglect, we should kav
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been long ago deprived of life. But have we felt

all the gratitude due for these continual marks
of thy goodness 1 Breathing is one of those bless-

ings we enjoy every Instant, without, perhaps,
remembering that it is to Thee we are in-

debted for it. ,Jt would, however, be very just
and right that we should sometimes think of this

blessing, which we continually receive ; and if

we accustomed ourselves to be more attentive to

the particular and daily blessings, we should also

contemplate with more delight the whole of the
works and wonders of Godj and be more sensibly
affected by them.

APRIL XIX.

'Proofs which the Works of the Creationfurnish
us of the Goodness of God.

THE most common and most important pheno-
mena which we see on the earth, or in the air,

tend evidently to the service and good of the
animal world. Ail that we see around us, over our

heads, or under our feet, serves for our support
and enjoyment. What is wore necessary for the

.preservation of life than food? The ground is

therefore covered with it. Grass, roots, fruit, for

the support of man and. beasts, are spread over
the surface of the .whole earth, in such_a-manner,
that there, is scarce a place where animals cannot
find their proper food. God has not even confined

himself to the supplying of our wants and sus-

tenance only, he has deigned to furnish us also

-with what is agreeable and convenient. If no-

thing more was required than merely supporting
life, water and the most common roots would be
sufficient. But with what liberality has the

Creator furnished us with the greatest variety,?
He , does not act towards us> like a penurious
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miser, who only gives to those who depend upon
himwhat is necessary to keep them from starving ;

but, like a generous host, he spares nothing to

treat his guests, and to provide with profusion
whatever can give them pleasure. Such is the

munificence of God towards every living crea-

ture. There is scarce a shrub upon the earth, a

plant, an herb, a piece of, water, or a marsh,
that does not serve for a dwelling . and food to

some living creature. On a tree,* for example,
there are, besides fruit, leaves, bark, and wood.
Each of these feeds an innumerable multitude of

creatures. Caterpillars feed- on - leaves. Certain

worms, live on the bark. Others neglect the

leaves and bark to lodge in the wood. Thus,
through all nature, there is scarce any thing that

is not useful to some living creature. What must
therefore be the beneficence of that God, who
forgets not . any being made by his hand, nor
disdains to watch over them, and supply their

wants? What is there more pleasant than light ?

"
Truly the light is sweet, .and a pleasant thing

it is for the eyes to behold the sun." -Its rays fill

all the immense expanse of the heavens ;.- aud, as

long as day lasts, the eye is surrounded on all

sides by them. It partakes of this universal

good, and enjoys the delightful and varied scene
of the creation. Light discovers to us all the
riches of the divine works. Without it, .nature
would be to us a desert, and its innumerable
beauties would be for ever unknown to us.

'

With what goodness has God provided for ;the

advantage of our senses? For example, he has
chosen the mildest and properest colours to

please and re'fresh the sight. Experience proves*
that blue and green reflect the rays which least
hurt the eye, and they, are what we can longest
bear. For that reason, Divine Goodness has
clothed the sky with blue, and the earth with

green, two colours which agree with our, eyes*
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They are lively and gay enough to strike us

agreeably, and yet mild enough not to fatigue or
offend the siglu. Tlv^y have, limvever. variety

'

of shades, enough to distinguish objects froraone

another, and prevent a too great uniformity.
Besides plunts of very different greens, the earth

produces the most beautiful flower-*, which not

only delight our eyes with a thousand and a
thousand different colours, but embalm the air

also, and please our smell with the most rtelicioiu

perfumes. Even the ear is not idle. It is charm-
ed to hear the songs of the birds, who fill the air

with their melodious notes.

With a heart full of gratitude and joy, I exalt

Thee, O God ! and celebrate thy goodness. Lord,
liow great is thy mercy ! How tender and gra-
cious thy fatherly protection ! None of thy crea-
tures are hid from Thee. Thou despisest none
of them. All, without exception, are objects of,

thy providence ; and
"Thou watchest over them;

Therefore shall thy beneficence be for ever the

object of my meditations. My soul shall never
cease to bless Thee ; and I will rejoice in the re-

membrance of thy goodness.

APRIL XX.

Pleasing Effect of the Heat of the

AT the approach of spring, there are revolu-

tions before our eyes, which must fill every
attentive observer with astonishment. Nature

gradually recovers the life she seemed to have
lost in winter. The earth is clothed with verdure.

The trees are covered with blossoms. On all

sides are seen new
t generations of insects, and

other animals, coming out, rejoicing in -their

existence, and endowed with a thousand different

instincts. Every thing is animated. Everything
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revives. And this
s

hew' lifeV which- appears in

the noblest parts of nature,, is produced by the

return of warmth, which awakens animals and

plants, and puts their renewed strength in mo-
tion. We owe this admirable revolution to the

sun, which is the "source of life, sensation, and

joy, as its salutary and enlivening rays are spread
over all natuije. The seeds feel its effect, and

open iu the bosom of the earth. It is from thence

that the plants and vegetables shoot, spring up,

and'grow. Its approach revives' and strengthens
animals. Every living creature that has breath
or feeling ; vegetation also, feels the benign in-

fluence of that majestic globe. How would it be,
if we Avere deprived of the light and heat of the

sun'? How melancholy would the face of the"

earth appear, if an uninhabitable desert? Into

what a lifeless state would most creatures fall,

and how wretched and languid would such exist-

ence be? What a source of joy and gladness
would the heart of man be deprived of, if he
could not enjoy the rays of the rising sun, or the

light of a serene day? Nothing could compensate
for the loss of it. The mildest night, the gentlest
artificial warmth,,pould not supply the place of
that vivifying virtue which the light of the sun
communicates to every being, and which has a

salutary effect, very different from that of earthly
fire. Men and animals know and feel it. A va-

letudinarian, shut up warm in his room, with

every possible assistance, will not gain, as iuclv

strength in many weeks as he would dp in a very
short time from the warmth of the sun in the"fine

weather of spring, plants forced in hot beds,
never gain such a degree of strength and consist-

ence, as those which grow in the sun. In the latter,

every thing combines for the perfection of plants
and animals ; whereas, iu artificial heat, we see

nothing but the. weak and languishing efforts of
an inCfectual substitute. But would the sun exist,
Vol.1. M
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and could it communicate light and heat to us, if

God, the Creator of all things, had not formed it,

aud given it the power of shedding over the whole
earth its quickening virtue'? itjs from the Lord
we receive all the blessings which are derived
from the sun. It is he who created it, who rules

its course, and who preserves its light and splen-
dour. Each morn he causeth it to appear again :

and in each season makes us feel its happy effects.

Without him, there would be neither sun, nor

light, nor heat, nor spring. Let us then raise our
souls to him, to the Creator of the sun. Its bene-

ficent warmth, its beautiful and clear light, leads
to Him, the Being of beings, the Source of every
"blessing, the Father of light. The Pagans were
too blind to acknowledge God as author of the
sun. They stopped at the effects, without know-
ing the cause. But we know there would be no
sun, if he did not exist ; that it would neither

give light nor heat, if not ordained by God. We
know that vegetation, increase, growth, all the

"blessings which surround us, ail our agreeable

sensations, all that charms or delights us, pro-
ceed from him. The sun is but the instrument of

his goodness, the minister of his will, the herald

of his greatness.

APRIL XXI.

Relation that all Creatures have with one another,

THE prodigious number of creatures there are

upon the earth, is, in itself, weil worthy our

admiration; but what must still more strike us,

is the proportion between all tliese, and the wise

chain which links this infinite multitude of dif-

ferent beings in such a manner,' that they form

but one regular and perfect whole. The extent.

i" the animal creation is incomprehensible, and
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yet all of them find food sufficient. No species,
however few there are of them, no individuals,
however persecuted they may be, are ever ex-
tinct. It is true, that many serve as food to

others, but the number of beasts of prey is. not
considerable. Most of them are solitary, and do
not much multiply. Those even that are pretty
numerous, are content with little food, and
cannot obtain it without much art and trouble.

Several of them have enemies which prevent
them from multiplying too fast; or else the weak .

and timid animals supply in number what they
want in strength, and escape their persecutor*
by all sorts of stratagem and cunning. It is also

observable, that, for the.preservation and multi-

plication of species, there is an exact balance
between the sexes; so that there is no animal
which cannot find its mate. The mineral king-
dom serves for the preservation of the animal,
and they both tend to the good and benefit of
mankind. The most useful plants, such as corn,

grow every where, multiply the easiest, and are
the least liable to spoil. The animals which1

are,

most necessary to mankind are scattered every
where in abundance. The productions of the dif-

ferent climates are suited to the particular wants
of mankind. Thus the hottest countries-abound
in cooling fruits. In countries liable to great

drought, there are plants and trees, which'are, iu
a manner, springs of water, and which provide
enough to quench the thirst of men and animals.
Where wood is wanting, there is a great quantity
of peat and turf found. If there are countries

deprived of rain, and other sources of fertility,

they are made amends for it by fruitful inunda-

tions, like that of the Nile in Egypt. In mankind
also, there is the most exact proportion between,
the sexes. The proportion between male and
female is nearly equal. The number of males jto

that of females is generally 26 to 25. In civil
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society, talents and blessings are so admirably
distributed, that, as each individual may be

happy, according to his circumstances, so there
is nothing that is necessary wanting to society in

general. If the inclinations and dispositions of
men were not so varied; if their tastes and tem-

pers did not make them embrace different kinds
of life; if there was not so much variety in their

genius, their way of thinking, in their beauty,
riches.'and other outward circumstances, human
society would soon become a melancholy desert.

There is no rank of men who can do without
others. Each country has its peculiar advantages:
and, if they were common to all, there Would be
neither connection or commerce among men. In
a. word, on whatever side we cast our eyes under

heaven, we every where find the most admirable

harmony and proportion. Notwithstanding the

infinite variety of creatures, and the continual

interruption of many of the laws of nature, it

appears that, in this immense univerr-e, all is

perfect, all is planned and contrived for the ge-

neral good, all is in the most regular and exact

order. On whatever side I cast mine eyes, I see

nothing but the wisest and most delightful har-

mony. It shines on all sides. It embellishes

every thing. Nothing is unconnected. Every

thing combines to the same end. The whole is

linked together with wonderful art,

Wise Author of Nature! We should be un-

worthy to contemplate the magnificence and har-

mony of thy works, if we did not adore Thee with

the most profound admiration.
'

.Teach us, above

all things, to feel and to adore that ineffable

goodness, AvhSch has ordained everything in the

manner most beneficial to thy creatures.
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APRIL XXII.

integral Parts of Water.
i

WHEN we drink water, we think we enjoy a

pure and simple element : we_are mistaken ; for

the naturalists assure us, that each drop of .water
is a little world, where the four elements and the
three kingdoms of nature unite. There is scarce

any water which is not full of heterogeneous mat-

ter, very plainly visible when distilled or filtered*

However incredible this may appear, it has been

proved beyond all doubt, by the most exact and
certain experiments. Besides its elementary parts>
the water contains several earthy particles : suchj
for example, as belong to the mineral kingdom,
chalky earth, saltpetre, and different kinds of salts.

It cannot be doubted, if we consider how many
earthy particles the water must meet every wliejre

(both in the air, and on. the ground), parts that it -

dissolves, or draws off and carries along -with it*

Water al^o contains inflammable or sulphureous
parts, which shew themselves when it corrupts.
Without these liery particles, it would become a
solid and compact body ; for as soon as all its heat
is taken from it, it condenses, becomes heavy, and,

acquires the hardness of ice. Lastly, that water
is also impregnated with air, will be easily ac-

knowledged, if attention is paid to what happens
when it begins to boil. Common water contains

particles of earth, salts, fiery particles, and air ;

consequently it may be said," with truth, that all

the elements meet in a drop of water. But are'

there also plants and animals in it ? It certainly
contains the principles of vegetation, as all the

plants draw their nourishing juices from water,
and can only grow and thrive from thence. As to

the animal kingdom, it is evidently distinguished-
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in water. Without mentioning fish, and other

aquatic animals, with which it is peopled, there is

not a single drop ofwater without its inhabitants,
as may be discovered by a microscope. It is also

known how fast insects breed in stagnated water ;

the seeds of which are -undoubtedly concealed in
the water; although outward circumstances hin-

der them sometimes from coming forth. All this

is well calculated to make us reflect on the wisdom
and goodness of the Creator. It is not by chance
that water is composed of so many parts. It is

true, it would be one of the purest drinks, if it

was a body absolutely simple : but, on the other

hand, its medicinal qualities would be reduced
almost to nothing. If we reflect on the manner in

which water nourishes plants, it is easy to pre-
sume that it communicates the little nourishment
it contains, in the same way to men and animals.

Water is not very nourishing in itself, but being

very subtle, it dissolves the nutritive parts of food,
Serves them as a vehicle, and conveys them into

the very smallest vessels. It is consequently the

most wholesome drink ; that which men and ani-

mals can least dispense with; and its salutary
virtues are experienced on many occasions, even

. when all other drink would be hurtful to the

health. What therefore ought our gratitude to be
at every glass of water we drink ! With what wis-
dom God supplies our wants ! He has prepared
our food, our drink, in the manner best suited to

our nature, and best calculated to preserve health

and life. He has communicated a beneficent power
to the most ordinary and most necessary suste-

nance.
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APRIL XXIII.

The Propagation of Plants.

IN general, vegetables spring from seed ; and
in most plants it is the flower or blossom which
produces the seed, and mukes it fruitful. Al-

most all flowers are folded np in a bud, where

they form themselves secretly, and are guarded
by their coat, and outside leaves. Then, when
sap flows in abundance, particularly towards

spring, the blossom grows large, the bud opens,
the coat falls off, and the flower appears. At the
outside some very small thin leaves are seen of
different colours, which serve to defend the organs
of fertility, and perhaps also to form the nourish-

ing juice which enters into those parts. But it

is, properly speaking, in the middle of the flower
that the fruitful organs are found. There is -a

thread in it, or a little pillar called pistil, which
rises pretty high, particularly in tulips. Round,
the pistil are the stamina, with heads at the top
of them, containing a prolific dust of different co-

lours. These stamina are properly the masculine

organs, designed to make the seed fruitful, and
the pistil is the female part of generation. It is

in a manner the womb which receives the proli-
fic dust.

Vegetables propagate also by ingrafting. From
a tender branch of a tree, when in sap, they take
an eye or a beginning of a branch, with a part of
the bark, and they ingraft it into another tree;
that is to say, they insert this eye between the
bark and the wood, after which they gently tie

up the whole, by rolling worsted" two or three
times round it. From that eye there comes a
branch, which is of the same species as the tree

from whence the eye was taken, though the tree
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into which it is inserted (and which is called wild

stock) should be quite another sort. Trees and
other woody plants are also perpetuated by slips.

From a willow, for example, they take a slip,

that is to say, a single stick or^bra.nch, and put
it in the ground, after having cut off the little

branches, that it may not in the beginning take

too much. sap. Roots soon shoot out of it in the

places where it had beginnings of branches, and
it becomes a tree. , '-.

Lastly, Vegetables also propagate by roots ; but

these miist have eyes, or they will not shoot.

Certain plants cast all around them trains, or long

strings, which have knots or eyes in them. The
knots lengthen their fibres in the ground, and
become so many flew feet, which may be sepa-
rated from each other, to make so many more

plants. The root even is a sort of eye, in which
the plant is inclosed ; and it has between its leaves

little eyes, so that it may also be propagated by
the leaves, when the little eyes or roots remaiu
fastened to them. What a train of causes must

operate to produce vegetables, to preserve and

propagate them. Supposing even that the seed

pre-existed, what art does it not require to open
them, to give growth to the plant, to preserve
and continue the species ? The earth must be a
fruitful mother, in whose bosom plants may be

placed and nourished conveniently. Water, which
contributes also to the nourishment of plants, al-

though in a less degree, must be composed of all

those plants which are best calculated to make
them shoot and grow. The sun must put all the
elements in motion, and by its heat make the seed

spring up and ripen the fruit. It was necessary
to form a just balance and proportion between the

plants, in order that they should neither multiply
too fast, nor be too few in number. It was ne-

cessary that the texture, the vessels, the fibres,

and every part ofthe plant, should be &o disposed,
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that the sap, the nourishing juice, should pene-
trate into it, circulate,' digest, and prepare itself

in suck a manner that the plant .should .receive

the proper form, size, and strength.' It was ne-

cessary to fix exactly what plants were to spring
up of themselves, and what were to require .the
care and culture of men. The work: of the gene-
ration and propagation of plants is-therefore so

complicated, it passes through so many working-
wheels, as makes it impossible to discover the

long train.of causes and effects which produce it. ;'

. In all this I acknowledge thy wisdom and good-
ness, O adorable Creator! What other than Thou,
could communicate to the elements the necessary
virtue or power to perpetuate vegetables. It is

Thou who hast given to the sun a proper size and
heat to act upon our earth, and to make it feel

its happy effects. It is Thou who hast created the
constituent parts of which plants should be com,
posed, and dispersed them in the air, the water,
and the earth. It is Thouwho hast fixed the laws
of motion ; who formedst the atmosphere,- and
thus produced rain, fogs, and clouds. It is Thou
>vho quickenest the seed, and givest existence and
growth to vegetables. Every year,by thy order;
the earth again produces its pli&its. Every spring
Thou renewest the face of nature, and crownest
the year with thy blessings. Let the earth, as well
as the heavens, declare 'the glory of thy great
name, now and for evermore.' . . .

APRIL XXIV.-
'.,. . .

.' . . ;

Variety observable in the Features of the Face.

IT is a very evident proof of the adorable wis-
dom of God, that, though the bodies .of men are
so Jike each other in essential parts, there is slitt
so great a difference outwardly, that they- ca:

M2
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easily be ^distinguished, without any mistake.

Among so many millions of men, there are not
two perfectly alike. Each person has something
peculiar to himself, by which he may be known,
particularly his face, voice, and language. The
variety of countenances is so much the more
wonderful, as the parts which compose the hu-
man face are but few, and are all disposed on the
same plan. If a blind chance produced every
thing, the faces ofmen would be as like as eggs
laid by the same hen, or balls melted in the same
mould, or drops of water out of"the same river.

.But, as that is not the case, we must acknow-
ledge on this occasion, as on every other, the
infinite wisdom of the Creator, who, in varying
the features of the human face so wonderfullj'-,
lias manifestly had the happiness of mankind in.

vieAV : for, if they resembled each other, so as

not to be distinguished, it would cause continual

inconveniencies, mistakes, and frauds, in society.
We should never be sure of our lives, nor of the

quiet possession of our property. Robbers and

highwaymen would scarte run any risk of being
discovered, if they could not be known again by
the features of their faces, or by their voices.

Adultery, rapes, and other crimes, would go un-

punished, because the guilty could not be dis-

covered? \Ve should be every moment exposed
to the malice of the wicked and envious, as we
could not guard against surprises, frauds, and
misdemeanours. What uncertainty would there

be in the execution of the laws, iu all sales,

transfers,, bargains, contracts ! What confusion

in trade! What frauds and suboruments in re-

gard to witnesses! Lastly, uniformity and per-
fect resemblance of faces would destroy most of

the charms, of society, and considerably diminish
the pleasure ;we find in conversing with one an-

other. A^ariety of features, therefore, was to

enter into God's plan of government. It is a
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striking proof of his tender mercies- toward us;
and it is evident, that not only the general 6on-

strnction of the body, but also the disposal of the

several parts, has been done with, the greatest-

wisdom. We behold everywhere variety joined
with uniformity, from whence results the order,,

proportion, and beauty, of the human body.

APRIL XXV.

God's universal care of his Creatures.

EVERY creature that lives in the air, in the

water, or upon the earth, has its part in the care

of a Divine Providence to which they owe their

preservation. All the different beings live and
grow, and multiply, each in its way ; and, accord-

ing to its powers, each fulfils the design forwhich
it was placed upon earth. Animals-void ofreason
are endowed- with organs, strength, and saga-

city, suitable to their several destinations. In-

stinct warns them of what might be hurtful or

dangerous ; and enables them to seek, to distin-

guish, and* to prepare, the food and habitation,

proper for them. All this is absolutely invo?

luntary. It is not the result of reflection or
choice. They are irresistibly led on by a pro-
pensity; which a Superior Power has given them
for the preservation of their animal life. They
find the food and the retreats convenient for

them; and no species of animals is destitute of
what is necessary for its welfare and sustenance.
Men are of a more excellent nature, but -they
are born in a more helpless state; and they re-

quire, beyond comparison, more assistance than,
most other animals ; their wants, their faculties,
their desires, are more numerous and greater;
they are therefore distinguished by greater bless-

ings, and more marked attentions of -Providence.
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The earth, the air, and the water, the clouds,
-and the light iof the celestial globes, contribute
more abundantly, and in a more varied manner,
-towards the preservation of man. God dispenses
liis blessings to all intelligent beings with impar-
tial love. He has placed the irrational creatures
under ,their command, in order to make them
serve for the support and convenience of man.
It is worthy our particular attention, to observe,
that every part of our globe, which is inhabited,
furnishes sufficient -food for the creatures that

Jive upon it. Admirable effects of Divine Pro-
vidence! not only the fertile bosom of the earth,

-"but also the vast plains of the air, and the depths
of the sea, abound in food proper for the mainten-
ance of the innumerable multitude of animals
that live and move in these elements. The trea-

.sures of Divine Goodness are equally inexhaus-
tible. The provision God has prepared for all

his creatures satisfies their wants, and can never
]be exhausted. The world does not decay: the
sun returns with its accustomed light and heat :

.$he fertility of the earth never diminishes : the

seasons succeed regularly; and the earth never
-fails ito payJts annual tribute of provision, for the

preservation and support of its innumerable inha-

bitants. -Whether we consider the continuance,
or the profusion, or the variety of the means of

.sustenance, which nature every where provides,

>ve perceive, throughout, the traces of a beneficent

and universal Providence. All that surrounds us,

and serves to sustain and procure ITS the sweets

and pleasures of life, are so many visible means,
.so many channels through which our invisible Be-

nefactor continually dispenses his favours. The
agents of nature are the ministers which fulfil the

designs .of his Providence. The world is his ma-

gazine, and we take out of it all that is-necessary
ibr us. It is to his goodness, it is to his tender

mercies,n?re are indebted for it.
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" Father of all beings, how extensive are thy
mercies, how great, how inexpressible ! It is in

Thee we live, we move, and have our being ;

and Thou sustaiuest all things by thy mighty
word : at thy command, the dew moistens and
refreshes the thorn as well as the cedar. The
lot of mortals is in thy hand ; they are only
happy through Thee. Thou art their sovereign

good ; and thy paternal cares are over all man-

kind. Thy impartial goodness causes the sun to

rise upon the unrighteous, at the very moment
even in which he sins. It is by thy command
that the zephyr cools and refreshes us; that the

rose embalms the air with its perfume ; that the

most delicious fruits please our palates ; that t^ie

dew of heaven revives us. Thou proportionest

thy gifts to the wants of thy creatures : thou
makest the righteous to feel the sweet and salu-

tary effects of thy grace: thou givest to the'

bee its nectar in the flowers; to the worm a drop
to quench its thirst : to the world the rays of the
sun. O Thou I who possessest sovereign felicity,
and dost not disdain to communicate happiness to
the poorest insect, which could not exist amoment
"but by thy will ; permit me to raise to thee a new
hymn, and deign to accept my weak lays ! Pene-
trated with joy and gratitude, I will sing to thy
name, magnify thy goodness, aud pay Thee du~

adoration, praise, and glory."

APRIL XXVI.

Flowers of the Month of April.

THE nearer we approach that charming month,
which presents to us the country, the fields, and
gardens, in full beauty, the more we gee the
wild and melancholy appearance of nature wear
off. Each day brings forth some new creation.
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Each day, nature draws nearer to perfection.

Already the grass begins to shoot, and the sheep
ran eagerly to feed. The corn begins to ap-

~pear in. the meadows, and the gardens become
cheerful and pleasant. Some flowers shew them-
selves here and there, and invite the florist to

observe them. The sweet and modest violet is

one of the first productions of spring. Its smell

is so much the more agreeable, as we have
been so long deprived of those delightful per-
fumes. The beautiful hyacinth rises insensi-

bly in the midst of its leaves, and shews its little

flowers, which equally delight the sight and smell.

The imperial crown-flower casts around it a
multitude of starry leaves. Its stalk rises high,
and its red and yelllow blossom, shaped like a

bell, and inclining towards the earth, forms a sort

of crown, with a tuft of leaves at the top. From
the midst of its leaves the auricula raises its

flower, which imitates the richness of satin and
velvet.. Its elegant form and sweet perfume
make amends for its want of stature. The tu-

lip comes out more slowly. It does not yet ven-
ture to open, because the night air, or cold rains,,

might spoil the beauty of its colours. The ra-

nunculns, the pink, and the rose, do not blow,
till milder days allow them to appear in full

*eauty. An attentive observer will find in this

many reasons to admire the wisdom and goodness
of his Creator. It is for very wise purposes,
that, at the return of spring, each plant begins,

precisely in the time and the order prescribed to

it, to open its leaves and blossoms, and to pre-
pare every thing for the production of its fruits.

There is a constant succession of vegetables from
the beginning to the end of the year. Some are
scarce visible, when others prepare to appear ;

and those are followed by several hundreds of
others, which spring up, each in its turn, and at
the appointed time. Whilst the fruit of one plant
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as ripening,

N
nature prompts another to propa-

gate, that its fruit may be ready by the time the

former has fulfilled its destination. Thus nature

continually offers us an agreeable succession of
flowers and fruit.. "She leaves no void ; and', from
one end of the year to the other, she watches over
the successive generations of plants. But why
has not our Creator given us the enjoyment of

more plants at a time? The reason of it is evi.

dent. For how would it be, if all the flowers and.

iruit came at the same time? Would there -not-

be seasons entirely without vegetables! Should

we not be deprived of the pleasure which those

agreeable and progressive changes procure us, by
preventing the disgust inseparable from a same-

ness? How many plants would perish, if they
were now exposed to the cold nights which are
sometimes felt even in spring ? Would so many
millions of animals and insects find subsistence, if

all the plants blossomed and bore fruit at the same
time? The beneficent Creator wished to provide
for our maintenance and pleasure. Those two
views could only be fulfilled, by ordaining that
nature should not produce all the vegetables at

the same lime, but successively, arid by degrees.
The spring flowers, -which 1 ani now admiring

and contemplating, lead me naturally to think of
the -early season of life. Let lovely and sprightly-

youth consider and behold in. these flowers the

image of themselves. They also are placed in a
fertile soil, and have a thousand charms for which

they are loved and sought;' Observe how soon the.

violet, the auricula, and the hyacinth fade, when
the cruel north-wind blows upon them. Think'
of the fate that threatens youth. Young man, he .

uotTvain of thy form. Do not venlnre"<'t'ojmn toa
soon in the sports of thy companions, perhaps
more robust than thou art. Be not vain of the
flower of thy youth. Life is like unto grass. It

Nourishes as the flower of the field. ' As soon as
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the wind gdeth over it, it is gone, and the place
thereof shall know it no more."

APRIL XXVII.

The Return of the Birds,

A SMALL number of birds pass the winter with
Tas. "Whole families have gone out of our coun-

tries. Some sought milder climates than, ours ;

others found warm retreats in caves, in hollow

ground, and other such places. By degrees those

birds return to us. The mild air in spring awa-
kens the.swallow from its henumhed state ; and a
secret instinct brings back into their own country
the birds who last autumn undertook a long pas-

sage beyond the seas, iu search of subsistence, and
of the climate their constitution required. Their
return is usually in this order, that those who
went earliest return soonest. The air will be

peopled again with winged songsters. The groves
will resound with the harmonious notes of the

nightingale. The swallow will return to the nest

it had built the winter before. The stork will

find again the very house it left at the beginning
of the winter. In. a few weeks, the air will i~e-

sound again with the songs of birds, and their re-

turn will fill the plains and the valleys with joy
and gladness.
Two things, particularly, are remarkable in

this emigration, of birds. The first, that they
know exactly the time when they ought to return.
" The stork in the heavens knoweth her ap-

pointed time ; and the turtle, and the crane, and
the swallow, observe the time of their coming."
Undoubtedly the temperature of the air, iu respect
to heat and cold, and the natural inclination of
those creatures to produce, and to bring up their

young, are their greatest motives for changing
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their place: hut it is, ki,other respects, a, very
extraordinary instinct, and in some, degree inex-

v

plicable. It is.no less wonderful that some ani-

mals, void of reason, know so exactly the way
they are to go, and how far it is. Without com-

pass or guide, without provision, and in the most

regular order, they undertake and finish a journey
of sometimes more than 200 miles.. Who then
has taught them to follow a

_

certain road in an
element so inconstant as the air ?.Who informs
them how far they are gone, and how far they
have yet to go \ Who is. it that guides, feeds, and

furnishes, them with, all necessaries for their jour-

ney? .Do not those animals do what men them-
, selves would be unable to do? To undertake

journeys of such a length, what experience, what
assistance, what directions and preparations do we
require? Can we even, with, the assistance of our

reason, with a compass and geographical maps,
follow so invariably the road over seas and moun-
tains, as the birds do, without assistance 1 In what-
ever light we consider this, we may plainly dis-

cover a power superior to the mere instinct of,

animals. We must acknowledge, that an Ai-

mighty Power has impressed this instinct on the
Hiind of the birds, which they blindly follow.

APRIL xxyni.

Use of Forests.

CURING the winter, which has -just passed,
we have very much felt the great advantage
forests are to us. They have furnished us with
a provision of wood, without which we could

not have guarded ourselves against cold. But,
it \vould be a mistake to suppose that this is their

only, or even their chief use. For, if God had
proposed no other end in creating them, wtofr
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should those immense forests exist, which form
"an uninterrupted chain through whole provinces
and kingdoms, and of which the smallest part is

used for firing ? It is, therefore, evident that the

"Creator, in forming those vast forests, proposed
to himself to make them of use to mankind in

other ways. May not the pleasure we have in,

the sight of trees be one of the purposes for

which they were formed ? They are one of the

greatest beauties of nature, and it is always a
fault in a country to have no woods or groves.
Our impatience, when the leaves in spring are

long in coming out, and the pleasure we feel when
at last they appear, make us sensible how much
they adorn and embellish nature. In reflecting
on the use of woods, we ought not to forget the
fruit which the numerous species of trees afford

us. It is true, there are some trees whose fruit

appears to be of no use, at least, not of immediate
use to man. But, supposing even there were seve-

ral sorts of fruit not absolutely of use to us, the

trees which bear them would be still useful, if

it were only for their beauty, their shade, and
their timber: besides, if we consider well, we
shall find that those trees we call barren, are not-

withstanding very useful. Does not their fruit

feed an infinite number of insects, which serve for

food for birds, designed to be exquisite dainties

for us? The acorns of all the different sorts of

oak, the chesnuts, and many other berries, are

the favourite food of pigs, and wild boars :

and have we not experienced in our days, that

fruit, when properly prepared, may even serve

as sustenance for man ! They serve, besides, to

preserve seeds from the forests. How many sorts

of animals are there to which nature has allotted

the wood for their food and habitations, and which
would perish, if there were no forests! Howmany
cohveniencies, utensils, furniture, and medicines,

should be deprived of, without the wood, the
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bark, and the roots of trees! Lastly, how insipid
and dull would the face of the earth be, if it was
not for that charming variety of fields and woods,
of plains and forests ! It is precisely because forests

are of so much use to mankind that nature has
taken upon itself the care of continuing them. If

their generation and propagation had been left to

.the industry and watchfulness of man, the woods
must have been at an end long ago. But the Crea-
tor reserved the forest trees to himself. He alone

planted them. He alone keeps them up. It is he
who disperses their little seeds over a whole ex-

tensive country. It is he who has given wings to

most of those seeds, in order to be more easily
carried by the wind, and spread over every place.
He alone causes those vast bodies to shoot out,
and rise so majestically in the air, that their

tops seem to reach the very clouds. He alone

plants them so firm, and preserves them for ages-

against every effort of the winds. He alone draws
from his treasure sufficient rain and dew, to give
them, every year, fresh verdure, to keep up a
sort of immortality among them.
Merciful Father, thy goodness extends over the

whole earth ! Is there any country, any place,
v

so remote, so wild, where traces of thy wise and
beneficent government may not be seen.? Every
where, in fields, as well as forests, in barren,

deserts, as in flowery plains, thou hast erected

monuments of thy goodness , for thou art a God
of love and mercy.

APRIL XXIX.

Pleasures which the Contemplation of Nature

affords.

STATURE offers to all her children, with ma.
ternal goodness, the first, the most innocent, the
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least expensive, and most universal of all plea-
sures. It is that which our first parents enjoyed
in paradise; and it is only the falleii state of man.
which makes him seek other pleasures. Men are

apt to despise the daily blessings they enjoy,
however excellent; and they only think of mul-

tiplying and varying their amusements. ..- It is

certain, however, that the pleasure I speak of is

preferable to all others. It is almost impossible
not to find charms in the contemplation, of nature.

And that it may be enjoyed without expence is

manifest; the poor, as well as the rich,.may in-

dulge it. But that is whaf lessens the value of it.

\Ve are so foolish as not to prize what others share
with us; while, if we were reasonable, nothing
should give more value to a blessing, than the

thought that it makes the happiness of our fel-

low-creatures as well as our own. In comparisoii
of this pleasure, so noble and sensible, how trifling

and vain are those far-fetched magnificent amuse-

ments, which the rich obtain with so much trouble

and expence, which leave a certain void in the

soul, always ending in ennui and disgust. Where-
as, nature, rich and beneficent, presents us con-

tinually with new objects. Pleasures, which are

-only the work of our owi imagination, are of
short duration, and vanish like a dream, the

charms and illusions of which are lost at the mo-
ment of waking. But the pleasures of reason,
and of the heart, those we enjoy in contemplat-

ing the works of God, are solid and lasting, be-

cause they open to us an inexhaustible source of

new delights. The starry sky, the earth ena-

melled, with flowers, the melodious songs of the

birds, the various landscapes, and prospects,

every one more delightful than another, may
conlinually furnish us with new subjects of satis-

faction and joy. If we are insensible to these,
it is certainly our own fault; it is because we be-

Jiold the works of nature witlf an inattentive an<J
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indifferent eye. The duty of a Christian consists

in enjoying innocently all that surrounds him.-

He knows how to draw resources from every,

thing, and has the art .of being happy under any
circumstances, at little expence, and without

danger to Jiis virtue.

O beneficent Creator, thou remeniberest us in.

this lovely season, and providest abundance ofthe

most real pleasures. A thousand sources of de-

light arc open to us. Joy and gladness surround

us on ail sides; if we wish to raise ourselves to

Thee, to give way to holy meditations, to feel ,

heavenly impressions,-all nature furnishes the op-

portunity. May we ever prefer this noble en-

joyment to all sensual pleasures ! In the days of

spring, may the sight of the beauties of nature
affect us more than those seducing pleasures,
Which only flatter the senses without interesting
the mind ! Lord, teach us thyself, to know and
to feel thy power and goodness. For, it is only
in studying to find Thee in all thy works, that we.
can open to ourselves an inexhaustible and pure
source of delight. We shall then have a foretaste
of that fulness of joy, which we shall experience
in thy presence for evermore-.

APRIL XXX.

Animals art Causesfor Man to glorify God.

IT is not sufficient not to treat creatures im-

properly ; we ought also to endeavour to make the
best use possible of them. How then can that be,
but by making them serve to glorify God! This
all creatures do, but particularly the animated
beings. In every plant, tree, flower, or 'stone,
the greatness aivl glory of the Creator are visibly
imprinted, and one need only open his eyes to
see it

; but it appears with still more lustre' hit he
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animal creation. Examine the construction of
one paly of those animated beings. What art,

what beauty, what admirable wisdom, shall we
find in it ! and how will these wonders multiply,
if we think of the almost infinite number and

astonishing variety of animals! From the elephant
to the smallestworm (which is only visible through
a microscope), how many degrees ! How many
lines, which form one immense chain! What con-

nection, what order, what relation between all

those creatures ! All is harmony ! And if, at

first sight, we think we discover any imperfection
in certain tilings, we soon find it is only our ig-

norance which has led us to form a wrong,judg-
ment. It is not necessary that every individual
should make deep researches on this subject.

"

It

is not necessary to be a learned naturalist. It is

enough to attend to the most familiar and the best

known things before our eyes. We see, for ex-

ample, a multitude of animals, all admirably
formed ; who all live, and feel, and move, as we t.

do; who are, like us, liable to hunger, thirst,

and cold, and consequently require, as we do,
that their wants may be supplied. To all those
creatures God has given life ; he preserves, he
gives them what is necessary, and takes care of

them, as a father of a family does of those that

compose his household. Shall we not from thence

-conclude, that God has the goodness, the tender-

ness of a father? Shall we not also conclude, that

we ought to love God, who is mercy itself? If

the care of the Creator extends to animals, what
will he not do for us? If he makes it his study
to"render the lives of those creatures happy and

easy, what may we not expect from his benefi-

cence ! Let the cautious fearful man then blush
at his anxieties ;

he who, as soon as he finds him-
self not in affluence, falls into apprehensions, and
fears that God will let'him perish for want. That
beneficent Being, who supplies the wants of so
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many animals, will he not furnish us with all

that we require ? Let us indulge another reflec-

tion upon the instincts of beasts, and take occasion;

from it to admire and adore that great Being,
who so wisely combines the means with the end.

As the instincts of animals all tend to their pre-
servation, this appears most evidently in the love

and care the beasts have of their young. Our
Lord himself, to express the most parental cares,

makes use of the image of a hen gathering her

chickens under her wings. It is indeed a most af-

fecting sight to behold the natural and strong 'at*

fectiori the hen has for her young ones, and the

constant care she takes of them.'
"

She never takes

her eyes off them. She runs to their assistance at

the approach of the least danger. She flies- at the

aggressor with courage. She hazards, her own
life to save that of her chickens. She calls them
and encourages them by her maternal voice. She

spreads out her wings to receive and conceal them.
She neglects all sorts of convenience to herself ;

and, in the most uneasy posture, she still thinks
of nothing but the safety and welfare of the ob-

jects of her affection. Who does not here acknow-
ledge the hand of God! Without the maternal
care of the hen ; without that instinct so strong,
and so superior to every thing, the chickens, the
whole species, would infallibly perish. Can it be
said that what the hen does for her young is done
with understanding and reflection, that she judges,
reasons, foresees, combines, and draws conse-

quences? Certainly not. And though, at first

sight, every thing really seems to proceed from
the tenderness and understanding of the bird ;

yet we must acknowledge in it a superior hand^
which shews itself, without our knowing in what
manner it acts. I think these two examples are
sufficient for the purpose : Therefore, without

enlarging more upon it, I shall content myself
with concluding in a few words, That it is the
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duty of man to seek in the animals an occasion
to glorify God ; that it is an indispensible duty,
which ought to be sacred to him, and is equally
agreeable and useful.

MAY I.

The System of the World.

TttE siin, of all parts ofthe system of th world,
is that which interests us the most. Its form is

spherical, and it is composed of a fiery substance
which never consumes. There are spots in certain

parts of it (as may be seen through telescopes),
which shew that it moves round its o\Vn axis.

This body is one hundred millions of miles distant

from us. It is a million of times larger than ottr

earth, the circumference of which is more than

24,000 miles ; it communicates its light to nine-

teen opaque globes, which take their course round
it at different distances, and are called planets.
The nearest to it is Mercury, which is in a man-
ner buried in the rays of the sun ! and this being
so close to it, is the reason that, of all the planets,
we know the least of it. A little farther is Venus,
which is called the Morning Star, poetically Lu-

cifer, when she rises before the Sun, and the Even-

ing Star, poetically Hesperus, when she sets after

the sun. Next to Venus comes our globe, the surfac e

of which is composed of land and water, moun-
tains and valleys ; and the ulterior part consists of

beds and strata of different substances. This earth

is the abode of a multitude of creatures, both ani-
'

mate and inanimate, metals, plants, and animals.

The moon turns in a particular orbit round us,

and accompanies our globe in the whole circle it

describes round the sun. It is fifty times smaller

than the earth ;
and there are visibly distinguished

ia it some parts that 'are light and shining, anl
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others that are dark and dull : the first supposed
to be continents, and the other seas. For, if the
moon was composed only of one substance ; if it

was a body entirely solid, or entirely fluid, it

would reflect the rays of the sun all the same way,
and we should not see those spots in it. A fluid

body, such as. water, absorbs a great quantity of

rays and only reflects a part of them : it is there-

fore very apparent that the dark parts ofthemoon
are seas, and that the bright parts are land. Among
the light parts, some are more brilliant than

others, and even cast a shade. They must then
be higher than others, and resemble our mpun>
tains. Some of these mountains are alone, others

are contiguous, and sometimes form very long
chains. In the seas of the moon, some parts are

observed to be less dark, and appear, consequently,
to be like our islands. The four last planets of our

solar system are, Mars, Jupiter, with his four

moons, or satellites ; Saturn with five ; and the

Georgium Sidus, with two already discovered, and

probably more. There are spots also visible to us
in them. Georgium Sidus is so far from the son,
that he requires no less than 82 years to finish his

revolution. This vast domain of the son, which
without reckoning comets, extends to more than

,
400 millions of miles, is however but a part of the

universe. But each of the fixed stars, the number
of which is perhaps more than the grains of sand
on the sea shore,may be considered as a sun,which
equals ours, or perhaps surpasses it.

Such is the wonderful greatness of the works
of God, and thus the heavens declare the glory of
the Lord ! With what splendour does the majesty
of the Creator shine in those wonderful works,
which invite us so -strongly to pay a tribute of-

admiration and praise to the great Being who
made them! Is there any thing in nature. more
proper to inspire us with sublime ideas.>of the

Deity than the sight of the celestial sky! Can we
Vol.1. N -
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ever raise our eyes to hea:ven,,wiihou.t having Jhe
most lively sense of the magnificence and greatness
ofHim who gave being to all tilings, and who go-
verns them with incomprehensible power, wis-

dom, and goodness! What are poor miserable

mortals, .lost in the immensity of the creation,
who crawl like insects on a grain of sand ! What
are we, in comparison of those innumerable solar

systems, which contain so many vast globes within
their circle ! What are we, especially in compari-
son of the Creator of all these worlds, these suns,
and these skies, which, if we attempt to measure,
trouble and confound the understanding! And
yet this sovereign Ruler of the immense universe

deigns to honour us with his protection and pa-
ternal care. How adorable are all his mercies !

MAY II.

Reflections on the Blossoms of Trees.
"

AT this instant, in which our gardens and fields

are adorned with all the ornaments of spring, all

Europe appears with equal pomp, and every where
presents the most cheerful prospect. The power
of the first word pronouncedly the Creator, when
lie formed the world, produced all these -magnifi-
cent effects. One hand alone, the hand ofthe Crea-

tor and Monarch of the world, has in a few days
renewed, and in a manner created the earth again,
for the use and pleasure of his intelligent crea-

tures! Come, O man ! come and try what thy wis-

dom and power can do. Art thou able to make a

single tree blossom, to call from the earth the small-

est blade of grass, to order a single tulip to ap-

pear in all its beauty? Draw near, learned artists,

skilful painters, and contemplate these flowers,

examine these master-pieces with the most scru-

pulous attention; is any thing wanting to \their
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perfection t^pb 'you' find~any 'fault in the mixing
ofthe colours, in tneir foritfbr proportion? Could

your pencil express the dazzling red ofthe'peach
blossom? Could you.' imitate the tine enamel, the

uniformity and simplicity with which a cherry-
tree in blossom is adorned 1 But why do! say, imi-

tate? Are you even capable of feeling all.the mag-r
nificence ofrenewed nature, or of forming,to your-^
self a just idea ofits inimitable art? If there were
no stronger proofs on earth of the power and' wis^.

'

dom of God, the flowers of spring alone would
be sufficient to convince us of it. Each tree that,

blossoms, each herb'and flowerproclaims his good- >

ness and wisdom, which is over all the earth. We
remark ah infinite variety in the blossoms of trees. -

All are beautiful ; but their beauties are differ-

ent. One surpasses another ; but there are none
which has not something pleasing peculiar to it-

self. However great the Creator in the dispensing
his gifts, he still reserves to himself .the liberty"

'

of bestowing more on some than on others. But
this difference is only in respect to accessory qua-
lities. Such a tree, for example, has blossoms of
a dazzling white! another has red stripes and'
shades, whichthe first wants : some have, added^ta
the beauty of their form and colour, an exquisite,
perfume. Bat all these differences are only acci-
dental, and do not in the least affect their

'fertility.'
Thus, when God does not give us the same ad-
vantages as appear in some of .our fellow-crea-
tures, it ought not to afflict or disturb us: for the
loss of any accidental beauty, of whatever nature
it may be, does not hurt our real welfare in the-

'

least* Ifwe are not as rich, as highly considered*,
or or as fine a form as others, we may, . notwith-
standing, be quite as 'happy, as virtuous, and as
agreeable, bpthito God and man. Proyicled we
bear the fruits ofpiety and virtue,we possess real
beauty. For why do the blossoms of trees' please ,

s more than the rici colours of a tulipj or aurt-
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cuia, or a ranunculus? It is because the pleasure
the latter gives us is of short duration, whereas the
other gives us hope of delicious fruit. Let us not,

therefore, confine our \vishes to the heauty and ex-
terior charms of a fine flower. The beauty, the

graces, the bloom ofhealth, and-other outward ad-
'

vantages of nature, are not the things which afford

TUS durable and permanent pleasures. Th e blossoms
which promise fruit agreeable to God> these are.

what truly merit our esteem. They will never
fade. All those dazzling beauties we admire in the
blossoms on the trees, will disappear in a few days;
and such will be the fate of all the blooming young
people now so vain of their charms. Let this

thought ever attend us in the solitary walks we
take in our gardens : and let our chief study be, to

act in such a manner, that, when the beauty and
charms of the body are no more, we may supply
their places with abundant fruits of/virtue and

MAY III.

Continual Revolutions and Changes in the Earth.

MOTION and change seem absolutely necessary
for the preservation of the corporeal world. In
the whole universe there is not the smallest parti-

cle in a constant and entire state of rest. Nothing
is more easy than to be convinced of this, by at*

tending to -what passes on the globe we inhabit.

The earth turns, every 24 hours, round its own
a'xis ; and by this motion, all the points of its sur-

face (except the poles) change place.with tnore

or less rapidity. Under the line, where this mo-

xtion is the swiftest, every thing moves more than

'two leagues in a minute, though it does not

change its situation on the surfaces..;,. But, besides

this, the earth makes its annual revolution round

fthe'sun with so much velocity, thaV according
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to the most moderate calculations, it goes 14d

leagues in a minute, though its course is not

perceptible. The motion of earthly bodies is'

more observable. Little rivulets unite", and fonrt

greater. These, in their turn, form torrents and!

rivers^ which are afterwards lost in the sea. This,

is not all: plants and animals every where re-

quire water to nourish them. The water'rises in.

vapours, which form into clouds,' and fall again
in rain, snow, and fogs, and whatever is not
transformed in its fall goes again into the sea,
where the flux and reflux, storms, torrents, &c.

keep the water in a continual motion. Neither
is there any repose in our atmosphere/ Between
the tropics an east wind continually blows ; and;

though, in other places, the motion is not always
perceptible, yet the barometers and thermometers

"

prove that the air is never perfectly still. ^Me-
teors also, of every sort, shew that nature is in-

constant action. The coat or surface of the earth'

is also subject to frequent revolutions. The hard-
est rocks split ; stones gradually wear and break ;

lands fall in, others are overflowed ;

'

certain

grounds rise, and others are overturned by earth--

quakes; little hills"are washed away by waters,,

valleys are filled up ; marshes grow" dry, and are^
covered with trees ; .the bottom of the sea'becomes,
firm ground, &c. Light and darkness, cojd and
heat, drought and wet, succeed each other, by
turns. Lastly, the continual variation of heat oc-

casions, every hour, changes which are^often im-
perceptible. Ifwe add to this the changes visible
in animals, we may have some idea of the conti-
nual revolutions to which every thing here is sub-
ject. It is said,, that man 'daily loses about two
ounces and a half in perspiration. It is replaced,
by other particles; so that, at the end" of ten
years, a man's body is entirely changed* AH ani-
mals and plants feed, grow, propagate, die, and;

corrupt..
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Thus, every thing on arth is in motion; every
thing grows and decays by turns. In a .word, to.

he born,, and to die, is what continually passes
on the theatre of the world. But. this does not

happen, accidentally or without order or design.

Every thing acts according to certain laws, which
tend to certain ends, Eveiy thing combines, every
thing concurs, in the most perfect manner, to the

glory of the Creator. All contribute to, all end in

the happiness of the universe. These continual

revolutions are useful warnings to us. They
teach us that this world cannot be our place of

destination. When we consider the continual vi-

cissitudes which all here below must undergo, is

it not the most affecting lessou for us, on the va-

nity of all earthly things, on the uncertainty and
shortness of life, on the necessity of a better state,

an everlasting life in the world to come? Yes,

every thing points out to us our destination, and
declares we are but sojourners and travellers on
the earth.

With what consolation my soul is penetrated
when, in the midst of the revolutions of the

world, I lift up my eyes towards Thee, O Lordl
towards Thee, who art both immutable and eter-

nal ! Let the mountains be shaken, and fall down ;

let the sea be troubled, and the waves roar ; let

all that is earthly be destroyed, and return to

dust; still Tho,u art, and ever must be invariably
<thesaine.

MAY IV,

An Initiation to seek God in the Works of
Nature. *'

'

- )

AWAKE, O my soul, awabe from the slum-

her in which thou hast been so long plunged,' and
be attentive to all around thee.. Consider thyself,

aud all other creatures. Reflect on their origin.
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their construction, their form, their use, ancLa
thousand other circumstances, which must fill

every attentive observer of the works of God
with admiration. When thou seest the sky, with
its variety of lively colours, the stars which shine

so bright, the light which discovers to thee the

objects around; ask thyself, from whence pro.
ceeds all this? Who formed that immense ex-

panse of the heavens'? Who placed in the sky those

innumerable fires, those stars, which, though at

so prodigious a distance, dart their rays even,

unto us? Who Bordered the stars to move with
.so much regularity, and the sun to give light
and heat to the earth? Is it not Thee, adorable
Creator? Yes, it is thy mighty word, that called

forth all things, and ordained them to exist afld

live. What must be thy greatness, thy incom-

prehensible greatness, O Lord God ! to enable
Thee to make all these put of nothing! Hpw in-

finite thy goodness to have so planned every thing,
that all contribute to our happiness ! Stupen-
dous mountains! What mighty hand fixed your
foundations? Who raised your heads '{o^the very
clouds? Who adorned yon with forests,' with
fruit trees, with plants, and flowers? Who co-
vered your tops with snow and ice ? Who caused
to flow out of your bowels those springs and 1

livers, which water and enrich the ground? It
is thy hand, O Almighty Creator! which has
done all these wonders : and I adore that divine'

hand, with sentiments of admiration, respect, and
gratitude. Flowers of the field^ 'who gave you
your magnificent clothing ? How'hajppfeilf&it that
you were produced out of a little.earth and^aTewv

drops of water,? From whence have yoii that

variety of perfumes, which embalm the air, and
delight us ; those lively colours which charm o,ur

sight, and which no human art can imitate?
This is thy work, O Lord! Every,,; thing on
earth proceeds from Thee. And yon, O ye ani-
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rnated beings, who people the air, the waters, ami
the land, to whom do you owe your existence,

your construction, and those instincts, so various
and so wonderful, which astonish our reason, and
are so well adapted to our nature and way of life?

What a multitude of wonders may I not observe
in myself?

v
How does a handful of dust become a

body well organized? How is it that one of its

parts has sight ; that another, by means of the
undulation of air, is informed of the thoughts of
other people 1 How is it that I have the faculty
of- communicating ideas and desires ? How does
a little matter, bruised by my teeth, afford me so

^niany agreeable sensations? I acknowledge the
hand of niy Creator in all these incomprehensible
wonders. His wisdom, power, .and goodness, all

combine to render us happy.

MAY V.

The Dawn of Day.

THE moming dawn discovers to the world a
mew and magnificent creation. .The shades of

night deprive us of the sight and enjoyment of
the earth and sky. But when the light of day
returns, we behold all nature renewed and em-
bellished. On a sudden, we see the earth arrayed
in all its

, magnificence ; the mountains crowned
with forests ; the hillocks clothed with vines ;

the fields covered with their harvests; and the,

meadows watered with rivulets. The horizon

glows ; the clouds are all tinged with variety of
the liveliest colours; cheerful flowery vales are

discovered at a distance ; light vapours arise and

change to gold; and the dew drops that fall on
the flowers, take the mild lustre of pearls. By
degrees, as the light increases,, the spectacle be-

comes more magnificent. We gp from light to.
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light, till at last nature presents us with her m st

glorious object. The Sim rises; and -the first ray
that escapes over the mountain which Jiad con-

cealed it from us, darts rapidly from one end of
the horizon to the other. More rays follow, and

strengthen the first. By degrees the disk of the

sun comes. out, and shews itself entire; then. ad?
Vance's and runs its course, with a majesty which
the human eye can no longer support. Were any
one suddenly to see this delightful scene, for the

first time, from the top of a hill, what would he
think ? what would he do ? Doubtless, he would

prostrate liimself, full of sweet emotion and pious

respect, to adore that God who is the Author of

the sun. Eternal Being! (would -he cry) in the

beauties of the rising^ day I acknowledge thy
power and wisdom. "With the lark, who, tower-

ing iii the air, salutes the morn, and proclaims its."

arrival by the sweetness of its notes, 1 soar toy
wards Thee, O Lord ! who art the Father of the.

whole creation. The joy and gladness o'f all na>-

tiire, "the animation of every being, invites, me
also to raise "my soul towards Thee with the most

lively transports of gratitude and joy. At this

moment, while the sun is darting his first rays
upon the earth, millions of creatures praise and
adore Thee. Can I then be still insensible "to all^

these wonders ! From Thee proceeds'each beauty
of the morning dawn; from Thee, who artVthe -

source of light. It is Thou who hast .giver/ it

those lively "colours, and impressed a -sense of
them on our souls. Thou hast given U3 {souls of.

a heavenly nature, capable of tracing Thee in all

thy works. Our eyes seem to behold Thee in the

splendour of the rising" sun. If Thou .didst not
. exist, there would be neither sun, nor dawn, not
creation.

' '
'

\
-

.

But .are. not those indolent men much to . be

pitied, who never gave themselves the heavenly
pleasure of contemplating the rising sunl O M
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they were but rational enough to indulge in the

pure and delightful enjoyment which this magni-
ficent object of nature is so calculated to inspire !

If they could but feel, that the sight of beautiful

nature must naturally fill the heart with pious de-
light, and profound veneration for the Creator!
Ifthey could, in fkie, comprehend, that one single

thought, which rises in the soul, on seeing the
dawn of day, may become the happy beginning of
a Christian life, would it not be worth giving up
some hours of sleep for it.

MAY VI.

Wonders of Vision.

~KO objects can become visible" to us, unless

rays of light proceed from them, and fall upon
our eyes. Those rays which enter into .our eye,

pass through the cornea, through the watery hu-

mour, through the pupil, and penetrate at last

even into the chrystalline. After having been

sufficiently refracted and collected.together in this

place, they paint on the retina (behind the vi-

treous humour) the image of the outward objects,
and they draw it with a perfect exactness and
clearness. The rays then touch the optic nerve,
whicli is as sensible as the finest string of a harpsi-
chord. This nerve, by its motions and vibrations,

produces different sensations in the soul, and ex-

cites perceptions and ideas in it, conformable to

the impressions which the outward objects make
upon the brain. What has just been said of the

sight, shews that it well deserves some reflection,

upon it. The image of all our outward objects
is painted on the retina upside dawn, and yet we
see them right, and in their real situation. How
is it, that the largest objects are painted in our

/yes extremely small, and .yet \ve see everything
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according to its real size ? How is it, that when
we see from a high tower some thousands of

houses below us in a great city, that each of the,nx

is painted so exactly in our eyes, on a space
which is scarce three times as large as the head
of a pin ? So many millions of rays come through
a very little opening, and collect together pn the

retina which lines the inside of the eye, without

confounding with one another, and still preserving
the same order which the points of the object from
whence they proceeded had amongst themselves.
But this is not all. Look from the top of a high
mast at a fleet in full sail; contemplate the sea

itself, how many millions of waves will you see?
Each of them, however, reflects a mass of rays
upon our eyes, small as they ace. Afterwards,
on a calm day, go on a high mountain and look
over a country of five or six leagues extent;
Each tree, each herb, or even blade of grass, sends

rays to us, otherwise it would be impossiblewe
should see a continual verdure on the fields be^
neath us. Is it not also veryAstonishing that we
do not see double ; and, though we have two eyes,
that each object appears single 1 Another cause
of admiration is, that those objects which we see
are not alone visible to us. AVe are surprised at
the number of rays they send to so small a space
as the pupil of an eye, yet they convey as much
to spaces of that" size every where, itis for that
purpose, that wherever we go, new rays, supply
the place of the preceding, and render visible to -

us the same objects we perceived before we.
changed place. But all the rays that are admit-
ted into the eye do not take effect. Along with,
these there are numberless others, which, being
much weaker, are effaced by the light of the first,
but are always ready to do the same offices when/
required. If we prick a sheet of paper with a
pin, and look through the hole (so much?less than'
our eye), we still, however, see the objects.
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though they appear much smaller to us.

who reflects upon alt this? The habit of seeing,
as soon as we open our eyes, makes us consider
this operation as a thing extremely simple and

easy to comprehend . We are, however, far from .

feeing able to explain the manner in which we see

objects. Indeed, we know how the image forms,
itself in the bottom of the eye : We also know
what all the parts which compose it, contribute
to it^ But that is not sufficient : For the eye can
have no idea of what passes in it. It is therefore

necessary that the impression which the rays
make upon it should reach to the brain ; and that,
in order to do so, the rays should paint the image
on a coat woven with nerves, which correspond
with those of the brain. Thus the motion im-

pressed by the rays on the nerves of the retina, is

transmitted by the optic nerve to the brain.. But
we cannot describe what passes there ; because
we do not know, either the nature of the brain,
or the use of its several parts. These wonders,
which are beyond our conception, are evident!y
the work of a Divine Power, united with infinite

goodness, as they are all so many blessings be-

stowed upon us.

MAY Til.

Spring renews the Fact of the Earth.

WHAT a, change is there throughout all na-

ture, and how great is the goodness of that Su-

preme Being, who causes the seasons to succeed

each other so regularly ! Oar earth, which rested

during winter, resumes its ornaments, and its

fertility. The whole creation is animated, re-

vived, and full of joy and gladness. A very

few months ago, the whole surface of the earth

was barren aad desert. The valleys, the prospect
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of which gives us now such pleasure, were
buried in a deep .snow. The mountains, whose.:

grey tops rise to the very clouds, were covered
with, snow and ice, enveloped in impenetrable"
fogs* In those verdant walks, which the night-,

ingale now inhabits, nothing, was seen but dry
leafless branchesi The rivers and streams, which,
murmur as they flow, were stopped in their

course by the ice, which froze them. The birds,,

which, now fill the air with their songs, were
insensible, 'in caves and marshes, or gone to other

countries. Tliere reigned a mournful .
silence

every, where ; and, as far as our. sight could,

reach, we saw only a dismal solitude. But scarce,

has the 'almighty breath been felt, when nature,
awakes from its inanimate state, and spreads,

pleasure and a thousand charms around us. The
sun approaches our globe; and, at once, the atmo-

sphere is penetrated with a quickening warmth ;

the whole vegetable kingdom proves its beneficent

'effect; and the earth produces grass and flowers
of every sort. Now the face of the earth is re-

newed and embellished. At the sight of this hap- .

py. revolutioli can we fail of looking up to the

great Being, who is the cause of all ! :

"
Lord, Thou visitest the earth, and makest the.

valleys to smile* Thou sprinklest them with devr .

to enrich thenv and the springs with which.
Thou waterest them, are always" plentiful. At,

thy command, our harvests are ripe, and'fill our
hearts with joy. Thy blessing is upon our fur-

rows, and the rain refreshes the dry earth. Thou
makest it soft, and blessest the seed. Thou,

crownest the year with thy blessings. Thy word _

maketh the ground fruitful. Under thy-steps the
flowers and fruits spring up. Blessing and fruit-

fulness are thine. The pastures, of the desert are

watered, and the little hills are adorned with a.

beautiful verdure. The countries -are covered

flocks/ and the valleys are full of corn.
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Every place resounds with songs ofjoy and glad-
ness. The praises and thanksgivings of all nature
rise to heaven itself.''

In this revolution, which the spring brings
with it, I behold an emblem "of the salutary
change which a soul experiences, who has not
resisted the operations of the divine grace. It

had, before, no real beauty; its faculties were de-

praved and inordinate : It was unable to produce
pious fruits. But, how happy its state, since it

has felt the divine influence of grace. It is now
like the earth in spring, which feels the power of
the sun. Ignorance vanishes ; folly and vice dis-

-appear ; the passions are subdued ; the heart is full

of virtuous and religious sentiments, the fruits of
which delight and edify mankind.

MAY VIII.

The springing up of Seeds.

THERE are at present many changes making
before our eyes in the vegetable kingdom, but
there are still many more which escape our sight,

and which nature does in secret. The seed, some
time ago sowed in the ground, swells, increases,
and the plant by degrees shoots up and grows.
This mechanisnudeserves so much the more at-

tention, as it is, properly speaking, the source

of all the beauties which spring and-summer pre-
sent us with in the vegetable kingdom. The
seed is composed of different parts, according to

the different species; but the chief is the germ.
Each shoot has two parts ; the one simple, which
becomes the root ; the other scaly, which rises

and becomes the stalk and the head of the plant.
The seed of most plants is composed of two

pieces, which are called lobes, that are filled with

ameally substance,which serves for seminal leaves
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to the plant. Mosses have the most simple seed

of any. It consists only in the shoot, without

pellicles or lobes. A certain degree of moisture

and warmth are absolutely necessary to make the

seeds spring up. The increase of heat, and the

difference observable in the taste and smell, seem
to .discover here a sort of fermentation. By
means of this preparation, the meally substance

of the lobes becomes proper to nourish the ten-

der shoot. It is known by experiments,, which
have been tried with coloured juices, that this

substance sucks in a moisture, which furnishes

a proper nourishment, with the assistance of air,

and of heat, till the plant has acquired consist-

ence enough to profit by the juices which the

root procures for it. Then the exhausted lobes

dry by degrees, and, at the end of a few weeks,
fall off, when the plant no longer requires them.
Certain herbs, which grow on mountains, are of
a very particular nature. As their duration is

short, it would often happen that the seed would

not^iave time to ripen. In order, therefore, that
the species should not perish, the bud, which con-

tains the shoot, is formed at the top of the plants,

puts out leaves, falls, and takes root. But, whea '

the plant comes out of the earth, it would run too

great a risk, if it was at once exposed to the out-

ward air and the power of the sun. Its parts,

therefore, remain folded, and laid one upon ano-

ther, nearly as it was in the seed. But, by de-

grees, as the root strengthens, and stretches on.

all sides/ it furnishes the upper vessels with abun-
dance ofjuice, by means of which all the organs
soon unfold themselves. The plant is, at first,

almost gelatinous, but it gradually acquires more
consistence, and is always increasing.
This . abridgment of the history of the shoot-

ing of plants, is sufficient to shew us how many
preparations and means nature makes use of, to.

produce one single little plant. JVVhen, therefore,
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we see a seed spring up, which-we have ; sowed,
we must not imagine (as is usually the case) that

it is not_worth our attention.' It is one-of those

wonders of nature, which is a subject of .reflection

for the greatest men. At the sight of this phe-
nomenon, let us silently admire the power and
wisdom of that God, who is adorable in all

things. The order with which the plants so re-

gularly succeed each other, is a proof of that

wisdom which manifests itselfeven in the smallest

things. This reminds us of our moral nature :

that also contains a certain seed, which shoots
with years, which grows and bears fruit. In
the designs of the Creator, this was a means to

]ad usjto happiness ; but our natural corruption,
and outward circumstances, often defeat those
merciful intentions.

MAY IX.

TJie Chick in the Egg.

WE are much obliged to the naturalists, for

taking the trouble to make inquiries into the

generation and propagation of animals. Nothing
contributes more to the glory of the Creator than
the observations made on the wisdom which ap-

pears in the production of animated beings. The
less we are able to give an account of all his

works, the more earnest we should be to take

every opportunity of knowing some of'them at

least. With this view, let us now consider the
formation of the chick in the egg ; such as has
been discovered by one of the greatest naturalists.

The hen has scarce sat on the egg twelve hours,
when they begin already to discover in it some
lineaments of the head and body of the chicken
which "is to be born. The heart appears to beat

at the end of ',the day : it has at that time the
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form of a horse-shoe, but no blood is yet seen.

At the end of forty-eight hours two vesicles of

. blood can be distinguished, the pulsation of which
is very visible. One is the left ventricle, the other

the root of the great artery. At the fiftieth hour
one auricle of the heart appears, and resembles

a lace or noose folded down upon itself. The
beating of the heart is first observed in the auricle,
and afterwards in the ventricle.- At the end of

seventy hours they distinguish wings, and on the

head two bubbles for the brain ; one for the bill,

and two others for the fore part and hind part of
the head. Towards the eud of the fourth day,
the two auricles, already visible, draw nearef to

the heart than they did before. The auricle which
appears first, seems to have two horns, but it is

afterwards found to be two auricles. The liver

appears towards the fifth day. At the end of 131

hours, the first voluntary motion is observed. At
the end of 138 hours, the lungs and stomach be-

come visible, and at the end of 142, the intes-

tines, the loins, and the upperjaw. At the 144th

hour, two ventricles are seen, and two drops of

blood, instead of the single drop which was seen
before. The seventh day, the brain, which was
slimy, begins to have some consistence. At the

ipoth hour of incubation, the bill opens, and the
flesh appears in the breast. At the 194th, the
sternum is seen, that is to say, the breast-bone.
At the 210th, the ribs come out of the back, the
bill is very visible, as well as the gall-bladder.
The bill becomes green at the end of 236 hours ;

and if the chick is taken out of its coverings, it

evidently moves itself. The feathers begin, to

shoot but towards the 240th hour, and the skull

becomes gristly. At the 264th, the eyes appear.
At the 288th, the ribs are perfect. At the, 331st,
the spleen draws near the stomach, and the lungs
to the chest. At the end of 355 hours, the bUj.

'frequently opens and shuts; and at the end of
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451 hours, or the 18th day, the first cry of the
chick is already heard. It afterwards gets more
strength, and grows continually, till at

:

last it sets

itself at liberty, by opening the prison 'in which
it was shut up. Adorable wisdom of God ! it is

by so many diiFerent degrees that these creatures

are brought into life. All these progressions are

made by rule ; and there is not one of them with-

out sufficient reason. If, for example, the liver is

always formed towards the end of the fifth day,
it is founded on the preceding situation of the

chick, and on the changes that were to follow.

Ho part of its body could appearsooner or later

without the whole embryo suffering, and each of
its limbs becomes visible at the most proper mo-
ment. This ordination, so wise, and so invariable,
in the production of this animal, is manifestly
the work of a Supreme Being : but we shall still

more sensibly acknowledge the creative powers
of the Lord, if we consider altogether the man-
ner in which the chick is formed out of the parts
which compose the egg. How wonder '*^ r

it, that,

there should be in this egg the princi]j
{of life of

an animated being ; that all the parts of an ani-

mal's body should be concealed in'it, and required

nothing but heat to unfold and quicken them I

That the whole formation of the chick should be
so constantly and regularly the same way ! That,
exactly at the same time, the same changes take

place in twenty eggs, or more, that a hen hatches!
That when the position of an egg is changed, and
turned from one side to the other, it does not
in the least hurt the foetus, or prevent its forma-
tion ! That the chick, when it is hatched, is

heavier than the egg was before ! Even these are
not all the wonders in the formation of the chick.
The microscope,, and the observing 'spirit of man,
have only discovered what falls Nthe most under
our senses. How many things, the complete dis-

covery of which is reserved for them who come
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after us, of which we shall not have a perfect
knowledge till in a future state ! How many in-

quiries imiy be made on this mystery of-genera*
tion, inquiries which the human mind can never
here resolve. But let not this ignorance discou-

rage us ; let us only think of making a good use

of the knowledge we have, by leading us to ad-
mire and praise the wisdom, the power, and the

goodness, of our Creator.

MAY X.

On the Buds of Flowers;.

ON all sides I discover a multitude of flowers

in the bud. They are at present enveloped and

closely shut up in their intrenchments. All their

beauties are hidden, and their charms are veiled.

,
Such is the wretched miser who lives by him-

self, who centres all in himself, and whose views
are n.- -.. and selfish; who connects every thing
within i. jflself ; who makes his own private ad- '-

vantage or pleasure the only object of his desires,
and the narrow motive of his actions. But soon
the penetrating rays offhe sun will open the buds
of the flowers, and will deliver them from their

silken bonds, that they may blow magnificently
in our sight. . What delightful perfumes will they
exhale ! Thus, also, may the most sordid miser
become beneficent when his soul is enlightened
by grace. To a heart of stonemay succeed a feel-

ing and compassionate one ; a heart susceptible o!

the sweetest and tenderest emotions. By the mild
influence of the Sun of righteousness, the sociai

affections?discover themselves, and open more and
more. Sensibility no longer centres in one objecf.;
it becomes universal

; it takes in all mankind;
it extends its generous cares, and all that is within
its .reach is benefited by it. When I reflect o
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the buds and blossoms, NI think of you, O lovely
youth of both sexes ! The beauty and power of,

your minds are not yet unfolded. Your faculties,

are still in a great measure conceale'd. The hope
which your parents and masters conceive of you,
will not so soon be realised. "When you consider,

these buds, say to yourselves, I resemble that bud,
my parents and masters expect from me the un-.

folding of my talents and faculties ; they do every
thing for me; they neglect nothing for my in-

formation and instruction ; they waich most ten-

derly over my education ; to the end that I may
become (first by blossoms and afterwards by ex-
cellent fruit) their joy and comfort, and make
myself useful to society. I will therefore do all

in my power to fulfil the pleasing hopes they
form. 1 will take advantage of all the improve-
ment and instruction they .give me, in order to be-

co^e every day wiser, better, and more amiable.
For-this purpose, I will take care not to give way
to the desires and passions of youth, which might
be fatal to my innocence, and destroy all the

hopes conceived of me.
.

" In the morn of life, I blossom like the bud,
which insensibly opens. My heart beats with

joy, yields to the most cheerful hopes, and sees

nothing but happiness in future.. But if I was
imprudent enough to give a loose to mad de-

sires, and the- false pleasures of luxury, those

guilty flames would soon wither and corrupt my
young heart."

MAY XI.

Indefatigable Labours of the Bee.

IT is one of the advantages of spring, that it-

fuvmshes us with an opportunity of observing the

industry and labours of the bee. Certainly: a be-
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hive is one of the finest sights a lover of nature tan.

ever have. We cannot tire contemplating that la-

boratory ,where millions ofartificers areemployed
in different works._ We-are in a continual state of

surprise on seeing their order and regularity ; and

particularly in those magazines so plentifully fur-

nished with all that is necessary for the subsistence

of the society in winter. What merits our atten-

tion more than all the rest, is, the indefatigable

application and uninterrupted labours of this

little republic. The bees give us an example of

industry and activity, which is not only uncom-

mon, but perhaps has not its equal. They ap-

pear as soon as winter is over, even when it

wight still be feared that the cold would hurt

them, and benumb their delicate limbs. When
the juices of the -flowers which begin to blow
have not yet been sufficiently digested by the sun,
so as to furnish honey in plenty, the bees still ga-
ther some little for their food. Buttheir caresTarid

activity redouble very evidently during springand
summer. They do all they can ; and despise not
small profits, provided they can only increase a
little their provisions." In- the building of theit^

cells, they are so indefatigable,thatwe are assured
'

that a honey-comb of double cells, back to back-,

such as three thousand bees^can lodge in, is dis-

patched in twenty-four hours. This whole work
iS'divided amongst the members of the republic.
While some of the bees are gathering the wax,

1

preparing it, and filling the magazines, others
are employed in different works. Some take the

wax, and make use of it to build their cells ;^>thers
knead it, polish, and purify it ; others gatlier the

honey from the flowers, -and lay it in the hive for

their daily subsistence, and for future occasions.

Others close, with a covering of wax, the 'cells in
which they keep their winter provisions of honey.
Some carry food to their, young, and close *with

wax, the cells of the little ones, that are near th
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time of transforraalion, to prevent their being
disturbed in working their way out. Some closely

stop up, with a sort of bird lime, all the chinks

and holes in the hive ; and cove* all .the weak

places, that neither the wind nor little insects

may .find entrance. Some drag out of the hive
dead bodies which might infect them ; or, if these

dead bodies are too heavy to be carried away,
they cover them over with bird-lime or wax,,
and cement them, in such a manner, that, in cor-

rupting under that crust, they cannot occasion any
bad smell. But it is not enongh to admire the

activity of these- little creatures: it ought to give
us emulation* and serve us as a, model, consider-

ing the proportion ^between us. We have many
more motives for diligence than those .insects.

"We have art immortal soul of inestimable value.

With what application ought we to labour for

its happiness, and to avoid what might lead to

its total ruin! What is more calculated to excite

us to activity and indefatigable diligence, than
the considering, that the fruit of our labours does-

not merely extend to a few days and years, bnt.

to eternity itself? The bee gathers honey, not

ouly for herself, but for her superiors; whereas,,
in applying ourselves to wisdom, we labour -for

ourselves, and w.e gather fruits for1

everlasting life..

Let us, therefore, never be slothful or idle in.

doing good ; but let us acquit ourselves of the-

duties of life with zeal and fidelity.

MAY XII.
v

Bow Providence has provided Foodfor Animals-.

FROM the elephant to the mite, there is no-

earthly animal which can live without food and
nourishment ; from the eagle to the gnat, no bird

can do without it; from, the leviathan, to the
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smallest worm, no reptile can subsist without eat-,

ing; from the whale to. the oyster, there is no
animal in the waters to which food is not neces-

sary. But, in forming these creatures thus, God
has at the same time ordained, that there should

always be an abundant great variety proper for

their sustenance. As many species of animals as

there are, so many sorts of food are there for

ttiem. There is no beast on earth, that does not

find the food adapted to its nature. We may, in

thisrespect,divide animals into three chief classes.

The first comprehends those that feed' on the flesh

of others : some, like the lion, love only the qua-

drupeds; others, birds, as the polecat; others,

again, only lish, like the otter ; and, lastly, some
love only insects, as several of the birds do.

There are some exceptions in all these ; but, in

general, it is certain that each species has its

particular food designed for it by the Creator.

The second class includes the animals, which seek

their food amongst vegetables. Some . animals

prefer grass: others, fruit trees; and, amongst
those which love the same plant, there is still a
very remarkable difference. Some only feed on
the root, others on the leaf; some love the stalk

or body of the plant ; others the marrow or seed, -

or the whole fruit; there are some also which eat

the whole plant. Those that feed on minerals be-

long to the third class; they are mostly insects;,
and it is rather difficult amongst them to ascer-

tain what food such and such sort in particular

require ; because those little animals cannot be
so easily observed as others. > It is known, how-
ever, that some of them feed on earth, others on
stones. And if we consider that there is scarce

any beast or plant, which does not serve as food
to some animal, we shall easily conceive that it

must be the same in respect to the mineral king,
dom ; and that there is nothing there which does
.not serve directly or indirectly as food for some,.

'
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. insect. I here comprehend the words of David:
" The eyes of all wait 'upon "thee, X) Lord, and
thou givest them their meat in due season.

Thou opeuest thine hand, and finest all things

living with plenteousness." The cares of Divine
Providence are evident proofs of that eternal

goodness which extends over the whole uni-

verse. -Reflect on the prodigious number of ani-

mals which exist. How many millions of species
of birds and insects, and how many hundred mil-

lions of each sort ! How many millions of ani-

mals live in all parts of the earth ! flow many
hundred millions of each kind find dwelling and
food in the forests, the fields, the mountains, and

valleys, in the caves and hollow paYts of rocks,

upon trees, and in trees, in turf, in stones, &c.
What innumerable shoals inhabit the ocean !

What immense numbers of fish swim in the sea,
and in rivers ! All these creatures find their daily
food. How inexpressible the multitude 1 How
astonishing the variety of insects which every-
where surround us, millions of millions repeated!
Insects in the air, in plants, in animals, in stones ;

insects in other insects ! All of them constantly
find their daily:food. How infinitely also does the ,

wisdom of the Creator shine forth, in his manner
of providing for all these animals ! He gives them
all the food fit for them, and adapted to tfieir na-

ture ; for each kind of food does not indifferently
suit all animals: a particular sort isjeqxiired for

quadrupeds ; another for birds ; others still for

fish and insects. This distribution of food is a
means wisely ordained by the" Creator, to afford

sufficient food for each species of animals, and to

prevent any of the sustenance, which the earth

produces, from being useless. But if God so pro-
vides for animals void of reason, what will he not

do for man ! Such is the conclusion we may and

; "ought to draw, from seeing the plan ofDivine Pro-

vidence, which gives to all the beasts of the earth
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every thing necessary for their support. Oh man
of little faith { anxious, restless, discontented man !

go and reflect on the goodness with which the

Lord sustains the" lives of animals; and let that

teach you to be content, and -trust in Go,d. Be-
hold the birds in the air ; the fallow-deer on the

rocks, and in caves; -the fish in the sea; the'ani-

'mals in the fields and in the forests ; every thing
finds food and habitation fit for it. Great in the

smallest things, as well as in the largest, God
does not disdain or neglect the lowest worm. Is

it possible, then, that man alone should not be the

object of his paternal care?

MAY XIII.

The Senses of Animals.

IN all animals the organs of the senses are dis-

posed in a manner conformable to their nature

and design. It is by their means, that they take

in knowledge of objects, either near or distant,

and that they are enabled to provide necessaries^
and to guard against dangers. By the feeling, ani-

mals form an idea of corporeal objects, as soon as

t-hey touch them. This sense, in beasts, as well
as in mankind, has its-seat under the_ outward
skin, the extremities of which are covered with
a multitude of nerves and sinews." It cannot be
exactly ascertained what revolutions the feeling
goes through in the greater number of beasts. It
is even doubtful if insects are not endowed -with
another sense, and if-their horns may not be or-

gans of an unknown sense which men are entirely
deprived of. Birds, fish, serpents, and some other
animals, appear not to have it. The organs of taste
are principally the tonglie and the palate, which
receive the impressions of relish ; but the papilla
are the immediate -instrument's of it; as like-x

Vol. I. O
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wise of the touch. There is, accordiiiglj', much
anklogy between these"two senses. The .smell

has for its organ the membrane which, lines the
nose. It is by means of a collection of small' nerve's

there, that they perceive part of the odorous va-

pours which swim in the air. Animals, who re-

quire a nicer and keener smell, are therefore en-

dowed with a greater perfection of this organ.
"Worms appear entirely without any, and per-
haps also fish and insects; but it is possible that

in the latter the horns may be the organs of smell.

By means of this sense, beasts find all that is ne-

cessary for the preservation of their life ; birds

and reptiles their food ; and many animals are

warned by it of the approach of their enemies.
The hearing conveys to animals the fluttering
and vibrations of the air. The construction of the
ear is not the same in all beasts. Some, like the

lizard, have two drums. Some are deprived of
several parts which most other animals have. It

is thought that neither birds nor fish have that

part which is called the snail, or shell, and that

insects and worms are absolutely deaf. The eyes
are the organs of sight. Except the cuttle fish, the

hedge-hog, and perhaps a few others, all reptiles
are without eyes. Almost all insects, on the

contrary, have more than two. Most of them
have them in profusion, generally collected into,

two orbits. The spider and scorpion have eight

eyes. In one fly there has been reckoned 16,000

eyes, in a scarab 6362, and even 34,650 in a but-

terfly. The number and position of those eyes
make the insects amends for not being able to

move or turn them. The fish have none of the

watery humour ; but their chrystalline is almost

entirely round. AH the organs of the senses are

evidently disposed, in a manner conformable to

the make of animals and their several wants.
As the eyes of most insects are immoveable, na-

ture, to supply the defect,, has given them horns^
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by means of which they discern dangers, which
would escape their sight. The eyes of fish are

disposed with equal wisdom. A full projecting

eye would not suit them, for which reason their

cornea is quite fiat; but, to remedy this defect, the
Creator .has given them a-chrystalline perfectly

spherical : whereas in animals that live in the air,
it is lenticular, and consequently natter. Although
the form of all eyes' is round", there is a visible

difference in this roundness. The situation even
in tiie head is infinitely varied, according to the
different designs and wants of animals. In man,
who sees little but what is before him, the eye is

placed on the fore part of the head, but so contriv-

ed, that he can receive the impression of nearly
the whole semicircle of objects before him. In
birds, on the contrary, the eye is placed in such a
manner, that it admits almost the whole circle of
the objects around it : From thence, they are bet-

ter able to get their food, and to shun the dangers.
to which they are exposed. The human ear has
the forni best adapted to the upright posture. In.

the birds, it is more proper for flight without pro-
jecting, that it might not interfere with their pro-
gressive motion ; but close and covered, in order
to leave them a free passage through the air.

What wisdom! what economy! what admU
rable art, in the arrangement,- and the whole dis-

position of the senses of animals! But perhaps we
only know the smallest part of this wonderful

mechanism; .and-, undoubtedly, most of our 'ob-

servations, in this respect, deserve less the name
of discoveries than that of probable conjectures.
If we could have a more perfect knowledge of the
interior construction and use of the senses of ani-

mals, jjje should have still more reason to admire
the wisdom of God. Let us, at least, employ the
little we know of it, in praising and glorifying our
common Creator. The more imperfect our know-
ledge of animals is, the more we ought to abstain
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from lucking upon them with indifference and
contempt. Let us rather consider them as a mir-
ror of the divine power, and wisdomi For even
the animals afford us incontestible proofs that
the Lordi who has made them, as well as us, is

great in counsel, and abundant in means.

MAY XIV.

Order in the Succession of Flowers.

EACH plant appears on the earth in the order

prescribed it. The Creator has exactly fixed the
time in which one is to unfold its leaves, ano-
ther to blossom, and a third to wither and fade.

We have seen, some weeks past, the white win-
ter blossom, or early violet, spring up. A long
time before the trees ventured to open their

leaves, and when the earth was Still covered with

snow, it dared to peep out ; and was the first of

all the plants, and the only one, which delighted
the

1

eye of the florist. Next appeared the saffron

"blossom, though timidly, because it was too weak
to bear impetuous winds. With it appeared the

sweet violet, the auricula so admired for"its bril-

liant colours, and the variety of its species. All

these plants, and some others which appeared on

mountains, were the vanguard of the army of

flowers; and their arrival, so agreeable in it-

self, had, besides, the merit of proclaiming the

coming of a multitude of other flowers. We now
see in reality, the other children of nature appear,
not all at once, but in a regular succession. Each
month displays the ornaments peculiar to it. The

tulip begins to unfold its leaves and its blossoms.

Soon the beautiful anemone will form its dome,
and grow up round and full. The ranunculus

will display all the magnificence of its leaves, and
.will charm our eyes with the most beautiful mix*
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tare of colours. And to crown the lovely assem-

blage of flowers, the rose will open and bloom
with all the beauties which distinguish it. The
carnation will shew itself withlhe elegance which
makes it so superior to its companions.
Let us pause here, and reflect on the wise and

beneficent designs evident in this succession of
.

flowers. If they were all to blow at the same

time, there would sometimes be a great super-

fluity of them, and, at other times, a total want.
We should scarce have time to observe half their

beauties, and we should too soon be deprived of
them. But now, that each sort of flower has its

appointed time and place, we may, in this pleasing
succession, examine them, enjoy their charms at

leisure, and acquire a fuller knowledge of them.
This beneficent and wise attention of Providence

procures one more very great advantage. It not

only presents to us each flower in all its beauty,
but it makes up for the frajlty of all those lovely
productions of nature : for though there are al-

ways some flowers fading, there are continually
fresh ones coming to adorn our gardens, and to
afford us uninterrupted pleasure. What goodness
in our Creator, thus /to favour mankind with a
constant train of benefits ? What goodness, not only
to multiply his blessings-, but to render them con-
tinual and lasting ! He literally leads us through
paths of flowers. Wherever we go, they spring
up under our feet, that the sight and enjoyment
of them may enliven and soften the pilgrimage
through life. The same order, in which plants
and flowers succeed each other, is also seen in the
human species. From the beginning of theworld,
the generations of men have succeeded one an-,

other on this great theatre, in the-order, time, and
place, allotted them by the Creator. In the mo-
ment that some are born, others are returning to
dust. While one is preparing to be useful toHhe
Mr

orld, another, who has already acted his part, is
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going off the stage. Who knows when his turn
will coine? Let us ever be prepared to resign.our

place with, the tranquillity of a good conscience.

MAY XV.
. ...

The .Zoophites.

'

THE zoopliites, or animal plants, are nothiiig
but insects; though, by their putward fprm, their

immobility, and their manner of propagating by
"buds and seeds, they are very like real plants.
These animals, as \vell as plants, can be mul-

tiplied by slips, and by ingrafting. Their ani-

mal nature only shews itself by the sensibility
and voluntary motion observed in them. Most
of the zoophites hold by a sort of root to the sea,
or the waters they live in. Some inhabit stony
and chalky places; others are surrounded with a

shell, more like horn; and lastly, some are en-

tirely soft and fleshy. Tbey have this all in com-

jnon, that, without any preceding connection, new
zoophites spring out of the surface of their bodies.

While these young animals are fastened to the

stalk, they form together one single animal. They
are nourished by it, and nourish it by turns. But
as soon as they are loosened from the stock, they
have their separate existence. The zoophites also

multiply in another way, which much resembles

the generation of plants. There forms a sort of

"bud'-which contains a young animal, which grows
some time with the staik, but at last falls off,

and becomes a complete animal. Should, one ever

have supposed that there were animals whose form

jvas so like plants, and to spring up like them 1

?

From the ideas we have always had of the nature

of animals, could one ever have suspected that, in

an animal, the brain, the heart, the stomach, and
all the intestines necessary to life, should produce
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themselves?, Could .one imagine the existence of
an animal, which has neither brain, iior heart,
nor veins, nor arteries; which, from the mouth
to the opposite extremity of its body, is but a
hollow bag ; which appears to be all stomach, all

intestine, and whose very arms and legs are sto-

machs and intestines? Could one form an idea of
.an animal that could be ingrafted like a plumb-
tree, turned inside out like a glove, and produce
its young as a stalk shoots its branches? It is not

fifty years since any man who would have ha-

. zarded such ideas must have passed foq a mad-
man. And yet it is now incontestable that there,

fire such animals., who, not only by their outward:

form, but also by the manner of being perper

tuated, resemble plants. By this discovery, made
in the 6rst half of the present century, natural

history has gained a great deal. It may even be
>

said that it has enlarged our ideas of the power of
God. /Since the discovery of animal plants, we
have a new proof that God' has distinguished his

works by very small degrees: and that it is al-

most impossible to determine exactly \yhere the
animal kingdom ends, and where the vegetable
begins. It is generally believed that the differ-

ence between plants and animals consists in the
former having neither sensibility nor motion, and
the latter having both. That is then the distin-

guishing character between plants and animals
j

but how faint the shade, hovy slight and almost

imperceptible the line which separates the tw.o

kingdoms, when we think of the discovery ofthe
zoophites! The several species of creatures rise,

-grow to perfection, and approach one another so

nearly, that the limits which separate thejtfcan.no

longer be distinguished. Throughout all nature,
we see something of infinite, as the peculiar cha-
racteristic of its great Author.
Eternal Being ! who can conceive the immense

extent of thy dominion ? Who can even
' "
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Ihe whole of any single part of it? What won-
derful things will be discovered in future ages,,

that are now concealed from us! Bat what is

already visible to us, sufficiently convinces us of

thy infinite greatness.

MAY XVF.

The pleasure of Cultivating Fields and Gardens.

THE culture of fields and gardens is one of the

most agreeable emplo3;ments, and perhaps the

only one that is compensated by a thousand plea-
sures for the trouble it gives. Most works con-

fine men to a room or shop ; but he who devotes
himself to country pursuits 1s in the open air,

and breathes freely upon the magnificent theatre

of nature. The blue sky is his canopy, and the

earth, enamelled with flowers, is his carpet.
The air he breathes is not corrupted by. the

poisonous vapours of cities. A thousand agree-
able objects present themselves to his sight ; and,
if he has any taste for the beauties of nature, he
can never waut pure and real pleasures. In the

morning, soon as day-break again opens the
brilliant scene ^of the creation, he hastens to

enjoy it in his field or garden. The dawn pro-
claims the near approach of the sun. The grass

springs up again revived; and its points shine
with dew-drops, brilliant as diamonds, emeralds,
and sapphires. Delightful perfumes, exhaled from
herbs and flowers, embalm and refresh him on

every side. The air resounds with the songs of

birds, expressive of their joys, their loves, and
their happiness. Their concerts are hymns of

praise to the Creator, whose blessings they feel,
in the agreeable light and heat ofthe sun, the re-

Jish of their food, the sweet instincts of nature,
their alacrity and joy.
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Would it be possible, at the sight and sense of

so many pleasing and affecting objects, that the
heart should not be touched with delight, with
love, and gratitude towards God ? Can the mind
have a more pleasing employment than that of
contemplating and praising the sublime perfec-
tions' of God, the greatness of his designs, and
the beauty of his works 1 .What contributes still

more to render agriculture and gardening parti*

cularly agreeable, is the infinite variety of ob-

jects it affords, of works and employment, which
attach us to it, by^constantly affording new ones,
and preventing the distaste inseparable from
sameness. There is great variety of shrubs, fruits,

herbs, and trees, which we plant, and which
present themselves to us under a thousand diffe-

rent forms. Nature presents the husbandman
with numberless agreeable changes. Sometimes
he sees the plants springing out of the earth;
others rising high, and unfolding themselves;
others, again, in full bloom. Wherever he turns

liis eyes, he discovers new objects.. The heavens

above, and the earth beneath, afford him an in-

exhaustible fund of pleasure and delight;

Bless, bless the Lord. Praise his works, and
trace him in every field, and through every ope-
ration of active nature. It is He who ordains the
return of spring, and tolls the harvest when to fill

with corn the granaries of the righteous and un-

righteous man. O ! when the soft breath of the

zephyrs (emblems of his goodness) comes in spring
to cool the air, let us think of Him : . When in au-

tumn the boughs ofthe trees bend under the weight
of his gifts, let us remember Him : He crowns
the year with his blessings. He is the source of
all good. He sends the rain to water the barren,

field ; and it is through Him alone that the earth,

becomes fruitful. Praise the Lord. Behold, the

forest, the river, and the vale J they all discover

traces of his goodness. We find him la the men-
O ""-
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dows, and in- the enamel which adorns them.

Every where we trace the Lord*

HAY XVII.

The Tulip.

OF all flowers the tulip has certainly the finest

form. There -is no silk-mercer, who, in the va-

riety and beauty of colours, or the mixture of

light and shade in his silks, can approach to the

perfection of this flower. The height of the tulip,
its form, its colours-, its drawing, make it the

queen of flowers, .and if we consider that every
year there blow millions of tulips, which all dif-

fer from each other, the proportion and beauties
Of which are infinitely varied, we must have lost

all feeling, riot to be struck with admiration. Cer-

tainly, to be convinced of the existence of a wise
and good God, we need only contemplate a tulip
in full bloom. Is- it possible that such a master-

piece of nature could be produced by a blind
chance? It is erne that at present the tulips are

produced and: perpetuated by roots. But from,

whence came the first production of this machine,
and that first arrangement, of which all the follow-

ing revolutions are only the consequences? Must
we not necessarily admit an intelligent Cause,
whom we call the Creator of the world? It re-

quires as much wisdom and power to create one

tulip, from whence ten others proceed, as to

create ten of them at once. For the new-comers
must have existed already in their fore-runners ;

and it is evident that their form and number must
have been determined. Therefore, when we look

at a bed of tulips, let us' not limit ourselves to

the adiniratiou of their beauty, but let us admire,
above all things, the infinite wisdom of God, who

traced the drawing of these flowers/ and ex
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coted them in such perfection. Whatever charms
the tulip has, it loses a little of its value, in being
merely formed for the-eye, and having no swtet
smell. When we compare the carnation to it,

which, joined to the beauty .of its form, has the

most exquisite perfume, we soon forget the gaudy
dress of the tulip. Such is the fate of persons
who are endowed wich beauty, and set off their

charms with every ornament, but ha-ve neither

good sense nor a good heart. It is much more
desirable to have fewer outward beauties, with 911

amiable mind. The former captivates but for a

very short time, while the beauty of the mind re-

mains, when all the charms of form are fled; and
the esteem which our virtues inspire is constant
and durable. A virtuous soul is pleasing both to

God and man. It is formed by the rules of wis-

dom, and its ornament is innocence. The per-
fume ofgood works is spread around- wherever it

exists, and it will one day be transplanted into th$
garden of Paradise. One observation which thp-

history of plants affords us, is, that the more beau-
tiful a flower is, the sooner it fades. ln\.a .short

time, nothing of that blooming tulip will, remain
but a withered dead stalk. Its life and beau.ty
last but for a few weeks; age destroys its charms.;
its leaves fall off; its colours fade; and the tulip,
before so like a beautiful virgin, is no longer any
thing but a frightful skeleton. What an useful

lesson is this for us! See how little we can de-

pend on exterior charms! How uncertain is frail

beauty! How near are we to death ! For what is

our life but the life of a flower? We sometimes
resemble it in beauty, but we resemble it likewise
in the shortness of our days: for " Man, that"is

born of a woman, is of fey days, and full of
trouble. He cometh forth like a flower, and is
cut down." JLet us so live, that when that time
comes, good people jnay regret as, aud weep
ever oar graves.

"
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MAY XVIlf.

Reflections on Grass.

HOWEVER beautiful the flowers may be which
are cultivated in gardens, through the care and
industry of man, we should know but little of
the wonders of the vegetable kingdom, were we
to limit our researches to the contemplation of
a flower-garden. Each field is a scene of the
wonderful works of God. In the first place, can

any thing he more astonishing than the prodigious

quantity of grass in a field ? Suppose that a field

was no more than a thousand paces long, and of

equal breadth, its surface would be a million of

'feet square: Now, if we suppose, that in making
a step, we cover only ten blades of grass, there

must be in each square pace an hundred of these
blades of grass ; consequently, in casting a glance
on that field, we see at once a hundred millions

of these machines so curiously formed.
__.'
Let us

give to each blade of grass but an hundred veins,

by means ofwhich it draws nou rishment from the

.earth, there would be, by this account, ten thou-

. sand millions of regular and perfect veins. But

who can suppose that it would require only an

hundred veins for its nourishment and growth,
when each blade of grass is a series of nothing

else? How immense' a multitude of them roust

there be in the field ! And how small, in compa-

rison, is the number of the plants and flowers

Tvhich grow and are cultivated in gardens ! Why
has the Creator so prodigiously multiplied the

productions of the vegetable kingdom? Why,
from each sort of grass does he cause to spring

such a numerous multitude? It is, undoubtedly,

that beasts as well as men may find sustenance.

The fields are, properly speaking, the magazine
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for animals. Another circumstance worthy of ob-

servation, ill respect to grass, is, tliat it neither re-

quires sowing nor tillage, but grows perpetually
independent of our care. : How sad. and barren
would our pastures and meadows be, if we were
loaded with the care ofsowing the grass-seed, and:

of afterwards watering what our hands had sowed
and planted? But, at the creation of the world,
God so provided, that a sufficient quantity of grass

. should never fail. From that almighty word of
the Creator (" Let the earth bring forth grass, the

herb yielding seed,") proceeds the constant fer-

tility of our fields. To reflect on the colour cho-

sen for the grass, is sufficient to make us sensible

of the wise aud'beneficent care of the Creator. If'

all those fields were red or white, Avho could long
bear the dazzling light of them ? If the predomi-
nant colour was darker and more gloomy, what a

melancholy appearance would all nature have ?

The green is betweenlioth colours; it agrees with
our eyes, and pleases and refreshes them. It is

also remarkable, that, in this colour, there is such

variety of shades, that there is not a plant, the

green of which is exactly as pale or as deep as

that of another. It is then evident that, in the

arrangement of the vegetable kingdom, God hai
not provided less for our pleasure, than, for our
convenience. This double attention is well cal-

culated to convince us of that supreme goodness
and wisdom'which extends over the whole earth.

May the proofs of it, which daily present them-
selves to our sight, never make us cold or indif-

ferent to it! On the contrary, let us employ that

reason which we owe to God, in making ourselves,

through all his works, acquainted with that in-

finitely wise and merciful Being. Every time we
walk in the fields, let us indulge these meditations:

Lord! with what wisdom hastThou formed these

plants! With what goodness dost Thou not dis-

pense both rain and sunshine for the growth; cif
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herbage ! Greens and simples ,whicli strengthen
our bodies; inilk, which 'affords us a fpqd so

sweet and wholesome ;
the flesh of animals, which

we enjoy in such abundance; all these advan.

tages, and many more, Thou grantestus in the use

of the fields. I bless Thee for them, O God niy
Creator! and will bless Thee evermore.

MAY XIX.

Sentiments which the Contemplation qf the Sky
excites.

WHAT, but a spirit of unlimited knowledge
and power, could form that superb vault over our
heads? Who could have given motion to those

immense globes ; that perpetual motion, whose
swiftness is inexpressible ; a motion, which even
the smallest grain of sand could not have of itself?

Who ordered those enormous masses of heavy and
lifeless matter to take so many different forms ?

From whence proceeded that connection, that

beauty and harmony, which shines through every
part of the whole? Who regulated all things so

exactly, according to number, weight, and mea.
sure? Who prescribed to those immense bodies
such laws as none could discover, but a mind en-

dowed with the greatest wisdom? Who measured
those vast circles in \yhich the stars inpve,-.with-

put going put of their line? Who put them into
the course they run, and which they are to. run,
without interruption? All these questions lead
us to. Thee, thou adorable Creator! self-existing,

independent, and eternal Being ! It is to Thee the
celestial bodies owe their .existence, their laws,
their arrangement, their po.wer, and all the advan-

tages they procure to the earth. What sublime
ideas must rise in our souls, when we. think of these

great objects ! If the space, in which so many
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millidn's of worlds move; cannot be measured .by
our understanding: if the gloib'es; which take their

prodigious courses there, ar.ebf a size to astonish

ns; if the fabric of the universe, constructed by
the Creator, is of such immensity, that our ideas

are lost in it, what mast: thy greatness be, O God h

and what understanding is able to conceive it ! If

the heavens and ail their host have so much mag-
nificence, beauty, and niajest3', that the eye can.

never be satisfied with contemplating, nor the

mind with admiring them, what must be thy beau,

ty, Thou eternal Being, of whose splendour and

glory these creatures are but faint and imperfect
shadows ! What must be the incomprehensible ex-
tent of thy knowledge and understanding, since

Thou seest with one glance the whole immense

space, all the numberless bodies in it, and art so.

intimately acquainted with the nature and proper-
ties of all the beings Thou hast placed there!

What depths of wisdom and knowledge must be
in Thee, O Lord ! who hast formed such" admi-
rable plans ! who hast measured, and calculated

every thing with so much exactness, that nothing-
can be added or taken aw;ay ! Whtf didst conceive
and establish the several laws which all the globes
were to observe! Who didst employ the wisest

means to accomplish them ! And who wast ca-

pable of forming such connection, relation, and
harmony, through all thy works ! How greatmusfc
thy power be, to be able to realize all these plans !

to guide and direct the most immense bodies! to

animate all by thy breath ! and to preserve all by
thy Almighty word !

But can God have given us such proofs of his

greatness and gloiy in vain? Shall it be to no
purpose that the celestial bodies declare the infi-

nite knowledge and wisdom of the Almighty ?

Shall they in vain pour upon us the abundance
of blessings which the Divine Goodness bestows

through their means? Is not all this done, in or-
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der that intelligent creatures should take notice of.

it, reflect, and make it the subject of their con-

templations'? Masterpieces of a .skilful artist are

admired; what stupid indifference would it be,
not to admire the infinite art and wisdom mani-
fested in the works of the Most High ! Those are

honoured who have talents to perform great and
beautiful works: with what respect, with what
profound humility, ought we not to prostrate our-

_selves, and adore that God who constructed the

magnificent fabric of the universe, and displayed
so much majesty and glory in it? The heavens
declare his greatness, and proclaim him Lord of

all the world. All the celestial bodies obey him,
and all their revolutions are made according to

his laws. And shall man alone refuse to obey this

Governor of the universe, who is also his Lord and
.Creator? Shall he refuse to be guided by laws so

wise and useful to him? On every side the effects

of Divine Goodness flow in upon us, and bring
ns innumerable blessings, comforts, and pleasures.
What love, what gratitude, do we not owe him !

"With what earnestness ought we not to imitate

David, who cries out, on contemplating the works
of the Lord,

" I will -magnify thee, O God, my
King ! and 1 will praise thy name for ever and
ev'er! Every day will I give thanks unto thee,
and praise thy name for ever and ever. My soul

praise the Lord. Hallelujah I"

MAY XX.

Fruitfulness of Plants.

THE magnificence ofthe earthly creation shines
in nothing more than in the astonishing fertility
of plants. One single plant can produce thousands,
even millions of others. One tobacco plant may
yield forty thousand three hmndred and twenty
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grains of seed ; and, if we calculate in proportion
the produce offouryears, we shall find, that, from
one single grain, there may spring two millions

six hundred and forty two thousand nine hundred
and eight millions, two hundred and ninety-three
thousand three hundred and sixty-five millions,
and seven hundred and sixty thousand grains of
seed. An elm, twelve years old, has often five

hundred thousand grains of seed : what a prodigi-
ous number would that produce in a few years !

Suppose the tree had but an hundred thousand

buds, and that the shoot of each year contained
but five of them, there would be every year five.

hBndred thousand plants, which may be consider-

ed as new. If we add to that what is. produced
by the increase of the root, by ingrafting, &c. we
shall only be surprised that the earth has not yet
been consumed by plants. But we must remem-
ber the numerous multitude of animals, who owe
their food to the vegetable kingdom. They annu-

ally consume so great a quantity of plants, that,
if nature had not endowed vegetables with very
extraordinary prolific qualities, there would be
reason to fear their total destruction. But whilst

animals are destroying them,they often propagate
them at the same time. While they consume cer-

tain sorts of fruit, they scatter the seeds about,
and often to a great distance. This dispersion is

necessary, in order that only one sort of plant
should not till a whole field. It is with the same
design that some seeds have little feathers or

wings, to be dispersed about by the wind. It is

certain .also, that in general the plants are more
fruitful than animals. This may be proved, by
comparing trees with four-footed animals. The
former produce annually, sometimes for several

ages, a great number of new- trees'; whereas the

greatest quadrupeds, such as the elephant, the

mare, &c. have but one, or at most two young
ones, and are often barren. The lesser quadra-
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peds, such as .the dog, the cat, the rat, &c. are

much m'nre fruitful ; hut still not to be compared
to the fertility of trees. Fish and insects ap-

proach nearer to it : tench lay about ten thousand

eggs; .carp, twenty thousand ; and cod, a million

Now, compare that fruitfulness to the wild rose,

mustard, or fern, and it will be found that those

plants, and many others, multiply much more
than either fish or insects, particularly if it i& ob-

served that almost all plants multiply in several

ways, whereas most animals have but one way
of propagating. A tree may produce as many
new trees as it has branches, bough 1

?, and even,

leaves.

Wiih what wisdom, therefore, has God propor-
tioned the animal and vegetable kingdoms! If the

multiplication of vegetables waslessconsiderable,
a great number of animals would die of hunger;
our fields, our meadows and gardens, would be

deserts, with only some few plants scattered here

and there. On the other hand, if the Creator had
ordained that the granivorons animals should in-

crease more than the plants, the vegetable king-
dom would soon be exhausted, and several species
of animals would be at an end. But,"according to

the relation between the two kingdoms, the inha-

bitants of both multiply in proportion, so that 110

species should perish.

Thus, O man, abundance and pleasure surround
thee on every side ; for it is to thee that the Crea-
tor has made the vegetables so astonishingly fruit-

ful : it is for thy support, thy pleasure, and thy
health, tti at he hasproduced such variety ofplants,
and in such great abundance. Count, if you can,
what covers oi>e single field; their number is in-

conceivable; and this innumerable multitude is

an image of the immensity and omnipotence of
the Lord ; who, throughout all nature,

"
openeth

his hand, and filleth all things living with plen-
teousuess."
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; MAY XXI.
V

Description of the Beauties of Spring.

. NOTHING is more worthy of admiration than
the revolutions which spring occasions upon .our

globe,- In autumn, every valley, field, and fo-

rest, present us with the image of death; and,
in winter, nature is deprived of every ornament.
All the animals are melancholy ; the inhabitants
of the forest conceal themselves, and are silent :

J the earth becomes a vast solitude, a desert, a
grave; and nature appears to be fallen into a state

of lethargy and insensibility. In the mean time,
she silently labours, whilst we, alas ! forget the
secret influence of Divine Power, preparing for

us the renewal of nature. All that appeared dead
is again,animated, and every thing waits for the

same revival. In the trees alone, what endless

changes take place ! First, the sap (which in win-
ter ha<? entirely forsaken the trunk and branches)
rises slowly up through its invisible channels,
and particularly under .the bark, through ways
which can only be guessed at, but not discovered.
This sap serves to swell the buds: and how many
treasures of the Divine Power are there not con-

tained in those little recesses! the leaves, with
their- cheerful green ; boughs which are to pierce
between the leaves when opened; new buds on
those boughs, full of leaves,, though still invisU

hie; then, that multitude of blossoms, with the

sweet exhalations which embalm the air; in

those blossoms fruit ;

'

and in the fruit the seeds of
an infinite number of other trees. The cheerful

light of the sun transports and animates the soul;

and the activity of nature, in the plant* around
us, charms the sight. There is not a field, which'
does not present a beautiful landscape to the

eye, aud flowers to the smell. Almost every
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bird sings its hymn with more or less melody.
How cheerful the song, of the liunet, hopping,
from branch to branch! She extends her voice,
as if she had formed the design of particularly
drawing the attention of man, to delight him.
The sprightly lark rises in the air, and seems to

salute the day and the spring with her shrill note.

The cattle, by their various cries, express the

joy with which they are animated. In the rivers

we see the fish, which, during the whiter, had
fallen frozen and motionless to the bottom of

the water, now rising ne.;r the surface. They
have recovered their former vivacity ; and their

pliant, gentle, pleasing motions, amuse our sight.
Oh ! how can we so oftcu behold all these objects,
and-not continually feel the most profound and

respectful admiration of the greatness ofthat eter-

nal Being, whose power so gloriously manifests

itself! ! let us never contemplate a tree crowned
with leaves, a field covered with waving corn, a
meadow enamelled with flowers, a majestic forest;
let us never gather a flower, nor walk in a gar-

den, without recollecting, that it is God who
gives as the delightful shade of trees; that it is

he who makes the flowers so beautiful, and gives
us their perfume ; that it is God who clothes the
woods and meads with their beautiful, verdure,

- so pleasing to the sight; God who gives life and

happiness to every creature ; God, through whom
we have our existence, and enjoy the sweets of

spring.

MAY XXII.

The Language of Animals.

MAN, properly speaking, is the only animal
who can be said to have language ; and it is par-

"ticularly by this circumstance that he shews his

superiority over all other animated beings. It is

by means of speech that he extends his empire
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over all nature: that he rises towards his divine

Author : contemplates, adores, and obeys him. It

is by this faculty, that he learns to know himself
and all the creatures around him ; and to make
them serve for his use. Every animal but man
is deprived of this faculty, because they are void
of reason ; and it is reason which capacitates us
to learn languages, and the use ef speech. But
as animals make their wants and feelings known
by natural signs; as they utter certain sounds,
which express the sensations that affect them,
one may so far allow that they have a sort of Ian*

guage. The variety of these tones, their number,
their use, and the order in which they follow one
another, form the essential parts of their language.
To form a just idea of it, it is not necessary to
have recourse to deep researches; it is enough to

observe the animals daily before our 63'es, and
with whom we have a sort of intimate connec-
tion. Examine the hen with her chicks: if she
finds any food, she calls and invites them to it.

They understand her and come instantly. Ifthey
have lost sight of this tender mother, their plain,
tive cries express their anguish, and desire to se

her again. Attend to the different crows of th

cock, when a stranger or a dog comes into th

poultry-yard, when a kite, or any other enemj
appears, and when he calls' or answers his hens
What do these lamentable cries of the turkey
mean? See her chicks all on a sudden conceal in

themselves, and lying so quiet, one would sa

they were dead. The mother looks up to the sk]
and her anxiety increases ; but what is it she see

there? A black speck, which we can scarce di

tinguish ; and this speck is a bird of prey, whic
could not escape the vigilant and piercing ey<
ofthis mother.' The bird of prey disappears. Th
hen gives a scream ofjoy. Her anxiety is at a

end. The chicks revive, and gather again ha

pily about their mother. There is such vari'ei
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in the language of the dog, it is so rfch and fruit-

ful, that it would be enough of itself to fill a dic-

tionary. Who can be insensible to the joy that
this failhful servant shews at the return of his

master. He jumps, he dances, he runs here arid

there, turns quick and lightly rqund his master,

stops all at once; fixes his eyes on him, with the

greatest tenderness; draws near him; and licks

and caresses him repeatedly. Then, beginning
his play again, he disappears, and returns drag-

ging something after him; puts himself into- all

sorts of pretty attitudes ; barks ; tells every body
liow happy he is ; and shews his joy a thousarid

ways. But how different are these .sounds from
those noises he makes at the sound of a robber,
or those he makes on seeing a wolf. If we follow
a dog in the chace, we see how he makes himself

understood by alt his motions, and particularly
with his tail. How well adapted his signs are to

the discoveries he wishes to make! This affords

us an opportunity to admire the wisdom and good-
ness of the Supreme Being. What beneficent at-

tention he has shown towards animals, in grant-

ing them the power to express by sounds their

wants and feelings! From their organization, and
the nature of their souls, it was impossible they
should speak the human language ; hut they would
have been much more to be pitied, and less use-

ful to us, if the Creator had entirely deprived
them of the power of making' themselves under-

stood. To compensate them for the want of

speech, he endowed them with the address'to

communicate, by a thousand little ways, their

feelings to one another, as well as to mankind.
He has given them organs proper to produce and

vary a certain number of sounds ; and their make
is such, that each species has particular and dis-

tinct sounds, by which they make themselves

understood. In a word, the Creator has given
as much force to the language of animals as; their
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nature would admijt of, ^nd all that the end
for which they were created required. The-

language of animals consists only in a number
of iuartfculate and imperfect sounds. They have

no ideas,
; bnt those prompted by their senses;,

because they are incapable of learning a metho-
dical language. . They, only know objects by some
qualities evident to their senses, to which all

llieir judgments and comparisons are limited- As.

for us, we possess faculties in all respects much
superior. We can rise to general notions, arid se-

parate the object from the qualities which dis-

tinguish it. We can, b3' means of an infinity .of

sounds (articnlat^ and arbitrary), express all our

conceptions. We can learn the connections which.,
unite us to other beings, act in. consequence, and
thus ensure our happiness.
O Thou the Creator, what gratitude do we. not

therefore owe Thee! Grant that we may never;

forget this important part of thy blessings; but,.

on the contrarj', that each time we make vise of

speech, we may reflect on the excellence of our

privileges, and the greatness of thy wisdom and

goodness.

MAT XXIII.

Tlie greatness and number of the Creatures on the
Earth.

LORD, how great and numerous are thy
works! We owe this testimony to the works of
God. If we only knew those which the earth

contains, how great is the extent of this globe,
the abode of so many different nations! Man-
kind occupy vast domains ; and yet how many
solitudes and deserts are there, which have never
been inhabited by man ! Neither does the land,
taken, in the whole, fill near so great a space sat,
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the sea, that prodigiously extensive element. But
if the earth in itself is an. example of the great-
ness of the Almighty's works, we cannot cast our

eyes on the creatures it contains, without admir-

ing the number and. variety of them. In the
first place, we find innumerable sorts of stones,

minerals, and metals, concealed in the earth;
then,; what' astonishing variety among the trees,
the plants, the fruits and simples, which cover its

surface ! Notwithstanding ail the pains that have
been taken, to observe and class the different

sorts of vegetables, it has never been compassed,
nor will all the future efforts of naturalist arrive

'

at it. Let us next consider the living creatures.

What immense variety of them there is between
the eagle and the gnat, the whale and the gud-
geon, the elephant and the mouse ! The dispropor-
tion is prodigious, and yet the whole space be-

tween them is filled with living creatures. The
animal species come so near one another, that it is

-sometimes difficult to distinguish the one from the

other; yet the species is so multiplied, that, from
the gnat to the elephant, they form a sort of chain,
in which each link holds by the preceding one.

In seas, lakes, and rivers, on the surface and in

the bosom of the earth, there is no place, which,
some way or other, does not contain a living crea-

ture. Yet, however great the number may ap-

pear of the animals visible to the naked eye, they
cannot be compared^to the number of those

which are too small to be seen without a glass.

Ry the help of the microscope, almost incredible

discoveries have been made, of which all may be
convinced. There, in some measure, a new world

presents itself, which was before utterly unknown,
to us. There, such living creatures are seen, that

imagination itself can scarcely form any thing so

extremely small, since one of .them is not near so

large as the millionth part of a grain ofsand. And
it is not only their number and variety, it is also
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the beauty and delicacy of their form which
ought to strike us with astonishment. What ap-

peaVs dull to the naked eye, or even what escapes
it entirely, if it is seen through the microscope,
has an inconceivable lustre and delicacy. Gild-

ings which art cannot imitate, shine in the small-

est grain'of sand, but, particularly, in the limbs

of certain insects ; on the head, and in the eyes
of a little fly: and in the construction of the

lowest of living creatures, their exact symmetry
and. admirable order is observable. "We find,

in a word, that millions of creatures, so small

that the eye can scarce distinguish' them, but by
the help of glasses, have, notwithstanding, as per-
fect an organization in their species, as the great-
est animals with which the earth is peopled.
Such considerations must give us a lively sen.se x

of our own littleness. 1 1'ose myself in this innu-
merable multitude of God's creaturesi who would
be sufficient to witness his greatness, though I, ,

and millions 'such as I, had never existed. O
Almighty! Tio'w immense is thy dominion,! In

'every element there are beings whom thxra hast
created and preserved. Ea-'h grain of saptl. is a
dwelling' for insects, who are also, in the. class of

thy creatures, and are links of the imiheasurable
chain. Here my ideas are lost in infinity. The .

more I reflect on the greatness and variety of

thy works, the more I feel the limits of my un-

derstanding. I heap number upon numbe.r, and
yet I can scarcely find a snm which comprehends"
the number of thy creatures. It is impossible
to determine it. We have only to .admire
adore.

Vel. T.
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MAY XXIV.
-

^- .' /

Spring is an Emblem of the.fra.iUy of 'Human
--

Life, and an Image of Death.

AT this season, we need not go far to seek

linages of frailty and death : they present them-
selves on all sides, being connected with, almost

every beauty of nature. Undoubtedly, the Crea-
tor's design, in this respect, was to remind us of

the uncertainty of the things of this world, and
to repress the dangerous propensity we have to

place our affections on objects so vain 'as all

those in nature are. Spring is the season in which
the plants receive a new life, and at the same
time, that in which most of them'perish. Serene
as the days in spring are, they are often suddenly
obscured by clouds, rain, and tempest* Some-
times- the moon appears in all the lustre of its

charms : then, before the sun rises to mid day,
v its. splendour,which had flattered us with the hope
ofimejageather, disappears. Sometimes, also, this

'hppe-is fulfilled, and the days of spring shine in

fall beauty. But how transient are those serene

days! How swiftly they pass away! They va-

nish, even before we have well enjoyed them. It

'is thus that the best of our life flies away. Of-

ten, iu the -morning, every thing smiles upon us,

every thing promises~as joy and happiness; but,
before evening, nay often before noon, we meet
with vexations and shed tears of sorrow. Let us
look back on those days of our youth, which we
may call the spring of life. How short have been
the pleasures of our youth ! how .great the va-

riety of .pleasures we enjoyed! But where are

.now those happy moments, those ravishing de-

lights? What is become of that constant spright.

sj and those roses.of youth, which were seea



in our cheeks;? We no longer have :a 'taste -for

those turbulent pleasures-which then intoxicated

us. What noWt remains > of- those fine days that

are past? Nothing bat -a melancholy remem-
brance of them, unless we have sanctified them,
Toy devoting them ;to 'our 'Creator. AVith- what
force the spring points out to us'the frailty and.

end of ;life ! Behold' how 'far its charms extend5 !

Behold the trees full of blossoms! .But let us
not too much exult in their rich ^ornament*;

shortly they; will' return to that dust from whence
they came. AIL. that showy generation

1must die

in the same spring wBich gave them- birth. It is

thus that, our 'lives vanish. An unforeseen death,

hurries us to our graves, whilst the. health and
strength we enjoyed promised us a long course of

years.. Sickness and death often come npon us

so much the more unexpectedly, as their approach
is concealed under an appearance of youth and
health. Xet every one behold an image ofhimself
in the blossoms of spring, and there read his own,

uncertainty. Let us address them in this Ian-

guage: O! ye. who are^ endowed wlih^such:

charms! ye, tiie glory of the gardens^-an<&<pr-
naments of. the valleys! how transient is vyonr
bloom! But what a picture ! how instructive^
me ! That, death which I carry in :my bosom, 'I

shall soon perhaps feel its stroke. Thou rose,
thou livest but a day ; and as for me, I may die
in an instant.

Though these thoughts ought to render us seri

ous, yet should .we enjoy both the spring of nat-

lure, and the pleasures of life, as they are be-
stowed upon us by the Creator; but, at the same
time, let us mix with, these enjoyments;- reflec-

tions which arise from the nature of spring and
life. The-thooghtv of death is very consistent
Avith the enjoyment of every innocent pleasure.
Far from infusing melancholy into our hearts, : it^

should \each us tojrejoic<e evermore in the Lord j
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it-should guard us against making a bad use of

earthly pleasures ; it should inspire us with a de-

sire of solid and uuinterrapted happiness. The
beauties of the visible world should give us an

idea, what must be the infinite beauty of the in-

visible and heavenly world; and, finally, when
the time comes, in which our lives must wither
and fade away as the .grass of the field, then we
may say, with Christian fortitude, Though my
life, like a spring flower, wither and turn to

.dust; .though these .cheeks, wherein the roses of

youth shine, .be a prey to corruption ; I still hope
for a better life, which I shall never lose; and
the body, in which I shall then be clothed, will

never decay.

MAY XXV.

Spring is an Emblem of the Resurrection of the

Body.

MOST of the flowers we admire were once
.coarse and shapeless roots ; but now they adorn,
-the earth, and charm our sight. What a fine image
.this is of .the resurrection of the righteous, and
the state of their bod ies^ re-animated! As the

root? of the most lively flowers, while buried in
the earth, are shapeless and without beauty, but
when in bloom have a thousand charms, so is the
human body : while-in the grave, it is an object
of horror, but at the resurrection it Avill expe-
rience a most astonishing change: for,

" what
is sown in corruption, is raised in incorruption ;

what is sown in dishonour, is raised in glory."
As soon as .spring takes place ofwinterj life and joy
.take place ofthe melancholy impressions which a
severe season makes on the mind ofman ; and the

,
first fine days make us forget the long winter and
its darkness. Thus shall we forget, at the great day
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of the resurrection, all the sad and gloomy days
of oar .past lives. The clouds of affliction in this

world cast a gloom upon our countenances; bat

as soon as the light of a new creation dawns upon ,

us, grief is no more ; nothing more can disturb

the serenity of our souls. v

Spring is the general renewal of the whole
earth. However dull it was to us in winter, it

is now no less pleasing and beautiful in its ap- .

pearance. Every thing enchants and delights

us; and we might almost fancy ourselves every
spring transported to some new and cheerful ha-

bitation. It is thusj that, at the resurrection, we
shall find ourselves transported into a new, mag^
nificent, and charming dwelling. The new hea-

ven, and the new earth, will be free from all the

apparent or real defects of the globe which we
now inhabit. Peace, order, beauty, and righte-

ousness, will make our future abode the happiest .

that is possible to- be conceived. When the warm
rays of the sun have penetrated into the earth,
millions of plants and different sorts of flower*

spring out of its bosom. It will be the same in.

that great day when generations will rise out of
the dust in which they were buried. As the

spring flower rises from its seed to the height of
bloom and beauty, so will our bodies, deposited
in the grave, rise on that day in full glory; cloth-
ed with celestial beauty. Spring is the aera of ;

vegetation for grass, flowers, and plants. It ''is

then that every thing, which has sprung up out of
the earth, opens every day more and more, and,

grows visible. So will the day of resurrection ;

be the sera of the unlimited progress which our
immdrtal souls will make, in all that is good. No
weakness will there stop us in the road tb per-
fection. We shall rise from virtue to virtue,
from felicity to felicity. In spring, all nature
seems roused from sleep to praise its Author.-r-

songs of all the inhabitants of the' air unite ~*
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as if to glorify their. Creator with- an universal.

hymn. Similar songs of joy \vill.be chaunled at

the,day of resurrection, by the elect of God re*

stored to -life. Q I,, with what delight will our
hearts :be :filled ! We may judge, ofthe:greater by
the less. If the earthly spring is so rich in-enjoy-
ment, what will be the beauty and- treasures of

spring in the new world 1

MAY XXVI.

The attractive pozoei* of Bodies;

.WE often see two bodies draw near to one

another, without being pushed together by an
exterior force. The motion* which produces this

effect, is called attraction or gravitation. This

power of attraction . proves to be one of the prin-

cipal springs, of nature. It is by means of this

law, that fluid bodies, rise up into the capillary
vessels;, and. it is partly the cause of the circula-

tion of the juices in plants, :
and even in animals.

It is -true, that the power of expansion in the air

contributes its share to.it, at least in plants ; for

there is a portion of air amongst the fluid which
Nourishes them. , Vegetables are also: provided
with veins, which suck in the outward air, and,.
at the same time, help to draw up thejuices:
however,.attraction is certainly one- of the chief

"

causes of the phenomenon. No one is ignorant
that the human body is a series ofnumberless ca-

pillary vessels, where the humours are continual-

ly in motion; and this motion is partly regulated

iy the laws of attraction. A great number ofthe

phenomena we observe in the corporeal world,
have this attractive power for their principle;.and

it is the most satisfactory way of accounting for.

the motion of the celestial: bodies. Those enor-

mous globes, separated from each. other at suck
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immense distances, must be united by some secret

connection, to, form such a whole as our solar .

system. And it is probable .that the union of the
celestial bodies, their direction, the law which
obliges them not to deviate from .the course pre-
scribed them, the motion of the planets and
comets round the sun, all depend on its attractive

powers, and.on the gravitation ofthe bodies which
incline towards it. How admirable is that wis-

dom, which, by means of one and the same law,
prodtices the vegetation of a blade of grass, and.

the motion of all the whole system of worlds !

These reflections naturally lead us to adore the

Supreme Wisdom. If it appears in the celestial

bodies, it is no less visible in the government of
rational creatures. The Creator acts, in this re-

spect, upon principles equally wise, according to

the same laws, .and all with the most wonderful,

simplicity. But we are so blind that we are not

always sensible ofit, because we do not think any,
thing worth our attention that is not strikingly;

great. But why should we not see, iu the.thingSj
which appear to us of little importance, the. traces;
of wisdom so evidently impressed upon, thenri'

\Vhen cities and countries are swallowed! up by
earthquakes, or laid waste by fire and water, we
become attentive : we then see, that such revolu-

tions are the works' of the Master ofthe universe ;

and his wise providence is .acknowledged. - Does
liot the greatness of the Supreme Being appear as

much in the smallest blade of grass, and in the

poorest insect, as in the motion and harmony of

the spheres? Yes, in. the small as,well asin the

great, God manifests the glory of his attributes,

It is owing, to our inattention and negligence* if.wt

do not every where see it, even in the smalies

beings, and most trifling events. To be convinced
ofthe wisdom and goodness"which presides in tlu

government of providence, we need not:go to dis

taut objects; we need only, dwell on what relate
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to ourselves, and on the particular dispensations
o'f God in this respect. Our own lives, and the

events with which they are marked, mayteaeh
us how wise the means he has chosen are to make '

us happy ;
how many little circumstances his pro-

vidence has made to concur towards the execa-

tion of his designs ; and how numerous the meansV
are which he makes use of to preserve us fronv

evils, or to prepare for us blessings.

MAY XXVII.

Complaints of Mankind, relative to certain Incon-,

eenicncies in the Laws of Nature.
i

" WHY is the human body, from its constitu-

tion, liable to so many infirmities and acci-

dents?" Whoever asks this question, let him
say, if it is possible to form one's self a body
which unites more advantages in itself than that

which we have received from our Creator. It

was incompatible with nature, and" the chain of

things of this world, that man should have an in-

vulnerable body. If one of our fellow-creatures

is deformed, another lame, a third deaf or dumb ;

is it a reason to murmur against God? Are those'

defects so common as to give us reason to coin-

plain? If, after these questions, anyone should
.still think they have reason for discontent, let

them reflect on the following truths. It is of use

to men in general that they may not want examples
of the defects to.which the human body is liable.

For, when a person, perfect and well made, com-
pares himselfwith one that is crooked and deform-

ed, he is sensible of all the advantages of well-
formed limbs; he learns to value properly a gift
till then, unthought of, and to take more care to

preserve it. How valuable is each eye, each ear,
e&ch organ of sense, each joint, each limb, if we'
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only observe the'cdhdition of the few people w'h'o

are deprived of - them ! ^Would :any of us 'part
with a limb, in exchange for the greatest trea-

.sure? ; Are not our bodies more beautiful and re

gular than the finest building-, or the most curious
machine ? . And, though the latter are very infje-

rior to it, we are far from attributing the asserts*

blage of their parts to chAnce. " Why are the
countries of the earth so different from one ah-

; other, sometimes cold,. sometimes damp, some-
. times low, and sometimes high?" But, O man,
if thou hadst the power to form a globe, wherein

, every thing was to be for the advantage ofmen and
animals, would tliy understanding furnish thee
with a plan better than this? The countries of

, the.earlh, by means of their difference, produce a

variety of exhalations and winds, which occasion
that mixed air, wherein experience tells us that
men and animals live healthy and content in most
places, and wherein plants also grow and propa-
gate.

" It is, however, allowed, that the varia-

. tion in weather is not beneficial to all men, or
to all countries." But, has not the preceding
weather influenced the following, as the climate
of one country often influences, another i Are we
capable ofjudging of the whole ? Must a million

of farmers sigh in vain for rain, because dry wea
ther would suit the private convenience of one

, family ? A certain temperature of the air may oc

casiou, here and there, a transient barrenness;
, but, can it be called an evil, if it was necessary in

order to hinder the air from corrupting? Ought
the east wind, which is favourable to a whole

country, to cease to blow, because its violence

may cause some shipwrecks, or be hurtful to some
. consumptive people? Is it reasonable, when we
cannot take in the whole, to find fault with a pan'
"Why are there so many hurtful animals?"
Would it then be better to have no beasts of prej-,

small or large, upon the earth t They put a stop
P2
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to.the number of animals that would .otherwise
overpower us ; tand,. it- is because many animals
serve for food to beasts of; prey,; that the number
of living creatures increases every year. If these .

; beasts of 'prey .did not exist, the carcases of the
.animals on which they feed would not only be
. useless to living creatures, but would be hurtful.

Every year, animals thus devoured, are replaced
.by others; and in most cases population depends
on the quantity of sustenance. Thus gnats, and
.other insects, would soon want food, if the ani-

mals, whose prey, they are, did not prevent them
from multiplying too fast. "Why has the Crea-

tor regulated the course of nature by such in-

variable . laws?" It is in consequence of such

regulations, that man's experience and, labour en-

able him to make use lof his understanding and
powers, so as to be in some . measure master of
his own welfare. Would we choose to inhabit a

Avprld, where, when we were hungry, we had only
-to wish, and we should be satisfied; where our
clothes should fall from the'clouds, if, when tra-

velling in a cold night, we neglected providing
.any? Or would we, at pleasure (without recourse

to other methods) walk sometimes on the ground!
sometimes. in the water, sometimes in' the air ;

a world where the stomach should never be over-
loaded with, the weight of food; where an iron

hatchetwould swim,' if, by accident, we let it fall

into the water; where bodies, going out of their

natural direction, should describe an oblique line,

.lest their fall should hurt any body? would we
wish to. inhabit a,world, where we should have no
occasion to do any thing; where we could not in

any way promote out own.pleasures ; where there
should be no : rule, no fundamental law ; where,
in fine,. the best, the bad, and the worst, being
equally unknown, nothing could make us attend
to the laws of nature'? .

ever be a number of things
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in nature, the purposes of which, or their relation

with the whole, mast ever be concealed from us.

But on all occasions let us rest on this principle,,
that God does every thing for.wise and beneficent

purposes. And, when these enigmas, these inex-

plicable things, present themselves, let us say with;

the Apostle,
" O the depth of the riches, both of

the-wisdom and knowledge of God! How an-,

searchable are his judgments, and his ways past:

finding out! For who hath known .the: mind of-

the Lord, or who hath been his counsellor? Or
who hath first given, unto him, and: it shall be:

recompensed unto him agajn ? For; of him, and;

through him, and to him, are all things. To
whom be glory for ever. . Amen.

MAY XXVIII.

Sins we are apt to commit in Spring.

IS.it possible that we-can profane, by sin, this

season, so peculiarly formed to prompt.us to the

practice of piety? Would it not be natural to

suppose that, in. spring, each field would be to us
as a temple,'where we should offer up to pur Crea-

tor eudles sacrifices of prayer and thanksgiving ;

where each thought, each sentiment, and action*
should.tend to his glory '? But, alas ! we daily,
see the ingratitude of man towards his heavenly-
Benefactor. We behold nature renewed, we be-
hold.the -flowers, and a thousand other delightful
objects, without thinking of him who made them
all ; or, .if we do think of God, we forget to re-

turn thanks for his wondrous goodness. This is

the reigning vice ofthe season, and is, at the same
time, the source of.-all the faults committed in it.

Man is the only creature on earth insensible of
his own happiness ; and yet he has the faculty of
feeling it to its utmost extent. This mast he ad..
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dressed to the ungrateful and insensible heart ;
:

for what attention can be expected from those who
pay so little to that God who speaks throughout
all nature in a voice so intelligible and strong !

Yet how is it possible to forget oui- Creator ! All
liis works proclaim him; and we can neither know
ourselves, nor the world we live in, without know-
ing our God. Each creature reminds us of its

lllaker; each part of the vast scene of nature is

filled with the Deity. He shews himself in each
blade of grass, each flower, and bird, lie con-

stantly borrows the mild and persuasive language
of nature, and addresses himself to our senses, our
reason, our consciences, and all our facilities.

Let us only listen to their language, and we shall'

no longer be insensible or ungrateful. How onglit
we to employ these days? It is right to leave our

. rooms, where we have been confined, and to go
and breathe the wholesome air, and walk in the
fields and gardens, in order to contemplate the

"beauties of the season ; but let us take care not to

make a bad use of them, by giving way td extra-

vagant pleasures, which lead to folly and repent-
ance. "We shall not be able truly to enjoy the
line season of spring, till, by fixing our attention

on the works -of our Creator, we discover from
reason his divine goodness and power. Then will

our hearts experience joys much superior to the

pleasures of those who forget their Maker. "Why
should we seek those pleasures which offend God,
and wound our consciences? Here are purer en-

joyments, and it is for these only that we are en-

dowed with reason and sensibility. In the next

place, let us turn to those who, at this season of
the year, give way to too much care and anxiety.
"When in the depth of winter, and oppressed with

many wants, they grow anxious and melancholy,
then they may deserve some indulgence; but, at

this time, it is an unpardonable doubt of Provi-

dence. :
" Behold the lilies of the field, how they-
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grow; consider 'the fowls of the air; they sow

not, neither do they veap, yet your heavenly-

Father feedelh them." For whom does God
cause the seed to shoot oat of the earth-? -For

whom is it adorned with flowers.! For whose use

does he provide each animal with food? O ye of

little faith ! put your trust in your Father, who is

in heaven. Spring is the season of hope. Give
it admission to your hearts; and, if any anxiety
should still find a place there> cast your eyes on,

the meadows and fields; and remember the words
of oar Redeemer: "If God so-clothe the grass of
the field, and feed the fowls of the air, shall he
not mucli- more clothe you? AFC -ye not- better,

than they? Let us then employ the most agree-
able part of the year in contemplating the won-
drous, works of God. Let the. pleasures.which
nature now lavishes upon us,yiead us to rejoice
in the inestimable advantage we have over so

many millions of living creatures, of knowing
him to be the .Author of all happiness.

XXIX,

The Harmony and Patriotism among the Bees. .

UNION and patriotism form undoubtedly the-

fiiudamental happiness which may, in some mea-
sure, be ascribed to bees. It is at least, certain
that their republic would soon be destroyed, if

they did not live in great harmony amongst them-
selves. Those who have made observations on,

this subject, inform us, that when the bees return
to their hives, loaded with materials for build-

ing, they find some of their companions ready to

relieve them from their burdens. The travellers

begin their journeys again : and while they are

gathering more provision, the working bees, wh
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remain in the. hive, knead together the little the

others had brought ; and thus prepare a mass pro.

per for building. Some, who are not directly

employed in work, are busy in doing good offices

to those that are ; and bring them food, in order
to let the work go.on without their losing by it.

This harmony nearly approaches to the patriotism
observable amongst men. The riches of a nation

are the riches of each citizen ; aud this numerous

republic forms but one family. Here there is no
self-interest, no avarice, and consequently no ra-

pine. Here the bees never assemble together to

use violence, aud fight battles with their country
people. Here we never see one bee avariciously

wishing for more than is necessary, whilst another
is in want: neither do they ever try to get more
honey, when they have laid in a sufficient provi-
sion for the winter.

Insignificant as we reckon these insects,we may
learn from them virtues on which depend the re-

pose and happiness ofour lives I In whatever-rank
or condition we are, it is necessary to act in con-
cert with our fellow-creatures as patriots. The so-

ciety in which we live, Christianity, and cur own
. happiness, require it. Let each of us cheerfully
bear our part in the general burden ;~and, if it is

necessary, let us even take upon us the burdens of

others, when, through ignorance or weakness, any
may be deficient. And if it should so happen,
that religion, duty, and conscience, require us to

make great sacrifices to our fellow-creatures, let

us take care not to consider it as an evil, .but let

us rather think it an honour to be able to succeed
better than they. Let no visible selfishness ever
find room in our hearts. Those who seek to en-
rich themselves at the expense of others are con-

temptible members of society. When we can in

any ways contribute to the general good, let us
not be deterred from it by the fear of having no

s Is not the testimony ofaclear conscience
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and the blessings of eternity, sufficient rewards :

It is true, however, that among- the evils- of this

life which we form to ourselves,- we must reckon

this one, that there is no such thing as perfect

agreement in sentiments and characters : bat,

even this ought to make us admire the -wisdom of

Providence, which, notwithstanding the disunions

and disorders of the world, notwithstanding the
self-interest which" governs mankind, still keeps
up society, and makes it flourish: When a pilot
knows how to direct his ship, so as to avoid the
sand banks against which^it may be cast by the

waves, it is then that I admire his skill and expe-
rience. And when I see, notwithstanding the
wickedness of mankind, in the midst of the storms
of passion, that wisdom and virtue still preside, I
admire the infinite wisdom of him who govern*
the world.

" MAY XXX.

The prodigiotis Number of Plants on the Earth,

ABOVE twenty thousand different sorts ofplant?
have been already reckoned, and we discovernew
ones every day. Some have been found .out by
the help of the microscope, where they were least

expected. Mosses and sponges have been classed

among vegetables, and have discovered to the
virtuosi flowers and seeds before unknown. Free-
stone is often covered with dark brown spots, and
the same is seen in the best polished glass. This

mouldy substance sticks to most bodies, and it is

a garden in immature, a' field or forest where
plants have their seeds which blossom visibly,
notwithstanding their extreme littleness. -If we
reflect on the quantity of moss which covers even,
the. hardest stones, and the most barren spots ;

on the quantity of herbs aud grass; on the
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.-ral sorts of -flowers; on all the trees and bashes,

.each of which may be considered as an assem-

blage of a-thousand different vegetables; if we
.add to these the aquatic plants, as slight and. de-

licate as a hair, and most of which are still un-

known to us, we iay .in some measure form to

.ourselves some idea of the multitude of plants up-
on our globe. It is more wonderful how all these

different sorts of .plants are preserved, without de-

straying one another. In order to prevent this,

the sovereign Disposer of all things has appoint-
ed to each species of vegetables a place analogous
to its peculiar quality. He has distributed them
-upon the surface of the earth, with so much wis-""

dom and. propriety, that no part of it is destitute,

yinr -do. they grow in too much abundance any
.where. This is the reason that some plants re-

quire growing in an open field, and .not in the

shade, where they would at least grow langtiid
and weak. Others can only subsist in water,
where the different qualilies-of the fluid matter
occasion great variety. Some plants grow in

sand, others in marshy and muddy places. Certain

vegetables spring above the surface of the earth,
others unfold themselves within its bosom. The
different strata of which the soil is composed,
sand, clay, chalk, &c. have each their particular
vegetables ; and from thence it is, that, in the
immense garden of nature, there is no place ab-

solutely barren. From the smallest dust to the
.hardest rock, from the torrid to the frigid zone,
every soil, every climate, has its peculiar plants.
Another circumstance is well worthy our admira-
tion ; the Creator's having so ordained, that,

among this great number of plants, those used for

.food or medicine increase much more abundantly
ih an. those of less .use.

.Herbs, both in species and individuals, are
much more numerous than bushes and trees,

is more herbage than oaks, more cherry-
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trees thari apricots, more-vines than rose-trees. It

is evident that the Creator 'designed this for the

general good. To be convinced of this, let us

suppose the contrary had been the case : if there
were more oaks than pasture, more trees than
herbs and roots, how difficult \vould it be for ani-

mals to subsist, and how many charms would the
earth be deprived of !

All-wise, almighty, and most merciful Being !-

in this also does thy wondrous providence appear.
It requires no effort of the mind to comprehend-
that Thou art great and good ; we heed only con-

template Thee in the immense world of plants..
'

MAY XXXI.

Plurality of Worlds.

IT is not through ignorance alone, it is more"

through self-love and pride, that we call nothing
the world but one of the least parts of the uni-

verse; persuading ourselves that our globe alone
is peopled ; that the sun was made merely to com-
municate its light and heat to us; and that the
moon and stars are of no other use but to light
our nights, and shew the traveller his way. The
contemplation of the fixed stars is sufficient to con-
tradict this ridiculous opinion. Their twinkling
proves that they shine with their own light: and'

their being visible to us, at the immense distance

they are from us, proves that they are much lar-

ger than the sun. Is it then probable that these

celestial bodies, which are not luminous specks,
but great suns ; these numberless bodies placed so

far from our globe, that they should not be crea-

ted for better purposes 1 If the purpose ofthem
were only to serve as nocturnal lights to us, they
would be of no use the greatest part of the year;
The frequent cloudy skies, and the nights thatar
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light from other vcauses, would make them use-

less. Those stars also which the naked, eye can-

not discover, from their great distance, would be

absolutely of no use ; and the purpose ascribed to

them would be better .supplied by one single star

nearer to us, than by so many millions at that

distance. As the same reasoning may be applied
to all the uses the stars arc to us, either in navi-

gation or any thing else, it must be allowed that

we could not possibly account for the design of
those numerous suns, if no creature except those

of.ourown globe profited by their light and heat.

This conclusion appears still more natural, if we
reflect more attentively on our solar system. We
have already observed, that the moon in many
things resembles this earth ; that there, as well as

here, land and sea, mountains and valleys, islands

and gulphs, are to be seen. Such affinities as

these authorise us to admit others, and to sup.

pose also in the moon, minerals, plants, animals,
and rational creatures. The analogy between the

moon and -the rest of the planets leads us to form
the same conjectures of them. And as each star

has, to all appearance, like our sun, its particu-
lar planets, and as these undoubtedly resemble

ours, we in a manner behold around, us an innu-

merable multitude of worlds, each of which has
its peculiar laws, arrangement, productions, and
inhabitants. How numerous are the works of
God! How glorious the starry sky! How great
our Creator! Millions of worlds declare his

glory, and the intelligent beings they contain ac-

knowledge and adore their Maker. How forcibly
does this incline us to join with the heavenly
choir, in singing the praise qf the Most High,
that it may resound over all the universe! How
.happy the prospect that opens to us of that future

state, wherein we shall be acquainted with these

worlds, and able to comprehend the wonders of
them! How great will be our astonishment in
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discovering objects quite mew; ;tb- us', i or; at least--

very imperfectly knowa! Jn,what splendour will: i

the divine -perfections appear, the powerof'whi<ch,
;

'

extendsover a multitude of worlds;while we false-

]y imagine it reaches only, ito:the: little globe,we >

inhabit ! What an; inexhaustible fund? of varied .

knowledge! What endless subjects for glorifying ;

the Creator and Ruler of all these worlds1

Viff'erehce.befwcen the Works of Nature and tltosa

of Art,

WHEN we compare, the. works of nature with
"

those of art> we find that'the former has great su?

periority over the latter. The consideration alone,
that the productions:of art are only imitations of

nature> is enough to prove; this. truth; beyond a
doubt. What artist is there that: does * not wish. ;

to come as near to nature, as possible ! He is not

able to invent, and all. he does must have been

taught him, by nature; , How rich, and what va*

riety is there, h* it ! and, on/ the/ contrary, how
poor and dull is art ! In the vast-kingdom of uar -

ture we find an : inexhaustible : treasure ;
. and any

one of its parts, a stone,' atplant, an animal, af-

fords us somany objects:worthy of admiration, .

that, in examining them, with the utmost exact-

ness, even to the smallest particle, we: cannot dis-

cover the slightest imperfection in them. The
works of art, on the, contrary; are soon exhaust-
ed : Ifthey are searched to;the:bottom, and strictly.,

examined, one soon- loses the admiration they at

first excited,, and discover faults and imperfec-
tions not thought of.before. What are the .most

perfect statues in comparison of a single animal*
an insect, a worm1 Nature is able, . of;herself, to

produce the greatest master-pieces ; whereas art
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borrows from it allthat it has of the beautiful. It

has nothing of its own; and nature lias the first

right over every 'thing. Let us add to this, how-'
much less durable the works of art are than those
of nature ! When the former have been long d&-

stroyed, the others still subsist in all their primi-
tive beauty. How superior is the interior con-

struction .of the production of nature to all the
works ofmen ! Compare, for example, thejnost

ingenious machine to the mechanism of animals,
and you will be struck with admiration at the

sight of the miracles of nature, whilst the master-

pieces of art will. 'appear a mere bauble. Let us

only consider ourselves- with attention. The per-
fect and regular construction of our muscles and
arteries-; the wonderful circulation, of the blood in

our veins
;
the variety and number of movements

iu our limbs; what proofs of the magnificence of

God's works ! and how poor and trifling, in com-

parison, are the pi eductions of man! It would
be easy, to pursue these remarks, if what has-been

said was not more than sufficient to teach us the

just-value of the works of nature. It is true, that

self-love carries us so far, that we are but too apt to

prefer our own works to all others; and our taste

is so depraved, that we look on every thing with
disdain and indifference, in which the industry of
man has no shave. Both these prove our igno-
rance and ingratitude. Can we be so unjust, as

to set less value on a watch, admirably finished by
a great artist, than oh a ball of snow, made up by
a- child? In thus robbing the ingenious work-
man of the honour due to him, : should we hot

prove at the same tune our ignorance and folly ?

That is exactly our. case, when we do not pro-

perly distinguish between the works of nature and
those of art. It is true, that we ought not to de-

spise the prpductions of art, for they also have
their value; but, on the other hand, it would be
absurd to consider, them as equal, and still more ;
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so , to.prefer them, to the works of.nature. ; God
made his works so.perfect, that'through them we
might acknowledge his power, wisdom, and good-

. ness. sLet us fulfil this great duty, and never give
up -the contemplation of nature, nor forget the
effect such researches ought to have upon .us. Let
the study of nature be our delight, because it will

teach us more and more to know the Creator and
. Ruler ofthe world, and will continually excite in
us a desire to arrive one day at a perfect know-
ledge ofhis works, v

JUNE II.

Leaves of Trees.

THE leaves of trees form, one of the great beau-
ties of nature. 'Our impatience to see them bud
in spring, and 'our joy when-they at last appear,
prove sufficiently that they are the ornaments of
our gardens, fields, and woods. How great'the plea-
sure we enjoy in the hot summer days -from the

refreshing coolness of their delightful shade. Yet,
after all, this is certainly the least of the advanta-

ges which accrue to us from the foliage of trees:

We need only consider the wonderful construction
of leaves, to be convinced that they were design-
ed for much more important purposes. Each. leaf

has certain vessels, which, being pressed close at

the end, or in the -stalk, extend themselves like

ribs within the leaf," and branch out in a thousand

ways. There are no leaves without extreme.fine

vessels, and an astonishing number of pores. For

example, it has been observed, that, in a sort of

box-tree, called palma-cereris, there are abovean
hundred and seventy-two thousand pores on one

single 'side of the leaf. In the open air, the leaves

torn their upper side towards the sky, and the un-

der towards the earth, or towards the inside ofthe
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plant. To what^purpose.would this particular- ar-

rangement of :the leaves ;be, if-they were of no
-other use :bnt to adorn trees, and to procure us

shade? Most certainly the Creator had some-

thing much more.important in view. The nourish-

ment of plants proceeds directly from the leaves:

itheir pores serve to suck in the.moisture or the

juices of the .atmosphere, and to communicate
/them, afterwards to the whole plant. Whatwis-
-dom; is:there in this organization ! By these means
the plants in dry weather run no risk of wanting
nourishment. They receive abundance of refresh-

ing dew, which, falling from the upper leaves,
waters those under -them, and thus none of this

nourishing juice is lost. And as plants perspire

greatly, as many experimentSjShew us, the leaves

appear to be the principal organs of this impor-
-tant perspiration. They serve also; to introduce

jinto the plant 1 the air it requires.. They appear
. even to.contribute: to the preservation of the bud
which is to shoot the following year:. for the eye
of the bud-.is already underthe leaf: Undoubtedly
it is guarded and preserved by them, at the same
,time that: the, quantity of juice, where the leaf

joins to the.plant, also serves to preserve it. This

.is the reason that many trees wither and die.when

.their leaves are gathered. It sometimes;happens
-to the mulberry tree, when it is stripped >witliout

proper cautipn: to feed silk-worms. This is .-also

:the reason that grapes.do not ripen, whenithe vine

;loses 1 its leaves,in summer. ,Another remarkmay
be made on.this subject, which very;much opens
to us the.manner of the plant's growth : . The un-

der side, of the.leaves, always turned towards the

ground, is generally of a paler and less bright co-

lour; it is more rough and spongy than the. up-

;per .side. Here, again, we. discover the .wisest

purposes: The side of the leaf next the ground is

-rougher, and consequently more full of.:pores,.-in

order to suck in so much the better what dew
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rises from the earth, andto distribute it afterwards
over the rest of the -plant in more abundance.
The leaves then turn on the side that can -best re-

ceive the nutritive moisture:.and this is the rea-

son that the leares of some,plants incline very low-

down. If -we observe trees growing' on a steep
hill, we shall see that their leaves do:not take a
horizontal direction, but evidently a perpendicular
one ; which proves that the leaves draw towards
the side where there is most moisture. These -re-

flections may make us consider the-'leaves of the_
trees hereafter, in a different light from-what we
have hitherto done. If we did not know the ini-

mitable art of their construction, nor the impor-
tant purpose of their existence, it would not be
wonderful that we should see them with neglect
and indifference. But when we know that -'each,

leaf is an effect of the :Divine Power; and an organ
of fr^;

tfulness, it would be unpardonable to. see

theni with inattention. They ought naturally to

lead us to the following useful reflections : Every
thing, even the very smallest object in nature, has
been planned with wisdom by the Creator. There
is not a single leaf that is a mere ornament,.and
of 110 use. It contributes its share towards ^he-

fertility and: support of the vegetable kingdom. If
each; leafthen is a.work of Divine Power, what a
multitude. of wonders does not a single tree pre-
sent to us ? Theiaculties of our minds cannot reach
to the bottom of one > only, and the smallest leaf

niight afford subject for reflection all our lives.

JUNE III.

The Reviving Power of the Sun,

I MYSELF feel this beneficent power. 'As soon
as the sun rises over my head, it fill&my sonlswitli

serenity andjoy. Its splendour andwarmth inspire
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me with spirit and activity, sufficient to fulfil -the

.duties.of life, and to enjoy society. .
The involun-

.tary indolence and lowness, which made me inac-

tive in winter, are by degrees vanished. I breathe
more freely, and I employ myself with more plea-
sure. How can it be otherwise, when I am wit-

ness to the universal joy which the sun commu-
nicates to the world, and every where perceive its

enlivening powers? It animates and revives all

creatures with -its benign influence. Millions of

shining insects awake, sport, and bask in its rays.
The birds salute it with their melody. Eveiy
thing that breathes rejoices in it, and we every
where trace its happy effects. It causes the sap
to rise and circulate through trees, plants, and ve-

getables. It causes the leaves and blossoms to

shoot. It forms the fruit, then ripens it, and
gives it colour. It sheds life and light throughout
all nature. It is the source of .that .warmth, with-
out which every animal would languish and die.

The effect of the sun is not only felt on the sur-

face of our globe, but even in caves under ground,
where it produces metals, and also animates living
.creatures. It penetrates into the highest" .moun-

- tains, though they are composed of rocks and
stones. It extends even to the bottonvofthe ocean,
where it acts in several ways. When.we reflect

on these useful effects of the sun, it is natural to
think ofthe miserable condition we should be in,

-
"if we were deprived of the light and heat of that
celestial body. Without it, what would our globe

'

be, but a lifeless mass, without order or beauty?
the trees could not produce leaves, nor the plants
flowers ; the fields would be without verdure, and
the country without harvest; all nature would
have a gloomy, melancholy appearance:.
The sun, with its reviving power, is the em-

blem of a truly charitable Christian. He also

spreads joy and blessings around him. By him
the oppressed heart is raised and strengthened, the
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afflicted are comforted, the ignorant are enlighten-
"

ed, and the poor relieved. ,Oh! let us herea'fter /

resemble this beneficent and charitable man. Let

us, according to our different stations, share with
our fellow-creatures the goods which Providence

has bestowed upon its. Without partiality or pre-

judice, let us hold out assistance to all who want
it. Let us instruct one, comfort another, feed this

one, relieve that one. Thus shall we quit this

world regretted and beloved, and our memories
be blessed by our fellow-creatures.

JUNE IV.

The Desires of tJwSoul are infinite.

LET us employ some moments iii reflecting on
ourselves. The soul has certainly the first claim
to our attention. It touches ns nearly, and ought
to be dearer to us than all the pleasing objects 1

which this season so particularly affords. What-
ever satisfaction we find in contemplating the cor-

poreal world, it cannot be compared to that which
we experience, in reflecting upon the nature and
faculties of the soul. The observation of exterior

"

objects, such as the traveller meets on the road,
is certainly agreeable to.him, because he requires
to be amused arid refreshed through all his pilgri-

mage; but that of spiritual objects leads directly
to the blessed immortality we may expect as citi-.

zeh's ofthe world to come. Let us therefore some-
times reflect on the desires implanted in our souls

by the Creator. Experience proves that our thirst

'of knowledge can never be fully gratified. We'
have no sooner-made one discovery than we aim
at another. Our desires are never satisfied; and
When we at last obtain what we had most ardent-

lywished for, we begin .again to form new desires.
That of acquiring more and. more blessings ae-

Vol. I. Q
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companies us through life, and even in the mo-
inent of quitting the world. What conclusion
can be drawn from this, bat that, as our desires

continually extend beyond the present, without

being ever fully gratified, there must be blessings
after death, beyond the limits 6"f this life? "We
are not then designed for this transient life alone,
but for an everlasting one. Is it probable, indeed,
that man would be the only creature on earth
endo'wed with faculties, without having, at the
same time, the destiny for which these faculties
were bestowed upon him? That man should have
an instinct, without the means of satisfying it,

and be in this respect more miserable than brutes?
When a beast is hungry or dry, it always finds

means to 'supply its wants. We see the silk-

worm spin its bag, and shut itself up for its trans-

formation. Would that happen if it was not de-

signed for another state, in whicli it was to ap-
pear again under a new form? We see that birds

lay eggs: would that be the case, if- these eggs
were not to serve for the preservation of their

species, or that of other creatures? If our exist-

ence, then, was to be.confined within the narrow
.limits of this life, why should we have received
inclinations and desires which cannot be gratified,
.and faculties which we could never use? No,
.certainly, our heavenly Father has not implanted
endless desires in our souls to no purpose, much
less to be a torment to us.

. Being of beings! Our souls are capable of being
filled with thy Spirit; we may love Thee above
all thiugs ; we may aspire at being like Thee, and
united to Thee for ever; we may be raised in this

world above all earthly things, and soar even to

Thee. Is it then -possible that souls such as these

should be annihilated? thatwe should have learn-

ed to know Thee in vain, to love Thee, and to

.aspire to thy blessed fellowship in vain? For we
are far from enjoying it here: we Know Thee
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but in part: our love is yet faint and weak ; and
we but imperfectly enjoy thy grace. Undoubted-

ly, whatever we -possess ou earth are but pledges
and fore runners of the infinite felicity which
awaits us hereafter. This explains, this reconciles

every thing ; and we may clearly see in this bur
future destiny. .We see it is not in vain that we
wish continually to increase in wisdom, and virtue,'

and to draw nearer unto God, the source, the ori-

gin, and model of all perfection. We see that
the happiness we cannot enjoy here, or at least

but for a short time, we shall possess to all eter- .

nity in a future state. We may now assure our-

selves, that the delightful hours in which the love
ofGod has filled our hearts, and in which we have
had a fore-taste of heavenlyjoys, are not fruitless,

or to no cud. -If we aim at perfection, we shall

obtain it. No propensity, no desire, no faculty
of the soul, was given in vain. They will all be

fully gratified and employed in a blessed eternity.
Let us therefore rejoice in the immortality of our
souls ; God himself has given us the sens.e of eter-

nity. Let us not then dwell on visible, but on
invisible things. In the midst of all the pleasures
we here enjoy, of all our flattering hopes, and the

good we possess, let us aspire to those pleasures,
those hopes, those unspeakable blessings, which
are reserved for us in. a better state. Let us em-

ploy the noble faculties of the soul iu raising us to

heaven, for .which purpose they were properly
designed. Let ns preserve our souls, which were
created and redeemed for immortality, from the

seduction of the senses, that they may not be ab-

sorbed iu trifling pleasures unvrorthy of them.
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JUNE V.

The Use of Rivers.
\

WHEN we calculate the space which tlie rivers

take up in our globe, we find they deprive us of

great part of the continent. Some are discon-
tented at this, and fancy it would be better to

have had less of rivers, and more ofland. But if

they would only consider with what wisdom, and
in what due proportion, the Creator has planned
every thing upon our globe, they would conclude,
that rivers have not been spread over the earth"

without good reason and essential use to men and
other creatures. It must be observed, in the first

place, that the water of rivers affords a very
wholesome drink to man. Spring or pump wa-
ter, when it h%is been long without motion, under
the ground, loosens, and insensibly carries away
with it some particles which may be liurtful ;

"but river water, which is continually evaporat-
ing, and always in motion, is purified from all

dirt, and, by this means, becomes the most salu-

brious drink for men or beasts. However, the

use of rivers extends still farther. Is it not to

them we owe the neatness, the wholesomeness,
and comfort of-our houses, as well as the ferti-

lity of our fields? Oar habitations are always
tjnhealth\', when they are surrounded by stag-

nant water, and by marshes, or when the want
of water occasions a hurtful drought. The small,

est rivulet cools the air around it, and makes it

extremely agreeable. It is the same in respect
to the fertility of the land; it is generally

owing to the neighbourhood gf rivers. What
"

astonishing difference between a country water-

ed with rivulets, and one to which nature has

duied this assistance? One is a barren dry de-
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sert ; the other, on the contrary, is in some sort

a garden of delights, where woods and valleys,
meadows and fields, present a thousand beauties,
and the most pleasing variety. A river, winding
through it, makes all the difference between the

two countries: it every where conveys health,

prosperity, and plenty. It not only waters the

country, in moistening the roots of plants, bnt it

also makes the earth fruitful by its constant eva-

porations and inundations. Who can be so inat-

tentive, or rather so ungrateful, as not to acknow-

ledge how useful rivers are to whole countries

and provinces, when we daily draw such num-
berless advantages from them? How could com-
merce be so conveniently carried on, if we could

not, by means of rivers, obtain from the most
distant nations, the merchandise and goods we
require? How many machines and mills should
we be deprived of, if they were not put in mo-
tion by rivers? How many kinds of delicate fish

should we want, if rivers did not furnish us
with abundance of them? But, say they, if there
were no Drivers, we should escape those inunda-
tions which do sometimes so much mischief.
J allow, that when rivers overflow their banks,
they may make great havock and devastation in
flat countries. But, is this inconvenience suffi-

cient to prevent rivers from being a blessing of
Providence ?. Do not the numberles$,advantages
which accrue from them, much exceed the harm,

they sometimes do? Inundations seldom happen,
and they extend over very little country. Be-

sides, whatever 'destruction they occasion by
overflowing lands, there still results much good
from them. For the very inundations manure
and enrich the ground; and, to an attentive ob-

. server, they are a proof, that God blesses with one
hand, while he appears to chastise with the other.

Thus, then, the rivers ought to convince us of that
divine goodness which is over all th earth.
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see that all parts of nature, and all the elements,
combine to make us happy, and to procure us a
thousand conveniencies. If only one of the bless-

ings of God failed us, its privation would destroy
much of our happiness. If there were no rivers,
there would be no fertility, and the earth would
be but a barren heap of sand. What shoals, what
innumerable multitudes of creatures, who can nei-

ther live in the air nor on land, would suddenly
perish, if the Almighty Hand, which created
rivers, was to dry them up !

JUNE VI.

The Variety of Flowers.

WE cannot be but struck with astonishment,
when we consider the prodigious number of flow-

ers which are produced in spring, summer, and
autumn. But the variety among this numerous
host is perhaps still more surprising. Certainly
nothing but a Divine Power could cause such
numbers to grow ; while this Power must have
been united with Wisdom equally great, to pro-
duce such infinite variety. If they had all been

perfectly alike, the sameness would have fatigued
the senses; and if summer produced no fruit or

flowers, but such as spring affords, they would
give us no pleasure, and we should soon tire of

the cultivation they require. It is consequently
an effect of divine goodness, to have varied the

vegetable productions so agreeably; and to have
added that charm to their other perfections.
This variety does not only extend to whole tribes

of plants, but to the individuals also : the carna-

tion, differs from the rose, the rose from the

tulip, the tulip from the auricula, and the auri-

cula from the lily. But each carnation, rose,

&c. has also its own particular beauty and cha-
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racter. Each lias something peculiar to itselfi

There are not two flowers of the same species

perfectly alike in form and shades. Take a view
of a bed of flowers in a parterre: there you may
behold some of a great height, that seem to soar

above the rest ; some of a middling rank, some
that bear their stately heads above the height
of mau, others that creep upon the ground ;

some that dazzle with their rich colours, others

that are simple, and make no show; some perfume
the air with exquisite odours, whilst others only
please the sight with their beautiful colours.

Tlie-flowers HO less vary with respect to their

seasons: in spring, when men leave the cities

in order to go and view the productions which a
bountiful Creator grants for their subsistence,

they then see the blossoms in full bloom and

beauty. Towards summer a thousan'd and a
thousand flowers present themselves to the sight,
and form a beautiful scene. They succeed one
another regularly., arid in f.he order designed.
"When winter at last arrives, it brings other

plants with it; which, though they may not

please the C5
v

e, have their use nevertheless. And
if we go through the race of vegetables, we shall

still find more and more varieties of them. What
a difference ! How many degrees between the

grass which grows amongst the stones, and that

useful plant, to which we are indebted for tLe
most wholesome food, and that which we can the
least dispense with! Amongst the creeping-wind- 1

ing plants, what difference between the weak- ivy
and the vine, whose grapes afford us such deli-l

cious drink ! Amongst the trees, what a difference
[

between the wild plum-tree and the oak !

Lord God ! with what wisdom hast thou plan-J
ned all thy works! This is the most natural eon-f
elusion to be drawn from these reflections. Will
what wisdom the whole plan of the vegetable
kingdom is formed, and Low perfectly executed!
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lu all his works the useful and the agreeable ares

joined. For, is it not to procure us pleasures,

equally varied and inexhaustible, that there is

such astonishing variety amongst the plants?
There is not a month of the year that is not mark-
ed with his blessings. Each of them affords new-

pleasures to our senses, arid new proofs to our

hearts of his tender mercies,

JUNE VII.

The Use of Venomous Plants and Animals.

EVERY thing on earth, considered separately , is

good and wholesome ; and, if any thing becomes*

hurtful, it is because we make a bad use of it, in-

stead of that for which- it was designed. From
thence it is, that a sort of good, which preserves
the life of one animal, destroys another; and that

a plant, which, in some cases, is considered as

poisonous, is, on other occasions, very useful and

salutary. Thus, for example, hemlock was for-

inerly supposed deadly poison, and now a num-
ber of experiments assure us, it Snakes admirable
cures. The multitude and variety of vegetables
which grow upon the earth is prodigious; but we
must not imagine they were all created for the use

of man. Some plants are designed for beasts,
others furnish us with dress and ornaments ; some
please our taste and smell, and a great number of
them are medicinal, and would be of great use in

many maladies which men and animals are subject
to, if they did not mix bad ingredients with them.
The same thing may be said of many living crea-

tures, which, though very dangerous to us, are

very useful to other animals, either as food or me-
dicine. Most birds make their chief food of in-

sects, commonly thought hurtful. Domestic birds

eagerly swallow spiders. Peacocks and swans de-
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light in all sorts of snakes. . If w.e also consider

how many excellentmedicines are composed of.the
most poisonous herbs, nothing can be more easy
than to justify the wisdom and goodness of God in.

forming creatures useful to us in so many ways*
The following reflections will more and more.con-

vince us of it. The number oifnoxious plants and
animals is nothing in comparison of the multitude

of those that are of the greatest use to us. The.
Creator has also implanted a natural instinct in

men and animals, which gives them an aversion,

for whatever is hurtful to them. The mischievous
beasts have a certain fear ofman, and scarce ever
make use of their offensive arms, nuless they are
at tacked or provoked. Besides, the most noxious,
animals have evident marks, and characters, by
which theirdangerous properties are easilyknown;
that, by being warned, we. may avoid, or prevent
the danger. The rattle-snake, which is the most
venomous of all snakes, gives warning of its ap-
proach by the clattering of the rings in its tail.

The crocodile is so heav5
T in its motions, and turns

with such difficulty, that it is. very easy to. escape,
from it. Divine Goodness has even so wisely dis-

posed things, that the most dangerous and veno-
mous animals furnish the remedy with the poison.
Thus the scorpion oil is an infallible remedy for its

sting. A bee bruised, rubbed, and put on the
wound, cures the evil it did. The fat of vipers is

also_an excellent remedy against their bite. It

might be said, perhaps, that it would be better if
there was no plant or animal that could.hurt other
creatures. .But this .would only prove our igno-
rance and selt-love. IfGod has ordained, that'one
creature should hurt another, it is for very wise
purposes; and from this plan, there accrues to us

many very great advantages. Several creatures
which appear hurtful, are not really so, at least,
in certain respects. Their poison, and even tti

orgau* they make use of to wound others, are
Q*
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absolutely necessary to them. One example may
serve for all the rest : the bee often gives pain
with its sting, but if it is taken from it, the bee
can never be of any use afterwards. It is the same
throughout all nature. Every thing that appears
hurtful, is, in reality, indispensifoly necessary.

"Wherefore> then, has man the presumption to de-

cide what is hurtful or useful in nature? Who
can say it is contrary to the wisdom of God that

we should sometimes feel pain? Do not the most

disagreeable things often procure us the greatest

advantage? In general, it is certain that natural

things are only hurtful by accident; and if we
receive harm from them, we may-always blame
.our own imprudence.

JUNE VIII.

The Perfume of Flowers.

A THOUSAND pleasing and cheerful objects

.surround me on all sides. . Every thing 1 see, every

thing I hear, all the sensations which smell or taste

can give, all contribute to my enjoyment or hap-

piness. Every thing in nature, at this beautiful

season, seems combined to fill my mind with the

sweetest and purest delights, and to lead my heart

towards God. .Every object that excites my ad-

miration, inclines me to look up to him as the

source and giver of all that we enjoy. Each flower

is a proof of his power, a mark of his existence,

and a hymn to his praise. I will, at present, con-

fine myself to the pleasure I receive from the va-

riety of sweet perfumes which the flowers afford.

It would have pleased the eye alone with the won-

derful variety in the vegetable kingdom, buthe has

graciously added, to the other charms of flowers,

that of sweet perfumes; and there is as much va-

riety in their smell as iu the flowers themselves.
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Though we cannot exactly .determine in what the

difference consists,we perceive it sensibly in going
from one flower to another. It is also remarkable
that the smell is neither strong enough to hurt the

head, nor weak enough to lose its pleasing effect.

The particles which the flowers exhale are so light
and fine, that they disperse to a distance, and thus

are not troublesome. A grain of amber can fill a
Avhole room twenty feet square and fifteen high,
with its perfume. The smell of the rosemary,,
that grows in Provence, reaches twenty miles be-

yond sea.

But how is it that the vapours which exhale
from plants so easily reach the organs of smell !

It must be attributed to the construction of the

nose. It is composed of two cavities, separated by
a partition. They unite by degrees, and end in one

only, which reaches to the bottom of the throat,
where there is a communication with the mouth.
All this cavity is lined with a membrane, which is

one continued series of nerves. These come from,

the brain, through a bone pierced full of holes,

which,on this account, is called the sieve-like bone .

The smelling channel being wideatthebottom,and
growing gradually more narrow towards the top,
occasions the smelling corpuscles to accumulate in.

the upper part, when we breathe the air through
the nose ; and, of course, must affect those nerves
the more. By these means we receive the impres-
sion of even the least smell. Let us also observe,
thatDivine Wisdom has formed bony plates, which
stop the upper part of the nose, and which have a
twofold use. They prevent any thing hurtful from
entering into the breathing passage during sleep,
or when we are unable to guard it otherwise.

They receive and support the branchings of the
olfactory nerves, a great number of whose little
branches and threads are dispersed in these bones ;

and, by that means, these nerves meetevery where
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the odoriferous corpuscleswhich strikethemwhen
they enter the nose with the air,

It is therefore very just, O Lord ! that w
should bless and give Thee thanks for those wise
plans. For, that the smell is a real blessing, w
iriust particularly be sensible of at this season.

JUNE IX.

The Multitude of Animals.

THE naturalists, who have calculated the nnui-
"ber of animals on our globe, have discovered about
400,000 species. However prodigious this num.
tier may appear, it is by no means exaggerated.
There is reason to suppose, that, in the known
parts of the earth, there are more than 450 kinds
of land animals, 600 of birds, more than 2000 of

finny fish, more than 30QO of shell fish, more than

520,000 different sorts of insects, visible to the na-
ked eye. In this number, the insects, which be-

long to different sorts of animals are not compris-
ed, and which, at least, amount to 100,000 species.
There is also an infinity of insects still unknown to

us; we may presume above 00,000 sorts. And
what shall we say to the innumerable ,multitude of

insects which feed on plants only? 18,000 species
of plants have been reckoned. In giving, then,
but four species of insects to each,we find that this

amo.unts to 72,000. Such a number of animals

living on our globe, certainly appears prodigious;
but it will not be found too much, if we believe,
with some naturafists, that every part of the im-
mense kingdom of nature is animated, and filled

with live creatures. Very skilful physciaus main-

tain, that the disorders which are attended with
blotches and pimples, and even certain fevers, are

ccasioued by worms. It is also very probable,
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that the atmosphere is .sometimes peopled with

animals, although their extreme minuteness pre-
vents them from being visible. "Who knows whe-

^
ther that sort of trembling motion seen in the air

during summer, may notbe produced by millions of

insects swarming in the atmosphere 1 Let us take
the first flower that falls in the way, for example,
a daisy, or a rose, and we shall find there a multi-

tude of insects. Is there the smallest spot in na-

ture where living animals are not to be found?
Nature has evenproduced animalsin other animals,
and made one .animal to be as a world for other

creatures to subsist in. The air, the juices of ani-

mals and plants,- corrupted .matter, excrements,
smoke, dry wood, and even the hardest stones, in

some measure, feed and serve to lodge living crea-

tures. The sea seems an element made up of ani-

mals. That light observed upon it in summer
nights, is owing to innumerable little shining

worms, whose parts, when divided from the body
and corrupted, still shine, as the worm itself did, .

when alive. Whole swarms of animalculse, which
the eye cannot reckon, flutter and sport in the rays
of the sun. All these, innumerable animals of our
little globe are infinitely diversified in their form,
their organs, their faculties and motions. Under
take, O man ! to name all these animals, to express
by numbers the individuals of one single species;
to calculate how many flies, worms, birds, &c.
there are ! How could you do it? Their number
is unknown ; and if it were not so, it would be im-

possible to express it by cyphers. Here we have
a fine subject for admiration, in reflecting on the
.infinite power of our Creator. He alone-produced,
he alone preserves and supports-this immense mul-
titude of creatures. Consider how much food
such a number of animals require. If they only
lived at each others expense, if they destroyed one
another, nature would present us with nothing but
a frightful scene of murder and slaughter. But
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happily there are not many carnivorous animals ;

and they are very useful in devouring carcases,
and by that means -guarding us from infection, as

well as in preserving a certain balance, by prevent,
ing any species from multiplying too fast. Besides

this, the Creator has properly designed the vege-
table kingdom for the food of animals ; and he has
assigned, to almost each species of beasts, a parti-
cular kind of plant. In order that all sorts of ani-

mals should have food in proportion to their num-
ber, he has ordained that they should live in differ-

ent countries of the earth. How exactly has he
even measured the ground! One single tree is

larger than thousands of plants ; yet it fills up no
more space on the siu'face of the earth, than a few
feet square, and a multitude of quadrupeds, birds,

and insects, find their food there, and lodge in it.

What care also has the Creator shewn, in sur-

rounding all animals with a fluid matter adapted
to their different natures. Two sorts of seas are

destined for them ; one of water, and one of air.

All living creatures are in one or other of these

two elements, except the small number which can
live in either. The bottom, of these two seas is the
habitation of a part of those animals ; such as are

in the upper sea, the reptiles, and most of the

quadrupeds ; and, in the lower sea, the
vzoophites,

the shell-fish, corals, oysters, &c. Others have the

power of rising and descending as they please in.

their element, as the birds and insects do in the

air, and as the whales and most other fish do in

the water.
And the Atheist dares to say in his heart, that

there is no God ! Senseless man ;
" Go and ask

the beasts, and they shall teach thee ; and the

fowls ofthe air, and they shall tell thee ; or speak
to the earth, and it shall teach thee,- and the
fishes' of the sea shall declare unto thee. Who
knoweth not in all these, that the hand of the
Lord hath wrought this 1"
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JUNE X.
'

,

Immensity of the Firmament.

COME, O man, and contemplate the firmament!
behold that multitude of lights which shine and
illumine your nights. Try to count them ; but

thy A/sreak sight is unable to do it ; and thine eyes
are lost in the numberless stars. Well, th,en, take

thy telescope, and double thy sight. What dost
thou now see ? To the first million new millions
of worlds are added. Continue these observations,
and undertake to count the stars thou hast dis-

covered. Thy ideas are confounded. Thouseest
that it is beyond the power of numbers to express
such immense multitudes. It is true, that, for

many ages past, mankind have tried to find out
the number of the stars; but the discoveries made
in the heavens since the invention of telescopes,

plainly prove that no man'can ascertain the num.'
ber of celestial bodies. One of the most ancient
astronomers reckoned but one thousand and twen-

ty-six ; the catalogue was afterwards increased to

one thousand and eighty-eight stars. But the ob-

servations made since, by the assistance of tele-

scopes, have convinced mankind that the human,

sight cannot discover all'the celestial bodies. Our
instrumentshave informed us, that the long,white,
and luminous tract, which fills a large space of the

sky, called the Milky Way, is composed of a
multitude of stars. We know even that, in places
where we saw with the naked eye, only a single

star, the telescopes have since discovered many
more to us. By their means, we distinguish in

two constellations alone, twice as many stars as

.we reckoned in the whole sky. How much has
this of course enlarged our ideas in respect to the

greatness Of the universe! But if the discoveries
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already made have so increased our admiration of
the immensity of the Divine Power, it will rise

still higher, when we reflecthow vast these bodies
must be, which, notwithstanding their prodigious
distance from us, are many of them visible to the

naked sight. Exact calculations, which may be
depended on, inform us that a cannon-ball would
take more than seven hundred thousand years to

reach from thence to the nearest of the fixed stars;

and yet the greatest astronomers agree that these

numbers are not sufficient to express even the ap-

parent distance of a fixed star. Some of these

globes appear to us to be the largest, because they
are the nearest to us : they are, on that account,
called stars of the first magnitude. Those nearest

to them are called stars of the second magnitude,
because being much farther from us they appear
smaller. -They must be at as great a distance from
the former, as the latter are from us. Those of
the third magnitude must be three ; those of the

fourth, four times farther from us than the first,

&c. Supposing theve were but twenty of these,

it would follow, that the diameter of the whole
universe> ifthere were only twenty classes ofstars,
would b*l so great that a cannon ball could not go
through it in twenty-four millions of years.
King ot heaven ! Sovereign Ruler of the stars!

Father of spirits and of men ! O that my ideYis

were vast and sublime as the expanse of the hea-

vens, that I might worthily meditate upon thy
greatness! That I might raise them even to these
innumerable worlds, Where Thou displayest thy
magnificence still more than on this earthly globe!
That as I now pass from flower to flower^ I might
go from star to~ star, till I arrived at the august

sanctuary where Thou sittest on the throne of thy
glory ! But my desires are vain as long as 1 am a

sojourner upon earth.- I shall not know the won-
ders of the celestial globes, till my soul is deliver-

ed from the incumbrance of this gross body* IB
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the mean time, as long as I live in this world, I

will raise iny voice, and sing thy praise.

JUNE XI.

Singularities in the FegetaWe Kingdom.

THE variety of animals is so great, that it ap-
pears at first difficult to find connection between,
them and plants. Some beasts live only in water ;

others only on land, or in the air ; some which,
can live in either or both equally. But it may be
said literally, that it is the same in respect. to ve-

getables. There are plants which only live in the

ground ; others that only grow in water ; others
that can bear no moisture ; others, still, which
live equally in land or water: there are even
some that live in the air. There is in the island

of Japan a tree, which, contrary to the nature of
all other plants which require moisture, cannot
bear it. As soon as it is wet it withers, and
the only way to save it from dying, is to cut it

down to the root, to dry it in the sun, and after-

wards plant it in a dry and sandy soil. It is known
that a sort of mushroom, moss, and other little

plants, swim in the air : but a more extraordi-

nary thing is, that a sprig of rosemary, which
was put into the hand of a dead person (accord-
ing to the custom of some countries), took root
so well to the right and to the left, that at the

end of some years, when the grave was opened,
it had covered all tlie face of the corpse with its

leaves. The vegetation of the truffle is still more

singular. This extraordinary tubercle has neither

roots, nor stalk, nor leaves, nor blossom, nor
even any visible seed : it draws its sustenance

through the pores of its bark. But how it is

produced, or why, in general, there should be no
ether herb where those sorts of mushrooms grow,
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and the earth be light and full of crevices, has
not yet been accounted for. There is no plant
which can better be compared to the land and wa-
ter animals, than that sort of membraneous moss
called nostoch. It is an irregular body, a little

transparent, and of a pale green colour. It

trembles when touched, and is easily broken. It

can only be seen after it has rained ; it is then

found in several places, but chiefly in uncultivated

ground, and along the sides of sandy roads. It

is formed also in a moment; for when in sum-

mer, walking in a garden, not the least trace of it

is seen ; 011 a sudden a storm of rain falls, and in

an hour after, in the same spot, the whole walk
will appear covered with a great quantity of it.

For a long time it was supposed that the nostoch

fell from the sky ; but it is now known to be no-

thing but a leaf, which draws the water greatly,
and sucks it in. This leaf, to which no root has

been discovered, is in its natural state, when it is

well impregnated with water ; but heat, or a

high wind, makes the water evaporate in a few
hours, and then the leaf contracts, shrinks, and
loses its transparency and colour. From this

circumstance it appears to grow so suddenly, and
to be created in a wonderful manner with the rain ;

as a fresh shower falling on it, when it iswithered
and invisible, revives and makes it again appear.
But there are still more singularities wbrth obser-

vation among the vegetables. The whole atmo-

sphere is filled with millions of invisible plants
and seeds. Even seeds of a larger sort are scatter-

ed by the wind all over the earth ; and as soon as

the air has carried them to the places where they
can thrive, they become plants ; and it requires
so little for that purpose, that it is difficult to con-
ceive whence they can draw what is necessary for

their growth. There are considerable plants, and
even trees, that take root and grow in crevices

of rocks, without the least earth. Vegetation is
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sometimes formed inconceivably quick : for ex-

ample, mushrooms, and water-cresses, if the seed
of them is put into wet liuen, become a salad in

twenty-four hours. There are plants which appear
to have scarce any life, and yet they continue to

exist. We often see willow not only hollow and
decayed within, but the outer bark so hurt, that
there scarce remains an eighth part of it. Tliese

trunks, however, poor- as they -are, break out

again every spring, and shoot into numberless
branches and leaves. How wonderful is it, that
the nutritive juice of plants, is not Bnly supplied

by means of the root, butby the leaves also, which
draw it from the air, and, in some degree, pump
it in

; and that there should be plants> the branches
of which become roots, and the roots branches,

according as they are turned in planting thein I

The great age also to which trees arrive, how sur-

prising it is ! There are apple-trees which must
be above a thousand years old ; and, if we calcu-

late iu the gross the fruit which such a tree pro-
duces every year, we cannot but admire the fer-

tility of a pippin, which can singly supply al

Europe with trees and fruit of that sort.

But we should never have done, if we were t

pursue these reflections as far as they might lead

Every thing is full of wonders. Every thing
marks to us a Being of perfection, whose powei
wisdom, and unbounded goodness, all join in heap
ing upon us continual blessings and enjoyments
Ungrateful as we are, shall we not vouchsafe to

reflect on the many wonders that contmually^sur
round us ! Can we refuse to bless our God, whc
does such great and admirable things ! Shall w
not sanctify the pleasures which the country ant

gardens afford us, by contemplating the wonderi
of the Lord ; by reflecting on them ; by looking
from the creature to the Creator ; from the flowej

to Him who made it.

Lord ! How great and magnificent are thj
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works ! what wonders present themselves on all

sides! I contemplate them with delight: but 1

am lost in them. They surpass my comprehen-
sion, and I cannot fathom them. It is at thy
command that the grass shoots its blade ; that the

groves are clothed with verdure ; that the flowers

embalm and adorn the fields and gardens with
their colours ; that the trees grow and raise their

lie- ads to the veiy clouds. The mountain cedar
declares thy glory, and proclaims that Thou hast

made it. On whatever side I turn, new wonders

appear. The country, the vales, and the moun-
tains, the rivers, and the sea, all, from the lowest
atom to the highest sphere, is full of the goodness
of the Lord !

JUNE XII.

Means of Happiness which we find in Nature.

TO be convinced that, throughout all nature,

every thing tends to the benefit of mankind, we
need only consider, in the first place, the close

connection and relation between all natural things
and us. It is true that there are several bodies,

the use of which we do not see relatively to man ;

but we must not conclude from thence, that we
draw no advantage from them. Many things,

which appeared useless to our ancestors, do not

now appear so ; and it is to be presumed that our

desc.endents will, in their turn, discover what we
are at present ignorant of. Let us acknowledge
the Divine Wisdom in this. The real use of many
creatures is concealed from us, in order to humble
our pride, by making us feel how limited our un-

derstandings are, and to exercise our minds, and
lead us more and more to. the contemplation of

God's works. Many things in nature are only

indirectly useful to s : several animals serve as
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food for mankind,and consequently, all that serves

as sustenance for them is beneficial to iis. The
small fish are the food of the larger : many Birds

feed on worms and insects; and there are several

species which live entirely on prey. The Divine
Wisdom manifests' itself again in this circum-

stance ; for if the fields and productions of the
earth were to feed all the animals, there would not
he enough left for the use of man : and whatwo.uld
then be the fruit of his labour? I allow that there

are several animals which might be said to be
created Only to hurt mankind ; for example, ve-

nomous creatures. Poison is so hurtful to the hu-
man body, that it generally causes a painful death;
and it effects are sometimes so quick, that there
is scacre time to have recourse to antidotes. It is

true that, in this respect, n\any animals appear in

a bad light ; but if we consider them on another

side, we shall discover traces of God's goodness,
and have reason to admire his wisdom. Physi-
cians make use of poison in many excellent medi-
cines. Would mankind havebeen happier, ifthere
had been no venomous creatures in the world ?

The poison they have in them had made before a .

part of those bad vapours which mankind would
have breathed, and which would have been preju-
dicial. In a word, it may be said with certainty,
that there is nothing on earth really hurtful to

man, unless he make an improper use of it. But
if, in creating our globe, God proposed to himself
our happiness, should we not be inexcusable to

interrupt his salutary designs, by obstructing our
own hanpiness, instead of labouring for it with all

our mightl God's views ave all merciful towards

us, but we often render them useless by a conduct
which must necessarily make us unhappy. Let

us be wiser hereafter, and make a better use of

the many means of happiness with which God so

abundantly furnishes us. And if it is not possi-

ble to satisfy all our wishes in this world,-letus
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have recourse to religion, which will amply com-
pensate for any defects in nature, and will explain
to us many things which appear obscure.

JUNE XIII.

The Loadstone.

THE loadstone is the most singular of all mi-
nerals in its properties. It is a ferruginous
stone of a dark grey colour, and has the virtue

of attracting iron. This virtue is not equal
throughout the whole stone, but resides chiefly in

two of its points, called the poles of the loadstone.

When this stone is suspended by a sti'ing, and un-

coufined, it constantly points one of its poles to

the north, and the other to the south, if first put
in motion, and then left to itself. This regu-
lar direction, which only varies a little in some

particular parts of the 'earth, has given the name
of the Jiorthern pole to that which points to the

north, 'and southern to that which points to the

south. The two properties of attracting iron,

and pointing toward the north, are communica-
ted to iron, by rubbing it against the loadstone.

This discovery introduced the magnetic needle,
so indispensibly necessary to navigators in long-

voyages ;
which proves, that things may be-

come very useful to the world, though at first-

sight they appear of little importance; and that,

in general, the knowledge and study of the mag-
nificent works of the creation is of infinite ad-

vantage to the human mind. These virtues in

the loadstone prompted the naturalists to exa-
mine farther into it, with the hope, not only of

finding but the cause of such surprising effects,

but of discovering new properties in the stone.

They were more fortunate in the latter than in,

the former. It was observed, that the loadstone
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does not at all times, and in all places, point to

the north ; but that it sometimes inclines a little

to the east, sometimes to the west, sometimes

more, and sometimes less. It was observed that

its attractive powers were equally strong, though
bodies were placed between the iron and the stone

which might be supposed to prevent the effect.

Glass, fire, water, men, and animals, with every
metal, except iron, give free passage to the mag-
netic effluvia. It was discovered, that, in two
loadstones, the two poles of the same name, the

two northern and two -southern poles, repulsed
each other, and seemed tony one from the other.

It was therefore concluded, that the power of at-

traction might be in the iron as well as in the

loadstone, as they seemed to attract each other

equally. In order to be convinced of this, one
need only hang a loadstone on one end of the
team of a balance, and put an equal weight at the

other end, and when the loadstone is balanced,
and not in motion, to place a bit of iron under it:

The loadstone will be immediately drawn downby
the iron, and the other weight wilUBy up. If

their situation is reversed, the loadstone will at-

tract the iron in the same manner.
However singular these tilings are in the load-

stone, there is another circumstance no less worthy
of observation ; which is, that all the endeavours,,
and all the sagacity of philosophers, who have
taken such pains to discover the. cause of these

wonderful effects, have been hitherto fruitless.

The loadstone is still a mystery to the human un-

derstanding. Ought we then to be surprised that,
in religion, which is infinitely raised above all

that can affect the senses, we should fin'l myste-
ries we cannot penetrate, and the perfect know-

ledge ofwhich is reserved"for the future state 1 Is

it surprising that some things in religion should
be incomprehensible to us, when in natural things,
which, we see with our eyes, and feel with our
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hands, there are so inany objects which oblige
the most distinguished men of learning to ac-

knowledge their ignorance, and the weakness of

their understanding. There are, however, mad
people, rash enough to doubt, and even to deny,
whatever they cannot comprehend in religion. If

this consequence was right, we might with much
more reason say, that the loadstone does not at-

tract iron, or point to the north, and that all is

false that is said of it, because we can neither ex-

plain nor comprehend it. When natural things
are in question, one * may say to such sceptics,
Come and see. But the mysteries of religion are

not seen with the eyes of the body. The mind
atone perceives them, and will understand them

perfectly when admitted into the kingdom oflight.
Let us wait for the happy period : and if we find

any .tiling obscure and inexplicable in religion and
in nature, let us remember that the imperfect-state
of bur souls and bodies prevent us from searching
to the bottom of them. Let us remember that a
considerable part of the happiness of the world
to corns- will consist in having a more perfect
knowledge of all that can contribute to com-
plete our felicity, and to prove the glorious at-

tributes of the Being of beings.

JUNE XIV.

Cherries.

CHERRIES are a fruit which, from their

sweetness, mixed with a pleasing acidity, quench
the "thirst, allay the fever of the blood in the heat
of summer, and prevent the bad humours to
whichwe are but too liable at this season. In the
first place, they quench the thirst by their sharp-
ness, which contracts the glands, cools the parch-
d tongue, and moistens the dry palate. Thism-
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.thud of appeasing the thirst in hot weather, i

much to be preferred to all "-those drinks with

which we fill ourselves, and only the more in-

crease our heat and perspiration. But, besides

the cherries quenching our thirst in the most

pleasing way, they have a cooling quality, which

tempers the heat of the blood, calms the animal

spirits, of which the too great impetuosity and

agitation affect and weaken the nerves. Thus
the wholesomejuice of the cherries, their acidity*
and their astringent virtue, cool us delightfully in

the great heats, prevent the blood from being too

thin, thicken the fluids and keep them from^cor-

rupting.
With what goodness has the Creator provided

fruit adapted to every season ! In these hot months
we require cooling acid fruit, and he furnishes

us with abundance of it. He gives it even in,

such quantities, that .the poor may enjoy it as
well as the .rich. Let us make this comfortable
i eflection whenever we see a cherry- tree loaded
with fruit: How sad would be the fate of the
labourer, who is obliged to earn his bread, with
the sweat of his brow, if, to refresh himself, he
must have recourse to the delicious drinks re-

served foe the great and rich, and could provide
himself with no other? Merciful Father 1 Thou
forgettest not the poor: Thou srtppliest their

wants : Thou vouchsafest to refresh them with
fruits within their reach ; and the cherries are as
wholesome for them as lemonade and. wine are
for the rich. What wonderful plenty is there of
acid cooling fruits at this season I Our gooseber-

ries, cucumbers, stone-fruit, and salads,
'

are so

many pleasing preservatives of health.

. Let us, therefore, never see or enjoy the fruits

that our Creator grants us, without acknowledg-
ing and blessing his goodness, or without ma-
king these reflections which so naturally present
themselves : The heavens, the earth, the elements^
Vol. I. R
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and every creature combine to make us happy.
"Wherever we turn our eyes, we are surrounded
with the blessings of our heavenly Father. The
animals, the corn, the vegetables, and the fruit ;

in the vale, on the mountain, in the forest, and
in the sea, all serve for our sustenance and enioy-
ment. The beneficent hand of the most High is

ever open to us. How great indeed are the

blessings which God continually pours upon us!
How many occasions have we daily to look up to

Him with .grateful hearts, and to bless Him ever-
more ! Each time that we walk in the country
or garden, each time that we enjoy the beauties
and blessings of nature, let us think of Him who
is thesource of every blessing and enjoyment.

JUNE XV.

The Wisdom observable in the Construction of
the Bodies of Animals,

THE formation of the animal body affords the
most striking proof of divine wisdom. For, as
some animals were to reside chiefly in the air,

others on the earth, and others in the water, it

was necessary tbat their construction: should be
conformable and adapted to their situation and*

different kinds of life. The wisdom with which
God has done this cannot be too much admired.

Every thing is so exactly disposed as each ani-

mal requires it, that,- if their construction had
been like any other but their own,' they would

1

have suffered by it considerably, and could not
have fulfilled their destination. The birds of

prey are provided with nails, strong claws, sharp
and hooked bills, that they may with the more^
security and ease catch their prey. Those who

'

-are to seek their food in marshy places recmire a

long small bill, and long legs; as it was necessary
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that those which live in the water shouldhave thq
lower part of the body very large, a long neck, .

membranes or sort of. oars, to the feet, .with an
oiliness in the feathers to make them glide

smoothly. The insects that live .on prey have-
months shaped, like nippers; and those

:
that

suck their food are 'provided with a sting or
trunk. Why have the hares or. rabbits full-set

eyes, but in order to see so much the better to

avoid the snares and dangers to which they are

exposed 1 why are the eyes of the mole so sunk
and small, but

;that, living under ground, it does- -

not require much sight, and because, that fall,

eyes would incommode and hinder their.burrow- -

ing underground? , Why. is the chrystalline ofV
the fishes eye so round, butto compensatefbr,th$_ .

'refraction of the rays of light j whereas animals -

that live in the air have a Denticular chrystalline, .

or in the form of a flat sphere! .Why.,.have ani- ~

mals, whose eyes move, but two, whilst\those ;

that cannotmove stheirs have several ? Why have -

the animals who seek their prey in the dark, 3
.

larger pupils and more brilliant eyes-? Why does- -

the eye of the hen answer the double purpose of :"

telescope and microscope, but that she may seek -

the very smallest seeds in the earth or gravel, and, ,

discover at a distance the birds ofprey thatmight ;.

seize upon her chicks? With what amazement .

must we be struck,in considering. the apparatus
"for the organs of animals in respect to their se- -

yeral motions! What a multitude of limbs 1 .

what suppleness! What .flexibility! Some ani- -

iaals move slow, others quick, some w^th two '

feet, others with more, some with both wing*, r .

and feet, others, without .either. The slownesbr
swiftness of motion- is always regulated accord- -

ing to the different wants of each animal. Those -

that are well armed, and have courage, skill, and.'.

strength, enough fp defend themselves against. .

enemies move mote riowly than,those tfcutfi
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'are defenceless. Who gave to serpents and other

reptiles the power to' contract and stretch out

their bodies, to roll themselves up, and to dart

out afterwards, from one place to another to seize

their prey ? Who formed the fish in such a man-

ner, that, by means of their bladder, they can
rise and fall in the water at will"? Who taught
the snail to contract its body, and -bring water
into its little house, when it wishes to fall on the

ground ? What art appears in the formation of

birds, in every -part of their bodies, -and -particu-

larly -their wings!
-H6w well their body is form-

ed for flight! Small and sharp before, and increas-

ing gradually till it is of a proper bulk. This

adapts it for cutting the air, and making itself a

passage through that element. The feathers are

all arranged with much art, and laid one over
another in a regular order to -faciliate the mo-
tion ofthe body, and, at the same time, to serve

as a' covering to defend itfrom the severity of
the cold and bad weather. Though firm and
close together, they can spread, rise up, swell,
arid take up more space, just as the bird requires
it. The wings, which are the chief instruments

offlight are put in the most proper place to balance
the" body exactly. What admirable work is there
not in every feather ! The quilt is stiff, and hol-

low towards the bottom, which makes it both

light and strong ; the beard" of the feather is

ranged regularly, broad oh one side, and narrow
on the other, which is of wonderful use in the

progressive motion ofbirds, as well as in the close

and strong texture of the wings. What propor-
tion do 'we *ee in the manner of placing the fea-

-. thers! They are always so placed as to agree
. exactly' with- the length and strength of each fea-

ther, and-the larger serve to support the smaller.

In the bony part of the wings, what a multitude

of joints, which open, shut, oir move, according
AS it is necessary, either to extend the wings,'or
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draw them close to the body ! What extraordi-

nary strength in the breast-bones and muscles,
that the bird may cut the. air with more rapidity !

What incomparable art in the formation of the

tail, to make it in some measure serve as a rudder
to direct the flight, and help the bird to ascend
and descend in the air, and prevent the unsteadi-

ness of the body and wings! In some birds the
claws are large, and furnished with membranes
that extend and contract forthe purpose of swim,
ming : in others, they are sharp, and .bent down at
the point, that they may walk the firmer, perch,
seize, and hold their prey. In some the legs are

long, that they may walk into and rake their
food out of the water and marshes : in others

they are shorter; and in all are adapted to their

way of living, and whatever they require.
Who is there that will not in this acknowledge

'

the supreme intelligence of our Creator and Be-
nefactor? Is it possible that things so wonderful,
so regular, so admirably proportioned, should be
the work of a blind chance 1 Could any one be
persuaded that such a multitude of.veins, muscles,
joints, &c. should be put in motion in each ani-
mal without design ? and that all the parts, even
the smallest, should be connected with each other,
and perform their different offices with such per-
fect harmony and regularity ? Ought it not rather
to lead us to think of the Creator of all things,
whose wisdom and goodness hath placed so many
creatures exactly in the circumstances most suit-

able to them ? Let us, then, make use of all these
objects to glorify our Creator; and let us seek
true wisdom, by endeavouring to be more and
more acquainted with this great Being, who has
so gloriously shewn himself in all the creatures
formed by his baud.
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JUNE XVI.

The Dew.

THE wise Ruler of the world, who watches
continually over his children, and provides for
all their wants, makes use of more than one
means to render the earth fruitful. Sometimes

' it is by inundation : It is true, that when these

lay countries waste, he farmer, who only thinks
of the present, gives way to ungrateful mnr-

- xnnrs { bnt, in the end, if their happy consequen-
ces for the general good are properly considered,
it, must be allowed they are very beneficial.

Sometimes it is by a river, which, like the Egyp.
-tian Nile, has the singular property of overflow-

ing its banks at certain marked periods, to water
a country where it never rains. Sometimes it is

"by rains, which fall more or less frequently, in

order to cool the air, and water the parched
ground: ..But the mostcommon means, the surest,

and most universal, and that which men the least

attend to, and are least sensible ofits value, is the
dew. This inestimable gift ofHeaven, which even
in years of the greatest drought, supports and

; preserves the plants from perishing, is those

sparkling drops seen in such profusion, morning
. and evening, on the leaves of trees and plants.
The dew does not fall from above, as was former-

ly imagined ; it does not descend from the highest

parts of our atmosphere ; and still less is it the

sweat of the stars, as superstition had supposed.
This-pretended celestial origin has probably gi-

ven rise to the folly of some alchymists, who ho-

ped to convert dew into gold. It is now gene-

rally allowed, that the dew is nothing but the

sweat of the plants, and the moisture they draw
from the earth. lu order to be convinced ofthis,
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one need only cover a plant with a glass bell, and
it will appear, that the leaves collect in the night
a greater quantity of dew drops than the leaves
of the other plants which are exposed to the air."

"

This certainly would not be the case, if the devfc

fell from above, and if it did not rise from the

ground. Nothing is more easy, either, than to

comprehend how it is formed; for nobody is ig~
norant that the rays of the sun and the heat
which is cast on the earth, continually loosen a
multitude of thin particles from off every thing ; .

some of which rise into the atmosphere, and the
rest collect in the form of :drops of water. This
account of the dew explains it to us, how it hap-
pens that it is sometimes hurtful, and sometimes
not so. Its nature evidently depends on the qua-

lity of the vapours of which it is composed. The
wind carries -away the light exhalations as soon
as they are formed, and prevents them from fall*

ing in drops. This is the reason that there- i3
,

most dew when the air is very calm. By this

wise plan of the Creator, the plants can vegetate
and grow in countries even where tfiere is no
rain ; for the soil of those parts being sandy, po-
rous, and very moist underneath, the heat draws
out a great quantity of dew, which supplies the

place of rain.

Those different methods which Providence
makes use of to moisten and fertilize the earth,

ought to remind us of those he employs to im-

prove the barren heart of man, and to make it

fertile in .good works. Chastisement, more or
less severe, blessings of every kind, exhortations,

warnings given us from the example of others-,

and a thousand such means, are made use of by
our gracious God, to lead us to himself, to sanc-

tify us, and to induce us to bring forth the fruits

of righteousness. Sometimes in the natural world
there comes a storm of rain from the clouds,which
deluges the country, drags every tiling along will*
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it, and makes the rivers overflow their banks. At
other times, GodcaUsthe softdew from the earth,

and thus, in a manner secretly, grants the wishes

of the farmer for rain. It is thus in grace he also

makes use ofdifferent means to arrive at the mer-
ciful endhe proposes. How many hardened hearts

oblige him to speak in thunder and lightning, as

formerly ton Mount Sinai! Less terrible means
are employed to save and affect others ; with a

gentle, mild, and persuasive voice, God calls them
to himself: He awakens their consciences, and re-

freshes their souls with" the beneficent dew of his

grace. Let this conduct of our heavenly Father
serve as a model for ours. Let us employ all sort

of means to reclaim our fellow-creature, to make
him better; but let us particularly endeavour,
from the example of God, to gain Him rather by
kindness than by punishment. Let us imitate the

beneficence of the Lord : We see how he refreshes

the parched earth with dew, he revives and gives
new life to the plants. Let us consider how many
of our fellow-creatures are in distress, and lan-

guishing for want. Let them not languish in

vain. Let us endeavour to revive their hearts
with benefits, and to pour as many blessings on
our fellow-creatures as the dew sheds upon the

plants.

JUNE XVII.
i

Life and Labours of the. Bee.

IN the fine days of the present season, in this

time of cheerfulness and joy, every tiling is in

motion, every thing throughout the animal world.
^is full of life and activity; but there are no crea-
tures so active as the little republic of bees. At
least, of all the insects round us, there are none
we can better learn to be acquainted with, c
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which can afford a more pleasing scene. The bees,

assemble in great numbers, either in hollow trees

'and cavities, or in a sort of baskets, called hives,
where they are collected by the ar,t of man. They
disperse on all sides, and, by means oftheir trunk,

they gather honey and wax from the stamina and
juice of the flowers. When their harvest is made,
they convey it into their storehouse, which they
fill from top to bottom with cells in form of hexa-

gons. They^inhabit some, of these cells; others
are designed to receive the eggs, and to lodge their

young; and the rest serve as magazines to dep6fc

sit their winter's provision of honey in. Amongst
these bees, which form altogether but one family,
there is one larger than any other, which is a -fe-

male, and therefore called their queen. To her
alone all the young bees born in a hive owe their

birth. From the eggs she laid in the cells, there
come out worms, which the working bees .feed
M'ith their trunk. Afterwards this worm remains
near fifteen days, to all appearance dead, in its cell,
which is enclosed with a little wax \id. In this in-

animate state it is called nympha. When its time .

is accomplished, it opens its tomb, and .comes
out in the form ofa young bee. Besides the queen,
there are in each hive two sorts of bees, the drone;
and the working bee. The former are males :

They impregnate the queen) and serve her as a
guard. The bees have two horns on their heads,
which guard their eyes, and warn them of dan-

gers. They have fangs or claws thejr make?use
of in their work, and- a trunk or hollow tube,
which they can draw in and out of its case asthey
please. This instrument, supple and moveable in

every way, reaches to the very bottom of the cup
ofthe flowers, where they gathertheir honey, and
passes through the caseinto the bagofhoney placed
within their bodies, from whence the honey is af-

terwards poured into the cells of the storehouse!

The bees have six feet: With the two first, anil.

118
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>their fangs, they form the wax or meal of the flow-

ers into little balls ; andwith their middle feet they
putthem into a hollow, shaped like a spoon,which
is in their hind feet, which are also furnished with
hair, in order to retain the wax, and prevent it from
falling when they are flying. Laden thus, they re-

turn to their cell, without losing their way, though
they are sometimes above four leagues from it.

When they arrive, they find other "bees waiting for

them, to assist them in unloading their booty, and
then they all work in common to employ those pro-
visions for the general use of the hive. They stop

.every crevice with wax, to. keep out any foreign

animal; but leave openings for themselves to go in
and out. The queen and the working bees have,
at the extremity of the body, a sting inclosed in a
case, which they make use of to wound or kill

their enemies : But the wound they give is gene-

rally fatal to themselves, when the sting remains
.behind. -

. Every thing in those little animals must excite

our admiration ; the 'formation of their limbs, so

'regular and so well adapted to their kind of life,

the care they take of their young, the art with
which their cells are built, their activity, their in-

dustry and intelligence. Let us never pass by a bee-

hive with indifference. Let us admire" them, and
this admiration may lead us to more sublime

thoughts. Ifwe love to reflect on our Creator, .we

shall mid him here. This interesting scene will

lead us to him, and we shall adore his wisdom, his

power, and bis goodness, in the production oftue^
.Jittiecreature*.
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JUNE XVIII.

. Tlic Exterior Parts ofPlants.

IN order to form any idea of the inimitable

art which appears in the vegetable kingdom, we --.

must go by degrees. Our understandings are too

limited to see the whole together, and to acquire
a perfect knowledge of 'it. We must be content

with some observations, and pass from visible \&~

invisible things, from simple objects and indivi-

duals, to those of great compass, and more ge-
neral. . Let us begin, then, by considering their

exterior parts, and let us first dwell on their

roots. They are. so constructed, that, by means of
the principal root, fibres, and little roots. which:

grow out of it, the plants are fastened to the

ground. The pores of the root serve to receive

the watery and nutritive juices which the- earth
contains. Out of the. root grows the stem, to

which the plant partly owes its strength arid beau-

ty : Its form is varied according to the nature of
the plant. Sometimes the stem is formed like a
pipe, strengthened by different knots curiously,
placed upon it: At other times the stalk is so

weak, that it requires a support round which it

may twine itself, and fastens by means of some
little hooks. Sometimes also the .stem rises ma*

jestically, like a strong pillar, is the ornament of
the forests, and seems to brave the storm of
winds : The branches extend themselves, like the.

arms of the human body, and are very regularly,
distributed. They spread and divide into boughs,

<* which are placed collaterally,' and in the same or-,

der as the principal branches. The . buds which
come upon the branches, are nothing but little

plants, which, being put into the ground, take
root there, and become a whole, likp that of
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\ri\\c\\ they were before only apart. The leaves,
vhat pleasing enlivening ornament of the plants,
*we regularly placed round the stalksand branches.

Amongst a thousand, there are not two whose
leaves are perfectly, alike; each- has a different

make, different out-line, different size, and dif-

ferent ornaments. The leaves are simple, or a

compound, fleshy or dressed, smooth or indent-

ed and curled. The blossoms of trees, whose
beautiful enamel forms one of the greatest orna-

ments of nature, are not less varied than the

leaves ; some are plain, and have but one flower

others have several : here we see a vase opening
gracefully ; there we see figures in the shape of

a mouth, an helmet, a bell, a star, or a sun: a
little farther, -we observe the papilionaceous, so

called, because they a little resemble a butterfly
with spread wings. Some leaves or petals are

placed carelessly round the plant; others form
circles, bouquets, garlands, &c. round it. From,
the centre of the blossom rises a little pillar,

sometimes more than one, which are hollow

within, round, and often pointed at top; they
are called pistils. Round them there are gene,

rally other lesser pillars, called stamina, to sup*
port their heads, which are a sort of cases full of

very fine powder. How is it possible to describe
the delicate texture of many of the blossoms,
the sweetness of their perfume, the liveliness,

variety, and beauty of their colours! After the

blossoms, come the fruit ; which supply what is

necessary for the use of men and animals. The
berries and fruit contain, under one or several

coats, the seed of future plants. The outward
forms of the fruit and seeds vary as much as those

of the leaves and blossoms.
: There is scarce any form that is not dislin-

~guishable in one or other of them. /All these

parts of plants have their proper use and design :

ILet Ihe smallest part of them betaken away, and
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the plant will lose some of its perfection/' its

beauty, growth,j^r increase. As extraordinary.
as it may appear, -it is certainly true, that all

'

those parts, without one single exception, are
more or less necessary to the whole.. Try the

experiment, take the leaves '< from a tree, and it

Avill soon wither .and perish. It is the same with
all the other "plants. There is nothing superflu-
ous amongst them; nothing that has not. its use ;

nothing that does not evidently tend' to the per-
fection of the whole. But, in discovering this

connection, this harmony, this wonderful ar-

rangement of the vegetable kingdom, in seeing
that the whole is beautiful, and ordered from

general laws, though differently applied, shall

we not conclude that the Author of all those beau-
ties must necessarily have infinite wisdom 1 This

consequence is as natural as that we draw, when, oh
hearing a person speak, we conclude that he must
be near us. Let us then raise our souls to the
Creator of all things : we shall every where find

Him. It is for that purpose he formed the plants
so magnificently, and thus displays to us their use

and beauty. Let the Divine Wisdom be ever

present to' us : it will appear in the smallest blade
of grass, if we take trouble to examine it closely.
-Such reflections will make us more sensible of
the pleasures of summer, and still more embellish
it in our eyes. The more we accustom ourselves

to reflect on the wisdom of God, the more satisfac-

tion we shall have in contemplating nature : at

each flowerwe behold,we shall cry out with trans,

port, How great is pur Creator I How admirable
his wisdom !
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JUNE XIX.

Hymn of Thanksgiving for the Works of tht

Creation.

TO thee, O Lord, from whom proceedeth every
blessing, and who dispensest them so bounti-

fully, to Thee belongeth glory, honour, and
thanksgiving,, Thou nearest the cries of the

young raven, and takest pleasure in the song of

the lark: Vouchsafe to listen"also to my voice,

and accept the tribute of praises due to Thee*
The least of the creatures formed by thy hand
proclaims thy wisdom. The traces of thy good-
ness and power are seen from one end of the year
to the other, and are continually renewing.
Each blade of grass declares the greatness of
God and our own nothingness. With parental
tenderness Thou providest for our necessities, and
givest to men and 'animals their proper food.

From dawn to dawn thy blessings continually
succeed each other; and even the wicked man
feels the "effect of thy goodness. O God! who
is like unto Thee ! The earth is full of thy good-
ness and wisdom! Vouchsafe to teach me, O
Lord ! how to praise thee worthily. Incline my
heart to love Thee, and let me hereafter live only
for him who heapeth such blessings upon me. It

is in thy name, and in the hope of thy blessing,
that the farmer sows his corn: it is -Thou who
niakest the seed fruitful. This earth, that for

our sins had a curse laid upon it, is blessed again

by its Creator, and bringeth forth fruit plenteously.
Thou walerest the furrows of the fields. Tho4$
-elothest the meadows, the valley and the plain,
with flowers, with groves, with trees, and herbage.
Thou orderest the cool and refreshing dew to mois-

ten our gardens and fields, and to shed fertility and
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abundance upon them. The barren and dry soil

.Thou waterest with gentle rains. The cold and
wet placesThou warmest with the rays of the son.

The weather and the seasons Thou oxderest wise-

ly, and in the manner most beneficial to mankind ; .

and, in themidst of all the vicissitudes of heat and
. cold, rain and drought,we still behold the food des-

tined for us spring up, grow, and ripen, through
thy goodness. Thou coverest our fields with rich

harvests, and the wings of the wind support the

waving corn. Thou adornest the tops of barren
rocks with grapes. Thou dressest our pasture
with clover ; and, by thy command, the fountains

and rivulets refresh the thirsty animals. Thou
causest the tree to take root, and it prospers. Thou,
causest a quickening sap to circulate through its

trunk, and givest it force to branch out with leaves
and blossoms,, while the abundance of fruit, under
which the boughs bend, proves the pleasure Thou
hast in doing -good. O! let us therefore glorify
our Creator, our great Benefactor ! Let us bless

liis holy name! Let us praise his mercies with

transport! Great is the Lord our Gad! All his
works are holy and wonderful! Let us exalt his

almighty name ! The Lord is good ! It is meet
that the righteous should publish, his praise for

ever and ever.

JUNE XX.

Caterpillars.

THOUGH these insects are so disagreeableto th

lovers of gardens, and so disgusting to over-de-
JUcate people, they nevertheless deserve our at-

tention. Caterpillars generally live upon our

trees, and we have such an aversion to them, that

wherever we meet with them we destroy them.
This is the reason we do riot deign to honour
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them with a look, and- still less to examine
them attentively. And yet there is no doubt but

these insects may very agreeably amuse an at-

tentive observer of nature. Let us here try to

prove it. Perhaps, by raising the curiosity of

those who have hitherto neglected them, they
may be induced not to trample them under foot,

without at least first observing their wonderful

formation, and taking from thence occasion to

look up to the Creator. The number of species
of caterpillars already known amounts to more
than, three hundred, and there are new ones daily

discovering. Their shape, their colour, their

form, their inclinations, and way of life, all differ

in some respects
1

; but this circumstance they
have in common, that they are composed of

rings, which, by moving to and fro, carry the

body wherever they want to go. Nature has

given them two sorts of feet, which have each
their particular use. The six fore-feet are sorts

of hooks, which they make use of in taking a fast

hold and clinging to any thing. The soles of
.the limder-feet are broad, and armed with little

sharp nails. With the hooks they draw to them
the leaves, the grass, and whatever they want
for food, and they fix the fore part of their body
with them while they are drawing up the hind

. rings. The hinder feet serve to keep them firm,

and to hold by whatever they are" to rest upon.
When they are on. a branch or a leaf, they can
seize on food at some distance; for, by hooking
themselves on with the hind-feet they stand up,
and raise the fore partof their body, move it about
rid poise it in the air on every side, get considera-

b>5r upon the leaf, reach theirfood, and take it with
their claws. However adapted the body of th*

caterpillar is to its several wants, it is remarkable
that its state is but transient, that the limbs last

Iwt a certain time, and that this creeping worm
becomes a chrysalis, without feet or motion, till it
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is metamorphosed into a creatnre classing with the
inhabitants ofthe air. Were it for this reason only,
the caterpillars would be worth oar attention.

Towards the end of summer, and often sooner,
after having satiated themselves with verdure,and
afterhaving changed their coat several times, they
cease to eat, and begin to build a house, in order to

end their life in it, with the caterpillar state, and
to be afterwardstransformed into butterflies. The
chrysalis is full ofa sortofthick milk,which serves
for food to the butterfly till it comes out. When it

is entirely formed, and its parts arrive at consist-

ency, and that a gentle warmth invites it to quit
its prison, it makes itself a passage through the
end of the chrysalis that is largest, and at the same
time the thinnest. The head (which has always
been turned towards that end) disengages itself,the
horns lengthen, the feet and wings spread out, the

butterfly takes wing and flies away. It preserves
none of its former state. The caterpillar which
changed into the chrysalis, and the butterfly that
conies out of it, are two animals totally different.

The former was rough, hairy, and oftenuhideous ;

the other is adorned with the liveliest colours.

The former limited itself to a gross food; the lat-

ter goes from flower to flower, and freely enjoys
all nature, ofwhich it is itself the ornament. Will
not this description -reconcile every one to these

insects, and put ah end to all aversion to them?-
Perhaps some may still think they have a right to

ask,To what purpose, after all, are these caterpil-
lars? Would it not be better to be entirely free

from them? No : on the contrary, it is certain,

that the world would not be as perfect as it is, if

there were no caterpillars in it. Take away these

insects, and you deprive the birds of a consider*

able part of their subsistence. As the birds were
to feed on caterpillars, it was just that the Creator
should ordain for their food the leaves and plants,
to which they have as good a right at. us. H is
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true that the voracity, of these animals makes
them sometimes troublesome to mankind; but this

is an evil which the Creator permits with much
wisdom. For the mischief the caterpillars some-
times do us may serve-to humble us, and make us

recollect the uncertainty of all our earthly posses-
sions. And, even supposing we could not penetrate
into God's reasons for forming such creatures, we
should not therefore have a right to deny their

utility. We ought, on the contrary, to take occa-

sion from thence to acknowledge our ignorance*
and trust in the wisdom of God.

JUNE XXI.

The Beginning of Summer*

THIS day summer begins. Manyofus have often

-seen the changes occasioned by this day through-
out all nature : but is it knownhow it happens that

t
the sun remains so long afterwards above the hori-
zon : why this is the longest day of the year
and why, in reckoning from this to the end of aiki

tutun, we perceive the heat and length ofthe days
diminish in equal proportion? All these changes
are owing to the annual course of ortr globe round
the sun. When that body enters into the sign of

Cancer.the earth is so situated,that all its northern
side is turned towards the sun, because the Crea-

tor has inclined the axis of our globe towards the

north, and that it preserves that direction invaria-

bly. On this direction, and on the constant para-
lellistn of the axis, depends, properly speaking,
the changes ofthe four seasons of the year. Let us

here reflect a momenton the goodness and wisdom,
of God, in thus inclining the axis of the earth. If

it had been in a perpendicular direction, our globe
would have been a very melancholy habitation,

either for plants or animals, ^.either growth nor
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diminution of days could take place, nor the seve-

ral changes of the seasons. Plow much to be pi-

tied should we be who live in-Germany, and con-

sequently near the north ! The air we should
breathe would be always as sharp as in March or

September, and our soil would afford nothing but
a little moss and grass. In a word, the greatest

part of the two hemispheres would be but a fright-
ful desert, inhabited only by a few insects. In our

climate, nature has at this time almost ended her
annual work. She has already lost some of her

variety. Nothing can be more green than the

vines, the orchards, and the forests ; but the shades
of colour are not so pleasing as they were. The
meadows begin to whiten, and their flowers are
mowed down. The cgrn insensibly grows yellow,
aud the number of flowers diminish. The variety,
and brightness of them, the various notes of num-
berless birds, had before all charms of novelty,
and afforded us the most pleasing sensations ; but
now, the nearer we approach to autumn, the more
these enjoyments diminish. The nightingale is si-

lent, and the great heat makes it inconvenient to
walk. Do we not here see an emblem of life?

Are not .the pleasures we enjoy equally transient?

Even the most innocent of them, such as nature in

the beauty of spring presents to us, are liable to

change, and give place to other objects. Whatwe
at present observe in the summer of nature, we
may observe in the summer of 'life. When we
have attained our fortieth year, which is the be.

ginning of a riper age, the world loses part of its

charms, such as delighted us in our youth ; and,
when we approach the autumn oflife, we become
a prey to cares, less calm, less serene, less lively
and joyous than we were. We observe that our

strength of body'insensibly wears away with age.
In fine, there come days when we say,

"
1- no

longer take pleasure in them." But with what
a lively sense ofjoy do I, at this moment; raise mjr
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soul towards Thee, OXord ! who directest the sear .

sons, who art the Father of all, and the centre of

felicity !
t
I again acknowledge thy wisdom and

goodness in the regular succession of the seasons.

Grant that I may never forget Thee in the enjoy-
ment of the many pleasures which summer sheds
over all nature : thou who disposes! all things, and
whose glory each season proclaims. May I be so
much more inclined to it, as this may possibly be
the last summer 1 shall live to see. Alas ! how
many ofmy friends and acquaintance, who were
last summer enjoying with me the beauty of this

world, have been carried off by death, before the
"next summer had begun ! Perhaps 1 shall soon,

be unUed to them. Perhaps it is for the last time
that I have contemplated, iu^this world, the charms
of nature. 1 will therefore enjoy this summer as

if it was to be my last. I will glorify Thee, O
God ! with as much ardour as if I was sure of
never more having it in my power to acquit my-
self of this duty. I will live so as never to regret

having so often seen the return, of the seasons.

Vouchsafe, O Lord ! by thy grace, to confirm me
in these resolutions ; and as it is Thou that in-

spirest them, give me strength also to put them
iu execution.

JUNE XXII.

Tfie Nightingale.

.THE nightingale is a musician of the first rank

amongst the inhabitants of the air. When all the

birds, who, during day, entertained us with their

notes, cease lo be heard, it is then that the voice
of the nightingale is raised to animate the woods
and groves. When we listen to the brilliant

sounds of that voice, we are apt to conclude that

.the bird juust be large, that the throat must have
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great strength ; and' the inimitable charm of hev
melodious notes makes us presume she surpasses
all others in the beauty of her form. But it

would be to no purpose to seek these advan-

tages in the nightingale : It is a bird of poor ap-

pearance, whose colour, form, and the whole^of
its exterior, is void of any thing attractive or ma-
jestic, and has nothing in the least distinguish,

ing. Nature has, however, compensated for its

plainness, by giving it a voice irresistibly charm-

ing. Listen to its fine long quivering notes : what
variety, sweetness, and brilliancy in them ! When
she begins her song, she seems to study and

compose before hand the melodious notes she
wishes to be. heard. She begins softly: then the

notes sw,ell -gradually, till they run with the ra-

pidity of a torrent : she goes from serious to gay,
front simple notes to the wildest warblings ; from,

the lighest turns and shakes to languishing sighs ;

and has, throughout the whole, the art to please
the ear. .

This bird may give rise to many useful arid

edifying reflections: for example, we, -learn this

truth from it, that homeliness of body is sometimes
united with very estimable qualities, and does not

exclude beauty from the soul. How unjust thea"

are those, who, only attaching themselves to the
features of the face, and to exterior . qualities,

praise or blame nothing but what strikes their

senses, and despise those who have bodily defects.

Let us learn to jndge with more equity. Any
man, though deprived of the advantage of figure
and fortune, who proves himself by his conduct
to "have the soul of a sage or a* saint, is by much
the more worthy of our esteem. It is the perfec-
tion of the soul only that gives true merit to man,
or is worthy our admiration

;
the rest can only

seduce those who do not know the value of wis~'

dom and virtue. Have we not often known,per-
soiis,^neither distinguished by rank or exterior
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qualities, who have done the greatest services to
church and state? Crooked and deformed people
have often shewn more greatness of soul than
others possessed of the most beautiful person .and
finest form. It is a lesson not to trust to appear,
auces. Those we despise may often prove to be
superior to ourselves.

When we hear, the skilful harmony of the night-
ingale, does it not naturally lead us to the Creator,
from whom she has this talent? .What wisdom
must there be in the formation of this bird,to make
it capable of such sounds ! Lungs so delicate as
those of the nightingale, the motions of which are
so violent, must be easily wounded, if they had not
the singular advantage of being fastened to the
back-bone by a. number of little sinews. The ori-

fice of the windpipe is very large, and that is cer-

tainly what most contributes to the variety of
those sounds, which, in charming the ear, fill the

soul with sweet and pious joy. Is it possible not

to trace a divine wisdom and providence in this?

and will not even the song of the nightingale lead

us to glorify, the Author of all nature ? Lovely .

songstress! I will not leave thee. till* 1 have
learned from thee the art of praising my Creator
and thine. Pour, with thy song, gratitude and .

joy into the hearts ofthe many insensible mortals,

who, in these cheerful days, contemplate the
beauties of the creation with indifference*

JUNE XXIII.

The Pleasures wMch Summer affords to our
Senses.

SUMMER has inexpressible charms, and gives
us daily proofs of the infinite beneficence of our
Creator. It is the happy season in which God
.pours oat th treasures of bis, blessings iii th-
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greatest abundance on every living creature.

Nature, after 'having revived us with the pica*
snres of spring, is continually employed; all -the

summer, in providing for ns every thing to -please
* onr senses, to make our subsistence easy , to satisfy
our wants, and awaken in our hearts just senti-

ments of gratitude. Before our eyes there grows^

by virtue of the secret laws of nature, an innu-

merable quantity of fruit in the fields and gar-

i

dens ; fruits which, after having pleased the

sight, may be gathered and preserved for our
food. The flowers afford the most agreeable va-

riety to ottr senses ; we admire their rich dress,

and the inexhaustible fertility of nature in the

multiplicity of their species. What variety and

beauty also in the plants, from the humble moss
to the stately oak ! Let us climb the ^highest
mountain, seek the cool shade of the woods, or
descend into the valley, we shall every where find .

new beauties. A multitude of objects strike pur
eyes at once, all different from each other ; -bat

each in itself has charms enough te fix onr atten-

tion. There we see innumerable flowejs ; here

living creatures of different kinds. If we lift up
our eyes, they are delighted with the blue sky ; if

we cast them on the ground, they are refreshed by
' the beautiful verdure with which it is clothed.
Our ear is charmed with the cheerful notes of the

winged songsters; the variety and simplicity of
their melody fills the soul with the sweetest sensa-

tions. The murmuring ofthe brooks, and the silver

waves of a fine flowing river, also please the ear
and eye. It is to indulge onr taste that the straw-
berries and other pleasant fruit ripen; while at
the same time they cool the blood. Onr.'barns

,
and granaries are filled with the new productions.,
/ofthe fields and gardens, which afford us the most
wholesome agreeable food. The smell is struck
with the SAveet perfume that exhales on every
ide. In a word, a thousand pleasing objects affect

r -

-.''.
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soul towards Thee,O Lord ! who directest the sear .

sons, who art the Father of all, and the centre of

felicity !
_
I again acknowledge thy wisdom and

goodness in the regular succession of the seasons.

Grant that I may never forget Thee in the enjoy-
ment of the many pleasures which summer sheds
over all nature : thou who disposes! all things, and
whose glory each season proclaims. May I be so

much more inclined to it, as this may possibly be
the last summer I .shall live to see. Alas ! how
many ofmy friends and acquaintance, who were
last summer enjoying with me the beauty of this

world, have been carried off by death, before the
'next summer had begun ! Perhaps 1 shall soon
be uniLed to them. Perhaps it is for the last time
that I have contemplated, in.this world, the charms
of nature. 1 will therefore enjoy this summer as

if it was to be my last. I will glorify Thee, O
God! with as much ai'dour as if I was sure of
never more having it in my power to acquit my-
self of this duty. I will live so as never to regret

having so often seen the return of the seasons.

Vouchsafe, O Lord ! by thy grace, to confirm me
in these resolutions ; and as it is Thou that in-

spirest them, give me strength also to put them
in execution.

JUNE XXII.

The Nightingale. :

.THE nightingale is a musician of the first rank

amongst the inhabitants of the air. When all the

birds, who, during day, entertained us with their

notes, cease to be heard, it is then that the voice
of the nightingale is raised to animate the woods
and groves. \Vheii we listen to the brilliant

sounds of that voice, we are apt to conclude that

.the bird oaiiit be large, that the throat must have
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-great strength ; and the inimitable charm of her

melodious notes makes us presume she surpasses
all others in the beauty of her form. But it

would be to no purpose to seek these advan-

tages in the nightingale : It is a bird of poor ap-

pearance, whose colour, form, and the whole.of
its exterior, is void of any thing attractive or ma-

jestic, and has nothing in the least distinguish,

ing. Nature has, however, compensated for its

plainness, by giving it a voice irresistibly charm-

ing. Listen to its fine long quivering notes : what
variety, sweetness, and brilliancy in them ! "When
she begins her song, she seems to study and

compose before hand the melodious notes she

wishes to be heard. She begins softly : then the

notes s\v,ell -gradually, till they run with the ra-

pidity of a torrent : she goes from serious to gay,
from simple notes to the wildest warblings ; from
the Ugliest turns and shakes to languishing sighs ;

and has, throughout the whole, the art to please
the ear.

This bird may give rise to many useful arid

edifying reflections: for example, we -learn this

truth from it, that homeliness of body is sometimes
united with very estimable qualities, and does not

exclude beauty from the soul. How unjust thea
are those, who, only attaching themselves to the

features of the face, and to exterior . qualities,

praise or blame nothing but what strikes their

senses, and despise thosewho have bodily defects.

Let us learn to judge with more equity. Any
man, though deprived ofthe advantage of figure
and fortune, who proves himself by his conduct
.to "have -the* soul of' a sage or a saint, is by much
the more worthy of our esteem. It is the perfec-
tion of the soul only that gives true merit to man,
or is worthy our admiration ; the rest can only
seduce" those who do not know the value of wis*
dom and virtoe. Have we not often known per-

sons, neither distinguished by rank or exterio*
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qualities, who have done the greatest services to
church and state? Crooked and deformed people
have often shewn more greatness of soul than
others possessed of the most beautiful person .and
finest form. It is a lesson not to trust to appear-
ances. Those we despise may often prove to be

superior to ourselves.

When we hear, the skilful harmony of the night-

ingale, does it not naturally lead us to the Creator,
from, whom she has this talent? What wisdom
must there be in the formation of this bird,to make
it capable of such sounds ! Lungs so delicate as
those of the nightingale, the motions of which are

so violent, must be easily wounded, iftheyhad not
the singular advantage of being fastened to the
back-bone by a number of little sinews. The ori-

fice of the windpipe is very large, and that is cer-

tainly what most contributes to the variety of
those sounds, which, in charming the ear, fill the
soul with sweet and pious joy. Is it possible not
to trace a divine wisdom and providence in this?

and will not even the song of the nightingale lead

us to glorify the Author of all nature 1 Lovely .

songstress! I will not leave thee till" 1 have
learned from thee the art of praising my Creator
and thine. Pour, with thy song, gratitude and

joy into the hearts ofthe many insensible mortals,

who, in these cheerful days, contemplate the -

beauties of the creation with indifference*

JUNE XXIII.

The Pleasures which Summer affords to our
Senses*

SUMMER has inexpressible charms, and gives
us daily proofs of the infinite beneficence of our
Creator. It is the happy season in which God
.pours out the treasures of his, blessings in lh*'-
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greatest abundance on every living creature.

Nature, after 'having revived us with the plca-
snres of spring, is continually employed; all -the

summer, in providing for us every thing to -piease

onr senses, to make our subsistence easy , to satisfy
our wants, and awaken in onr hearts just senti-

ments of gratitude. Before our eyes there grows,

by virtue of the secret laws of nature, an innu-

merable quantity of fruit in the fields and gar-

dens; fruits which, after having, pleased the

sight, may be gathered and preserved for our
food. The flowers afford the most agreeable va-

riety to our senses; we admire their rich dress,

and the inexhaustible fertility of nature in the

multiplicity of their species. What variety and

beauty also in the plants, from the humble moss
to the stately oak ! Let us climb the ^highest

mountain, seek the cool shade of the woods, or
descend into the valley, we shall every where find .

new beauties. A multitude of objects strike pur
eyes at once, all different from each other ; -but

each in itself has charms enough te fix onr atten-

tion. There we see innumerable flowers; -here

living creatures of different kinds. If we lift up
our eyes, they are delighted with the blue sky ; if

we cast them on the ground, they,are refreshed by
the beautiful verdure with which it is clothed.
Our ear is charmed with the cheerful notes of-the

winged songsters; the variety and simplicity of
their melody fills the soul with the sweetest sensa-

tions. The murmuring ofthe brooks, and the.silver
waves of a fine flowing river, also please the ear
and eye. It is to indulge onr taste that the straw-
berries and other pleasant fruit ripen ; while at
the same time they cool the blood. Our -barns
and granaries are filled with the new productions,
ofthe fields and gardens, which afford us the most
wholesome agreeable food. The smell is struck
with the sweet perfume that exhales on every
ide. In a word, a thousand pleasing objects affect
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the senses, and raise onr sensibility. .-Numerous
flocks feed on the profusion of bountiful Nature,
to. procure us pleasant and wholesome milk, and
nourishing meats. Abundant rains moisten the

ground, and open to us new sources of blessings. C

Tufted trees and groves afford us a delightful
shade. All that we see and hear, all that taste

or smell can convey, increase our pleasures, and
contribute to, our happiness. But the creation is

a still greater and more enchanting' object for the
mind than for the senses. In points which the
latter cannot reach, the mind discovers beauty,
harmony, variety, and new pleasures.

JUNE XXIV.

A Sketch of the inward Parts of the Human Body.

- THE more difficult it is to acquire a knowledge
of the inside of the human body, the more neces-

sary it is to make use of the information with
which w are furnished by skilful anatomists. It

is with this design that I am going to give a short

description of those parts-
The construction of the heart, which is placed

near the middle of the breast, and is the moving
principle of the whole machine, is worthy of ad-

miration. It consists of musculous fibres curiously
interwoven. Two cavities, separated from each
ether by a partition, and which are called ven-

tricles, are formed in the inside of this organ. As
the heart continually dilates and contracts itself,

and expels from the lungs the air which it receives

through the nose and mouth, this is what occa-

sions our breathing. The lungs are of a spongy
substance, which, like ihe bellows, extend

andj
contract, in order to draw the air in, and let it

out again. They swell out on both sides, and fill

almost the whole space of the breast, to refresh
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it with the air it draws in, and, at the same time,
to prevent the. blood from top much attenuation.

The breast is lined with a fine membrane, called

pleara. Under the lungs is placed the stomach,
which receives and digests the food. It is shaped
like a purse. On the right side is the liver, which. -

covers one side of the stomach, and by its warmth
assists the digestion. It separates the bile from the

blood, which collects in a particular vesicle, and
descends into the bowels. The irritation it occa-

sions there facilitates the passage of the excre-

ments. Opposite to the liver is the spleen. It is

a soft bag which stretches easily. The blood is

conveyed into it by arteries, and flows out of it

through the veins. Behind the liver and. spleen,
are the kidneys. There are two of them, one, to^
the' right, the other to the left.. The use of them
is to separate from the mass of blood the humours
which overflow into the bladder. Under these

parts are placed the entrails, joined to the mesen-

tery . They complete the separation of the digest-
ed food, and serve to expel the grosser parts^Sfit
out of the body. The mesentery is a great mem-
brane, which folds several times over, and forces

the entrails to fold themselves in the same manner.
There are a great quantity of little veins, as fine as

a hair, upon the mesentery. They are called milk

veins, because they contain a juice resembling
milk. In the middle of the mesentery there is a

large gland, where the milky veins meet, .as in

their centre. A skin, full of folds, ofglands, and
muscles, covers over all the entrails. That part of
the body called the belly, and Which begias at

the stomach, -is separated from the breast by the

midriff. It has several openings to let the vessels

pass which are to descend to the lower parts.
The liver and spleen' are fastened to it; and the

shaking- of it not only occasions laughter, but

serves also to disengage the spleen from the

mours which incommode it.
'

Vol. I. S
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These are the principal parts of the breast and

belly ; independent of which there are several

others which communicate with them. At the

beginning of the neck is the windpipe and the

weasand. The oesophagus is the channel through
which the food passes to the stomach. Through
the weasand the air penetrates to the lungs.
Whilst the lungs are sending back the air through
this channel, the voice forms itself, at the same
time the breast throws off the superfluous humours.
At the entrance ofthe weasand there is a little lid,
"which opens to give passage to whatever is to go
out through that pipe. The lower orifice of the
stomach is provided with such another cover,
which opens when the food presses upon it, and
then closes upon it, to prevent its rising up again.
In the upper part of the head is placed the brain,
which is capable of receiving impressions from
exterior objects. The whole mass of the brain is

covered with two thin transparent membranes,
one of"which, called the pia mater, is the first en-

velope. The second, called dura mater, is inter-

woven with arteries and weins. Independent of
"these parts, each ofwhich have their settled place,
there are others spread throughout the whole

body, such as the bones, the arteries, veins, lym-
phatic vessels, and nerves. The bones, set in their

joints, partly serve to support and give the power
of motion to the body, and partly to preserve and
guard its noble parts. The arteries and veins are

mixed throughout the whole body, in order to nou-

rish it with the blood they convey to every part.
'

There are also several lymphatic vessels, which

generally join to certain glands, and receive a

transparent yellow liquor, which they afterwards
let flow throughout the body. The nerves, of

which 'they reckon ten principal pair, are little

'fibres springing from the brain, and from thence
are spread over the whole body to the very, extre-

"mities of it. Some suppose they are hollow, and
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contain a sort of marrow like that of the brain.

The nerves are the organs of the senses, and of all

the motions of the machine. All those parts are

pierced with holes, in order to let the light and
subtile matter, and whatever is superfluous in the

body, evaporate. These orifices are called pores.
The same wisdom, so visible in the inward and
solid parts of the body, is equally so in its fluid

parts. The. blood, the chyle, thelyinph, the mar.

row, the biie, the nervous juices, and the different

sorts of viscous and gelatinous humours, supplied

by innumerable glands ;'
their several properties,

their design, their effects, the manner in which,

they are prepared, filtered, and separated from
one another ; their circulation, their reparation ;

all these prove the most astonishing art, and the
most profound wisdom.

,

Let us sum up what has been just said in regard
to the interior construction of the human body*
The bones, by their solidity and'their joints, form
the foundation of this fine machine.. The liga-
ments are strings which unite the parts together^
The muscles are fleshy substances, which act iis

elastic springs. The nerves, which are dispensed
over the whole body, connect all the parts toge-
ther.' The arteries and veins, like rivulets, cptfvey
life and health throughout. The heart, placed in,

the centre, is the focus, or the acting power, by
means of which the blood circulates, and is pre-
served. The lungs, by means of another power,
draw in the outward air, and expel the hurtfnl

vapours." The stomach and intestines are the
magazines where every thing that is required for
the daily supply. is prepared. The brain, that seat;

of the soul, is formed in a manner suitable to the

dignity of its inhabitant. The senses, which are
the soul's ministers, warn it of all that is necessary
either for its pleasure or use.

Adorable Creator! with what wonderful art
hast Thou, formed us I *
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JUNE XXV.

Electrical Fire*

PROM the many experiments made in our time,
nobody any longer doubts the existence of elec-

trical fire,'the singular effects of which'have fixed
the attention of all Europe for above thirty years.
It is proved that this fire is distributed equally
throughout. all bodies: but it is, like the air, not

perceptible to ou'r senses,.but \vhen~put in motion.
It is also necessary that, when the balance is inter

rupted by any cause whatever, it should be restoi

:d, before we can sensibly perceive the electrical

fire* Two different sorts of bodies must be marked
or distinguished in this case. The one sort are
suck by nature, that the electrical fire, let it con-
sist in what it may, can be produced in them, and
increased by means of friction. The others re-

ceiye their electrical force, not by friction > but by
communicating with the first. Those ofthe former
class are chiefly glass, pitch, rosin, sealing wax,
silk, hair, and the air. All other bodies, but par-

ticularly water and metals, belong-to the second.

The bodies of the first kind are capable of preserv-

ing the electrical matter collected in them. Those
of. the second, on the contrary, lose it as quick as;

they receive it. Machines have been invented, in

Avhich, by means of a great wheel, a rapid mo-
tion is given to a glass globe,, which, in turning
round, rubs against the hand, or against a cushion.

By the effect of this friction, the globe preserves
its electrical force, which may be extended as far

s is desired, by means of iron bars or chains,
-which communicate with the glass globe. If we
put our hand on one of these bars, we receive a

shok ; and if it is dark, we see bright sparks of

fire come from it. I several persons together
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form a circle, holding each other- by the

they will all receive the electrical stroke]
same moment ; which stroke, may be im
or less violent, as they please. There

given to electrical fire sufficient fotee tod

only sparrows, and otl.er little birds,

geese, ducks, and even sheep. This, expl
takes place by means of large glass boltleSi

with water, and tied together with metal chl

which fasten them also to the glass globe, put iu *"

state of friction, as mentioned before. The water

conveys a great quantity of electrical matter into

the inside of the bottles, and, at the same time,
their outside surface loses an equal quantity of it,

by means of the water which is without. A violent

flash, a great explosion, a violent commotion, the
combustible matter taking fire, and the -death of
the animals, are the consequences .of this experi-
ment. There are. others also which are common
to all these sorts of experiments, such as a sul-

phureous smell, an agitation of the air, and ane^tr

property of the electrical matter. It has been .

observed that some experiments failed because
the iron bars, which were to serve as electrical

conductors, were too angulons and too. much
pointed. It was suspected that the electricity lost
its force by the peints : this idea was confirmed by
putting the face, or hand, near the point of the bar,
when it could be distinctly perceived that there
issued from it a torrent'of electrical matter, it
was from thence concluded to be possible that
those points which .ejected electrical matter,
might also serve to attract it, and many experi-ments have proved the truth of this conclusion.
If any one should think these observations of no

importance, let him consider that we may.leariri-
more and more the use of this extraordinary phe-
nomenon of nature* from which a double use hais

^

already been drawn. The physicians have joifted
electricity to their art : and there are examples of
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i^cjirecl'paralytic limbs. Naturalists also

Lscpvered a great analogy between light-
4 electrical fire, which 'ha$ given rise to
lions upon the manner in which thunder '

), and has changed the former ideas on
ect. Thus, from time to time, we receive

(pitiohs> \>f the mysteries contairiedJn the
harks of our Creator. How limited*re the

___
of man ! and how little attention is paid to

important things placed before our eyes, since the
phenomena just mentioned were for many ages
unknown; and ev.eii 'now-how little are vre ac-

quainted with nature ! and how much have we not

yet to learn !

'

JUNE XXVI.

The Manner in which Thunderforms itself.

FORMERLY, and even at the beginning of this

century, it was thought that thunder proceeded
from the inflammation of salts, of sulphureous"*
matter, arid other substances in the air. It was
imagined that there was the greatest resemblance
between the effects of fire-arms arid that of thun-

der and lightning. However, all the explanations

bywhich theyendeavoured to establish this system
were not sufficient to remove the difficulties which
opposed it, or to account for the supposed effects*

But since the phenomena produced' by electrical

fire have been observed with attention, it has au-

thorised: us to assign a very different cause for

thunder. Theperfect resemblance there is between
that and electricity, have convinced the naturalists .

that they are the same, and that electricity is iu

ouit hands what thunder is in the hands of uature.

The latter executes in the great,whatwe imitate in,

the ifttle. It will not be diifficulTto convince even

those who have not studied natural philosophy ,
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ifthey will only take the trouble to compare thie

effects ofthunder with those ofelectrical fire. The
effects of thunder appearbyloud noise' heard- at a,

distance, and by conflagration.- Buildings that'

are struck with it are set in flames. Men struck
with it are blackened and burned. Sometimes,
however, there is no trace offire, and it is the blow
that occasions death. Their clothes are all torn
to rags. The lightning "casts 'them to a distance

from the place they were in ; and part of thebody
that has been struck is often pierced with hole's.

Sometimes large stones are broken by lightning,
and it destroys the ground it falls on. Electrici-

typroduces the same effects, but in a less degree.
When by means ofwater its force is increased, the
electrical lightning is followed by a very strong
commotion. Very compact bodies are pierced
with holes ; birds and other little animals are kill-

ed by it ; and every electrical flash is attendedwith
a loud noise. That torrent also of fire which flies

off hissing from the point of- electrified bodies, is

one of the phenomena which, are found in light-

ning. And in regard to its swiftness there is still

a greater resemblance between thunder and elect

tricity. If, during -a storrii, a sword or chain is

hung up in the air by silken strings, they become
electrical. If we put our finger near it, there will

come out of it sparks of fire, more or less, in pro-
portion to the degree of the storm, or our distance

from it. In a word, all the effects of electricity

appear during a storm. After such experiments
it can no longer be doubted that the air is elec-

trified when there is a storm, and that thunder and
lightning are the effects of a violent electrical fire.

Thus all that appeared wonderful and tremen-
dous in these natural phenomena, disappear .by ;

degre.es, as,we become better acquainted with the;>

laws, of nature.
. Everyone, consequently 'ought

to. have a generat knowledge at least of the first

principles ef natural history. Superstition
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fear, which often mix with our observation ofna-

ture, would soon be at an end, if we either resolv-

ed to reflect upon it ourselves with more attention,
or to consult others who are well informed upon
the subject. Let us make use of what we have
acquired in respect to the nature of thunder, so as

to. banish the dread and horror which so strongly
'seize our minds at the approach of a storm; and
let us always look up to and trust in that God who
alone worketh such great marvels. For though
we can thus assign the causes of thunder, it is not
therefore the less wonderful. There are even some
circumstances of it that will ever be inexplicable
to the most penetrating understandings. It is

enough to know that the nature of the air, and of

the atmosphere which surrounds us, renders this

phenomenon necessary ; that storms, in the hands
of God, are a means of making the earth fruitful,

and therefore ought to incline us to pay a tribute

of adoration and gratitude to our Creator.

JUNE XXVII. '

Herrings.

THIS is the season in which thej' begin to fish

for herrings on the coasts of England and Scot-

land
; by which means we shall receive, in a short

time, a great quantity ofthese fish, which feed the

poor, as well as the rich, during the whole year.
Let ns examine what is most important In the na-
tural history of these fish'. Innumerable shoals of

herrings live in the Frozen Sea, near the Arctic

pole ; but, at a certain period, they quit that place,
and come in multitudes to the coasts of England,
andtScotland. It is not yet positively ascertained
what may be the cause of this emigration. (Some
think it is to avoid whales and other great fish in.

the Frozen seas; others imagine that the prodi-
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gious increase of the herrings obligesthem to take
these long voyages, and to divide into separate co-

lonies, lest they should be in too great quantities
.to find sufficient food in the northern seas. Per-

haps, also, it is the desire of propagation, and a

peculiar instinct, which leads them to the places
most favourable for the increase and preservation,
of their race. It is certainly these reasons in ge-
neral that occasion such shoals of herrings to quit
the north at the beginning of the year; for,.in the'

month of March, awing of their army had already
reached the coasts of Iceland, and it is their

western wing. The herrings are at this season so

plentiful there, that, by putting the shovel with
which the sails are watered into the sea, there are

great quantities of them taken up at a time.
'

The
eastern wing advances farther into the Baltic sea..

A part of it turns towards the Cape North, sails

along the coast"of Norway, and enters through the
southern straits into the sea. Another part gains
the northern point of Jutland, then enters into

the Zuyder zee, and from thence passes again

through the Baltic sea, in order to return to the

place from whence it set out. But the largest
detachment of the eastern wing, is that which
turns to the western coast, in order to advance di-

rectly to the Orkney islands, where the Dutch go
to catch them. Towards the 8th of June, the sea
in those parts is full of herrings. They then direct

their course towards Scotland and England, where

they fill all the bays and the mouths of the rivers

with their fry. After having quitted England,
they probably return back to' their own" country."
The prodigious multitude of these fish is surp'ri-

sing: One single herring lays at least ten thousand

eggs in the sea near the British coasts. This great
fruitfnlness makes what is said of the Dutch fishe-"

ry credi ble, where there are annually caught about
twahundred millions of herrings ; a fishery which

supports numbers of people, and increases the
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revenue of the Dutch 'above twenty millions of
crowns.

It is but just that we should lift up our hearts to
the almighty and beneficent Creator, who, by a
guidance full of wisdom, causes these fish to fall

into the hands of man. By how many different

ways he provides for our support! All the seas,
the lakes, 'and the rivers, are subservient to. man-
kind, and contribute to our preservation.

JUNE XXVIII.

Eclipses of the Sun and Moon.

IT is shameful that, in an age so enlightened as

eurs, not only the multitude, but even those who
pretend to be superior to the common people,
should be still so ignorant in respect to those

bodies. From thence proceed the superstitious
notions which are raised by eclipses of the sun.

and moon. If any one took the trouble to in-

quire into the cause of them, -it would be found
how absurd it is to shut up the wells during au

eclipse, to prevent the water from acquiring any
hurtful quality, or .to take other superstitious

precautions, which are melancholy proofs of the.

ignorance and want of piety in mankind. Let
us then examine into this phenomenon, because
it is in itself very remarkable, and furnishes us

with a new occasion to glorify our great .Creator.

The eclipse of the sun .is.an effect entirely natu-

ral. It is caused by the moon passing between,
the earth and the sun. But it can only, take

place when the moon, which is an opaque body,,
and dark in itself, comes nearly in a direct line

between the sun and our earth. It. then con-

ceals from us part of that globe, or the whole of
it. The former is called, in the almanacks, a

partial eclipse, the latter a total eclipse. Thus
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the solar eclipse is nothing more than the situa-

tion of the earth, when the .moon passes between
it and the sun, interrupting the solar rays. We
must not imagine, that the sun is at that time

really darkened. It is' only concealed from us.

It retains its' usual splendour ; and all the differ-

ence is, that the rays which issue from it cannot
reach us, because the moon is placed between the
sun and our globe. This is the reason that a so-

lar eclipse is never visible at the same time in ail

parts of our earth ; for unless the sun had really
'

lost its light, the eclipse could not be visible at
the same time in every part of the hemisphere.
It is, on the contrary, always more in one country
than in another, and in some places it is never
seen at any time. The moon not only darkens

''

our earth sometimes, but the latter also casts its

shade upon the moon, and by that means inter-

cepts the rays of the sun from it either wholly
or in part; and this is called an eclipse of the
moon : But it can only be when the moon is at

one side of the earth, and the sun at the opposite
side, and consequently, when it is full moon. As
that planet is really darkened by the shadow of
the earth, the eclipse is perceived at the same
time on all the points of an hemisphere of our

globe. Some people.may ask, what is the use of

eclipses of the sun and moon ! To those even who
calculate the use of natural things from the imme-
diate advantage that accrues from them, the eclip-
ses are of importance. It is by their means that
the true position and distance of countries and
towns are known; and it is from thence that we,

have__beeji alile to trace accurately the geographi-
cal maps of the most remote countries. Eclipses,
ifwell observed, serve also to confirmchronology,
and to direct the navigator, by shewing him how
far he is from the east or west.

However inattentive we may be to the import-
ance of these advantages, they are not the less

essential to us.
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JUNE XXIX.

The Stalk of the Wheat.

WE see that the wheat is growing every day,
that the tender ears of corn are insensibly ripen-
ing, in order to furnish us, some weeks hence,
with wholesome bread : a precious blessing with
which nature rewards the labours of man. Let
us cast our eyes on a field of wheat; let us cal-

culate the millions of ears of. .corn which cover
one single field, and let us reflect on the wisdom -

of those laws which procure such an abundance
for. us: How many preparatives were necessary
tp .furnish us with this most indispensable of. all

food ! How many progressive changes were to

take place in nature before an ear of corn could

spring up ! It is now almost ready to produce
its fruit, and invites us to reflect on its con-

struction. When the grain of wheat has been
some time in the ground, it -shoots upwards a
stalk which rises perpendicularly, but only grows
slowly, that the wheat may have time to ripen.
It is for very wise reasons that it grows four, or

five feet, high, in order to preserve the grain from
the moisture of the ground which would rot it.

The height of the stalk contributes also to the

d'epuration of the nourishing juices which the
root conveys to it ; and its-round form assists this

operation; for, by that means, the heat penetrates

equally into every part of the stem. But how
is it possible that so slender a stalk can support
itself, and bear up its fruitful head, without sink-

ing under the weight, or without being beat
down by a breath of wind? The Creator guard-
ed against this inconvenience in the formation of

the stem. He furnished it with four very strong

knots, which in some measure serve as screws,
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strengthening it, without taking from it the

power of bending. The construction of these

knots alone shews the greatest wisdom. Like a

very fine sieve, they are full of little holes, and
through these orifices the juices rise up, and- the
heat of the sna penetrates into them. The heat
attenuates the juices which collect there^ and
purifies them, by making them pa.s through a
sort of sieve. The stalk is liable to be beat down
by storms and heavy showers of rain, but its not

being thick secures it. Ills flexible enough to

bend without breaking. If it was harder and
stiffer, it might certainly resist all weather; but
would it then serve as a bed for the poor?
From out the chief stem there shoot others not

so high, as well as leaves, which, collecting drops
of dew and rain, furnish the plant with the nu-
tritive juices it requires. In the mean time, "the

grain, that essential "part of the plants, forms it-

selfby degrees. To preserve these tender sprouts
from the accidents and dangers which might de-"

stroy them at the instant of their birth, the two

upper leaves ofthe stalk unite close.ly at the top,
both to preserve the ear of corn, and to draw to

it the nourishing juices. But as soon as the stem
is formed enough to supply the grain of itself

with proper juices, the leaves gradually dry and

drop off, that none irjay be taken from the fruit,

and that the root may have nothing more than

necessary to nourish it. When this scaffolding is

removed , the edifice itself appears in full beauty.
The bearded corn waves gracefully, and its points
serve for ornament, as well as defence againist

'

the birds. Refreshed with gentle rains, it thrives
*

till the appointed time, and grows every day*
more yellow, till, sinking atlast under the weight
of its riches, it bends its head .of ..itself^o the
sickle.

,
':./""

What wonderful wisdom and power 'appear in

the construction of one single 'stalk of wheat*.
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and yet we seldom pay attention to it, because it

is daily before our. eyes. But what other proof
of goodness can the Creator give us, if we are
insensible to this. Ungrateful, thoughtless man !

open thy heart to the sweet sensations of grati-*

tude and joy. As long as thou art capable of

contemplating a field of corn with indifference,
thou will be unworthy of the food it . furnishes

in such abundance. Learn to think as a man,
to enjoy the noblest pleasure a mortal is capable
of in this world, that of tracing thy Creator ia

every creature.

JUNE XXX,

The Blight.

THAT is the name given to those insects which
settle upon the stalks and leaves of plants in

such, swarms as to cover them sometimes all

"over. There are as many species of them as

plants; and they are more worthy our attention

than any other insect, on account of the singu-
larities in them. What distinguishes them, in

-the first place, from any known species of ani-

inals, is, that they not only lay eggs,- but also

produce young ones alive. In the heat of sum-
mer they are viviparous, that is to say, that the

young ones come from the mother's womb com-

"pletely formed and alive ; undoubtedly because
the plants at that time furnish them with nou-
rishment. Towards the middle of autumn they
.lay eggs, which are not hatched till the spring

,'folldwing; because, if the young ones, were pro-
-Tluced sooner, they would perish for want of
food. ^Precisely at the period when the females

^egin^tp&lay, the males appear ; which seem to

indicate that their existence was not necessary till

then. This supposition is fully confirmed by
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many experiments. If one

'

of the blights is,,

taken at the moment of its birth, and shut ,up

in a glass by itself, it will, thus sequestered, en- v

gender another like itself, when it acquires a cer-

tain degree of growth ; and' it will at the end of

a few days be surrounded by a numerous family.
If the "experiment is repeated on one of its young,
and even for many generations, the result will

still be the same. Let us observe another singu-

larity : in some species of insects, the mates
have wings, and the females are without any.
In the blight the two sexes are alike, either

both produced with them, or both, otherwise.

Those with wings are so small; in comparison
with the others, that they walk over them as

they do upon fruit. This remarkable instance

of what may be called singularities in nature (an,

instance so contrary to the common rules) leads ,

us naturally to enquire why there are singulari-

ties in nature, and what could induce the Crea-

tor to deviate sometimes from the common laws?
In order to answer this question in a satisfactory

manner, we ought to be able to take in the whole
of all that is created ; to know at the same time.^
all the parts of the immense kingdom of nature,
and the connection between each, before we ;

can be capable of judging to what, or how far,

any thing can be useful or hurtful to the whole.
But so deep a knowledge of nature being denied

*

to our weak faculties, let us content ourselves

with general arguments. . In the first place, God
shews us, by these singularities, the commami
he has over all nature. He is the

giver, who assigns to every being the

inviolably to observe. He, \to whom every
ing is subject, has a right to prescribe such,
such rules; but he has also the power tqauspend
his rules, and make what exceptions

pleases. Secondly, We find a greatlarlety in,

nature, which affords us opportunities,, not only"
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^rejoice in the contemplation of it, but to ad-
r.'mireCthe glory of the Creator. It is easy to

-

conceive how much the exceplions.to the general
?

rules increase this variety^ and consequently the
pleasure of the observer, as well as the admira-
tion for the Author, of nature. Thirdly, Expe-
rience teaches us, that the objects we have
daily before our eyes become familiar to us : and
their impression, so often repeated, leaves us cold
and insensible to them. The glorious sun of na-
-ture itself does not always interest us, because

vv-e* have taken the habit of passing over things
Rightly which -we see continually. Therefore

every singularity, every extraordinary phenome-
non, is a fresh inducement to contemplate the
works of God, and serves to rouse us from our

- ;3*\i<)ience. Fourthly and lastly, The singular!-
. tij^of the physical world, which, far from hurt-

ing the .perfection of. the whole, enter into the

plan of Divine Wisdom, teach us, that the singu-

larities of the moral world, and the fate of man-

kind, are equally -under the direction of an All-

wise Being, who will so order all things that his
"

lioly^name may be glorified evermore.
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